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Editorial Notes

May the Maker ol all make this journal a success, Blessed

is ihe name of ike Lord. May He blcsa the workers of the

Aa roma with a linppy and prosperous career na servants ol the

world which is only the Lord Himself objectified. May He,
thnt hna created on in Hia infinite wisdom, lead UB to the light

that is beyond all darkness.

tfc & ?tf

With this number begins the fourth volume. We offer

our hcurl-lcll thanks to all those who have helped ug in

the past and wish to help ua in the future. Muy the Lord

that has blessed uh thus far, bless us hereafter.

A> tfr 4?

Tub principal theme of the fourth volume will continue to

be Prannyamo. We .ire anxious to take up some supplement-

ary subject ulso, especially dyspepsia. Articles on this disease

and its Yogic treatment may, therefore, appear in the current

volume. Besides the technique of Kapalabhati and Bhastrika,

the technique of some other Yogic practices will also be given.

rtf 4* ’V

Tnk treatment of the different subjects, will be as

original, thorough and reliable as' it has been in the last

three volumes. In giving the technique of the 'Yogic exercises

I
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even minutest detail will be attended to. The Yoga-Mimahsa
has already come to be recognized as an authoritative publication

in matters Yogic. We shall try our level best to maintain

in future the high standard that has once been established.

+
Is reading this number, non-mcdical men will do well first

to master our article on the pressure changes in Pranaynma

and then to read the experiments given in the Scientific

Section. The article ' Ujjnyi PraniySma Explained ’ should be

read last. Unless the physiological principles discussed in the

Semi-Seientific and Scientific Sections are thoroughly under-

stood, ordinary renders will find it diflicult to follow the scien-

tific explanation of Pranaynma. This very circumstance is res-

ponsible for our not publishing in this issue a larger part of the

article ' Ujjoyi Pranaynma Explained. ' We had first to make
room for nil the information that was needed for a clear under-

•landing'. of that article. Tliia took nwuy so much of our space.

* 4s

\V»; beg to draw our readers’ attention to the several
appreciations published in the current number. Pandit Motilal
Nehru's views published on the next page and Sir Shankaran
tNair’s note printed on page 4, arc specially recommended to

the attention ol our readers. They tell their own tale.

* -ft *
T*“

.

rcvicw ol activities ol the Knivalyadhama
appearing in the Miicellancous matter is expected to give in

brief a good idea about the work of the Asrama. May
wc request our readers to bring this matter to the notice
of those promising youths that may be in search of oppor-
tunities such as arc available at the Kaivalyadhama.

Mat the Lord that enabled us to found the Asrama.
give us strength enough to carry on its work

! May He
ever widen the circle of our sympathizers and thus allow us
to serve Him and Hia children to the best of our ability '

2



PANDIT MOTII.AL NEHRU'S NOTF.

I have been very much impressed with the work of

Swami Kuvolayananda (Dr.
J. G. Gune). Ho has opened

out an entirely new field of research and has already

shown that the different aspects of Yogic culture and ther-

apy can not only stand the fierce light of modern sciences

but are well in advance of all that has so far been dis-

covered in the West. His Ashrama ho3 only been in exist-

ence for the luat five years but has already built up a

reputation in the successful application of Yogic principles

and practices to modern conditions of life The methods he

has introduced in the field of physical culture have * already

found favour with many prominent individuals and institu-

tions. Some of the Provincial Governments and Indifcn States

have also approved of them. His journal " Yoga-Mimansa"

has it luir circulation in India and abroad. With the help

of thin journnl and the small bund of self-sacrificing uni-

versity men, he has gathered round him, he has rendered

much valuable service. But it is evident that a small

institution of this nature cannot satisfy the needs of a big

country like ours. What is necessary is to make it n

training ground lor n sufficiently large number of tcnchcrs

to be employed in schools and colleges nil over Indin to

instruct our young men and to give his journal "Yoga-
Mimansa" a much wider circulation than it now has. The
organization deserves to be developed into a Notional In-

stitution for which considerable funds are necessary. It is in

my opinion the duty of every Indian to help Swamiji’s work

and afford him u full and fair opportunity to realise his

ideals for the physical and cultural uplift of India and of

humanity at large.

March 14, !930 . (Srf.) Motilal Nehru
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SIR SHANKARAN NAIR’S LETTER

Dr*h Swajjijt,

Your attempt to interpret the different aspect* of Yogic

culture in the light ol up-to-date sciences nnd thus 10 co-

ordinate the ancient nnd modern civilisation for drawing

closer the East and the West, is simply unique. The work

that your Ashramn has turned out during the live years of its

existence in the field of physical culture and Yogic Therapy, has

already attracted the attention not only of the general public,

but even ol some ol the Provincial Governments and Indian

Stales. Your journal, the Yoga-Mimansn, Ima found its way

not only throughout India, but even abroad. You have

gathered roundabout you n bond of sell-sncrilicing university

men onxioun to serve humanity. II you get ample liuancinl

support, you are sure to develop un organisation that would

competently nnd selflessly work lof the progress ol mankind.

Under these circumstances it becomes the duty ol every in-

dividual to render you substantial monetnry help and thus to

enable you to renlisc your noble ideals lor the uplift ol

humanity.

New Delhi

February 22, 1930-
(S</.) SnnUnran Nair

4 .



SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

Letters, their sounds, nnd n description of these sounds:—

m A Pronounce 'A* like *u' in 'but'.

sir A It *A' ,

l I M T

x I H t H

3 u ti ‘U*

3J 0 » *U* ..

W Rl M •Rr .,

Rl It •Rl’

r*. 1,1 91 •i,i* ..

E •• •E*

* Al I*
*AI' ,

*n 0 II
O'

AU M •AU' ..

KA •* K* „

*rj KHA 19 •Kll* ,

*! GA M 'G*

a GHA If •GH' „

v NA » *&* M

CHA It
'CH*

3 CHHA I*
•CHI-1*,.

p JA •# ‘J* ..

p JHA N 'JH’ „

51 N’A It
*N'* „

3 TA •1 T ..

3 JHA TH*

‘Pin*.

•ee’ „ 'feel*.

V I,
‘JuUome’,

*oo' „ 'wool*.

'rit' „ German.

.. „ .. with a string accent,

'lit' „ German.

'a* 'fate.

•oi'
,

'aisle* but not drawled out.

V „ 'over*.

'ou* „ 'ounce’but not drawled out.

k* » 'War.

'kh' „ 'ink-horn' or like 'ch' in

‘L-och’ (Scottish ).

.. 'girl'.

'gh* „ 'log-house' or 'ghee'.

V ., 'king' or 'link'.

'ch' „ 'church*.

the second 'ch' in 'churchill'.

'j' in 'join*,

palatal V as in 'azure*.

'n' in 'pinch*.

*t* „ tub'.

'th* .. 'pot-house*.
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

Letters, their sounds, and a description of these sounds:—

1 PA Pronounce 'D* like *d* in 'dog*.

DHA •• *DH* tt *dh*
i*

'mad-house'.

<n N\ tl •N- M ‘n* tt 'splinter* or 'and*.

* TA II T* ff dental
' f as in 'thin', or like

the French ‘T*.

TIIA N •TH' M •th’ in ‘thunder*.

* DA 91 D* It *th* ti then*.

DHA M *DH* tt *th* tt 'this*.

* NA •
91 *N* t» *n* it ’no*.

PA ••
,p.

tl
p'

tt ‘paw*.

15 PHA w •PH* •t 'Ph* t« •top heavy’, or *gh* in

•laugh*.

1 BA •• •B* tt *b* tt 'balm*.

W BHA •• •BH* •• *l>h*
I*

‘hob- house*.

MA w •M* •t *m* it •mot'.

YA It *Y* I* y H 'yawn*.

* RA • • *R* II V
ti

'rub*.

m LA
• •

*L* tt •I*
ti

V.
VA •• •V* It *w* •t ’wane*.

V S'A
II

•S'* II *ah* •t 'ashes’.

1 SHA It •SH* It a strong lingual with rounded

lips.

SA •t •s* It V in 'sun*.

* HA It *H* tt h* •t 'hum*.

5! PA A dcnto-lingual pronounced with a little rounding

of lips.

Nasalized as in *nt—M
;
Nasalized ^ as in mn—M ;

.. j. •„ WTC—M ; „ „ „ „ w%T—M .

Nasalized* as in ‘fata-N
; Visarga—H.
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N. B.— Those of our readers that claim no acquaintance

with anatomy and physiology will Jo Well lo read

The SemhSclentlflc Section first.

0



PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS IN PRANAYAMA

Their Cultural and Curative Importance

It is an Admitted physiological lact that the ordinary act

of respiration involves appreciable changes in the pressure

conditions obtainable in the lungs, in the thorax and in the

abdomen. If the respiration is made deeper, the pressure

changes become considerable
j and under particular circum-

stances, these changes are observed to be remarkably great.

Modern physiologists have very carefully studied the effects

of ordinary respiration upon the circulation ol the blood. It

has l»ecn found that the pressure changes brought -about by

normal breathing greatly aid the circulation of the venous

blood. These physiologist! have ulso investigated the effects

of forced respiration upon blood circulation. Some 'work ha*

also been done in studying circumstances capable of produc>

ing very high pressures in the lungs and in the thorax.

Although tire Western physical culturists have been an-

xious to take advantage ol the advancing physiological know-

ledge of the world, their literature docs not show much at-

tention to have been paid to the pressure change* in ' Deep

Breathing’ and to the effects of these changes on blood cir-

culation. They indeed speak ol pressures and also of the

improved circulation of the blood, in discussing their breathing

exercises. But the whole treatment accorded to this subject is

so superficial that it fails to satisfy the scientific mind.

Even if llie physical culturists of the West had paid

more attention to the study ol * Deep Breathing ,* their observ-

ations would not have been of much U3C in understanding

the physiology of Yogic Pranuyama. Because so lar as we

know there is hardly any physical culturist worth the name

in the West, who ia teaching 'Deep Breathing’ according to

the exact 1 technique of Pranayanm- Under thpse circumstances

it became absolutely imperative for us to undertake investi-

9
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gating thoroughly the problem of Pranayamic physiology. Some

of the X-Ray experiments done in this connection have

already appeared in the third volume of this journal. The

pressure experiments recorded in the following pages form

another instalment of our research work in this subject. The

field is vast. It will take years before we can claim to

have studied the physiology of Pranayama with some

thoroughness. In the meanwhile we shall be publishing through

the Yoga-Mimdnaa whatever research work will be turned

out in the Kaivolyadhama in this connection.

The study of pressure changes involved in Pranayama

in all its stages, is valuable from more points of view than

one. Exercises in Yogic Physical Culture, Yogic Therapy

and even Yogic Spiritual Culture can be intelligibly under-

stood only if the pressure changes brought about by them

are carefully studied. Serious mistakes are likely to be

made in' prescribing Pranayamic exercises for cultural or

curative purposes, if these pressure -change* are not suffici-

ently known. Wc shall explain how.

Physical culturists ore often tempted to teach Pranayama

to boys under thirteen. This is due to their ignorance about

the pressure changes in Pranayama and is calculated to do

considerable damage to the hearts of the juvenile athletes.

The reason is this- The stock ol the blood present in a

child’s body is held partly in the heart and partly in the

other parts of the circulatory system. Now in children the

volume of the heart iis proportionately much smaller than
the calibre ol the rest of the circulatory system. Again it

is n well known physiological fact that in deep inspiration,

owing to the negative pressure in the thorax and the posit-

ive pressure in the abdomen, the blood from the large veins
rushes to the heart. Under these circumstances, owing to its

comparatively small calibre, the child's heart would find it

difficult to receive into it the stock of venous blood pressing
for admission, and would consequently suffer. If this exercise
is repeated several times a day. the damage done to the
juvenile heart is likely to be considerable. During adolcs

10
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ccnce. however, the volume ol the heart is increased twelve-

fold while the calibre ol the arteries increases only three-

fold. Owing to this circumstance, the proportion becomes

favourable to the heart which afterwards can receive all the

quantity ol the venous blood that may be pumped up to it.

Hence Pranayama can be practised only after adolescence,

and if prescribed to boys ol younger age through ignorance,

is likely to do harm.

Pranayama has all along been a favourite curative

measure in India. Although the Kaivalyadhama may justly

claim the credit of modernizing Yogic Therapy, even to-day

there is a large number of students of Yoga outside the

As'rama, who prescribe Yogic exercises for curative purposes.

Now their prescriptions are likely to be dangerou», if they

are given without understanding the pressure changes in

Pranayama. We shall very briefly refer to the Pranayamic

treatment of a weak heart and weak lungs.

Many people look to be under the impression that

deep inspirations are likely to damage a weak heart. Others

seem to think that PrSnSyama is capable of strengthening

any weak heart. We are of opinion that both these views

have their root in the ignorance of Pranayamic pressure

changes. Properly speaking in every deep inspiration, the

intra-thoracic pressure is remarkably lowered and hence the

external pressure on the heart is equally decreased. Thus

there is little chance of the heart being damaged owing to

the pressure changes in deep inspiration. Of course the heart

must have strength enough to stand the richer supply ol

venous blood drawn to it in deep inspiration. The other view

that Pranayama is capable of strengthening any weak heart

is equally untenable. Pranfiyama as it is generally taught

outside the Kaivalyadhama necessarily includes Kumbhaka of

one type or another. Now there are particular varieties ol

Kumbhaka where the intra-thoracic pressure becomes con-

siderably high. That means the external pressure on the

heart is proportionately increased. Now this • increase in the

external pressure is very likely to damage a weak heart,
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Thus we see that any Yogic treatment ol a weak heart, ii

it is to be sufe, must be based upon a knowledge ol

Pranayamic pressure changes
j

otherwise it may do more

harm than good to the patient.

What holds good in thq case of the heart equally holds

good in the case ol the lungs. In every deep inspiration the

lungs arc put on a stretch. And although at the end ol every

deep inspiration the intra-pulmonic pressure is only equal to

one atmosphere, the libres of the lung tissues are ao much
stretched that in the case ol weak lungs they stand in the

danger ol being torn. But the matter does not end there.

There arc some varieties ol Kumbliaka which increase very

considerably the intra pulmonic pressure. Some students ol

Yogic Therapy recommend the practice ol this typo ol Kum-
bhakn even to persons with weak lungs, Under these cir-

cumstances damage to the lungs is sure and very serious

consequences follow, simply for the ignorance ol Pranayamic

pressure changes.

PrfnSylma is one ol the finest exercises lor a weak heart

and weak lungs. II its physiology is properly known and if

it is judiciously administered, the exercise is capable ol

giving wonderful results.

This study ol pressure changes in Pranayama hao its

own importance in understanding the physiology ol Yogic

exercises directly leading to spiritual development Yogic

processes practised lor the awakening ol Kundulinf arc main-

ly characterized by two features They either involve the

stretching ol the spine and its adjacent parts, or arc capable

ol attracting a richer blood supply to the regions round-

about the spinal column, especially in the pelvic and lumbar

regions. In Pranayama the stretching of the spine is effect-

ed by the manipulation ol the contracted diaphragm, mainly

through ita crura. Alter deepest inspiration when the dia-

phragm stands most vigorously contracted and occupies the

lowest position, it is pushed upward by means of the con-

tracted abdominal recti pressing hard upon the abdominal

\2
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viscera. This upward push is counteracted by the contracted

diaphragm and its two crura attached to the posterior part ol

the abdominal wall, and in doing this they exert a steady

pull upon the spine and its adjacent parts.

ThuB we see that the high abdominal pressure created

in Pranayama by the action and counteraction of the different

anatomical parts together with the upward pull of the crura,

ia responsible for the awakening of Kundalini.

Pressure changes attract a richer blood supply to the

lumbar region in the following way. When Uddiyana is

practised after deep exhalation, negative pressure is develop-

ed in the abdomen. This decrease in the abdominal pressure

naturally attracts a richer blood flow to the lumbar region.

Similarly there arc other pressures which can induct* copious

blood supply to the pelvis.

Thus wc see that a knowledge of the pressure changes

in Pranayama, is very important in understanding the cultural

nnd curative vnlucs'of this important branch of Yogic exercises.

THE TWELVE EXPERIMENTS

We may now proceed to note n few general feature*

of the twelve experiment* that are recorded in this issue.

The first two experiments were done to ascertain the prcBB-

ure condition* at the nares in ordinury respiration. The re-

maining ten experiment* were undertaken to know the press-

ure conditions in the (esophagus as it is affected in the

different processes of Pranayama. Here the question arises *»

to why we have tried to study the intra-ensophageal pressure

changes, when in the discussion that we have just finished,

we pointed out the physiological importance of knowing the

intra-pulmonary and intra-thoracic pressures. The following is

our answer.

So far as the thorax is concerned, the pressure changes

that really count in the study of Pranayama arc the intra-

thoracic and the intra-pulmonic. But situated as wc are, it is

13
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impossible for us. not only at present but even in the near
future, to undertake any experiments on the intra -thoracic

or intra-pulmonic pressures, because even in the best equipped

laboratories the opportunities for this kind of research arc

so rare. So we thought of trying to see whether the

intra-thoracic and intra -pulmonic pressure changes could be
roughly understood by studying intra-asophagcnl pressures

during the diflerent stages of Pranayama. It suggested itself to

us to try these experiments because of the following physio-
logical fact. The intra-thoracic pressure is known to affect the

pressure conditions existing in the different organs situated in

the mediastinal cavity. So we thought that the pressures
available inside the thoracic part of the (esophagus would
in a rough proportion represent the pressures existing in the

modiastiqal cavity. In the 250 readings that we took during
the ten experiments on the intra-cosophagcal pressures, wc
found that every time we expected a change in the intro-

thoracic pressure, there was o corresponding change in the
intra-cesoplmgenl pressure also. Thus we concluded that a
study of the intra-cssophageal pressures can, though some
what roughly, give a clear idea of the intra-thorncic pre-
ssurca brought about in the various developments of Pronn-
yamo. It remains for tho scientific world to sec how far wc
are justified in coming to this conclusion.

Physiological research lias shown that the intra-pulmonic
pressure l9 equal to the intra-thorncic pressure plus the press-
ure due to the elastic recoil of the lungs- And ns tho elastic
recoil ol the lungs always varies within particular limits,

mtra-pulmonary pressure can always be ascertained, though
somewhat roughly, from the intra-thoracic pressure. Wc have
already indicated in the preceding paragraph that intra-
asophageal pressure roughly varies in proportion to the
intra-thoracic pressure. Hence it is possible to know clearly
the pressure changes both in the lungs and in the mediastinal
cavity, .1 wc can know the pressure changes in the esophagus,
although the ocact degree of different pressures existing in
the lungs and the mediastinal cavity, may remain unknown.
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So a study of intra-cesophageal pressures was under-

taken simply with a view to determine, though somewhat

roughly, the intra-pulmonic and intra-thoracic pressures in

Pranayama.

For conducting experiments on the intra-ccsophageal

pressures, an india-rubber tube was introduced into the

oesophagus as Inr as the middle of its thoracic portion, the

other end ol the tube being connected with a water mano-

meter in Experiments III and IV, and with a mercury

manometer in the remaining experiments. In Experiments III

and IV, a water manometer was prclcrred because the pressure

changes were comparatively small.

Pressure changes in L'rjdiyana huve been experimented

upon here, because at times U^iyana is included *. in the

technique ol PrSnayama.

For every experiment live subjects were tried, each

subject being required to muke live attempts to produce the

necessary condition in respiration. Thus lor every expert’

ment twenty-live readings were taken and averages were

worked out. the final average being made to represent the

ultimate result.

The conclusions to be drawn from each experiment ure

discussed at the end ol that experiment.

15



PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS IN PRANAYAMA

EXPERIMENT I

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

It ia well known to the students ol physiology that the

act ol inhalation starts with the lowering down of the intra-

pulmonic pressure which is equal to one atmosphere at the

end ol the previous exhalation. This decrease of pressure

is to be felt not only in the lungs, but throughout the air

tubes, although the degree ol dccreuse varies at different

places. It is supposed that in the air passage the negative

pressure below the glottis is greater than the negative

presoure above the glottis Again the degree of pressure

change depends upon the rapidity of the respiratory act.

The object of this experiment wan to measure the negative

pressure developed at the nnres during the process of

a quid and normal Inhalation.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS »-

Five subjects were tried in this experiment. They were

young adults of sound constitution, with ages ranging from 20

to 29. The experiment was done in the morning and the

subjects were taken up with an empty stomach. No special

preparation was deemed necessary.

THE APPARATUS «-

An ordinary water manometer was used for measuring

the pressure changes. One end of this manometer was

successively connected with a nario of every subject by

means of a tube of india-rubber, passed through the corres-

ponding nostril.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER >-

Each subject was made to breatbe quietly while he

maintained the ordinary sitting poBture. While the india-rubber

tube was introduced in one nostril, the other nostril was left

16
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free. When inhalations became normal, pressure changes

were noted down at each successive inhalation, live read,

ings were taken in the case ol every subject and an

average worked out. Five such averages were put together

and a final average was calculated. It indicated a fall of

20-4 mm. of water. The twenty-five readings noted down

are tabulated on the next page-

REMARKS

It is to be noted that the result ol this experiment

differs from the results arrived at by Western physiologists.

They record a fall ol 9 or 10 mm. ol water in a normal

quiet inspiration. Perhaps there are two (actors which have

affected our result- Our readings were taken while the

subjects maintained a sitting posture, while the ..Western

physiologists may have tnken their readings in a lying down

position of their subjects. As all the Pranayamic pressure

changes wero studied while the subjects maintained a sitting

posture, wc thought it desirable to conduct even tho present

experiment in the same posture. We could also note that

the indiu-rubber tube slightly irritated the mucous membrane

of the nasal passage, thus rendering tho inhalation# n little

deeper and more hurried. This naturally produced a greater

negative pressure.

17
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Experiment li

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The first experiment was made for ascertaining the

pressure change at the nares in a quiet inspiration. The
object of this experiment was to determine the pressure

change nt the nares in a normal expiration. As is well

known exhalation starts when the intra-pulmonic pressure rises

above one atmosphere. So the pressure change expected to

develop at the nares was positive instead of negative as

in the previous experiment.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS «—

The Borne subjects were tried in this experiment as in

the last and were taken up for it immediately after that ex-

periment.

THE APPARATUS s-

The apparatus used in the last experiment was also used here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

This experiment was conducted exactly in the same way

as the first, the averages etc., being worked out ns pre-

viously. The only difference was that instead of’ noting

down the changes in inhalation, the pressure changes in ex-

halation were tabulated. All the readings came out positive

and the final overage stood at 1
5*2 mm. of wnter indicating

that much rise in the pressure at the nares- Detailed read-

ings are tabulated on tho next page.

REMARKS i-

As in the first experiment ao here, our result differs

from the results of the Western physiologists. The difference

is, in all probability, due to the causes discussed under the

previous experiment.
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HO. 1 )
PRESSURE EXPEU1MHNTS XH PRaNAYAMA

Experiment III

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The object of the experiment was to determine the change

effected in the intra-cwophagcal pressure during normal inspira-

tion. with a view to get *» rough idea about the changes made

in the intra-pulmonic and intra-thoracic pressures, which, as have

been shown in the general discussion on these experiments,

roughly vury in proportion to the intra-cesophageal pressure.

Again readings of the intra-cesophageal pressure changes during

quiet inspiration would greatly help the understanding of the

intra-eciophagcnl pressure change# in the Prnnayamic processes

us they were going lobe determined in the subsequent experiments.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS —
The same subjects wore tried in this experiment'* us in the

last and were taken up for it immediately after that experiment,

THE APPARATUS i-

The piece of apparatus used in the last experiment was

also used here. The free end of the india-rubber tube was,

however, introduced into the tcnophngus till it reached the

middle of its thoracic portion.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER—
Subjects were made to keop up their normal respiration

while they continued to have a sitting posture. Readings were

noted down no they were available during successive inhala-

tions. Averages being worked out ns in the Inst two experi-

ments, the final average showed a fall of 81*12 mm of water.

Detailed readings are tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS i-

Thiu fall of 81*12 mm. of water in the intra-ce#ophageal press-

ure during normul inspiration shows very clearly that the cesopht

agus largely yields to pressure changes in the thorax. The intra*

thoracic pressure, as noted by Western scientists, decreases by

about 102 mm. of water during normal inhalation. When we

compare the fall in the intra-cesophageal pressure as determined

by the present experiment with the fall in the intra-thoracic press-

ure as noted by the Westerners, we clearly ace that the pressure

changes in the thorax are very largely shored by the cesophagus
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NO. 1 ) PBE88UKE EXPERIMENT IN PBANAYAMa

Experiment iv

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The object of thia experiment was the tamo as the ob-

ject of the last. Only instead of studying the changes in

the intra-cesophageal pressure during normal inspiration, in thia

experiment the pressure changes in the normal exhalation

were to be determined.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS?—

The nnme aubjecta were tried in this experiment aa in

the last and were taken up for it immediately alter that

experiment.

THE APPARATUS i-

The piece of apparatus used in the last experiment was

also used here, the free end of the india-rubber tube being

introduced in the same Jaahion up to the middle of the

thoracic part of the (esophagus.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER i—

Thia experiment was conducted exactly in the same

manner on the last, with this difference. Instead of noting the

pressure changes during inhalations, they were noted during

exhalations. The final average showed a fall of 34-86 mm-

of water. Detailed readings are tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS «-

Physiologists know it very well that intra-thoracic pressure

continues to I
.’be negative even during normal exhalation- It

is observed to be about 61*2 mm. of water- From the pre-

sent experiment we find that the (esophagus yields to the

intra-thoracic pressure changes in exhalation also. As the

negative intra-thoracic pressure has decreased during exhalation'

so the negative intra-teeophsgeal pressure has also decreased.
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JTOi 1 1
PHIWUBE EXPERIMEKTB IS PRiiliYlU*

Experiment v

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT r—

The object ol this experiment was to ascertain tho intra-

ceaophageal pressure during deep inhalation when the abdom-
inal muscles were kept controlled, because that is the type

of inhalation practised in Pranayama. The intra-pulmonic

and intra-thoracic pressures would then be roughly inferred

from the intrn-ccsophagcal pressure and the depths of Yogic

and non-Yogic deep inhalations be compared.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTSi-

The same subjects were tried in this experiment as in

tho last and were taken up for it immediately after that

experiment.

THE APPARATUS r-

Thc apparatus used in the Inst experiment was also

used here but with one change. Instead of water, mercury

was used to measure the pressure changea.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

Subjects were made to practise deep inhalation with the

abdominal muscles kept controlled • A side view of one of the

subjects is shown in Fig. I. The inhalations were practised

in a sitting posture. Readings were noted down ns they

were available for each successive inhalation. Averages being

worked out as in the foregoing experiments, the final aver-

age showed a loll of 21*2 mm. of mercury. Detailed read-

ings arc tabulated on the next page-

REMARKS i-

Physiologically inspiration causes negative pressure in

the thorax. The deeper the inspiration the greater is the

fall in the intro-thorncic pressure. Western physiologists hove

recorded this fall to be about 30 mm. ol mercury. We have

reason to believe that in the present experiment, tho intra-

thoracic pressure must have fallen by something more than

20 mm. rig., because generally the fall in the intra-thoracic

pressure is much greater than the fall in the intra-asophageal

E
ressure which in this experiment is as much as 2

1

'2 mm.
o we see that the Yogic inspiration is much deeper than the

ordinary | deep inspiration studied by »he Western physiologists.

t. M.-i 25





Fig. II

Deep Inhalation with Contracted Abdomen.
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NO. 1 1
•• PRH8SURE BXPSBIMEITO IN PRlffjYlKA

Experiment vi

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT «-

The object of this experiment was to determine the

intra ceiophageal pressure during deep inhalation when the

abdominal muscles arc kept conlracleJ, so that a comparison

might be instituted between the results of this experiment

and the last. Because such a comparison would settle the

question as to which of the two types of inhalations secured

deeper inspiration.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS i-

The same subjects were tried in this experiment os in the

last and were taken up for it directly alter that experiment.

THE APPARATUS i-

Thc apparatus used in the last experiment was also

used here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPE R

Subjects were mado to practiso deep inhalation with the

abdominal muscles kept conlracleJ• The inhnlations were prac-

tised in a sitting posture. A side view ol one of the sub-

jects is shown in Fig. If. Readings were noted down ns they

were available for each successive inhalation. Averages being

worked out 09 in the foregoing experiments, the final aver-

age showed a fall of 1 7’36 mm. of mercury. Detailed read-

ings are tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS

The foil in the intra-ceaophagcnl pressure recorded in

this experiment is much less than the fall noted in the last.

Now the intra-cesophagcal pressure decreases in proportion to

the depth of inhalation. Hence we conclude that the inhala-

tion secured in the last experiment is deeper than the inhala-

tion made available in this. The contracted abdominal musc-

les prevented the diaphragm descending os low as in the pre-

vious case.
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MO- 1 I rjUSttUSB MXPSRDlttWTfl IS PBiWlYiMi

Experiment vii

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT >-

The object of this experiment was to determine the intra-

ceaophageal pressure during deep inhalation when the abdom-

inal muscles were kept prolraclcd, so that a comparison might

be instituted between the result of this experiment and that

of the fifth. Because such a comparison was calculated to

settle the question as to which of two types of inhalation

secured deeper inspiration.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS:-

The same subjects were tried in this experiment as in the

last and were taken up for it directly after that experiment.

THE APPARATUS

The apparatus used in die last experiment was also used

here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER i-

Subjects wero made to practise deep inhalation with the

abdominal muscles kept prolraclcd- The inhalations were prac-

tised in a uitting posturo. A lido viow of one of the sub-

jects is shown in Fig. Ill, Readings were noted down as they

wore available for each successive inhalation. Averages being

worked out as in the foregoing experiments, the final average

showed a fall of 16*88 mm. of mercury. Detailed readings are

tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS

The fall in the intratcsophngeal pressure recorded in this

experiment is much less than the fall noted in Experiment V.

Now the intra cesophagcal pressure decreases in proportion to the

depth of inhalation. Hence we conclude that the inhalation

secured in Experiment V was deeper than the inhalation

mode available in this. In protracting the abdomen, the dia-

phragm might, indeed, descend lower, but the riba remain

depressed ; and the advantage gained by th* descent of the

diaphragm h more lhan loil by the depression of the rib*.
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SO, 1 ) PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS IN PRaKXTaMA

Experiment viii

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

According to the accepted physiological principles the intra-

thoracic pressure continues to be slightly negative even in the

deepest expiration. The object o( this experiment was to

lind whether or not the ceaophagus shares the negative press-

ure prevailing in the mediastinal cavity during deep expiration.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS

The aamo subjects were tried in this experiment as in

the last and were taken up for it immediately after that

experiment.

THE APPARATUS n-

The apparatus used in tho last experiment was also used

here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER j-

Subicf-t" ml ttUu Usr

ing poeture. A side view of one of the subjects is shown in

Fig. IV. Readings were noted down an they were availnbl*

for each suecesaive exhalation. Averages being worked out ar

in '-the foregoing experiments, the final average allowed n rise

of 15*12 mm. ol mercury. Detailed readings ore tabuloted ot

the next page.

REMARKS •-

The result shows that the aaopliagus is not affected bj

the negativo pressure available in tho mediastinal envity ever

during deep expiration. On the contrary the asophaguo showi

a rise in positive pressure. This looks to be due to tho pre.

ssuro of the surrounding organs applied individually to the

ceaophngun during the act of forced expiration.
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SO. 1 I PRESSURE EXPERIMENTS IS PRAJIAYAMA

Experiment ix

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT i

The object ol this experiment was to determine the intra-

ceaophagcal pressure alter deep expiration il inspiration was
maintained with closed glottis. It ia to be noted that the res-

piratory conditions required in this experiment form the first

factor in the technique of Uddiynna. For in that exercise

after deep expiration one tries to inhale while he keeps his

, 'dotir .alio*- 1
.ii
TbuuO’AvT4 looUfo Ul

J-L

ation of the riba by a more thorough contraction

costals. Now this experiment is important from

>oint of view, because it determines the pressure

b to the first factor in the execution of Uddiyana.

so enable us to calculate the pressure * changes

second factor, when we compare the results of

lent with that of the eleventh which records the

inges due to full U<Jdiyano

ON OF THE SUBJECTS

nc subjects were tried in this experiment ns in

nd were taken up for it directly after chat

ATUS>—

>aratus used in the last experiment was also

further elev

of the intci

the Yogic
i

changes du

It would a.

due to the

this experm

pressure ch.

PREPARAT

The sa

the lost, i

experiment.

THE APPAI

The op

used here.

tIMENT PROPER THE EXPEI

were mode to attempt inhalation alter they had

aled, while they held out their breath by keep-

tis closed. This they were required to do in a

rc. A side view of one ol the subjects is shown

Readings were noted down oa they were avail*

ach successive attempt to produce the necessary

respiration. Averages being worki.d out bb in

ig experiments, the linal average showed a fall ol

Subject!

deeply exh
ing the glo

sitting posti

in Fig. V.

able lor e

condition ir

the foregoii
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35-68 mm. of mercury. Detailed readings arc tabulated on

the next page.

REMARKS

Western physiologists have conducted experiments on the

respiratory conditions taken up for the present experiment.

In determining the intra-thoracic pressure, they found a mini-

mum fall of 30 and a maximum fall of 80 mm. of mercury.

When we compare the result of our experiment with their

findings, we obviously see that the asophagus is greatly

affected by the decrease of the intra-thoracic pressure during

the respiratory conditions under experiment here.

Again when we compare the result of the present ex-

periment with that of the eleventh, we find that the fall in

the intro-ccaophageal pressure caused by the first factor in

the technique of U^iyana, is smaller than the fall caused

by the second lector. For this experiment records a fall of

33*68 mm. Hg., whereas the eleventh experiment records n

fall of 788 mm. Mg. By deducting 33*68 from 78*8 we get

45*12 min. Hg., ns the decrease in the intra-ccsophogcal

pressure due to the second factor in the performance of

Uddiynnn. According to Experiment XI, 78*8 min, of mercury
represents the fall in the intru-a-sophogcal pressure caused

by the full execution of U^iyana.
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Experiment X

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The object of this experiment was to determine the intra-

cEsophoBcal pressure produced after inspiration, if expiration

is maintained with closed glottis. The importance of this ex-

periment will be fully understood when we study Experi-

ment XII.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS

The same subjects were tried in this experiment os in

the last and were taken up for it immediately after that

experiment.

THE APPARATUS

The apparatus used in the last experiment was also used
here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER.—

Subjects were made to attempt exhalation with closed

glottis alter they had deeply inhaled. They were required

to do this in a sitting posture, A side view of one of the

subjects in shown in Fig. VI. Readings were noted down as

they were available at each successive attempt to produce
the necessary condition in respiration. Averages being worked
out ns in the foregoing experiments, the final average show-
cd a rise of 50*56 mm. of mercury. Detailed readings are tab-
ulated on the next page.

REMARKS !—

Acoording to the Western physiologists the rise in the
intra-thoracic pressure available in conditions under experiment
here, is from 60 to 100 mm. fig. When we compare with this
a rise of 50*56 mm. Hg. in the intra-ccsophagcal pressure, we
at once see that under the conditions produced here, the
(esophagus very largely yields to the pressure produced in the
mediastinal ctvity.
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Experiment xi

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT:—

The object of the experiment waa to ascertain the intra-

aaophngcal pressure during Uddiyana, with a view to under-

stand by inference the intra-pulmonic and intra-thoracic pre-

ssures that would prevail during that practice.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS:—

The snme subjects were tried in this experiment as in

the last, and were taken up for it immediately after that

experiment.

THE APPARATUS

The. apparatus used in the last experiment was nlno used
here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

Subjects were made to practise UqldiySnn in n sitting

posture. A side view of one ol the subjects is shown in

Fig. VII. Readings were noted down as they were available

in each successive attempt at U^diynnn. Averagca being work-
ed out in the foregoing experiments, the final average show
cd a loll of 78‘8 mm. Hg. Detailed readings arc tabulated

on the next page

REMAK8»-

This high negative pressure of 7B
,

8 mm. Hg. in the
cesophagus unmistakably points to a higher negative pressure
in the thorax and a still higher negative pressure in the
lungs during the practise of Uddiyana.



Fig VII

Uddlyilnu.

v Side View I
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EXPERIMENT XII

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT t-

Thc object ol this experiment was to determine the intra-

ccsophagenl pressure during Uddiynna practised alter lull

inhalation and thus to infer the intra-pulmonic and intra-teso-

phageal pressures in this particular development of 'Pranayama.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS s—

The same subjects were tried in this experiment as in the

last, and were taken up for it directly after that experiment.

THE APPARATUS •-

The apparatus used in the last experiment was also used
here.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER u—

Subjects were made to practise U^diyano after deep inha.

lation, in a sitting posture. A side view of one of the sub-

jects is shown in Fig. VIII. Readings were noted down ns

they were available for each successive Ud^iyunu. Averages
being worked out as in the foregoing .experiments, the final

average allowed a rise of 3fr% mm. I lg. Detailed readings

are tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS

The difference between this experiment and the tenth iB

that in Experiment X after deep inhalation the glottis was
closed nnd an exhalation was maintained: whereas here instead

of maintaining exhalation, further attempt is made at inhalution.

This difference in technique explains the difference ol 1
3*6 mm.

Hg. in the two pressures. The respiratory condition required

in this experiment is an important development in Pranayama-

We can infer that the intra-thoracic and intra-pulmonic press-

ures produced in the respiratory condition ol this experiment,

must be lower than these pressures produced by respiratory

conditions required in Experiment X.

<0



Fig VIII
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PRESSURE CHANGES IN

«j c Location o(

|| Prea.ure
Dcacr.ption of Prc»*ure lat Average 2nd Average

At ll.. N.rn During Ordinarylinpiroi.on 1 + 26 8 iwi.

of water

- I9'6 mm.
ol water

2 •9 (1 N During Ordinary Eipiralion + 20'ft mm.
ol water

+ 25‘2 mot.

ol water

a li»tra*fEen>

pWeel
During Ordintry Inepirntion -111*6 mm-

ol watar
- 81-2 mm.

ol wutor

4

" '

During Orillniiiy L.plrnlion - 12 ram.
ol water

- 46M mm.
ol witter

,
_

> Dui'iag Furred luanirallon

will. Controlled Abdomen

• 2*) 6 mm. Hg. - 22 u»m. Hg.

0 •• During forced Inanlratlon

vtWh Contracted Abdom-n

- 20* mm. Hg - M Sauit. Hg.

7 •i During Forced Inspiration

v»ilK Vrolratud AWOTion

-2S-6mm. Mg. - 10 nun. Ilg.

> During Forced Filiation ,
+ H iu». Mg.

»— » » m m

+ 8 4 mm. It#.

9 •• Alter Forced Eeolrailon i(

Inop -.rat ion It Maintained
Milk CloneJ Clotlla

- 29*2m. Hg. SSB
10

•• Alter Forced Inipiraiion II

Lapiretion it Maintained
with Cicot d Glottis

+ 55 6 mm. Hg. + 42 imr. Hg.

It

^

|„ T l|' iliitgaa a iinr (iniAailS3 -80 8 mm. Hf.in i. ciM^inu liter rorccii

Expiration

13 91 In Uudiiana' attar Forced
Inspiration

•fZr'bmm. Hg. + 28 mm Hg.—
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PRA^’AYAMA AT A GLANCE

3rd Average
j

4tli Average 5tl» Average Final Average

- 18 mm.
of water ol water

-16*4ml
ol water

- 20-4 mm.
ol.water

+
10 mm
ol water

+ 10 mm.
ol water

+ 10 mm.
ol water

+ 1 J*2 mnt.

ol water

-9«*8 mm.
o( water

1

- 50 mm.
of water

[

—

- 64 iam.
of watar

- 81*12 aam.

ol water

'

- 31'2 mm
ol water

- 18*8 man.

of watar

- 24 mm.
ol water

-34** rent,

of water

- ?l* m*. Hi. - 14 mo, H| - B mm. Hg. -21-2 mm HC .

-17 2 mm.Hg. - 12 nan. Hg, 21 mm. III. - 17*36 mm. Hg.

- 1*6 mm. H|

I

- 10*0 nun. Hg, - 16*00 mm. Hgt

+ I'B mm. H«. + 12 mm. Hg. + 32*4 mm. Hg. + 15*12 mm. HC .

- 62 aim. Hf

.

- 17*6 mm- Hg - 18 8 mm. H|. ES1

4- 66 0 mm. Wg.
^

+ 26*4 mm. Hg. + 62 mm. H,. + W-*6mm. Hg.

- 1208 mm. Mg. - 46 8 mm. Hg. E52m
+ 42 mm. Hf. + 51*6 iam. Hi- + »^6 am. Hf.
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The Director of the Kaloalyadhama Is ever willing to help time who are

In earnesl about their spiritual advancement, as he confidently

feels that this Itelp will In a way help hit cause

>
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Fig. IX

Tho Heart, the Lima" ami the (EaophaROi.

1 *n«» Heut. 3 TbaMIUng.
2 n* MJM 4 Th« (Kiofilioiiui.

J IW (£MpHagM-4ht Atxlmmti»l l‘»il



Fig. X

The Circulator System and the DUphrasm.

I Ths Hint. • Tli* Abdominal Anrla.

I The Arch of II* Aorta. 5 TTte Superli* V*m Onvi.

3 Th* Thwack AarU 6 The Inferior Vena Cnva—nicc.xie

7 Tto Inferior Vein Cnw—Abdominal.



PRESSURE CHANGES IN PRANAYAMA

Prb&schk changes in Prannyama can best be understood

when they are studied along with the pressure conditions in

ordinary respiration In this note, we shall, therefore, discuss

both the types ol pressure changes side by side.

Three types ol pressures will be taken into account, name-

ly, intra-pulmonic, inlru-thoracic and mtra-ccsophagcal, although

we may refer to some other pressures induced by the res-

piratory actions, normal and abnormal. Before we proceed to

deal with the development of these preasures, however, we

shall briefly refer to some anatomical points about the thorax

and the organs situated in it, no that our readers can easily

understand the discussion that follows.

ANATOMY OP THE THORAX

The thorax is an air-tight compartment closed at the bottom

by means of the diupbragm and covered over by the dome

of the ribs. This thorucic compartment is clastic, shrinking

and swelling alternately, several times every minute. It has

no direct communication with the atmosphere outside. In this

compartment arc accommodated two elastic bags in the form

of the lungs covered with the pleura;. These pulmonary bags

arc not uir* tight, hut have communication with the atmosphere

through the air tubes. The lungs, however, do not occupy all

the space that io ovuilable in the thorax. Some of it has been

left vacant and is occupied principally by such organs as the

heart, the aorta and its branches, the inferior and superior

vcn« cavie, and the oesophagus- Even in their moat contracted

form, the lungs keep pressing upon these organs. Figs. IX and X
taken together illustrate these organs os contained in the thorax.

The cavity which contains the heart, the ccsophagus etc., lies

between the two lungs and is known as the mediastinal cavity.

It has no direct communication with the external air.

THE INTRA-PULMONIC PRESSURE

Intra-pulmonic pressure may be defined as the pressure

exerted on the lungs by the air contained therein. During the

act ol respiration, whether it ia normal or abnormaJ. this pre-
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Mure is constantly undergoing changes- Wc shall first try to

understand the changes going on in the intra-pulmoriic pressure

during normal breathing. Let ub start with the act of inhalation.

According to science three conditions must always be

fulfilled before air can move from one place to another.

{/) There must be difference in pressures of the two

places between which air is to move.

(//) These two places must hove a free communication

with each other.

(lit) The place to which air is to move must be under

lower pressure.

No)tf' in inhalation external air moves into the lungs. This

is because the three conditions laid down just now ore fully

satisfied. Throughout the net of inhalation, the thorax is be-

ing opened out, by the progressive elevation of the ribs, and
the contraction and descent of the diaphragm. Thus the

thoracic capacity in increased and along with it the capacity

of the lungs. This increase in the capacity of the lungs, leads

to the rarefaction ol the air contained in them and the

intrn- pulmonic pressure is lowered. Before the expansion of the

thorax, the air inside the lungs is at the same pressure ua the

atmosphere outside. But afterwards owing to rarefaction, the

air inside the lungs stands at n lower pressure than the ex-

ternal air which continues to be at the atmospheric pressure-

In this way the first und the third conditions are satisfied.

The dir passage affords free communication between the lungs

and the external air. thus fulfilling the second condition.

As soon, however, as the thorax ceases to expand, the

air pressure inside the lungs and outside them, becomes equal,

and the movement of air stops. There is a pause. So we

Jtnd that throughout inhalation the intra-pulmonic pressure is less

than one atmosphere and that in the pause which follows, this pre-

ssure. becomes equal to the atmosphere.

After the pause the" thorax begins to sink, the lungs

begin to contract and consequently the air inside the lunes
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becomes more dense. This increases the intra-pulmonic pre-

ssure which becomes greater than one atmosphere. Naturally

the movement oi air is Irom the lur.ga to the external atmos-

phere. Throughout the act of exhalation the intra-pulmonic pressure

continues to be higher than one almotphcra i and ulhen the lungs

cease to contract any further, it again becomes equal lo the atmos-

phere and leads to another pause

-

The pressure changes taking place in deep breathing are

not different from the pressure changes occurring in normal

respiration. Throughout the act of deep inhalation, the intra-

pulmonic pressure is lower than the atmosphere, whereas

throughout the act of deep exhalation, the intro-pulmonic

pressure is higher than One atmosphere. The two pauses, one

following deep inhalation and the other following dOcp ex-

halation, are characterized by an atmospheric pressure in the

lungs, just as in the normal breathing.

Some of our readers may find it difficult to follow the

statement made in the last paragraph. They urc likely to be

under the impression that deep inhalation and exhalation must

record greater pressure changes than normal inhalation and

exhalation
;

and that the pauses occurring in deep respirn

lion must tihow higher intra-pulmonic pressure than the ordi-

nary pnusco in breathing. But this impression is not based

on facta. Wc shall explain how.

First o( all wc have to remember one physiological prin-

ciple. The amount of air to be breathed in or breathed out

will invariably depend upon the capacity of the lungs to con-

tain air at the atmospheric pressure. At no stage either in deep

or normal respiration can n man take in or give out even

one c. c. of air over and above the amount his lungs can

contain. That means at any stage in respiration, so long ns

there is free communication between the lungs and the at-

mosphere outside, the volume of the air contained in the lungs

und the capacity of the lungs are equal- The reason is obvious.

As there is free communication, the air inside the lungs oh

ways tries to maintain itself at the ulmospheric pressure either

by getting rid of the excess or by making up the shortage.
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Now in deep inspiration we admittedly take in a larger

volume of air than in ordinary inspiration. But this is because

in deep inspiration we increase the capacity of lungs far more

than in ordinary inspiration. Hence even when the volume of

air inhaled in deep inspiration is larger, it is not larger than

the capacity of the lungs. For this reason even in deep inspi-

ration intra-pulmonic pressure is the same as in ordinary in-

spiration. It continues to be slightly lower than one atmos-

phere.

During the pause that follows deep inhalation, the intra.

pulmonic pressure becomes equal to the atmosphere outside

the lungs.

The pressure changes occurring in deep exhalation are

the same as those occurring in normal exhalation, because in

both the canes, the chnngc in the intra-pulmonic pressure is

due to the shrinkage in the capacity of the lungs. The pressure

is slightly above the atmosphere.

Again at the end of deep exhalation, the intra-pulmonic

pressure becomes equal to the atmospheric, during die short

pause that follows.

Up to now in this discussion about the pressure changes

in deep breathing, we have taken for granted two things,

namely, the nir passage to be fully open throughout und the

respiratory movement to be smooth in all its stages. If for

any reason, however, the air passage becomes partially closed

or the respiratory movement becomes hurried, different press-

ure changes will take place in the lungs. First we shall take
up hurried respiration.

Hurried respiration means quick expansion and contraction
of the lungs which in its turn means sudden increase and de-
crease in the capacity of the lungs. Now when the lung capa-

city increases suddenly, there will be a proportionately sudden
fall in the ihtra-pulmonic pressure, and this pressure will be
much lower than the pressure in smooth inhalation, because
the incoming air will lake some time before it cun raise the pre-
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BSurc. In smooth inhalation, as soon 83 there is a little low-

ering of the intra-pulmonic pressure, the external air gets in

and raises it to one atmosphere ; but in hurried inhalation

the fall in pressure is sudden and it takes some time before

the external air can get in and re-establish the atmospheric

pressure. Hence in hurried inhalation the intra-pulmonic

pressure is lower than in smooth inhalation. Whether the in-

halation is normal or deep is immaterial.

Similarly if the contraction of the thorax is quick, there

ia n sudden decrease in the capacity of the lungs. The com-

pressed air cannot get out as quickly as it is being com-

pressed. Hence the pressure is raised much higher .than in

smooth exhalation. The air in the compressed lunj-s takes

some time to flow out and thus to reduce the pressure to

one atmosphere. In smooth exhalation as the process of the

pulmonic contraction is slow, air begins to flow out as soon

as there is a little rise in the intra-pulmonic pressure. So

we find that in hurried exhalation, the rise in the intra-

pulmonic pressure is greater than in smooth exhalation. It

does not mnttcr whether the exhalation is normal or deep.

Similar changes in the intra-pulmonic pressure will take

place, il the air passage to and from the lungs is not fully

open. This passage may become narrow under certain

pathological conditions. It may also be voluntarily narrowed

down by a partial closer of the glottis. This latter proce-

dure often forma a part of the technique of Pranaynma.

Even when the contraction and expansion of the lungs

is slow and progressive, if the glottis is partially closed,

air will lake more time than ordinarily, either to get out

or to get in lor re-establishing atmospheric pressure in the

lungs. Hence the rise or fall in the intra-pulmonic pressure

will be greater than when the glottis is fully open and

will last longer than ordinarily.

If the movement of the lungs is sudden and is at the

same time accompanied by a partial closure of the glottis, the

rise or fall in the intra-pulmonic pressure will still be greater.
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Up lo now we have studied changes in the intra-pul-

monic pressure as they occur during normal or deep breath-

ing, with the glottis fully open or partially closed. Now we
proceed to discuss those pressure changes which can be pro-

duced in the lungs, when the glottis is completely closed.

It does not require any physiological study to know that

the glottis can be closed at any stage in inhalation or ex-

halation, either norma) or forced. After this is done, the

respiratory muscles can be manipulated in a number ol

ways, thus producing any number of varieties in the intro-

pulmonic pressures- Because when the glottis is closed, the

air in the. lungs remains n constant quantity and every change

in the capacity of the lungs will give a different pressure

As stud-nts of Prannynmic pressure changes, we arc not, l»ow-

ever, concerned with these infinite varieties of prcnsurca In

Pranayomu we have to deal with prcooureo produced after

deepest exhalations or deepest inhalations followed by a com-
plete closure ol the glottis. We shall first discuss the pressure

chungc* produced alter exhalation.

After the deepest exhalation, the only possible manipu-
lation ol the respiratory apparatus io towards inhalation. Now
ns the glottis is to be kept closed, this inhalation will only

be n mock inhalation, accompanied by void movements of the

inspiratory muscles without any movement ol breath. It will

be easily seen that this mock inspiration may be normal or

may be of the deepest possible ty|K>. The Western physiologists

have tuken notice ol the normal void inspiratory movement, but

have left out the other. It is to be noted that from the Pranaya-
mic point ol view the other movement alone is important.

Even in the void inspiration, the lung capacity is increas-

ed -and ob the quantity ol air in the lungs continues to be the

same, the intra-pulmonic pressure is greatly lowered. Even
il the inspiratory movement is normal, the decrease in the

intra-pulmonh: pressure 19 considerable ; but the attempt at

deepest inspiration is capable ol producing extreme negative
pressure in the lungs. On the strength of the experiments
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published in ihe Scientific Section, we can safely etate this

negative pressure to be as great as 91) mm. Mg., if not greater.

In Yogic language this deepest void inhalation following the

deepest exhalation is known as Uddiyana.

Now wc take up pressure changes produced after deep

inhalation. Naturally these changes arc produced by void

attempts at expirntion, and the results tend to increase the

intra-pulmonic pressure. During all these attempts the capa-

city of the lungs decreases. And as the quantity ol air

in the lungs remains constant, the intra-pulmonic pressure is

raised. If the expiration attempted is the deepest, it pro-

duces extreme pressure in the lungs, raising it even nbovc

UK) mm. of mercury. As this extreme pressure, Repeatedly

produced, is likely to do considerable damage to the^ system,

Yogic exercises do not go to this length. There is one prac-

tice in Prnnuyoma where very high intro pulmonic pressure

is created, but it is considerably lower than the extreme press

urc noted above. This practice consists ol maintaining U^i-
yfinn after the deepest inhalation.

To summarize our discussion on the intra-pulmonic press-

ure changes, we find that the inspiratory movement, whether

normal or forced, slightly lowers the prennufe whereas the

expiratory movement slightly raises it. The two pauses arc

characterized by an intra- pulmonic pressure equal to one

atmosphere. Void and deep inspiratory movements after the

deepest expiration lead to extreme negative pressure, while

void and deep expiratory attemps raise the intra-pulmonic

pressure to an extreme point.

THE INTRA-THORACIC PRESSURE

Intra-thoracic pressure may be defined as the pressure

prevailing in the thorax outside the lungs, that is, the pre-

ssure existing in the pleural and the mediastinal cavities.

In this note wc shall not discuss tho pressure changes in the

pleural cavity ; but shall Batisfy ourselves with a study of the

pressures in the other cavity only.
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In the few pointn regarding the anatomy ol the thorax

that we noticed at the beginning ol thin note, we saw tha*

the mediastinal cavity is an air-tight compartment. Hence it

» clear that the atmosphere cannot directly influence the

pressure changes in the thorax. It is to be noted, however,

that the lungs keep constantly pressing upon the organs contained

in the mediastinal cavity. And aa the atmosphere perpetually

presses upon the lungs, the organs situated in the mediastinal

cavity are always influenced by the atmosphere through the

lungs, though not directly. Now the lungs standing between the

atmosphere and the intra -thoracic organs, that is, the organa in

the mediastinal cavity, do not allow the whole of the atmoo-

pheric pressure to bo put upon these organ9, but try to reduce

it by their constant tendency to contract or recoil. It is to be

remembered that tho lungs arc perpetually on n stretch and

even during the deepest expiration they cannot contract tlicm-

sclvco to their normal oize. Henco and owing to their con-

i*ant tendency to recoil upon themselves, the lungs are perpet-

ually counteracting the intra- pulmonic pressure, this counteract-

ing pressure being equal to the lorce created by the elastic

recoil of the lungs. In Fig. IX we have illustrated diese two

pressures l>y two types of arrow-heads pointing in the opposite

direction. It will be clear to our readers, therefore, that the

pressure put upon the mediastinal organs, that is, tho intrn-

thoracic pressure, must be equal to the difference between

the two pressures, namely, the intra pulmonic pressure and

tho pressuro created by the clastic recoil of the lungs.

Now since under ordinary circumstances, the intra-pul-

monic pressure is equal to one atmosphere, the intra-thoracic

pressure must be negative, because it is always less than tho

intra pulmonic pressure by an amount equal to the recoil of

the lungs. The negative pressure is measured by this pul-

monic recoil.

The force exerted by the recoiling lungB will vary accord-

ing to the condition of contraction or expansion in which the

lungs will be at a particular point of time. If the lungs are
put on the fullest stretch this force will be maximum, as is the
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case in the deepeM inspiration
;
but the force will be minimum

when the lungs are fully contracted, bb they arc in the deepest

expiration. Western physiologists have tried to measure the

pressure of this clustic recoil. On an average they found that

the pulmonic recoil i3 equal to 7*5 mm. Hg. at the end of an
ordinary inspiration and equal to 4'5 mm. Hg. at the end of

on ordinary expiration. In the deepest inspiration this recoil

is 30 mm. Hg.

From the figures quoted just now we understand the

measure of the negative pressure present in the intra-thoracic

region. If wc take the usual amount of pressure in the lungs

to be 760 mm. of mercury, that is, the ordinary atmospheric

pressure, we can work out the intra-thoracic prcsauVe there-

from, Deducting 4-5 from 760, wc get 755-5 mm. Hg. to be

the intra-thoracic pressure at the end of an ordinary expira-

tion. In the same way
(
760- 7-3

) 732 5 mm. Hg. would be

the intra-thoracic pressure at the end of a normal inspiration.

But at the end ol a deep inspiration, the intra-thoracic pressure

will be ns low as ( 760 - 30 ) 730 mm. of mercury.

Thus far wc have discussed intra-thoracic pressure changes

that occur while the glottis is open. The same rule, how-

ever, will apply to intra-thoracic pressures produced with the

glottis closed. Because the intra-thoracic pressure will ulwnys

be equal to the intro -pulmonic pressure minus the recoil of

the lungs, even when extreme negutive and positive pressures

are produced in the lungs themselves Thus in Uddiyana if

the intra-pulmonic pressure is 660 mm. of mercury and the

recoil of the lungs amounts to 10 mm. Hg., then the intra-thoracic

pressure will be equal to ( 680 - 10)670 mm. of mercury. So

also when expiration is maintained after deep inspiration,

and the intra-pulmonic pressure rises as high as 860 mm. of

mercury, if the recoil of the lungs is 10 mm. Hg., the intra-

thoracic pressure will be (
860- 10) 85U mm. ol mercury.

To sum up this discussion on the intra-thoracic pressure

we find that it closely follows the intra-pulmonic pressure,

the difference between them being always equal to the

recoil of the lungs. The intra-thoracic pressure, under ordi-
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nary circumstances, is generally negative, although it can rise

or fall to an extreme, in correspondence with the intra-

pulmonic pressure.

THE INTRA-CESOPMAGEAL PRESSURE

The organs situated in the mediastinal cavity, such ns the

heart, the oesophagus, the aorta and its branches, the two vena;

cavte, are all externally exposed to the intra-thoracic pressure,

and more or less yield to it The degree to which these organs

arc affected depends partly upon their internal pressure and

partly upon the toughness of their walls. Wc now turn to

the oesophagus und try lu study ib internal pressure us it

is uffected by the intra-thoracic pressure to which it is

exposed.

Alter a number ol experiments it huu been found that

the intro-oesophageal pressure is very largely affected by
the intra-thoracic pressure, and keeps close correspondence

with it. If there is a fall in the intra-thoracic pressure, there

is a corresponding fall in the intra-cesophagcol pressure, although

on n smnllur scale. Again if there is a rise in the intra-thoracic

pressure, there is n corresponding rise in the intru-ocsophagcal

pressure although on n smaller scale. So whenever there ore

variations in the intra-thoracic pressure, there arc invariably

corresponding variations in the intruccsphugcal pressure, although

the variations do not take place in any exact proportion.

If wc now remember that there is always an agreement
between the different changes in the intra-thoracic and the

intra pulmonic pressures, wc can salcly conclude, that the threo

pressurco, namely, intra tcsophagcol, intra-thoracic and intra-

pulmonary, vary as one another, though not in any exact
proportion. We can also state it as a general proposition that

in a particular condition of respirution, the intrn-cesopl.ngeal

pressure is less positive or less negative than the intra-

thoracic and the intra-thoracic, lower than the intra-pulmonary.
Thus in a particular condition of respiration, if one of the three
pressures could be known, the other two may be roughly inferred.
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The matter will at once become clear to our readers, if

we quote a lew figures here.

Description of Pressure lutra-CEiophagcal Intra- Thoracic

During Ordinary Inspiration - 61*12 mm. of

water

- 102 mm. of

water

During Ordinary Expiration * 34 88 mm* ol

water

- 612 mm. of

water

During Forced Inspiration - 212 mm- of

mercury

- 30 iilm. of

mercury

-

Alter Forcod Expiration if

Inspiration is Maintained

with Closed Glottis.

- 33*68 mm. of

mercury

- 55 mm. of

mercury

After Forced Inspiration if

Expiration is Maintained

with Closed Glottis.

+ 30 5 mm. of + 80 ram. of

mercury mercury

In the twelve experiments published in this issue, we have tried

to know the intra-crsophngeal pressures prevailing in the dill-

erent stages ol Pranayama. From these pressures we should

be able to get a rough idea nbo'ut the corresponding pressure

conditions in the thorax and in the lungs.

EFFECTS OF PRESSURE CHANGES ON BLOOD FLOW

The three types ol pressures that we have studied thus

lar, greatly affect the flow of the venous blood. But before

we can clearly understand this subject, it is necessary lor us

to take notice of a fourth type of pressure, we mean the

intro- abdominal pressure, just like the thorox, the abdomen is

an air-tight compartment. Ordinarily pressure conditions made

this compartment are not negative. The intra-abdominal

pressure is raised cither by the descent ol the diaphragm

or by the contraction of the abdomen. If both these things
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simultaneously occur, the rise in pressure is considerable.

Perhaps Uddiyana and Nauli arc the only exercises which

make the intra -abdominal pressure negative.

In our discussion on the intro-thoracic pressure, wc have

seen that under ordinary circumstances, that pressure remains

always negative. Thus if we compare the abdomen and the

thorax, we find that under ordinary conditions the thorax

stands at a lower pressure than the abdomen.

Now if we lake the inferior vena cava, we find that the

lower part of it is situated in the abdomen, while the upper
part lies \n the thorax. ( Vide Fig. X ). It means thnt the lower

part of the vena cava stands under a higher pressure than

the upper part ol it. The natural result is thnt the blood

flow towards the heart is greatly accelerated. The right

auricle ol the heart into which the inferior venu cava ends

also stands at a lower pressure than the abdomen. Hence
it is nble to suck up the blood from the lower part of that

vein What happens in the cose of the inferior cavn also

happens in the case of the superior envn. That vein also is

exposed to unequal pressures, the intra-thoracic pressure being

lower than the cxtrn-thorocir. pressure. Hence we find that

the negative pressure in the thorax enables the heart to suck
up venous blood from oil the extra-thoracic parts. This effect

is often colled the aipiralory action of ihc Ihoi ax-

In normal inspiration, the thorax becomes more favourably
situated for executing its oopirotory action. Owing to the de-

scent of the diaphragm, the intru-abdominal pressure is raised

and the intro-thoracic pressure is lowered becuuse the lungs

are put upon a stretch. The difference in the two pressures

increases, which proves more favourable for the suction of

the venous blood. It may he easily seen that the deeper the

inspiration, the more favourable are the conditions established

for raising the venous blood to the heart. If after deepest
inspiration, thfe abdominal muscles are vigorously contracted, the

prossure condition becomes most favourable for the suction of

the venous blood.
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Wc have noticed in our discussion on the intra-thoracic

pressure, that this pressure remains negative even after the

deepest exhalation. Owing to the contraction ol the abdom-
inal muscles, the abdominal pressure is. however, raised. In

this way even alter the deepest exhalation, the dillcrence

between the intra-thoracic and extra-thoracic pressures remains

great and lavourn the aspiratory action of the thorax.

II we tnke into consideration the How ol the arterial-

ized blood Irom the lungs to the heart, we find that even

normally pressure conditions are favourable to it. We have

seen that the intra pulmonic pressure is always higher than the

intra-thoracic pressure. Here too it may be noted that deep

inspirations will increase the difference between these two pre-

ssures and establish more favourable conditions for the blood

flow to the heart. Deep expirations, however, will tend to

make the conditions less favourable, because thoy lend to a

decrease in the difference of the two pressures concerned.

To sum up, we find thnt inspiration, whether normal or

deep, always helps the blood flow towards the heart, whether

the blood comes through the venue cavoe or the pulmonary

veins. Expiration, whether normal or deep, also helps the

flow through the cavas, but establishes less favourable con-

ditions for the blood flow through the pulmonary veins.

Now only one question remains to be discussed. What

is the effect of these pressure changes upon the arterial

blood flow ?

As a general rule arteries are lar less affected by ex-

ternal pressure changes than the veins. The reason is three-

fold. The walls of the arteries are thick and tough, whereas

the walls of the veins are thin and weak. Again the internal

pressure in the arteries is very high while the internal pre-

ssure in the veins is quite low. Thirdly the veins arc

distensible, but the arteries are otherwise. Hcncc external

pressures can easily affect the veins, but not the arteries.

This should not be interpreted to mean that the press-

ure changes in ordinary respiration and also in Pranayama
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arc not able to influence the arterial blood flow. As a matter

of fact even the normal inspiration docs improve the circula-

tion in the arteries. Pranayomic inspiration must, therefore,

affect arterial blood flow far more favourably. In order to

understand this position, we must note u few points in the

cardiac work.

We know that the two cavas collect the venous blood

from all over the body and pour it into the right auricle

This auricle remains relaxed for receiving this blood across

nearly seven-eighths of a second, when it contracts suddenly

and pours down the venous blood into the right ventricle in

about onl-cighth of a second. From the right ventricle, the

blood is pressed into the lungs by its contraction. After be-

ing arterialized there, it comes ngnin to the heart, being col-

lected into the left auricle through lour pulmonary veins.

This left auricle also just like the right one, keeps itself

relaxed for receiving the incoming blood and then by its sudden

contraction, empties itself into the left ventricle. Thereafter
this ventricle in its turn contracts vigorously und forceB out

blood through the aorta to be circulated over the whole

body and to be ultimately returned to the right auricle.

Moving followed the blood flow along its complete cycle

of circulation, we shall now proceed to nee how this blood
flow is affected by the respiratory pressure changes. We
have already Been that during inspiration, owing to a higher

pressure in the extra-thoracic region and a lower pressure
in the intra-thoracic part, larger quantities of venous blood
are drawn towards the heart through the two cavas. This
venous blood is collected in the right auricle for the follow-

ing reason. The external pressure, namely, the intra-thoracic
pressure is the same so far as the thoracic cava and the
right auricle are concerned. But during relaxation, being
empty, the right auricle is at a far lower internal pressure
than the loaded veins. Hence the whole quantity of venous
blood flowing through the cava is collected in that auricle.
It is to be remembered here that this right auricle itself,
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being under a negative external pressure, becomes more
than usually distended during inspiration and is thus capable

of admitting larger quantities of blood than ordinarily. This

larger quantity is then poured into the right ventricle and

from there is pushed into the lungs. The pulmonic veins

drain this larger quantity from the lungs, because of the lower

intra-thoracic pressure, and the left auricle collects it all be

cause of its lowest internal pressure. Then the left auricle

sends this toholc larger quantity into the left ventricle, which

in its turn finally pushes it to the different parts of the

system through the aorta and its branches.

Thus we sec that inspiration though it docs not distend

arteries, does send through them a richer blood supply and
thus favourably inlluences the arterial flow. If the inspira-

tion in deep, as in Prannynma, the favourable effect will

be Rrcnter.

We have seen above that, even during the deepest

expiration, the intra-thoracic pressure continues to be negative

although on a smaller scale. Hence pressure conditions are

still somewhat favourable for the venous flow. And as the

arterial How would depend ordinarily upon the venous flow,

even the deepest expiration, does not adversely alfcct the

arteries.
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UJJAYj PRANAYAMA EXPLAINED

In this article we propose to offer physiological expla-

nations for the different parts of the technique of Ujjayi.

Research work required to be done for a clear and thorough

understanding of any type of Pranayama is so vast, that we
have not succeeded in covering even a email fraction of it

However, we think it desirable to present to our readers

whatever we could understand of the physiology ol Ujjayi

from our researches and reserve further explanations lor the

time when additional investigation would ho done In dis-

cussing the physiology ol Ujjayi, we might discuss ’some of

the points common to all varieties ol Pranayama.

First we shall try to understand scientifically the

question of the posture required to be oimumcd, in Ujjayi,

On p. 272 of the third volume, wc have stated thut Ujjuyf can

bo practised either in sitting or in standing or even in

walking. There we hove also pointed out that these options

are available lor o physical culturisl only. A spirituul

culturisl has been advised to prefer the sitting posture. Before

discussing the physiological aspects ol these different positions

of the body, we shall notice two features which arc com-

mon to them all-

A physical culturisl as well ns a spiritual culturisl,

practising Ujjayi lias to keep his opine erect, whether the

exercise is gone through while one is sitting, standing or

walking, being immaterial. Wc hove discussed at length the

physiology of this port ol the technique ol Ujjayi in our

article on the meditative posts in the last two issues.

There we have rejected the view which holds that the erect

spine is essential for the right functioning ol the spinal cord.

It has been pointed out in that article that even in the

most erect position ol the spine, that organ .continues to

have two natural curves which cannot be cllnccd and that

the right functioning of the spinal cord is not interfered
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with by any spinal curves at all. Fig. XI illustrates the

natural curves in the vertebral column. In the same article

we have shown that owing to the surrounding membranes,

the fluid, and the fatty tissues, the spinal cord is left ur-

affected by any bends, shocks or jerks of the spine. After

thus criticizing the popular view, we have advanced our own
view regarding the physiological advantages of an erect

spine. The elimination of the possibility of the compression

of abdominal viscera was claimed to be the principal ad-

vantage of an erect spine. The other advantage pointed

out there, is the minimizing of the spinal burden. It has

been stated that an erect pcaturo puts minimum burden on

the spines

There is, however, a third advantage in keeping the

spine erect It ensures freedom for the diaphragm in its

respiratory movements. When a man sits stooping, the com-

pressed abdominal viscera seriously interfere with the move-

ment* of the diaphragm. All the three advantages due to the

erect spine must be secured by u student of Yogic culture,

whether he practises Ujjayi in sitting, standing or walking.

When Ujjayr is practised while ono is standing or walk-

ing, one is likely to commit the following error na regards

the position of the spine. A student of Yoga io likely to

throw out his chest as shown in Fig. XII, and give his

spine a backward bent. This is physiologically incorrect. In

throwing out his chest, the student stretches his abdominal

muscles which cannot, therefore, move freely and thus inter-

fere with respiration. Fig. XIII represents the correct stand-

ing position for the exercise of Ujjayi.

Having considered the advantages ol an erect spine, wc
now proceed to discuss the physiological significance of the

position of the hands. In Ujjayi, the hands must rest on tho

knees as shown in Fig. LXX1I or LXX1V in the third volume,

if Pronoyama is being practised in sitting. Or they may rest

in front as illustrated in Fig. XIV. If the exercise is being

undergone while the student is standing or walking, the hands
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must rcot on the iliac boncg as pictured in Fig. XIII If

the lull orthodox technique is to be strictly followed, during

exhalation the right hand may rest on the nose. Under no
circumstances should the hands hang Irom the shoulders,

thus putting their burden on the chest.

For any exercise in respiration whether it is Pronayama
or any other type ol breathing, the chest must be entirely

free from burden, so that the respiratory movements may
be as complete as possible. Hands, if they keep hanging

from the shoulders, do put a burden upon the chest and do
not allow inspiration an thorough as it would otherwise be.

When the hands arc given any of the resting! positions

pointed out above, this burden is partly removed and a

freer inhalation is the result. Any one that practises Ujjdyi

first with hands hanging and then with hands resting, can

ensily verify this statement. When the exercise is to con-

tinue for a considerable length of time, the burden of the

hanging hands begins to be felt seriously. It is, however,

immediately relieved, if the hnnds nro given any of the

resting positions available in this pructico. Weak persons

sitting in the moditutivc poses for 11 long time, will find it

more comfortable to rest the hands in front than to rest

them on the knees.

After the spine and the hands, the abdominal muscles

come up for consideration. We mean the muscles comprising

the front wall of the abdomen. We wish to examine Prana-

ya'ma mainly for two values, for the oxygen value and lor

the nerve culture value. So the study ol the abdominal

muscles will also proceed from the point of view of these

two values.

Taking for our examination the oxygen value lirut, we

have to determine which position of the abdominal muscles will

enable a student to inbalc a larger quantity of oxygen for

his system. Two positions have been advocated* for inhala-

tion. Western physical culturists, so far as we know, recom-

mend the muscles to be relaxed and kept protracted, being
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pushed out by the abdominal viscera. Yogic technique re-

quires theae muaclea to be kept controlled Fist XV and XVI
respectively illustrate the protracted abdomen and the

controlled abdomen in inhalation. Which ol the two positions

ol the abdominal muscles will secure more oxygen in

inhalation ?

Western physical cultures have claimed that the pro-

tracted abdomen allows the diaphragm to descend lower, thus

ensuring larger thoracic capacity and a richer quantity ol

oxygen in inhalation. According to then the controlled

abdominal muscles will retard the diaphragmatic descent and
thus wouljl lead to a smaller expansion ol the thorax and a
lesser quantity o( oxygen in inhalation. We have performed
a number ol experiments in this connection and we have
found that the position token by the Western physical cul-

turiits is more imaginary than real.

For verification wc have to revert to Experiments V
and VII given in the Scientific Section of this issue. There
we have studied the intrn-crsophagcal pressure caused by
inhalation, both with protracted abdomen and with controlled
abdomen. In the case ol the controlled abdomen, the intra-

(esophageal pressure turned out to be -21*2 mm. of mercury
whereas in the cose of the protracted abdomen it was found
to be - 16-85 mm. of mercury. Now as shown in our article
on the pressure changes in Prannyama, there is corretpondcnce

in their variations between the intra-rcwphagcal pressure and
the intra-pulmonic pressure. Hence wc can conclude that the
fall in the intra-pulmonic prewurc, is greater in inhalations
with controlled abdomen than in inhalations with protracted
abdomen. These results lead us to the conclusion that the
pulmonic capacity becomes much larger in inhalations with
controlled abdomen than in inhalations with protracted nb.
domen. That means, one h able to inhale larger quantities of
oxygen when the abdomen is kept controlled than when the
abdomen is kept protracted.

We have discussed the reason of this phenomenon in our
remarks on Experiment VII, It is this : The protracted ab-
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clomcn does, indeed, allow the diaphragm to descend lower than

the controlled abdomen, but the protracted abdomen depresses

the ribs, and this more than counterbalances, the advantage

gained by the lower descent ol the diaphragm. Without going

into details, we may also point out, that the X-Ray experiments

on the diaphragm and the ribs published in the third volume

lead to the same conclusion as the experiments on pressure

changes published in the current number. Thus we find that

all experimental evidence conclusively proves that with the

controlled abdomen one secures a larger quantity of oxygen

in hS inhalation than with the protracted abdomen. That is

the reason why wc think that the position taken up by the

Western physical culturists is more imaginary than r!>l. Thus
we see that the Yogic technique of inhalation is physiologically

sound, so far as the oxygen value is concerned.

(
7o be continued

)
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A SHORT COURSE

in

Y0G1C PHYSICAL CULTURE

/

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

Bhujangasnnn

Ardha-S'ala-

bhasana

Dhanurasann

Halfiaana

f 3 to 7 turns each
;

the poso being main-

tained lor 2 to 5 seconds, one more turn

being added to each, every fortnight.

First only Ardha-Halasann to be tried

- lor 2 seconds in each stage. Theft the

lull pose may be taken through the lour

different stages, each stage being main-

|
tnined for 2 seconds only. 3 to 5 turns,

I adding one turn every fortnight.

j
To be maintained (or 5 seconds. 3 to 7

« turns, adding one turn every fortnight.

(To be maintained for 5 seconds. 3 to 7

l turns, adding one turn every fortnight.

C To bo maintained for 10 seconds. 3 to

(.5 turns, adding one turn per week.

f
First Ardlio to be practised with 2

I seconds’ pause at every stage. Aftor-

Viparila Karani -f wards the full pose to bo taken with

j

10 seconds’ pause. 2 to 5 turns, adding

I one turn every fortnight,

Ujjayf 7 to 21 turns, adding 3 per week.

Pas’chimatann

Ardha-Matsycn-

drffsana

Yoga-Mudra or

U^diyana

A FEW CEN'ERAL HINTS

1 This Short Course is framed lor those people who
cannot, for want of time, strength or wish, follow the Com-
plete Course given on pp. 208-292 of the second volume.

2 All the hints given to Yogic physical cullurists in

the Complete Course should be applicable to this Short Course
also.
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3 All the exercises may be started at the age ol 9.

Ujjayi and Uddiyana should not be begun, however, before

12 or even 13.

4 This Short Course is available to females as well as

to males.

5 In the case ol IcpialcB it is desirable to suspend all

the Yogic exercises during the monthly illness and pregnancy.

6 Those that can tolerate Yogic exercises in the morn-

ing, may. il they so choose, undergo this Short Course both

morning and evening. Others should practise U^ay! and

Uddiynna in the morning and the rest of the exercises in

the evening. Ujjayi is to be practised in the evening also.

7 If there is a considerable break in the practice of

tlieso exercises, whenever the exercises urc to be started

aguin, they should start on a humbler scale, although the full

measure may be reached somewhat rapidly.

tt After severe illness the Yogic exercises should he

undertaken only when the patient recovers sufficient energy

for their practices- It would always be desirable, by way of

u enutious measure, to prefix to the practice of these exercises,

a moderately long walk every day for a week or so.

9 This Short Course may be made shorter not by omit-

ting any of the practices tabled here, but by undergoing all

the exercises on a smaller scale.

10 Although the practice ol this Short {Course is compara-

tively innocent, people sulfering from any serious disorder

should not undertake these exercises on their own responsi-

bility.
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Following diseases, especially in their chronic condition,

can h: effectively treateJ hy the Yogic methods :

/ Constipation

2 Dyspepsia

3 Head-ache

4 Piles

5 Heart-disease (functional)

6 Neuralgia

7 Diabetes

8 Hysteria

9 Consumption

10 Obesity

1 1 Sterility ( certain types )

1 2 Impotence

13 /ippendicills, &c.

Therapeutical advice is given gratis at the /U'roma lo

patients coming for consultation.

Arrangements have been made under the supervision of the As'rama

for patients to stay on payment of actual etpenses, Ps. 45)- per mensem.

n
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THE KAIVALYADHAMA

A REVIEW OP ITfc ACTIVITIES

r*Ou OCTOBER 10X4 TO MARCH IftSO

FOUNDATION AND IDEALS

THE Kaivalyadhama wa* founded at Lonavla by Srimat Kuvalayananda
with himaelf aa the Director on the Vijayadaaomi day in 1846 of the S'aka

era, that is. on the 7th of October. 1924, A. D. In a statement issued by the

founder somo aix montha earlier in connection with the then proposed

inatitute. the following linea nppeorod regarding its principal ideal,

"The Kaivalyadhama hna for ita principal ideal the co-ordination of tho

Western and Eastern thought; and hopes. by their assimilation, to work out

a philosophy which will, perhaps, give satisfaction to the greater part of

humanity, ”

Tho founder la of opinion that the Western thought ia in eaaenco the

result of modern acioncoa, whereas the Eastern thought is mainly baaed on

tho Spiritual experience" of tho mystics. Ho, therefore, beliovea that a co-

{nation of the modern sciences and tho mystic experiences will load loord

the assimilation of the Western and Eastern thought, 1^0 following

paragraph may bo quoted hero from tho statement rofermd to above.

"Tho Yogi ns, right from Patan’jali, the greatest exponent of Yogic

aeience, knew how to induce tho highest spiritual atagos. Aa tho objective

science* had not developed till lata, it waa not possible for these atagea to

be experimented upon; end though lately there has bean a startling advance

in modern sciences, their exclusive material tendency and equally exclusivo

spiritual tendency of the Yogina, have led to a complete but an unlucky

divorco of tho two ichools of thought. Tho Kaivalyadhama it nnxloui to

wed these together and produce remits which will load to the realisation of

the ideal indicated above " •

Along with the principal ideal, the subordinate ideals of tho As’rama

were also enunciated in the samo statement in tho following word#

“ The Kaivalyadhama. however, proposes not.only to conduct tho abovo

mentioned resoarcb. but also wants to start institutions of higher education in

sociology, spiritual and physical culture. It alto intonds sending out youths

that will aelllcosly help the building up of thoir nation.
"

It may bo notod at this place that in the case ol the Kaivalyadhama.

the adoption of tho subordinate ideals waa absolutely necessary for the

realixation of ita principal ideal Thi* point require* n little elucidation.

Tho co-ordination of modern science* with mysticism mean* laboratory

research in the field of Yoga. Now thia research work requires the
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services of two classes of men, namely, research scholars who would con.

duct the experiments etc., and the subjects upon whom the experiments

would be done> It is essential that both these types of men are advanced
studoats of Yoga and have o very very good intellectual equipment also,

although the subjects do not require it as much as the research scholars.

No Indian university produces this type of graduates. Hence the establish-

ment of an academy where along with Yogic training students would he

given intellectual instruction, had to bo kept as one of the subordinate ideals.

Again research scholarship is a matter of aptitude, so also advanced
studentship in Yoga. Out of n largo number of candidates under training

only a few would develop themselves into rcaeorch scholars or advanced
atudents of Yoga that may make useful subjects. The remaining would be

useless for research work, although thoy were likely to be of great servico

to humanity? in any other spiritual work. Hence it became dcsirnblo to

think of utilising their services, and the spiritual uplift of humanity in

genarsl. was, therefore, fixed up as another subordinate ideal of the

AsVama.

Moreover out of the candidates scloctod at the KaivalyndhSma for

training, there would be somo who would bo highly intelligent and capable

of carrying on research though not In the field of modarn sciences. Their
Yogic equipment or their native intuition would be such as would enable

them to study civilisations, anciont and modern, from the spiritual point of

view. Such men had to be given a field of activity. Honco it was thought

desirable that the ideals included the study of different civilizations. This
ideal of a study ol different civilisations. was not expressly enunciated in

the statemonl referred to aboro, but has been clearly defined In the aims
and objects of tho Kaivslyadliama Spiritual Servico. ( Vkfe 288. Vol. III. )

Further, among tho students being trained in the Kaivolyndhi.ma there
would be a largo number of youths who would make good subjects and whose
Yogic culture would qualify them for a variety of selfless acrvico of

humanity, although their intellectual equipment would bo moderate. These
youths, it was thought, would bo of great use in the spiritual uplift of

Indian villages. Hence Village Servico has also been adopted ns another

subordinate ideal of tho A.'rsma. ( Vide 292, Vol. III. )

Again according to tho East, philosophy is something to be lived, not
meroly to bo theorii-cd. Hence such philosophical principles as would bo
evolved by (he Kaivolyadhdma, are to bo translated into action. The
members of the Asrama are not to bo satisfied only by themselves putting
these principles in practice, but it is their duty to get their follow beings to
act according to them. Hence the organization of an octivo servico hod
to bo kept ns still another subordinate ideal of tho Kaivolyadhamn.

The foregoing paragraphs will make it amply dear that so far as the
Kaavalyadlmma is concerned, the subordinate ideals are a necessary and
logical outcome of its principal ideal. The founder is happy to ecc that dur-
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ing the IAil live years' time, he has been keeping himself strictly within tho

limits of these ideals; and had absolutely no occasion to depart from them.

THE RESEARCH

The principal ideal of the As’rama is the co-ordination of modern sciences

and Yoga Although the moat important part of this co-ordination would

and should refer to the advanced at ages of Yogic culture, the scientific

interpretation of tho lower Yogic procosse* was also considered to be a

valuable work. The Director could also see that his way to higher co-

ordination would bo prepared if he undertook the lower work first. Again

there were extraneous circumstance* which made metaphysical or psycho-

physiological work impossible to begin with. The ideal of tho Ksivolyadhoma

was an ‘altogether new ideal in India. Hence before it became popular, it

was impossible for the Director to got tho necessary mon and money. Tho

researches in the firld of metaphysics or psych ©.physiology were not likely

to oppeal to the imagination of tho monied section of the Indisn population.

Henco tho ecionlific interpretation of tho physical culturo and therapeutical

sides of Yoga, was considered by tho founder to bo tho best way In popular-

ize higher scientific research in Yoga. Thai the Director’s calculations in

this regard, have tolorably como true can best bo seen from tho popularity

the As’rama has attained throughout India within such a short period of its

oxistenco. A number of appreciations appearing on diffsront pages in this

number will boar eloquent testimony in this connection. That is why it

was decided to begin ihe iciantilie research with reference to Yoga ns a

system of physical culturo and therapeutics. Needlooi to say that such a

research was bound to lie mainly physiological end anatomical.

During tho lost five years or more (nr which the As'rama is in ozistonce.

tho research has progressed satisfactorily. X-Ray and other laboratory

moans have been very largely uaoJ and a number of Yogic exercises such as

Asanas, Bandhas. Kriyas, Madras and PrSnsyamas have been studied scien-

tifically. Their physical culturo value and therapeutical value have been

critically examinod. The results arrived at are found to be as interesting es

they are useful. The work thus for done hsa attracted the attention not only

of many eminent Indians individually, but also of several Indian States and

even of two Provincial Governments. On the strength of it, it has become

possible for the As'rama to spread its influence even beyond the limits of

India- All these statements will be borne out from the short sketch of tho

developments ol the As’rama that is attempted in the following pages.

THE YOGA MIMANSA
Although the As’rama was founded in October, 1924, the_ founder had

begun his research work much earlier. Thus by the time the As'rama came

into existenco the Director had with him material enough for starting a

quarterly journal.for the dissemination of the results of hit research work.

So the journal Yoga-Mimansa oamo into existence along with the As'rama.
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Even during the abort career it has had up to now, the Yoga-MitnahsS ha*

commanded circulation throughout the length and breadth of India and even

abroad. Papers and periodicals, medical men and physical culturiete, so

also eminent men of light and leading, all have very warmly appreciated

the material published in this journal. The testimonials extracted elsewhere

in this number are o clear evidence of the high esteem in which this journal

is held by the public. The Director begs to draw the readers' attention

especially to the appreciation of Dr. Risaomi professor of Physical ‘Culture.

Heidelberg University, Gormany ; Dr. Clare. U. D.
f

Carlton, Minn.,

U. S. A.; Dr. Cildwcl) of the Caldwell Health Homo. Calif. U. S. A-i

Dr. A. C. Bisharad. M. R. A. 8. (Lon.', Calcutta
i

Prof. Manikrao. the

most eminent Indian Physical Culturist. Bsroda ami Dr. Gananath Sen,

M. a., L.U.S., Calcutta. The view of Mr. Mead, Editor of the Quest,

London, is topical of the press noticee. Dr. Sanjivi's opinion allows how

the work is finding favour with Franca. The extract from the report of

Dr. A. Sousa, the Deputy Director of Public Health, United Province*, so

also the opinions of Sir C. V. Mehta and Diwan Bahadur Harilal Deaai

indicate the appreciation of high government officials. The notes of

Pendit Motile! Nehru and Sir Shankaran Nair record the opinion of eminent

Indiana ol light and leading.

It is, however, very unlucky that tho Yoga-MImSAse has always been

running an irregular course Still tho Director feels confident that here,

after the journal will be punctually published.

In the three volumes that have just boon complotod quite n large field of

Yogie exercise* list been covered. Urjdiyane. Naull. Basti, Dhautl.

PranSyama otc>, havo been scientifically investigated and proved to be of

great value aa exercises for physical culture and thera|>cutica. Diseases

such as constipation, auto-intoxication, appendicitis, epilepsy, thyroid-insuffi-

ciency have been discussed and their treatment through Yogic Therapy has

been indicated at length. Most of the hygienic exercises from Yoga have
been treated in detail, and their tochniquc has been described with utmost

accuracy. For a practical atudent of Yogo, this journal has become a

reliable guide.

That the paper occupies a high level in the journalistic world, is to be

seen from the very valuable literature that is being exchanged with it. The
Quest Society, London) The Open Court Publishing Company. Chicago
(U.S. A..b Tho Eastern Buddhist Society, Kyoto (Japan); Indian Psychological

Association, Calcutta; The Madras University, Madras; Tho Mythic Society,

Bangalore; The Andhra Historical Research Society. Rajahmundry; The
Virrn-Bhorati, Ssntmikctan ( Bengal ); The Academy of Philosophy and
Religion, Nimbal; The Indian lnstituto of Philosophy, Amalner

; The Royal
Asiatic Society, Bombay

;
The Bhandnrkar Oriental Research Institute.

Poona ; Government of India Archaological Department, Simla
;
The

Nizam's Archteoiogical Department. Hyderabad
( Deccan ) ; The Indian
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Philooophicul Congress arc all exchanging their periodical publication!

for the Yoga-Mimdhsa.

S'RT SARASVAT'l MAND1RA
The response by way of exchanges for the Yogo-Mimartaa was almost

immediate. Within a year'* time the As'rama began to receive a very largo

amount of periodical literature in exchange for ita'organ. the Yogn-MimShia.

It was, therefore, thought desirable to supplement these exchanges by a few

papers and periodicals specially subscribed, so that the wbolo literature put

together would constitute a fairly rich reading room- Accordingly on tho 27th

of September, 1925, that Is. on the VljayS Dje'ami day of tho Aryan

calendar, a froe reading room was started in the As rams. A beginning waa

also made at the some time towards developing the AsVama Library, tho

Free Reading Room and tho Library being combined into onp department

called S’ri Sarosvati Mandira. 'The Free Reading Room is very largely

availed of not only by tho worker# and student# of tho Aa'rama hut alio

by the indoor and outdoor patients and visitor#, Tho Library it yet in tho

making and require* much addition of hooka in dilf. rent subjects. Ilia hoped

that in about a couple of years the Library will hero a decent degree of

equipment"

THE RANA NATAVARASINGH CLINICAL LABORATORY

Ever from the foundation of the Aa'rama pationta began to lock the-

rapeutical relief from tho Director. Tho aproad of the Yogi-Mimehso put

different province* of tho country in touch with tho Kaivalyadhams. The

result waa that in a ahorttimo tho number of patienta began to bo so largo

that a clinical laboratory for their examination, under tho management of

a competent medical graduate bocame neccuary. Early in 1926 a medical

graduate was ongaged to work aa tho Houao Surgeon of the Atrama. Hit

duty waa and has been to conduct a thorough medical examination of the

pationt and to present tho report to tho Director. A moderately equipped

clinical laboratory waa organized under tho auapices of the Kaivalyadhhma.

At this juncture very luckily for tho Asremn, Hi# Highness tho Maharaja

Ranaaa Heb of Hollander promiaod a liberal grant of ihreo thousand rupees a

year. Out of gratitude to hia Highneaa.thc Director rcquoatoiLpermisaion to

associate tho clinical laboratory with the royal name of the Maharaja

Ranasohcb. The permission obtained, the then existing clinical laboratory

waa very <deccntly equipped and started under tho new name of the Rana

Natavarasingh Clinical Laboratory on tho 16th of October, 1926, that it, the

Vijaya Das' ami day of the S'aka ora.

During the loot three years or more for which the Laboratory has been

working, about thirteen hundred patienta have been medically examined by

tho officer in charge. The facilities of medical examination available here

are given not only to patients who come for Yogic Therapy, but also to out-

aiders who do not come to us for treatment. Many of the local medical
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institutions along with the Government Hospital at Khandala and the Hindu

Sanatorium for Tuberculosis at Karla, lake advantage of the Rana Natavara.

singh Clinical Laboratory. All examinations ore offered free of charge*

The Clinical Laboratory has been found to be a great advantage by the

public in and roundabout Lonavla- From the beginning of 1929 the Rana
Natavarasinyh Clinical Laboratory is being used by Probationers under

training at tho Academy for being instructed in Clinical Methods.

RUGNA SEVA MANDIRA
In leas than two years and a half after the foundation of (he As'rama, the

Kairalyadhama began to attract patients from all parts of India on a large

scale. Up to tho end of 1926 these patients were housed in tho same build,

ings as the permanent inmates of tho As'rsma. It was, however, deemod

desirable, because of the increasing number of patients, to have a separate

house for them. Accordingly a now bungalow woa taken on hire, and a

special health resort called Rugna Seva Mandira was established therein.

The Director now linds thia bungalow to be quite inadequate for the

requirementa of his therapeutical activities At times, especially in tho

months of summer, there sro as many as twenty-five indoor pationls, whereas

the provision is only of nine boda. It has become, therefore, imperative to

have a special commodious building for Rugna Seva Mandira. Many
patients stay outside tho AsVaran and como to tho Director for outdoor

treatment.

Sinco the foundation of the As ram# nearly two thouaand people liavo

been trosted either at indoor or outdoor patients. Popple suffering from

constipation, dyspepsia, aulo-intoxication. nervous debility, nothmo, piles,

seminal weakness, hoart troubles and a variety ol other diacaoca hove found

groat relief Irom Yogic Therapy.

Yogic treatment, whethor indoor or outdoor, is offered gratis to all

patients coming to tho As'rama. The indoor patients arc even boarded and
lodged froo of charge for tbc first two days. Evon afterwords potionts ore

mado to pay only tho octuol expenses. The Director feels extremely happy
for thus being ablo to conduct the examinations und treatment of pationts

froo of charge. Every day, however^ this charitablo work is putting an
additional economic burden upon tho Asramo; and it is reasonably feared
that financiol considerations may obligo the Director to put a check on
this activity, unless liberal monetary support is accorded to tho Kaivnlya-
dhamo by the public.

A reference to the Probationers under training at the Academy will be
presently mado. Thoso Probationers have to he trained in Yogic Therapy
along with other subjects. Rugna Seva Mandira affords thoso Probationers
very good opportunity for getting clinical experience. This therapeutical

department is a valuable help also to the Director in conducting his clinical

research. Thus it will be seen that tho Rugna Seva Mandira boo not only
a clinical value but educative and research values also.
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YOGIC PHYSICAL CULTURE
One of the ideals of the Kaivalyadham* is to evolve a system of physical

culture baaed on Yoga and to take ateps to popularize that system. Keiearch

work done in the field of Yogic exercises front the physical culture point of

view, and published in the Yoga-Mimahsa went a long way in realizing this

idea). Institutions from different provinces sought the help of the Director in

organizing physical culture' courses baaed on Yoga. The activities of the

AeVutnu in this field of Yogio physical culture proved to be so valuublo that

two Provincial Governments thought it desirable to take advantage oi the

Director's knowledge of this subject. Late in 1927 the Government of Bombay
appointed a committee tu inquire into the problem of physical training.

S'rimat Kuvalayuiuinda. llto Director of the AnYonia. wns requested to ho a

member of thia Committee. In their report submitted to the Government, this

Physical Training Committee has highly spoken of the Yogic physical culture

as it ia'being systematized by the Xmvulyadhnma. An extract relevant to

this subject will bn found nt the end of this report. The other Provincial

Government that interested itself in tho Yogic system of physical culture

was the Government of the United Provinces. In the summer of 1928 this

Government deputed to the As’rantn their Deputy Director of Public Health.

Dr. A. Sousa whocainoout on this deputation waa toroporton the possibility ol

the Yogic exercises being introduced in tho educational institutions of thr

United Provinces. Tho Deputy Director stayed in the As'rnma for two

weeks and sflor n thorough study of the Yogic rxcrcisos from scientifie and

educational poinlsof view, submitted an eicollant report to his Government.

Ho hat recommended very strongly tho physical culture exorcises as they

have been systematized by the Aa'rama- Tho U. P. Government have since

then printed and published this report of Dr. A- Sousa. In tho spprocta-

bone appearing at the end of this review, quotations from the roporl

under reference will be found*

A very large number of oducational institutions scattered throughout tho

Indian Nation, arc requesting tlia Director to lend them the services of a

trained Yogic physical culturist. It is the sinccro dcairo of the Director to

respond to thia call of tho Nation. It will take, however, some lime be-

fore the As’rnma finds it possible to send out trained Yogic physical

culturists for the work roquired.

SPIRITUAL CULTURE
The sketch that has been attemptod up to now of the activities of tho

As rair.u during the period under report, rofera only to the physical culture

and therapeutical sides. Properly speaking Yogic physical culture aud

therapeutics form only the subordinate ideals of tho institution- Tho principal

ideal as stated in the beginning ol this report is the co-ordination of tho

spiritual phenomena of Yogn with the modern science-, with a view to evolve

a philosophy that would, perhaps, satisfy the majority of mankind. The

Duector is happy to slate that thia ideal hes been kept before the eye

Y. U. II 81
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throughout the growth of the Kaivolyadhame. ever since its foundation. 'For

reasons explained in some/tf the paragraphs in the beginning of this sketch,

the work of spiritual and scientific co-ordination had to be postponed up to

now and may not be begun in the immediate future. Bui preparations arc

being made for that work from the beginning of the As'rama. Highly develop-

ed spiritual subjects, advanced spiritual cuhurists ns research scholars, and

a well-equipped laboratory are the three factors upon which spiritual

research depends. Handsome provision of money may make tho third

factor ready in no time- But spiritually developed subjects and research

scholars for spiritual investigation, will always take a long time ro develop.

Tbs abort career the Asranta has bad up to now has boon utilizod in de-

veloping these two typos of spiritual culturista. Although the Director is

satisfied with what little progress has been made up to now, ho is afraid it

will tske at feast a few years moro before people of tho necessary qualifica-

tion aro produced in the As'rama. Constant offorts _aro being made to

accelerate the spintuel progress of the inmates of tho As'rama.

Every student sdmitted to the Knivalyadhama is bound to have spiritual

evolution through Yoga as tho ideal of bis life. No ono that does not cherish

this ideal is allowed to he an integral part of tho institution. At present

there are somu fifteen souls in the A* ramti trying to he in tuna with the

Infinite. Every year a fow fresh students aro admitted. It is only recently

thst the training facilities st the Knivalyndhama have been tolerably com-

plete, as will bo aeon from this report. When tho Indian youth comos to

know of those facilities, the Director feels confident that a huger nmnlier of

students will be available. Whoever happens to road this report is earnestly

requostsd to direct to this As'rcma earnest real lunkering for spiritual

ovolution, if he ohancee to coma across them.

8‘RIMAN MADHAVA YOGA MANDIRA
_ or

THE MADHAVADASA ACADEMY OF SPIRITUAL CULTURE
The type of subjects and scholars requirod by the Aa'ranu lot its

research work, cannot bo available ready-made in the market. Indian uni-

veraitics du not produce this type of graduates. In these universities student#

have to take course# cither in acionce or in philosophy. The Knivalyadhama
stands in need of students who have grounding in philosophy as well as

science*. Hence along with practical instruction in Yoga it became necessary
to make arrangements for giving intellectual instruction to the graduates and
undergraduates Admitted to studentships at the Kaivalyadhatnn. Again, in

order to secure a succession of workers who could co-operato in an organized
institution, for research and other things, it bocomc necessary to frame a

democratic constitution lor tho As'rama. The institution established for the
spiritual and intellectual training of tho students is called S'rimnn Madhava
Yogi. Mandira or die Madhavadaaa Academy of Spiritual Culture. Tho
organization of spiritual culturiat* forming an integral pa.t of the As’rama,
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id Misted tha Keivdyadhanis Spiritual Service. Firs* the Academy \rl\

be taken iiilu account.

Taking advantage of the eighth anniversiry of S'rfman Madhavadataji

Maharaja, the revered Gurudeva of the Director, S’rirean Madhave Yoga
Mandira wm eatabliahed on the 6th of January, 1929. S'rimat Kuvnlayonanda
initituled hintaelf a* the Kulapati of thia Academy and Dr. V. D. Mer-

chant, a Retired Civil Surgeon of the Government of Bombay, was made
the Superintendent. Dr. Merchant who in a highly ovolrod soul, nfter hi*

retirement, haa aaltled in Lonavla and haa identified himielf with the

Aarama. Under Ilia ubfe guidance the Academy hna workod for more than

a year and the progress haa been ontiroly aalisfactory.

Only auch atudenta au nro capable of doing higher epiritnol work ore

admitted to tha Academy and are colled Probationers under training. Tho

courae latta for four year*. Yoga ii studied from all pointa of viewi apiritusl,

pliysical, therapeutical, scientific and philosophical. These Probationers

after completing their courae are hound to join the Kaivalyndharaa Spiritual

Service if the Director calls upon them to do so. Tho As’ramn stands

responsible for tho boarding and lodging of these Probationers and also bonra

other ospense* legitimately Incurred by them at atudenta undor training.

To begin with there were «lv probationer*, two graduate* and four under-

graduates. One undergraduate has tinea then discontinued hit courae.

In addition to the Kulapati and tho Superintendent, the I louse Surgeon of

the Aa'rama, Dr. B. M- Kadkol. X. B., D. 8., is ono of the tutor* at the

Academy. S'riman Raghunatho S aatri Kokajo, Tarkatirtha, ia another tutor.

Ho la responsible for the tracking of the Aryan Philosophy. Dotailod in-

formation about the Acadomy ia lobe found on pp. 300 to JO 4 of Vol. Ill

WORKING STUDENTSHIPS

Youths whose intellectual qualification* nro ao humble a* not to

tocuro for them n career at the Academy, aro admitted to Working Student-

ship*. This class of students got* practical training in Yoga aa a system

of spiritual and physical culture. No special attempt is made to improve

their intellectual equipment. They aro mado to work in the As'ratna for a

few hours. These working students also get their boarding and lodging

free of chnrgo and their other legitimate espenses are also borne by the

As’rama. Rule* and Regulation* for Working -Students aro given on pp 297

and 298 of Vol. III.

SPIRITUAL TRAINING FOR OUTSIDERS

For getting spiritual instruction in the KaivalyadhHmo, one need not

offer himself to be an integral port of the institution. One may come to

tho AaVama whenever required by tho Director for receiving instruction.

That much slay is sufficient for being trained in Yogs These outsiders

when they come to the As’rama arc treated as Visitors. Rules concernir*

thi* daw of people arc given on p. 310 of Vol. III.
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if the** taider « 5c diow, Mioy *%n «**«• e7*« uuUiJo flic Aarfc'jie. in

l,onsvlt\j l>? ftVdilftbl? !»M infttft!C£?on wli6ri needed b> tint Dircvtoi*

N«odl«a« to aay tbot all spiritual instruction it givon absolutely Iroe o<

charge.

THE KAIVALYADHAMA SPIRITUAL SERVICE
It hna been aisled shove (hoi the Kaivalyadhama Spiritual Service was

instituted on the occasion of the eighth anniversary of S'riman Mudbavadn-
aajl Maharaja. It is mainly the membora of ihia Service (hat go to form the

Aa'romn. They arc expected lo he spiritual culluriala of o fairly high level.

It ia their duty lo pe/petuale (he Iradiliona and to develop the work of the

Kalyalyadhum*. Self-ascrifico and conatanl anxiety to work for the opirituol

uplift of mankind, cither through reacarch work or otherwise, are to be the
characteristic of theae people. It is .1 body of man who recognise respons-
ibilities without rights. Thoy ore expected to livo for others, to work for
otliera, and to die for olhera. They look upon self leu service of humanity
ns one of the beat nida to their spiritual ovolution. * Thyself Last * is to be
their motto.' At present S'rimat Kuvalayannnda is the only member of this

Sorrice. Ho lias instituted himself to be the First Member of il, Oul of the

different graduates into which this Servico ia divided lie k.ops himaolf to tho
Inst. He experts his successors to be far bolter oquippod both intellectually

and spiritually than himself, oo that they rnn befit themselves for the higher
grades.

As soon as tho Probationers nl the Academy complete their course of

training, those of them that will l*o found deserving, will be admitted to the
Kaivalyadhama Spiritual Service.

Outside tho Academy ono more candidate has been taken upas a Probe-
tionor for this Srrvico. It it Mr. Rnmadnsajl Culati, who is a Manchester
B. 8c. in Engineering, Hr is to aerva a probation of two years before being
admitted to the Service.

Foi detailed information ul*>ut thn KaivalyadhSmn Spiritual Service see
PP. 287 to 291 of Vol III.

THE VILLAGE SERVICE
Indio la preponderantly a land of villages, flio mombera of the Ka.-

valyndl.nmn Spiritual Service are. by their equipment, expected to work in
towns and citios. A hiimblor sort of rare baa lo be evolved spiritually who
con work among the villagers and look to the needs of their soul- Tho Direc-
tor contemplates instituting a Village Service for this purpose as early ns
ixwsibie Information given on p. 305 of Vol. Ill about the intended programme
for this sort of service, will show that it can be instituted only if tho As'rama
can make arrangements for instruction in Dairy Farming. Cattle Breeding
and Agriculture. It is a costly programme and requires substantial donation*
torth. Aarama. The Director is. however, ol opinion that the work of tho
NOiralyadhBma can nev*, be ssid to he complete unless and until il prepare.
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wee who can out and settle i" villages end wr!< f.-w tho upH?* o' the

rare! population »t present steeped in ignorance

THE KA1VALYADHAMA AS A PARENT INSTITUTE

The KnivalyadhSma ia yet in its infancy. Still the Director ia being

preened every day to establish it* branches in the different part* of India

There arc offere of properties for providing sites for these branches.

Gentlemen have conic forth to bear the running expenses' All this is very

encouraging, h will, however, take some time before any serious work is

started by tho Aa'rama outside Lonavla.

THE FINANCE

Up to now tho Director has mado no attempt to collect subscriptions

from the public at largo. Only n few ruling princca and morrhant princes

have bean approached. The Director ia very happy to note that the rospomr

from peoplo thus approached lias been encouraging, in most of tho cases.

Some of the personal frionda of thn Director nre responsible for donations

far beyond their m-sns. Four occasions have left a docp mark on the econ-

omic career of the Aa'ramn The first occasion nroae when even before

the idea of foilmling on As'rama was entertained, a few friends of S'rfmat

KuvalaySnamla came forth to bear the cost of the research work he waa

then contemplating. Die second occasion wua marked by a liborol dona-

tion of five thousand rupees on tho part of S'rimant Pratspsshotb of ATnalner.

It waa this donation which enabled S'rimnt KuvalaySnanda to found an>i

conti nuo the work of the Aa’ramn on a docent scale. The third occasion has

boon made memorable In tho history of the Knivalyndhoma by a generous

grant of throe thousand rupeos a yaar from His Highness tho Mnhnrnia

Rsnnsaheb of Porbandar- Thia grant gave an immediate impetus totha worn

of the As'rnmn and enabled the Director to undertake many additional ac-

tivities. It added lo the prestige of tho Knivalyadhami enormously. Hie

fourth occasion arose when Mr. Lalnji, Gokuldaao, an Advocate of the Bom-

bay High Court, gave in donation to the As'rama a docent garden at Borivli,

one of tho beautiful suburbs of Bombay. Tbis_ property ia worth thirteen

thousand rupeos ; and it hold in tAiat for tho AsVnma by the Director. It

hat prepared tho Director’s way (or starting a branch of tho Aa’rama for

Bombay. Pooplo responsible for the donstiont giv"" «» iheae occasions

have earned the eternal gratitude of tho members of the Kalvslyadhnma.

There arc many others who have also ho 1pod the Aa’rama splendidly.

Sir Prabbashankar Pattoni. very early in the esreer o! the Kaivalyadhams.

placed tho Director under obligation by allowing the Aa'rama free use of hit

besutiful property situated at Lonavla. It ia worth twentythousand rupees.

Hia Highness the Thakorssheb of Limbdi and hia Personal Secretary. Mias

Elizabeth Sharpe, deserve the best thanks of the Director for having first

Introduced him and his work in Kathiawar. Their Highnesses the

Thakorsahab of Mom and the Maharaja of Bonsds ware kind enough no*
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only to give decent donation! bet also hosuyjriJ the Aa'rama willi thee*

vioilo. Hide arc other ulatcs ami other donors who have liccn equally

hind So the Director. S riant Kuvalayananda lake* this opportunity io

acknowledge his deep debt of gratitude to the persons referred to above and

toothers that have help-id the Aa'rami to itsjprcnpnt position.

Although the amounts given above appear encouraging the ever in-

creasing needs of tin* AsVarna require (ar richer dmiHlions to satisfy them.

Even alter a five years* satisfactory career (lie is housed in rented

buildings There is no permanent fund nor are the different departments

fully developed for waul of udaquatn financial support. Work of this type

require* to bn pluccj on a sound economic basis. A» a moderate calculation

a sum ol ten lac* of rupsoa is rioedud for the development and satisfactory

mainlenanne/jf the Kaivalyadbam*.

Fhe AVreina is a public institution And is being maintained on the

Strength ol public charities and the oatreen- sacrifice ol it* inmalca- Wh*t
over property it possossos belongs to none in hia individual rapacity. The

Director himself is a recluso and has absolutely no economic iniores t in

the property ol rho Knivalvodhoma.

THE CONCLUSION
Yojic culture Is one ol the richest legacies the ancient Indian savants

have left to the world- The noble spiritual elevation that is seen in India

even in her present deplorable condition, is mainly duo to the influence ol

Yoga in one form or another. A revival of this culture is sure to raise her

to her former position of glorious dignity. The AsVnmn la trying to bring

Yogs in correlation with tho present-day culture by attempting a scientific

interpretation ol its truths. It undertakes to train youths who will stand for

whatever is host in tho different cultures of the earth, nncinnt or modern-

Under these circumMancos tho Director humbly begs to suggest that it is the

duty of every individual, who cares for ihu progress and well-being of hu-

manity, to ahow his active sympathy to the A*'rams and enable its work,
era to realise their cherished ideais-

Kaivalysdhama.

LOS A VI. A,

April SO, 1990

Kuvalayaiianda

( i- C- Gone).

Director, KAIVaLYaDhSM A.
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SOME PERSONAL APPRECIATIONS AND PRESS NOTICES

OF THE YOGA-m7maNSA

Du. RISSOM, PROFESSOR OF PHYSICAL CULTURE. HEIDU.BERC
UNIVERSITY. GERMANY.

" You huvo shown a friendly fooling in sending us tiic first issue of ihc

periodical Yoga-Miraanaa published by you. Il has interested us very much
ns Bymnastical exorcises similar to thota illustrated in your excellent photo-

graphs uro now also practised by us more than before.

"

Da. L. N. CLARE, h. d. CARLTON. MINN.. U. S. A.

“1 leccived and read the October number which was interesting and
instructive."

Mn. C. R 5. MEAD. EDI FOIL • THE QUEST \ LONDON.

"I have only had limo just to glance at it, but am
| already convinced

that it will bo of great service to serious students of Yoga in the West."

Dh. CALDWELL 1 THE CALDWLI.L HELTII HOME*. CALIF. U. S. A.

"Wo are in receipt of a copy of your rnsgaxinc Yoffl-Mimanaa, and
read with much interest* The breathing exorcises and posas Appeal to us,

end we will try them out in our work. You have given evidently doop end
enroful study to the offeuls of the movements and your loeonrchos are inter*

siting.
"

D» A. C. BISHARAD. m. a. ». i. (Un.). CALCUTTA.
" Your excellent journal is a now venture of its kind and I have read It

with inUresl.
"

Us. GANANA I H SEN. u. <L. L il. CALCUTTA

1 have gone through the book carefully and have found the leacarchea
very interesting.

"

Paor. MANtKRAO. JUMMADADA VYAYAMA MANDIRA. nARODA.
' Your attempt to explain Yugic pliysfcsl culture in the light of modem

sciences has my hoon-folt sympathy.
"

Dh- T. R. SAN J IVI, h. a. ru. D., D. lit.

PRESIDENT • THE LATENT LIGHT CULTURE \ TINNEVELLY, S. INDIA.

"You arc doing very useful work and the journal has found a great

support in France. My agents in France speak very highly of the work and
a strenuous effor: will establish a branch of the Ashrama in Paris if a proper

representative can be sent by you.

"

THE QUEST. • THE QUEST SOCIETY *. LONDON.

*' During the last few yoara n gallant atlorapt hat beon made, under the

supervision of Swaml KuvnLynoanda, to carry out a systematic and practical
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study of Hatha-Yoga. by applying to it Western method* of observation, with

a view to demonstrating ita raitoa dVfr* and its high therapeutic value. The
result* of these studies by Indian practitioner* have been appearing in his

very valuable periodica) called Yoga-Miffiawxi. ”

THE MODERN REVIEW, CALCUTTA
" Physical cuituriaU, medical men. experimental psychologists and those

who are classed ra genera! render* should find the periodical interoatins and

inOructivo”

CURRENT THOUGHT. MADRAS.
“ The issue before u* in a very valuable anJ intereating production and

fully lustifios the unique place and the importance of the journal in the roalrn

of modern scientific end philosophical literature .. The printing and gd-up

of the journal is lino, as befitting a scientific journal recording great

truths.

"

UNITED INDIA AND INDIAN STATES. DELHI.
11 From its general appearance and get-up of the journal and the nuttier

it contains one can see that the woik is in nblo hands end in lima the inrtitu-

Hon will be ns useful and popular as the New York Institute of fkio.ee.
”

THE JOURNAL OF AYURVEDA, CALCUTTA
'Tho object of this journal, which is full of novel and Intereating subject

matter from tho beginning to the end, ia to rooord scientific researches in

psychology, spiritual and physical cultures etc., with thoir practical applica-

tion to therapeutic#. Wo aro quite proud to amphaalaa tho fact that tho

Swarniji ha* fully aucceodcd in his mission The magazine is for everybody.

... Tho various poses and practices of Hatha-Yoga with their' utility in

curing different ditoaac* have b»«n well described and illustrated with ox-

collently dono-up half•tons photographs,
"

THE KESARt. POONA.
" Yogic culture is looked upon as something mysterious and secret This

ondonvour to bring it boforo the popular gaze and to Interpret it in the light

of modern sciences i* altogether unprecedented in this country."

THE LOKA3HIK3IIANA. POONA
"It it a matter of great congratulation end satisfaction that Shtt’mat

Kuvalayanands by the grace of his Guru was inspired to undertake the task

of investigating Yoga in tho light of modern scientific method* and principles.

... It ia obvious from his researches so fnr published how tho Indian
Yogie Lore can brilliantly and gloriously bear nil the testa of modern scienco

of -.he West Shriraat Kuvalayananda’a undertaking is unprecedented,

of great scientific and philanthropic significance.
"

00
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SIR CHUNILAL MEHTA’S OPINION

8, Queen’* Cardans,-

POO NA
I had great pleasure in visiting this unique institution known as

Kaivalyadhaina at Lonavla.

“Apart from the spiritual objects at which it aims, the two otherobjects

that are of very great interest to the ordinary men are physical culture end

the study of tho curative powers of various exercises practised for centuries

in Ancient India.

" Tho Director of the Institute it applying his great gifts and his wholo

attention to testing and interpreting into modern scientific terms all that has

been claimed in India for the Yogic exercise*. Mis journal shows with whot

thoroughness and scientific accuracy ho is dealing with the problem.
•’ Whoa thoro is so mud. public enthusiasm for the culture of the body

and for exercises as a part of the nature-cure of diseases, this Institution ia

peculiarly fitted to supply a long-fell want.

“
I trust that tho Director who has selflessly devoted his life tothis work

will find tho support ho require*.

(&/.) C. V. Mehta,

fi'nonw Member, Government </ Dcmltav. "

DIWAN BAHADUR HARILAL DF.SAl'S NOTE

20, Queens Gsrdcni,

POONA
•’I visited the Knivalyadham* of Mr. J. G.Gunc, the Director there ol at

Lonavla on 23rd June. 1929 and was there for about four hours. The Direc-

tor was good enough to show me all the activities ol t lie Lhtna Need I "Into

that it ia on unquio institution where one realises tho full aigniliconce of tho

value of the various Yogic oxercisci which wero onco in vogue.... Tho

thanks of tho public aro dun to Mr. Gune forlhisievivaljand ihc public only

neods to know tho institution and ita valuable work, done so unostentatiously,

to appreciate and oncourago it by donations.... Tho institution is in need

of more and more help for its full development. I wish it esery success.

(St.) Harilal Dcsaibhai Dcsai,

MtnitUf. Local Self Government, 2/tmtny.
*'

worst ruoM 'rim miivout ov

IHE PHYSICAL 1HAIHIM1 LVMMIIIll

sivnuiW «, U> «»f. W fenhr. IIH K
“ An experiment uniquo of its kind is being conduced by Mr. J. G.

Gunc, a member of this Committee, at Lonavla and deserves special mention.

The principles adopted in that school arc taken entirely from indigenous

systems of physical training and are principally hased on Hatha-Yoga. It is

well known that the Yogis of India have by long experimentation evolved a

system of physical training which, if pursued under proper guidnancc, is

sound and beneficial. This system is tested here by modern scientific

». VI. 12 89
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methods such as microscopic and X-Ray examination*. The Government

of the United Provinces delegated tho Deputy Director of Public Health,

Dr. A. Sousa, to inspect this institute in 1928, and also testified to the

cultural and curative value of these exercises. We are not Here concerned

with the spiritual side of the Yogie practices hut the breathing and abdominal

exercises and somo of tho pones are worth a study in order that they may
be exploited for tho purposes of corrective end hygienic physical training. Mr.

Gune’s school consists of about 20 pupils, and may assist in making valuable

contributions to tho physical education courses available for ordinary school*.

BamAau, Snd March 19H9.
"

nsTiiAons siiom tiiu imi'iuvr os-

Or. A. Seuit, O.PM, And. Blrteler at Pahtie Haatlh,

m kUtlulHl* *.iW|MU». Imsrfs

0. P.

"I spent fourteen days in studying the work carried on at the Kaivalya-

dhnma and am of opinion that the Yogie exercises ran he introduced into the

schools of tho Unitod Provinces with groat advantage. The Director of the

Kaivalyadhnma has studied them thoroughly from tho modern scientific point

of view and tested them in tho laboratory as well as clinically, and I agree

with him that thoy havo both a cultural and curative valuo. They nro quite

suited for the school boys and girls. There are two hostels connected

with the Ashrams and they were both full during my stay boro with students

and patients and soma had to be rofused accommodation. All spoke highly

of tho institution.

“These exercisos aro capable of peculiarly helping the functional activity

of the different systems working in thohuman body, especially the abdominal

and the respiratory exorcises. Tho abdominal and the respiratory exercises

should, however, start at tho ago of puberty, that is, at thirteen. Other

oxcrcises, which are celled Asanas, may start oven from nine.

"
If these exercises are to bo introduced into tho schools, the Govern-

ment must have a few young man trained in those exercises for acting ns

instructors in Yogie Physiesl Culture, A thorough training in Yogie Phys-

ical Culture along with tho theorotical knowledge from tho modern scientific

point of view would require four yesro of training at the Ashrema. It is

desirablo that tho Government have at least two men so thoroughly trained in

this subject. Tho Government need not, however, wait for four years bofore

those Yogie exercisos can bo introduced into schools. Practical hands may bo

trained in two months at the Athrnmn, and if some young men are deputed

next winter for tho training it will bccomo possible for these exercises to bo

introduced from the beginning of January, 1929. 1 would suggest that two or

three men of the Seva Samiti, Allahabad, maybe deputed lor this train-

ing, and when they return the Seva Samiti may bo made tho hoad-quartera
of giving Yogie training in tho United Province#.

June I, 1060 A. Sousa, D. F. H..
Aiatt. Director of Public Health, Lucknow.

"
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Editorial Notes

May the Maker ol all make this journal a success. BIcmccI

in the name ol the Lord, May Ho bless the workers ol the

Ai rnmn with a happy and prosperous career ns nervontn oi the

world which ia only the Lord Himself objectilied. May He,

that hoa created ua in His infinite wiadom, lead us to the light

that ia beyond uli darkness.

* * *

As stated in the Editoriul Notes o( the lirat number ol

this volume, the principal theme ol the current volume is Pra-

noyamn. Hence we have included in this issue an urlicle on

Kopalabhoti. Technically speaking Knpalabhati is not Prtnn.

ySma
;

but it is surely a breathing exercise ol great cultu-

ral value and forms part ol the type of Pranayamn called

lihaBtrikn, In the next issue we shall discuss the technique

ol Bhostrikri in its different varieties.

* * *

Wx could not include in this number our article ‘ Ujjayi

Pranayama Explained Our reasons lor this exclusion ol the

article arc the same that were given in the last issue- The

physiological arguments that are being advanced lor explain-

ing Ujjayi arc all based upon the results ol our experi*

Y. M. 13 91
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mental work. The true significance of these arguments will

be grasped by our readers, only if they intelligently follow

the experiments* Now many of cur readers have no ground-

ing in physics and chemistry which i# absolutely essential

for understanding, not only the experiments, but nlso their

bare results. So for the information of these readers it be-

came necessary to give scientific notes which took up bo

much of our spuce.

Our note on the ' Determination of CO» and Oj' is so

arranged that a reader who does not know even the A. B, C

of chemistry, should be able to follow our research work in-

telligently,' provided ho tries to digest the note. It is written

in the most popular language without sacrificing scientific

accuracy ns far n* possible. However, it cannot be read as

a sort of light literature. But we assure our readers that the

labour they bestow upon tho study of thin note will be

amply rewarded. Unless tho facts discussed in this note are

thoroughly digested, the phyniological explanations of PrH-

naylma will merely be empty words. That is why we

wore so particular about publishing this note in the present

number. Again we could not publish it in pnrta. Because

the experiments on the elimination of CO*, that appear in

this issue, would not have been clear to many of our

readcra without the study of this note taken us a whole.

But the note has taken away all our space. We had

even to drop the Miscellaneous Section. There was no choice.

* * *

The subsequent part of our uiticle. ' UjjEyl PrSnSyuma

Explained ' wiil appear in the next issue.
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/V. H,— Those of our rentiers that claim no acquaintance

with anatomy and physiology will do well to 'rad

The Seml-Sclentl/lc Section Jlrit.
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CO* ELIMINATION IN PRANAyAMA'

INTRODUCTION

Okr of the moat important features of a physiological

study of Pranayama. is the consideration of CO. elimination

in the Pranayamic process. The experimental work published

in this issue bears on this consideration of CO. elimination.

The eight experiments included in this number are only a

fraction of our research work in this direction.

The problem of CO. elimination in Pranayama affords

many points for examination. We mention here only n lew

ol them.

(0 Whether Pranayama enables a man to eliminate

more CO- than the ordinary normal breathing in

a particular unit of time >

(II) What would be the most advantageous lime unit for

n round of Pranayama for the elimination of CO. ?

(Ill) Whether a larger time unit for a round of Prana

-

ylrau lends to a larger elimination ol CO. )

(lu) Has Kumbhaka a special value in Prdnayfimn so

far as the elimination of CO. is concerned )

(o) la it desirable to omit Kumbhaka from the technique

ol Pranayama, il only the elimination of CO. in

aimed at )

If wc were to satisfactorily solve these questions a very

large number of experiments will have to be taken into

account. Aa elated above we could not include more than eight

experiments in this issue. Hence wc muBt reserve the discussion

on the first two points for the next number. Wc shall briefly

examine the results of the eight experiments published here

I. Tlioio oi our reader. who have no training i" and fbemiitiy .re

•liooB'r »dvi.c«l to dlg«»t n<Xe onihe * Determination o( CO. and Oi 1

p-.bli.hed

in tbo Semi-Scianlillc Samlon. A very v«»y dear groip o( ihni nole U eusnl.al lor

umlerMniMling ihe experutianUl work appearing in.lthii Seeiion.
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lo see what answer we Ret to the remaining three points

raised above. Let us take the third point.

A reference to the last page of thi3 Section where we
have published a table summing up the results of the eight

experiments, will show that we have used five time units

therein. They are: I *T, 2 1", 28", 35' and 49'. It means that

around of Pranayama was completed in 14'’, 21”, 28 ,
35" and

49' respectively. Now let us take the first type of round. It

took 14". The result was that 3-97 parts in volume of COi
could be eliminated in one hundred parts of the expired air.

Supposing now that the total quantity of the expired air

was 2800 c.c., the total quantity of COj eliminated comes to

1 11-16 c-c.

Then let us take the second unit of 21. Working out the

figures as above we find that the total quantity of CO. elim-

inated in 21" comes to 127-68 c. c. At this rate only 85-12 c.c

would be eliminated during 14", the length of the first unit-

It clearly show* that in choosing a longer unit, not only we
do not get any advantage, but we lose heavily, so for ns

the elimination of CO> is concerned. An examination ol the

other longer units will bear out this very fact. The details

will be discussed under different experiments.

Then we come to the consideration of the fourth point.

Has Kumbhaka a special value in Prdnaya'ma so far as the

elimination of CO. is concerned ? For getting a reply to this

question we have to examine the Inst three units, nnmoly, of

28', 35 ’ and 49'. Let ua take the first unit of 28". In Experi.

menu III and IV'. this same unit it used; but the distribution

of time over the component parts of the Prannynmic round is

different. In Experiment III wc have Kumbhaka of 7" and
Rechaka of 14

,
the two together occupying 21’. fn Experi-

ment IV. all the 21" are utilized in Rcchnka. There is no
Kumbhaka. The time taken for Puraka is the same in both
the experiments. So the total time of the Pranayamic round
is the same. The difference is only in the inclusion and ex-
clusion of Kumbhaka. What is the result } Wc find that the
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percentage ol CO. eliminated in a Pranayamic round with

Kumbhnka is loiocr than the percentage ol CO-' eliminated in

a Pranayamic round without Kumbhaka. The same result is

shown by a comparison ol Experiments V and VI lor the

unit ol 35".

But the results ol the third unit ol 49" arc different. Here

the percentage of Co» eliminated in n Pranayamic round with

Kumbhaka is lusher than the percentage of CO. eliminated in

Pranayama without Kumbhalu. Here too. however, the

advantage hi very small.

Putting together the results of the last six experiments,

we come to the conclusion that Kumbhnka Ins no special

value from the point o( view of the elimination ol CO».

II Kumbhaka in of a iiulficiontly long duration, ol about hall

a minute, it does give a alight advantage in this connection

over Prlnayama without Kumbhaka. But looking to the total

length ol time taken up by n Pranayamic round with a tolerably

well protracted Kumbhaka, there is a decided disadvantage,

o lar ns the elimination of CO. is concerned.

Naturally the answer to the fifth point raised above is

in the affirmative. We can safely sny that it is desirable to

omit Kumbhaka from the technique of I’runsyamn. If the

eUmlnallon 0/ CO- h the. only object in clew.

We strongly hope that our readers will not hastily jump

to any conclusion regarding the general value ol Kumhhakn

which depends upon various factorn. the elimination of CO.

being only one of them. It is desirable that they wait and

study Kumbhaka from different points of view and then set

the right value upon it an an exercise of Yoga.

For the purpose of the eight experiments under considera-

tion, five subjects were examined. Each subject was required

to make two attempts at the same type ol round in Pranayama-

Thus the final average in every experiment is worked out

from ten figures-
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No special preparation of subjects wag undertaken. It

may be argued that the percentage ol COj in the expired

air depends upon the general metabolism of man
;
and this

general metabolism is largely alfectcd by the type ol diet he
takes. So for experiments for determining the percentage of

CO. in the expired air, subjects must be prepared with strict

attention to their diet. The argument is valid when the total

amount of COe eliminated during a particular period of time,

is to be determined. Here our attempt is not to ascertain

anything ol the type. We simply want to compare the per-

centages of CO, in the expired air exhaled uner different

Prannyamic procewes, thee Pruifljfimas bclnt> done under iht tame
metabolic conditions. Thus the first attempts in Experiments III

and IV were done by every subject at one and the same sitting.

Of course, due time was allowed to escape between the two
attempts lor returning to normal after the little disturbance
of the first attempt. The name was done in the case ol Ex-
perimenta V and VI or VII and VIII. In this way wherever
a close comparison was necessary, we tried to perform the
experiments under the some metabolic conditions. The experi-
mental work, however, hod to be curried across n few days.
Ordinary precautions were taken to secure n tolerably uniform
metabolism during these days. As, liowcvcr, we were not
dealing with the absolute quantities of CO eliminated in a parti-
cular period ol time, we did not think it necessary to do anything
more than we did lor the preparation of the aubjccls We
wanted only to determine the comparative efficiency of the
dillerent types of Prannyamic processes. Wo may, however,
assure our readers, that even lor the calculation of absolute
quantities of CO, in the expired air. our results may be
taken ns tolerably accurate .

We will describe in detail in the Scmi-Scientific Section
ol this issue, the oppnratus we used and the methods we
followed in carrying out these experiments. The expired air
was collected in a aort of spirometer over water. Its volume
at N. T. P wag determined oftcr correcting it for vapour
pressure. Then a measured portion of it .was examined,
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according to the gravimetric method, for estimating the

quantity of CO, contained in it. The results arrived at gave

us the weights of C0 4 . From these weights the volume of

CO. at N. T. P. was worked out and compared with the

volume of the expired air originally corrected to N. T. P.

Ultimately percentage of CO. in the expired air was cal-

culated and the final average determined. On p. 120 will be

found a table that shows the results of these experiments at

a glance.

Wc will publish additional experiments on this subject

and on the absorption ol 0-. in the next number of this

journal.

y. a. i« 99
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CO. ELIMINATION IN PRANAYAMA

Experiment i

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT r-

One ol the objcetn ol this experiment wao to determine

the percentage of CO, in the air expired during n Prana-

yamic round of 7" Puraka and 7" Rechaka, with no Kinnbhnkn

between them. The other object wo* to compare this per-

centage with other similar percentages secured with Pronayamic

rounds of longer lime units, with a view to aee whether the

longer time units had an advantage over this, so for os the

elimination ol CO. was concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS.

~

Five subjects wofo tried in this experiment. They were

young adults of sound constitution, with age* varying from

twenty to twenty-nine. No special preparation was under-

taken. It was only seen that no excitement cither in

physical or mental condition woe present at the time ol

experimentation.

THE APPARATUS i-

As stated in the introduction to these experiments, the

apparatus has been fully described in the Semi-Scientific

Section of this issue nt the end of our note on the ' Deter-

mination of CO. and 0«

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER r-

Aftcr deep Purnka of 7", the air ’was exhaled into a

sort of spirometer in 7". In the cases of the first two subjects

BOO c.c., and in the cases of the last three subjects 700 0>c«

of this expired air at 695 mm. of barometric pressure and

at 32' C. of temperature, were examined for COj by passing

it through a strong solution of caustic potash. From the

observed weight of CO>, its volume at N. T. P. was deter-

mined. 800 c-c- and 700 c.c. of the expired air were also

reduced to N. T. P. Then the volume of the expired air and
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the volume of CO. were compared and the percentage of

CO* was determined. This was done twice in the cose

of each subject and ultimately the final average was worked

out. This came to be 3-97. Detailed percentages arc tabu-

laled on the next page.
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Experiment H

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT,—

One of the objects ol the experiment was to determine

the percentage of CO g in the air expired during a Pranaya-

mic round oi 7" l’uraka and 14 Rechaka, with no Kumbhakn

between them. The other object was to compare this per.

centage with other similar percentages secured with Pranaya-

mic rounds o( shorter and longer time units, with n view to

nee whether the longer time units had an advantage over

the shorter units, so far as the elimination oi COi was
concerned-

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS s—

The same subjects were tried in this experiment an in

the last, under the name metabolic conditions.

THE APPARATUS:—

The same apparatus was used in this experiment as in

the last.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER:—

After deep Puraka of 7", the air was exhaled into o

sort of spirometer in 14". As in Experiment I, a measured

quantity of the exhaled air was examined under observed

conditions and the percentage in volume ol CO» in it was

determined, all the necessary corrections being applied in

determining the volumes both of the expired air and COi.

The final average turned out to be 4’56 per cent. Detailed

percentages arc tabulated on the next but one page.

REMARKS.—

The time unit of the Pranayamic round was 14' in the

last experiment. It was 21 in this. If the percentage ol

COf in the expired nir had increased in proportion oi the

length of time unit, we should have got 5-95 a? the result
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of the present experiment. But we got only 4-56 as the

percentage here. Hence we find that a longer time unit

is a decided disadvantage in Pranayama, so far as the

elimination of COj is concerned.
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Experiment ill

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

One ol the objects ol this experiment was to determine

the percentage of Co* in the air expired during a Prana-

yamic round ol 1
"

Puraka. 7" Kumbaka and 14" Kechaka.

The other object was to compare this percentage with a simi-

lar percentage secured with a Pranayamic round ol the same
time unit, but without Kumbliaka, the period ol Kumbhaka be-

ing added to Rcchaka, lor lengthening it, with a view to see

whether Kumbhaka had a special value so far as the elimina-

tion ol CO. was concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS

The same subject* were tried here as in the last experi-

ment under metabolic conditions, which though not identical

with, were tolerably similar to those of the last.

THE APPARATUS »-

I'he same apparatus was used in this experiment a* in

the last.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

Alter deep Puraka ol 7" and Kumbhaka ol another 7"

the air was exhaled into a sort ol spirometer in 14". As
in the last two experiments a measured quantity ol the
expired air was examined lor the percentage ol CO,. The
final average in volume per cent, proved to be 5*02- Detail-
cd percentages arc tabulated on the next page

REMARKS?—
II we compare the time units ol the Pranayamic roundB

ol this and the first exeriment, we find that in this experi-
ment the time unit is exactly double ol what it is in Expcri-
merit I. Naturally we should expect the percentage ol CO,
in the expired air to be doubled also, that is, to be 7-94
But wc lind that it is 5-02 only. So this experiment also
proves the disadvantage of choosing a louger time unit in
Pranayama, so lar as the elimination ol CO, is concerned.
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Experiment iv

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

One ol the objects ol this experiment was to determine

the percentage ol CO» in the air expired during a Prana-

yamic round ol 7 Puraka and 21’ Rcchaka, with no Kum-

bhaka between them. The other object was the same as the

second object ol the lost experiment.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS t
-

The same subjects were tried here as in the last experi-

ment under the same mctubolic conditions.

THE APPARATUS i-

The same apparatus was used in this experiment as in

the Inst.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER i—

This was done exactly as the last experiment, with this

change only. Instead ol 7" Kumbhnkn and 14" Rcchaka, the

subject# had 21” Rcchaka only, without nny Kumbhnku at all.

Tho final average ol CO. in volume per cent- in the expired

uir, worked out at 5*2. Detailed percentage# arc tabulated on

the next page.

REMARKS t-

A comparison between the results ol this experiment and
the lost, clearly show that Kumbhnkn has no special vnluc,

so lor as tho elimination ol COi is concerned- Because wc
had the same time unit in both the experiments, but wo got

a higher percentage in Pranayama that wao dono without

Kumbhaka, the dillerence being of 18.

N. B. An examination of tho detailed percentages ol this nnd the

last experiment, shows that tho advantage has not uniformly been in

favour of PrSgaySma without Kumbhnka. Thus the subjects A and C
have nacured on advantage with Kumbhakn. But the gain is so small,

that the conclusion ia hardly disturbed. We tan still say that Kum-
bhaka baa no fpeaal value in PraniiyamB. so fer os the elimination of

CO, is concernod.
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Experiment v

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT.—

One ol the objects of this experiment was to determine

the percentage of CO» in the air expired during u Prana*

ynmic round of 7” Puraka, 14' Kumbhaka and 14’ Rcchoka.

The other object was to compare this percentage with a

similar percentage secured with a Pranayamic round of the

same time unit, but without Kumbhaka, the period of Kumbhaka
being added to Rechaka for lengthening it, with a view to

see whether Kumbhaka had a special value so far ns the

elimination of CO, wus concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS t—

The name subjects were tried here os in the Inst experi-

ment, under metabolic conditions which though not identical

with, were tolcrubly similar to. those of the lost-

THE APPARATUS

The same apparatus was used in this experiment nn in

the lust-

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER s-

Aflcr deep Puraka of 7” und Kumbhaka ol 14", the air

was exhaled into a sort of spirometer in 14". As in the lost

experiment, a measured quantity of the expired air was ex-

amined lor the percentage of COv. The finul average in

volume per cent, proved to be 4‘63. Detailed percentages

arc tabulated on tho next but one page.

REMARKS i-

If we compare the time units of this and Experiment III,

we find l*uraka and Rechaka are of the same length in both,

whereas Kumbhaka has been given double the time in this

experiment. Naturally we should expect a higher percentage
ol CO, in the expired air in this experiment. On the
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irary we find that the same ia lower by -39. Although
smaller percentage may partly be due to the irregularity

the elimination process, one thing is clear. Kumbhaka has

special value in Pranayama, so far as the elimination of

is concerned.
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Experiment vi

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

One ol the objects o( this experiment was to determine

the percentage ol CO.., in tlic air expired during a Pranayamic
round ol 7" Puraka and 2ft' Rechaka. with no Kumbhnka
between them. The other object was the same aa the second

object ol the Inst experiment.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS r-

Thc same subject* were tried here as in the last experi-

ment under the same metabolic conditions.

THE APPARATUS:—

The same appnrotun was used in this experiment as in

the last.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER r-

This was done exactly no the last experiment with this

difference. Instead ol 14 Kumbhnka and 14 Rechaka, the

subjects had 28" Rechaka only, without any Kumbhaku at nil.

The fimtl average of CO, in volume per cent, in the expir-

ed nir, worked out at 5*3. Detailed percentage* are tabulat-

ed on the next page.

REMARKS t—

A comparison between the results ol this experiment and

the last, clearly confirms the conclusion arrived at in the last

experiments. It also proves that Kumbhnka has no special

value, so far as the elimination ol COj is concerned. Be-

cuusc we had the same time unit in both the experiments,

but we got a higher percentage in one that wan done without

Kumblmka, the dillcronce being ol '67.

.V. D. An examination of the detailed percentages ol this end the

last experiments, ahow. that out ol the five subjects examined only

one- A— had an advantage in Kurabhokn. All others secured a

higher percentage from Pranayoma without Kumbhnka,
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Experiment VII

OBJECTS OF THF. EXPERIMENT

One of the objects of this experiment was to determine

the perccntuge of CO* in the air expired during a Pranaya-

mic round of 7" Puraka, 28" Kumbhaka and 14' Rcchaka.

The other object was to compare this percentage with a

similar percentage secured with a Pranayamir round of the

same time unit, but without Kumbhaka, the period ol Kum-

bhaka being added to Rcchaka for lengthening it, with a

view to see whether Kumbhaka hod a special value so far as

the elimination of CO< was concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS

The some subjects were tried here ns in the last experi-

ment, under metabolic conditions which, though not identical

with, were tolerably similar to those of the last,

THE APPARATUS «-

The same apparatus was used in this experiment as in

the lost-

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

i

After deep I’urakn of T and Kumbhaka of 28", the air

was exhaled into n sort of spirometer in 1
4". As in the last

experiment a measured quantity of the expired air was ex-

amined for the percentage ol COj. The final average in

volume per cent- proved to be 6*01. Dotailed percentages are

tabulated on the next but one page

REMARKS *

Comparing the percentages of this and Experiment V,

we find that the higher percentage secured in this experiment,

is due to the longer time devoted to Kumbhaka. But this

gain is only apparent and not real. This will be clear when

we compare the results of this and Experiment II. In both

of them the time devoted to Puraka and Rcchaka is the same.

*• u. is
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In thin experiment 28' are added by way ol Kumbhaka. At
the rate ol Experiment II, we muat get 106 os the percent

age here. But we get only 6-02, which again proveB that

Kumbhaka has no special value in the elimination ol CO>.
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OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

Onc of the objects of this experiment was to determine

the percentage of CO, in the air expired during a Pranaya-

mic round of T Puraka and 42" Rechaka, with no Kumbhaka

between them. The other object wan the name os the second

object of the last experiment.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS:—

The same subjects were tried here as in the last experi-

ment under the same metabolic conditions.

THE APPARATUS

The same apparatus was used in this experiment as in

the lost.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER i-

This was done exactly ns the Inst experiment with this

difference. Instead ol 28" Kumbhakn nnd 14 Rechaka, the

subjects had 42' Rechaka only, without any Kumbhaka at all.

The final average of COi in volume per cent, in the expired

air, worked out at 5’63. Detailed percentages arc tabulated

on the next page.

REMARKS

Up to nov; we had found that Kumbhaka had no special

value in the elimination of CO*. But a comparison of this

and the last experiment shows, that a Pranayamic round with

Kumbhokn has an advantage over one without Kumbhaka.

We can, therefore, come to the conclusion that a Pranayamic

round with prolradcJ Kumbaka Iibb some advantage over one

without Kumbhakn, when the total time unit ol the round is

the same in both the cases. As stated in the remarks on the

last experiment, however, a longer time unit is always a

disadvantage so lar as the elimination ol CO» is concerned.
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Part l

SOME BROAD FACTS OF CHEMISTRY

THREE STATES OF MATTER

Ir we look around us wc find ourselves surrounded by
mailer on all aides. I his matter appears to be under three

different states. Some ol it in solid, ouch aa stone, earth, hooka,

the paper on which we write, and the pen that wc use in

writing. But the ink with which wc write in not solid. It in

at the time ol writing in n different state which we coll

liquid. Matter which is most abundantly found in a liquid state

on the face ol the earth is water. So far ns things tliut are

visible to ua arc concerned, wc find them to be either solid

or liquid. There arc, however, particular things which we
cannot see, but which surely exist. For inntnncc the nir we
breathe, ft positively exists though wo aro not able to sec

it with our eyes. It is neither solid nor liquid, but is in a

third state called gaieous. It mainly’ consists of two gases,

oxygen and nitrogen. An a rule mutter in u gaseous condition

is not visible to our eye.

Matter, no matter in what state it is, occupies space,

such space being called its volume. Solids such us stone or a

piece ol iron, occupies .space, so also do liquids such as

water. But we find that the two differ in their behaviour.

The stone or the piece of iron will not change its shape
whatever the shape of the vessel in which it is held. In

other words we can say that solids have their ou»n Bhapc.
But water will occupy the whole length and breadth of the

I Tltu not# ie Intended for thoee general render* who ore innocent ol eny training in

ph/tict and chemistry. Only n few bfoed facts will be it.ited here, with a view to enable

reader* to follow our reiearcb work in Prarjayama intelligently. Hence no re-

ference will be made, in thic note, to the ultimate nature ol teatlcr nnd auch other tubtle

problem* oi today’* acienco.
^ We My tuuii'fv became along with oxygen nml nitregen. ordinary air certain*

oqueo* vapour, coibgn divide, organ eU.
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vessel in which it is contained. It will not, however,

necessarily occupy the whole height. That means that liquids

do occupy space, but have not got their own shape. The

shape ol the interior of the vessel is partly the shape ol the

liquid. In occupying space gaseous matter differs Irom liquids

as well as Irom solids. A gas such as oxygen, hydrogen

or carbon dioxide, will fully occupy the vessel in which it

is held.
1 Even if part ol the gas is removed, the remainder

will again occupy the whole space available in the vessel.

It means that gases will always have the shape ol the in-

terior ol the vessel.

Volume or space occupied by a particular quantity ol

matter, whether solid, liquid or goseoua, is measured by cubic

units, lor example, cubic inches, cubic leet, cubic centimeters,

cubic millimeters etc.

We have strictly to distinguish between the shape ol a

substance and its volume. Solids such ns a piece ol gold,

suy one cubic inch, have got their own alinpc as well as

their own volume. Liquids such ns water have their volume

but have not got their own shape. For instance one cubic

inch ol water will nlways have the same volume, that is, one

cubic inch ; but its shape will depend upon the vessel in which

it is held. Gases such oa oxygen or hydrogen, have neither

their own shape nor their own volume. For example il we take

one cubic inch ol oxygen, this quantity will occupy two, three,

lour or any number ol cubic inches, according to the capa-

city ol the vessel in which it is held. So wc see that gases

have no volume ol their own. Nor have they got their own
shape. For this also they depend upon the vessel they

occupy. That is why Sir Oliver Lodge lias said, * A solid

ho9 volume and shape, a liquid has volume but no shape, a

gua has neither volume nor shape-

With all that has been said above, some ol our readers

may still doubt the possibility ol invisible gases occupying

I Even an ordinary reeder can undernand th«« liquid* can be held in Of*" veucli.

b-il ior holding g»ai air-light votoola are ncceaury
j
otherwire gain*, haring a landency

lo dittos theraeclvot in all directions, will exape through any available opening.
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space. For such readers we suggest the following experi-

ments. They arc extremely simple.

Experiment 1 Take a bucket full of water and take an
empty jug. The ordinary metalic jug of everyday use will do.

Now invert this jug and try to sink it into the bucket, taking

care to see that the whole surlace of the mouth of the jug

touches the surface of water at one and the same time. It

will be found that the jug refuses to admit water. Why )

It is because the jug is full of air, although we thought it to

be empty, and the apace occupied by the air therein, is not

available for water.

If our readers wish to have an ocular demonstration of

the facta noted in this experiment, they may take a glass

trough instead of a bucket and a glass cylinder instead of a

metalic jug. Glass will allow our readers to see the levela

of water both in the trough and in the cylinder. If the cylinder

is held lightly in water, the inner and outer levels will be

nearly the same. (Fig. XVIIa). II, however, the cylinder be

pressed forcibly into the water in the trough, os nhown in

Fig. XVIIb, the inner level will, indeed, rise, us some water

will be admitted into the cylinder : but it will be far below

the outer level of water. Why > Because the air confined in

the cylinder occupies the Inner space and docu not allow more

water to come in and raise the inner level.

This experiment not only shows that air occupies space,

but also shows that air has no volume ol its own. Wc find

the same quantity ol air occupies larger space or has a

larger volume when the cylinder is held lightly ; but when
the cylinder is pressed forcibly into water, it occupies smaller

space or has a smaller volume. What is true of air is also

true of other gaseous substances.

The fact that air occupies space, that is, has volume, can

be proved by another simple experiment.

Experiment II Take the same trough filled with water

as in the first experiment and also the cylinder. For the
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purposes of this experiment, however, the cylinder ia to be

filled brimful of water. Place your palm on the mouth of

the cylinder so as to close it completely. Then invert the

cylinder and with the palm fixed on the mouth, with the

other hand sink it in the trough. When you find the mouth

of the cylinder well under water, remove your palm and

continue to sustain the cylinder with the other hand-

You will find that the water in the cylinder docs not

empty itself into the trough, but stands in a column several

inches high above the water level in the trough. Now take

a rubber tube, nay some three feet in length, and insert

one of its ends about four inches into the cylinder.
(
Vide

Fig. XVIlIa ). Then hold the other end of the lube in your

mouth and blow through the tube slowly but with a little

pressure. The air from your lungs will find its wny into the

cylinder nnd will appear to rise to the top of it in the form

of bubbles. Now if you continue to blow, the air blown
into the cylinder will make room for itself by displacing

water from the cylinder. Evidently the space vacated by
water is occupied by the air from the lungs.

Now if the end of the rubber tube that is inserted into

the cylinder is raised some four inches nbove the water

level in the cylinder as shown in Fig. XVIIlb and the

cylinder is allowed to sink under its own pressure, the

confined air will escape through the rubber tube and can be

felt at the other end. Then the space vacated by this will

be taken up by water. Thus we see that air docs occupy

space.

We may elucidate here another point about gaseous

substances which may not be dear to some of our readers.

Have gasea got weight > if wc try to understand some of

the things wc observed in the fast experiment, wc will get

an answer to this question-

During the last experiment it was seen that the inverted

cylinder, though full of water, did not empty itself into the

trough. Now the column of water standing in the cylinder
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has surely got weight. Then why does it not press down )

Or is there any invisible force acting on that water which is

counterbalancing its weight ? We have lo admit the existence

of some lorce that counteracts the weight of the water column

standing in the cylinder. This force is the pressure ol the

atmosphere which surrounds the earth to the height of sev-

eral miles. It is called the atmospheric pressure and is

calculated to be 14-50 pounds per square inch The water

column in the cylinder is trying to descend, but is kept back

by this atmospheric pressure. Scientists have found that this

atmospheric pressure is able to support a water column

about 33 feet in height. They have also found that this

atmospheric pressure can support a column o( mercury

760 millimeters in height. What is true of the atmosphere

which is only a mixture of gases, is true of all gaseous sub-

stances. Thus we see that all gases occupy space and

have got their own weight.

In the beginning ol this note we have seen that all matter

exists in one ol the three otates: solid, liquid and gaseous. But

shall we find the came type of matter always in the same

stutc ? Most certainly not. Toke lor instance water. Wc find

that at low temperatures, it is turned into ice nnd becomes

solid, wherens at high temperatures it disappears in the form

of vapour and becomes gaseous. Thus wc see that water can

exist in nil the three states
:

solid, liquid and gaseous. A piece

ol gold or silver under different temperatures will furnish an-

other illustration. Ordinarily it is solid. With heat it will melt

into o liquid nnd if the temperature is raised sufficiently higher,

that liquid will be driven into a gaseous stale. What is true

of water, gold or silver, is true ol all other types ol matter.

Here an untrained mind might argue as follows. We see

a solid piece ol gold being melted before our eyes. It cun

again be returned to its solid condition. That is why wc

know that the substance in both the states is one and the

same. But when the liquid Rold is turned into an invisible

gas. what i9 it that enables chemists to say that the resulting

gas is gold and nothing else > First of all the argument
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may be answered as popularly, aa it La advanced. It may be

pointed out that the resulting gns can be collected and again

turned into a solid mass of gold, without losing even the

smallest particle of tho original substance. But the real

answer would take the following form.

A solid piece of gold is made of extremely minute

particles which were long supposed to be ultimate and in-

divisible. These particles ore colled atoms.' Now scien-

tists have found methods of examining gold even in a gase-

ous state and they have come to tho conclusion that the

atoms of gold themselves remain unbroken in a gaseous Btate

nnd retain all their original properties. So the atoms of gold

remain absolutely unchanged whatever the state in which

gold exists
;
and as it is these atom* of which gold is made,

gold remains gold whether it is solid, liquid or gnscous.

ATOMS, MOLECULES AND ELEMENTS

In the Inat paragraph we have talked of the atoms of

gold. Arc ihcro any other varieties ol atoms which retain

their original character absolutely unchanged whatever the

state ol the substance which they go to form ? The chemists

have up to now found out 90 varieties of atoms. Whatever

the variety, all ito atoms will be absolutely alike whether

they are to be found on the face of the earth or in tho

sun or in a star a million times more distant from us limn

the sun. Again all utomM of the same variety will have

exactly the same weight and their attitude towards atoms of

their own variety or oilier varieties will be exactly alike.

Now when we find a substance consisting ol the atoms

of the same variety, we call it on element. Naturally there

are as many elements1 as there arc varieties of atoms.

Ordinarily different elements arc in a different stato. Gold,

silver, iron etc-, are in a solid state. Mercury and bromine

I We now know tint itoan etc not the ultimate particle* that to to torni

matter. nt>r ore they indiritible. But (or tUa purpoec* of this note, they eon be
looked upon ultimate anil* ol mitter.

Z For on exhouttive Met ol element# feniere are roferred to *ome text book at

ctienitry.
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arc in a liquid state. Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen etc., are in

a gaseous state. As explained above, however, it is possible

for these elements to change their state, without malting any
change in the original character of their respective atoms.

We have seen that there arc ninety varieties of ntoms
giving us ninety different elements. But have all these

atoms of different varieties got the same weight or nrc the

atoms of a particular variety heavier than those of some
other variety? Although all the atoms ol the same variety

have got the same weight, atoms of different varieties have

got different weights. Naturally some atoms are heavier

than others. Scientists have found that the atoms ol uranium

are the heaviest and the atoms of hydrogen are the lightest.

Hydrogen being the lightest ol all elements, its atomic

weight has been taken as u standard' and the atomic weights

of other elements arc estimated in terms of this unit Thus

the atomic weight ol hydrogen is taken as one
;

and nu an

ntom of oxygen is sixteen times heavier than an atom of hy-

drogen, the atomic weight of oxygen is put down an sixteen.

So when we nay that the atomic weight of mercury is 209,

it only means that nn atom of mercury is 200 limeo heavier

than an atom of hydrogen. Wo need not add that an ntom

of mercury will retain this weight in relation to the hydrogen

ntom whatever the state in which the two element* arc found.

The atoms ol an element have the greatest freedom to

move when that clement is in a gaseous state. It is desirable

to know, therefore, whether these atoms movo nil alone or

whether they prefer to be associated with othcrB, when they

enjoy the greatest freedom. In this connection chemists have

found that thcro aro some elements such as mercury ana

zinc which give the greatest liberty to their atoms and

allow them to move about in single blessedness- But in the

caBc of many elements the atoms have to find one com-

panion. For instance the atoms of oxygen have to move about

in pairs. This companion&lup of atoms is not, however, limited

I Th» -as original!r 'ho cm. Bui nov xi.ntlui I.Vr. tl.e atomic wOt*hl of

u«y*en .« lho standard and evaluate othar atonic welglu* .ceordtnsly .
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to two members only. Atoms ol phosphorus always form

fours, whereas every atom of sulphur will require at least

five more companions. Thus we see that most of the

elements when in a free state do not exist in the form o|

single atoms, but they exist in the form of groups of atoms

of different numerical strength. As these groups form little

masses of those elements, chemists call them molecules . They
will say that oxygen has two atoms to the molecule, phos-

phorus has four atoms to the molecule, and so on. What we
have particularly to note here is this- Whatever the number ol

atoms that go to form a molecule of an element, all those

atoms will be exactly similar.

COMPOUNDS AND MIXTURES

Here we might ask ouruelvc# the following question. Can
atoms form association with their own kind to build up mole-

cules, or are they free to associate with atoms ol a different

kind also ) The answer to this question is in the affirmative.

Although every kind of atom is not free to nuocinte itself

with every other kind of atom to form a molecule, different

kinds of atoms do associate themselves with other kinds of atoms

to build up molecules. For instance two atoms of hydrogen
will associate themselves with one atom of oxygen and build

up a molecule ol three nloms. Similarly one ntom of sodium
will associate itself with one ntom of chlorine to form n

molecule of two atoms. In the same way it is possible to

build molecules with atoms of three, lour, five or even six

kinds of atoms, the total number of atoms in the molecule
being as big as 2,876 and the molecule being 8,334 times

heavier than the molecule of hydrogen.

We must, however, learn to distinguish between molecules
that are formed of atoms exactly similar to one another and
molecules that arc formed of atoms that are not of the same
kind. Molecules ol the first type constitute elements, whereas
molecules of the second type constitute compounds. Thus every
molecule ol phosphorus will consist of four atoms that are
exactly similar and will go to form the element called phos-

phorus. But a molecule formed of two atoms of hydrogen
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and one atom of oxygen, which are not of the name kind, will

give us the compound called water. Similarly one atom of car-

bon and two atoms of oxygen will combine into a molecule

which will give us the compound carbonic acid gas. So when-

ever there is a substance the molecules of which consist of

atoms of the same kind, it is called an element. And when-

ever there is a substance the molecules of which consist ol

atoms of different kinds, it is called a compound.

Again every molecule ol the compound called water will

ever consist of the three atoms, two of hydrogen and one of

oxygen, so long ns water remains water, whether it is in n

solid, liquid or a gaseous state. The moment, however, these

molecules nrc broken up, water will disappear, giving rise to

two typen ol molecules which will be entirely different from

the molecules of water. Some of these new molecules will

be of the element hydrogen, consisting of two exactly simi-

lar atoms
j

whereas others will be of the element oxygen,

ogain, consisting ol two exactly similar atoms, though dissimilar

from the atoms of hydrogen. Thus we see that when u com.

pound is formed, all ito molecules aro of an entirely differ-

ent character from the molecules of the different original

elements that combine to form that compound.

Now suppose that the. two gases oxygen and hydrogen

obtained by breaking up the molecules of n drop of water,

nrc held in n closed vessel. Immediately the molecules

ol the two gases will intermingle. What shall we call this

quantity ol intermingling molecules ? Shall wc call it n com-

pound or shall we give it u different name ) Chemists do

not call it a compound, because no new molecules arc form-

ed therein, differing from the molecules of the original gnser.

The name they give to such a quantity is mixture. Accord-

ing to this nomenclature, the nir wc breathe ib a mixture.

It mainly consists ol two gases, oxygen and nitrogen. The

molecules of these two gases do intermingle to form the air,

but they never change their original characteristics. So when

two or more elements come together to form a substance

giving rise to a new type of molecules, that substance is

T. M. 18 131
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called a compound. But when two or more elements come
together to form a substance while their respective molecules
retain their original characteristics, that substance is called

a mixture. It is possible for mixtures to be made not only
of dements but ol compounds, provided the compounds do
not give rise to a new compound.

SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION IN CHEMISTRY

Chemists have got a very short and sweet way of express-

ing elements, compounds and their molecules, not omitting

to mention the number of atoms that go to form these

molecules. The method they follow may be described us a

symbolic representation in chemistry. They start by choosing

n symbol for every element. Generally these symbols are

only the first letters ol the names of those elements. Thus
instead of using the word hydrogen they will simply say H;
instead of oxygen, O; instead of nitrogen, N. and so on. But

at times there are more elements than one that have got the

same initial letter. When this is the case one of these ele-

ments is represented by the initinl letter and the remaining

are represented by adding to the initinl one more letter from

the name of the element concerned. For instance carbon,

calcium and chlorine, nil begin with C. So carbon is repre-

sented by C, calcium by Ca and chlorine by Cl, nil initial

letters being written capital. At times, however, the symbols

are not taken from tho current names of the elements, but

from their Latin names. Thus the symbol of copper is Cu,

being taken from its Latin name cuprum, of iron it is Fe from
ferrum and of gold it is Au from aurum-

Next we want to sec how chemists express an element-
ary or n compound molecule and the number of atoms that

the molecule contains. For expressing an elementary molecule,
chemists write down the symbol ol the clement followed

by the number of the atoms of which tho molecule is made.
Thus when they want to say one molecule of oxygen, they

will simply say O*, meaning thereby that every molecule of

oxygen is made up of two atoms. If a molecule of phosphorus
is to be expressed, they will say P., showing that four atoms of
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phosphorus make up its molecule. If, however, a molecule is

formed of one atom only as in the cuse of mercury or sodium,

no number will be mentioned alter the symbol of the element,

the number one being left understood. Thug one molecule

of mercury is written 03 Hg, and not Hgi, nnd of sodium as

Nn, and not Na«. For expressing the number of molecules,

they will prefix the necessary figure to the symbol of the

molecule. For instance if chemists want to say six mole-

cules of oxygen, they will write 60». So wc see that the

figure prefixed to the symbol of an elemont indicates the

number of molecules, whereas the figure alfixcd to the symbol

expresses the number of atoms contained in each molecule.

Compound molecules are expressed by chemists just as

they express elementary molecules. Our render* know that

water is a compound formed from two atoms of hydrogen

combined with one atom of oxygen. So chemists' symbol ol

water io HiO. AgHin a* common salt is 0 compound of one

atom of sodium and one atom ol chlorine, it is written as

NaCI. It is possible lor a compound to contuin three or more

elements. Even then the same method ol expression is followed.

Thus sulphuric acid is HiSOi which means that every molecule

ol this acid is formed by a combination ol two atoms of

hydrogen, one atom of sulphur nnd lour atom* of oxygen.

Our readers may note here that every element and

every compound in the world is made up ol infinite mole-

cules that arc exactly similar in nature. Thus hydrogen is

made up ol countless molecules but they are all alike.

Similarly water or sulphuric acid is made up of an infinite

number of respective molecules which are exactly similar in

nature. This being the case, the symbol which expresses a

molecule also appropriately expresses the clement or com-

pound to which the molecule belongs. Thus H»0 is water,

NnCl is common salt, and so on.

CHEMICAL REACTIONS AND EQUATIONS

When two or more substances combine so as to change

themselves into one or more substances ol an entirely diller-
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ent molecular constitution, the action which takes place is

called a chemical change. These changes are termed chemical

reactions, and arc expressed by what are called chemical equa-

tions- The sul>8tancea as they arc originally taken are symbolj.

cally expressed on the left side of the equation and the new
substances as they are produced by the chemical reaction are

similarly expressed on the right Thus we may have the

following equation.

Zn H tSO, - ZnSO, * Ht

What the equation means in this. If we put together

one molecule of zinc
(
Zn ) and n molecule of sulphuric acid

(HiSO.), a chemical reaction will take place; and the chemical

reaction will yield from these molecules, one molecule of zinc

sulphate (ZnSO.), and will liberate one molecule of hydrogen

(Hi )• Thus a chemical equation shows the quality of the sub-

stances which chemically react and also the quality of the

substances that arc produced ns n result of the chemical

reaction. We know whnt substances we linve put together

and also what substances we could get from them.

Now let us also sec whether we lose anything in such

n business or we recover everything that we put in. For

this examination we must sec that we could recover nil the

atoms that wc put in. So let ua count tho atoms on both

the sides of the equation. On the leit hand side wc have

one atom of zinc, two of hydrogen, one of sulphur and four

of oxygen, altogether eight in number. On the right hand

3idc wc have one atom of zinc, one of sulphur, four of oxygen

and two of hydrogen, again altogether eight So we sec that

we get back all the atoms that we put in. Further it will be

clear that we get back not only the total number of atoms,

but every atom of every element. Thus on both the sides,

there is only one atom of zinc and only one of sulphur. So

also on both the sides, there are two ntoms of hydrogen

and four of oxygen. The only difference that wc see be-

tween the two aides is a difference in the grouping of these

atoms and this leads to a difference in the quality of the

four substances. Thus it is clear that a chemical equation is
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a very short and sweet way ol expressing the quality of the

aubstanecs that chemically react and also the quality of the

aubstanccs that are produced no a result of this reaction.

Such an equation also shows the exact number of molecules

and atoms on both the sides.

Does a chemical equation say anything as to the quart-

Illy of the substances taking part in a chemical reaction ?

On further study ol these equations, we shall find that they

are useful in telling us also the quantitla of the substances

concerned.

Let us recall a lew facts that we have learnt in some

of the foregoing paragraphs. We have already seen that

atoms and molecules have weights and that these weights

have been determined in terms of a unit offered by the

hydrogen atom. This determination of weights of individual

atom* and molecules, should enable us to know the quantities

of the substances taking part in a chemical equation. Let us

return to the equation that we have ulrcudy studied.

2n i- H.SOi - ZnSOi H,

Wo know the atomic weights of all the sulwtanccs' that ore

used here und we can at once write down the equation with

the atomic weights written below each of the substances.'

Zn * HiSO. = ZnSOt + H,
65 + 2 + 32 *64 *65 + 32 + 6442

163 - 163

What docs it mean? It means ns follows: II wc put

together zinc weighing 65 times as much as one atom ol

hydrogen and sulphuric add, weighing 98 times ns much ns

1 The atomic weight of fine ie 6) nod of aulphur 32.

2 When the weight of on elementary molecule U to bo determined. wa have

•••ply *0 wmMptt | l ,o nicotic weight of the elamant hy ihn number ol «toma

which go to form the molooute. Tima mo!ocular weight of oxygen would bo 16 X 2
.

whore 16 la the atomic weight oad 2 S« the number of etceni forming an oxygen

molecule. Whan wo wWh lo find tho weight of n compound molecule, wc have to

add the weight* of tho different ntomi of which it ia formed. Thus the weight ol

H^O, U 2 (
for H r )

+ 32( lor S
) -f 64 (lor O, or 16 x 4 )

= V0.
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the same unit, we can produce zinc sulphate weighing as

much as 161 times that unit and liberate hydrogen weighing

twice the same unit. That is to say, wc have put in 65

units of zinc and 98 units oi sulphuric acid and produced

161 units ol zinc sulphate and two units oi hydrogen, our

unit all the while being the weight oi an atom ol hydrogen.

Here our readers may very pertinently ask us to state the

weight ol a hydrogen atom in terms oi weights that are

generally known to us such as ratis, grains, grammes

ounces etc. We must admit that the question is very valuable

and yet we must say that the question need not detain us

here. We cun put the equation lo u practical use, ii wc
simply know that wc can substitute uny unit we like lor

the unit relcrrcd to up to now. So instead ol taking the

weight ol a hydrogen atom ns our unit, we can take grains

ns our unit and yet the equation must hold good, if only

our units arc nil weighing units. The reason is obvious.

All the figures that we have written below the substances

as showing their atomic weights, in the equation under dis-

cussion. are merely multiples ol n particular unit and their

mutual relations will stand so long ns ono and the sumc

unit underlies the whole calculation. Whether that unit is

n grain, u grumme or the weight ol an atom ol hydrogen

is immaterial. So let us have the grain as our unit and let

us see what the equation means, when we use this new

unit ol weight. Now the equation tells ur that ii wc put to-

gether 65 grains oi zinc nnd 98 grains ol sulphuric acid,

wo shall get 161 grains ol zinc sulphate nnd two grains ol

hydrogen. Thus it is clear that a chemical equation can

express not only the qualities ol the substances concerned,

but also their respective quantities.

Wc shall take two more cxnmplcs to make the subject

clearer still.

Our readers must be familiar with the substance . called

red oxide ol mercury ( Sahskrito ). Chemically it is n
compounded mercury 1 and oxygen. When it is heated it is

I The Umbel lor meicury ii Hg. Alouilc weigh) MO.
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decomposed into the two elements which combine to form it.

This chemical change can be expressed in the form of an

equation.

2HgO = 2H8 O,

Expressed in terms of weights the equation would read B9

:

2 ( 200 +16) rod oxide of mercury = 2 x 200 of mercury + 16 « 2 of oxygen.

that is,

432 unite rod oxide of mercury - 400 unit of mercury + 32 unit* of oxygen.

which means that we can get 400 groins ol mercury and

32 grains of oxygen, if we heat 432 grains of red oxide ol

mercury.

Another example may be furnished by the action of Hy-

drochloric acid upon chalk.' We can express the same by

the following equation.

CsCO. + 2HC1 <= C«CI, • H,0 + CO,

100 units of calcium carbonate + 73 unit, of hydrochloric add III units

of calcium chloride + 18 units of water ' 44 units of csrhon dioxide.

Again if we tukc the gramme as our unit, we con say

that 100 grnmmcB of calcium curbonatc when subjected to

the action of 73 grammes of hydrochloric acid, will yield

III grammes ol calcium chloride, 18 grammes of water and

44 grammes of carbonic acid gas.

Before wo close the topic of chemical equations, we wish

to refer to ono point which would be suggested by a study

of the equations just discussed and which would be useful to

us in understanding the principal question before us, namely,

the estimation ol O. and CO.. In all the three equations we

see that a particular gas is found to be fixed in one of the

substances represented on the left hand side ol the equation.

Thus in the first equation hydrogen is found fixed in sul-

phuric acid; in the second, oxygen is found fixed in red

't CKcn.ic.:ly eht.ll. it oxldum OUfcMBU Of C.CO,. Tilt .ymhol of calcium U

Co and iia atomic weigh. 40. Chlorine in hydrochloric aod. b» lot .1. .rmbol U
with atomic weight 35 5.
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oxide of mercury; and in the third, carbon dioxide is found

fixed in calcium carbonate. Again we learn that these fixed

gaBcs can be act free by means of a chemical reaction. Thus
we could get free hydrogen in the first equation, free oxygen
in the second and free carbonic acid gas in the third.

Again if we study the right hand sides of these equations,

we find that the exact quantities of these free gases have

been mentioned. Thus we have referred to two grains of hy-

drogen, 32 grains of oxygen and 44 grammes of carbon

dioxide. Here the question arises, and that is the principnl

question before us, us to how scientists determine the exact

quantities of these gases Having studied thus far some of

the broad fuels of elementary chemistry, our readers ore now
in n position to understand the methods which scientists

follow iu this connection. In the second part of this note,

we shall try to describe these methods briefly with spcciul

reference to 0» and CO».

Part 1

1

VOLUMETRIC AND GRAVIMETRIC ESTIMATION OF
CO, AND O,

Scientists have developed two methods of determining the

exact quantities ol gases. One is called the ualnmdrlc method

and the oilier is called the graotmetric method.' We shall lirsl

study the volumetric method.

THE VOLUMETRIC METHOD

According to this method the quantity of a gas is deter-

mined by measuring its volume. Thus if the quantity of

COj in the expired air is to be determined, its volume is

measured and thus the quantity of thot gas is estimated.

Now this would Bound quite' strange to our readers, because

I Wo u.o li>V the methods in our everyday life For iiwtaner when we m-
titrate the quantity oi a stock ol id Ik we use the volumetric method and when we
determine the quantity ol a vtoefc ot huttar, we use the gravimetric roolhod.

Thu atcans w* employ ore rough whereas scientists* moans are accurate.
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they have been lold that gas has no volume of its own.

but it assumes the volume of the vessel in which it is

contained. Thus a particular quantity of gas. Bay of CO>,

can be made to have 2 cc. as its volume or 4 c.c. or even
•5 cc. How is then the volume of a gas going to help us in

determining its quantity ? The question raised by our readers

is perfectly right
;
and yet we shall find that the quantity

of a gaa can be determined by measuring its volume.

We shall now proceed to see how this becomes possible-

Let us take on clastic rubber hng. A football bladder

will do. Let us fill it very moderately with nir by means

of an air pump, and close its mouth air-tight. Ordinary uir

is only a mixture of gases and what we ahall find true oi

nir. will hold good in the case of any other gaseous substance.

We find that the bladder is a little bit inflated with the par-

ticular quantity of uir that it holds. Let us now place the

bladder horizontally on a table and let us press it down
with our palm. Wc find that the nir confined in the bladder

is putting lorth counter pressure. Now let us lold half the

bladder at one end in such a way that the folded part will

be empty and the whole quantity of air will be held in the

remaining half. I*! us again press the inflated part of the

bladder with our palm. What do we feel ? We find thut

the counter pressure ollcrcd by the confined air has consider-

ably increased. If wc roll up the bladder still further, the

confined air will offer a still higher counter pressure. Now
throughout these operations the quantity of air in the bladder

has remained the same. The volume ol it. however, has be-

come smaller and smaller as the bladder continued to be

folded. And we have found that the smaller the volume the

air assumed, the greater wob the counter pressure offered by it.

Now this counter pressure is merely the pressure at which

the air inside the bladder stands So wc come to the conclu-

sion that the pressure ol a quantity of gas is increased, if

its volume is reduced.
1 Now scientist, have found that this

I Ho Olto (actor which inlluonro iho volume ol • 8*> i» lco*efo»uf«.

We •hell icier to lhi» presently. Till lhe« ere leWing It (or ai-oleii lh»t

•here ii no chacio- in tempereluro, bui l« i* eonaUnt

Y. K. 19 139
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variation in pressure ol a gas is exactly in tlie inverse

proportion ol its volume. Than i( the volume is doubled the

pressure will become half; and if the volume is made lour-

fold, the pressure will be reduced to its quarter. From this it is

clear that a particular quantity ol gas will always have the

same volume if the pressure is maintained uniform. We have

already said that all gaseB as well na their mixtures, behave

in the aamc way bo far as the relation between their volume

and pressure is concerned. Thus CO*. O > or H, all will have

the same volume lor the same quantity, il they arc at the

same pressure. Now il we reverse this position, we can say

that two gases, il they are at the same pressure and have the

same volume, must he equal in quantity.

We may note here that everything on this earth is

under the atmospheric pressure which is e.qunl to 760 milli-

meters Mg. This atmospheric pressure is looked upon ns the

standard pressure. Now suppose that n particular quantity

ol CO» under this pressure has a volume ol 4 c.c. and u

particular quantity ol O, under that very pressure has o

volume ol 16 c.c, we can at once come to the conclusion

that the quantity ol 0< is lour times that ol CO». Our readers

may note here that tho quantity ol O. which measures 16 c«.

will measure only 11 c.c. if the pressure is doubled, that is, is

mude equal to 1,520 mm. Hg.

Thus far we have studied the relation existing between

the pressure ol a gas and its volume. Now we have to take

into consideration another factor which inllucnccs the volume

ol a gaseous substance. This lacier is temperature.'

I The Inri fitment which tneaturot temperature it called the /Arrtuwffrr.

Thcie are different ectfo of thermometer*, but we ahull nay something here only

•bout two tceiea. One ol tbet* ia tho /oftrenActf art* Ia and the other the ceWi-

*ra<*. Tho former it very much in tho popular mo in kngtand and the latter

» enivorttlly u»«d in ecientilic circle*. According to fahr«nhe>t ecale watnr

boil* at 212? (212 decree# each of which W an oqun) value ). and according

to the usiitigrode teal* it boil* at I OF (100 degree* each of which alto ha* an

cquil value). l>*i«neimi alanr* the *calo*. wo find the fmering point of water to

be nt F. and 0 « C. Thu* we nne that tbo range oi temperature between the

boiling point of writer and In Ireusing point it divided snio 100 parte accordng

to the CenturaJo scale end into IW parti according to Uhrenhelt tcele. etrh

part in both the oculco being celled n which ie aymlKillyally Indicated by •
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Heal expands and cold contracts is a scientific proposi-

tion applicable to all substances whether they are solid, liquid

or gaseous. The degree of expansion in the case of solids

and liquids is not the same. Different solids and different

liquids will have each its own degree of expansion. Gases

stand on a different footing in this connection. All gases will

expand uniformly for the same degree of heat. Thus if we

have 273 c.c. of CO*, Oi or air, or any other gaseous sub-

stance at 0* C., and if we raise tins temperature by I" C„ that

is, if we raise it to P C„ the volume of each gas will have

increased by
I ex., that means, each gas will measure 274 c-c.'

If we raise it by 2* C., cadi gas will measure 275 c.c.

and so on. If we, however, lower the temperature by I C.,

the volume of each gas will shrink by I oc. Thus at - I
* C.,

the quantity of gas token above will measure 272 c.c., und

at -2‘ G, 271 c.c. only.

li we were to deduce a general proposition from the

statements made in the Inst paragraph, we can say that the

volumo of a gas at 0* C increases or decreases according

as its temperature rises above or falls below that level, the

variation being I in 273 units for every degree ol heat of

the centigrade scale. Here it i* clear that in our calcula-

tions ol expansion or shrinkage of the volume of n gaseous

substance, we have to start with O' G Hence this temperature

is looked upon as the standard temperature. At this stand-

ard temperature a particular quantity of any gas will have

the same volume,’ and this volume will uniformly vary ac-

cording to temperatures higher or lower.

—
|

plo.a.1 on lli. in,, ol lb. number. Il m«» l*. noted bar. that hundred degr...

ol canlinradc .re equal lo hundred end .Ightr <!•*'«• « *•“*» Th-rnloe.

I' ol centigrade l» oqu.l W |- »• ol lol.renh.il. Wllb *«»P « * • P™P»«Ho"

II I. [••••iblo in convert .he d.»r... ol (.lf.ob.il ini. lh. d*r... ol c.nli«r.«U

.ad ,!e* wr«. Thus 10" C i. equal lo ( 31 * 18 = ) W« F and J3* C. i. equ.lio

F. Temperature* below lh. lro..ln« point ol w.Uf *.o ro.d « W«.l on lb.

C. X.I. Fahrenheit record. «’ according lo ill o-r. Mate bulow ih. Ifa.ainii

polm a. pi ur. lower l.mp.r.Wre. b.ln, -.ceded o. mum*. Tk. clinical thermo-

noter* u«c<i by 6ocU*» arc according lo iKo F. >0410.

1 Ho- ihli volum. i. moaaurcd will b. ..an Uiee on

2 Prcuiure being conal.nl.
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Up to now in our discussion on the volume of a gas

we referred to pressure and temperature separately. When
we considered the effects ol pressure on the volume, we
neglected the temperature of the gas ; and when wc took in-

to consideration the temperature, wc neglected the pressure

of the gas- Now pressure can be neglected, if it is constant

and the volume is changing according to temperature alone.

For instance suppose that we have a quantity ol gaa 40 c.c.

in volume, at a pressure of 760 mm. Mg., and at a tempera-

ture of 30" C. Further suppose thut the pressure docs not

change, but the temperature changes Irom JO' to 40' C. Under

these circumstances it is clear that the change in the volume

will be due only to temperature and not to pressure which

docs not change, but remains constant. Hence in calculating

the change in volume ol n gas under ouch circumstances, tem-

perature alone is to be taken into account and prenmire can

be neglected. Again temperature can be neglected if it in

constant and the volume is changing according to pressure

alone. It is possible, however, that both pressure and tem-

perature mny change and conjointly influence the volume ol

a gas. But even under these circumstances, we can work out

the volume by calculating the influence ol temperature and

the influence ol pressure separately. Let us take a concreto

example Suppose we have 626 c-c- ol CO. at 40‘ C. and at

a pressure equal to 380 mm. Hg. and we want to find the

volume ol this gas at the standard pressure and standard tem-

perature. First we start with the consideration of the influ-

ence ol pressure. The gas is at a pressure ol 380 mm Hg-

This is only hall ol 760 mm. 1 Ig. It means that the gas is

at hall the utmosplicric pressure Hence the present volume

is double ol what it would have been at the atmospheric pres-

sure. So in order to lind its volume at the standard pres-

sure, we have to divide the present volume by 2. c.c.

= 313 c.c- So we lind that the present quantity ol CO.,

would have n volume ol 313 c.c. at the standard pressure.

Up to now temperature lias not been token into account. It

has been allowed to be constant- Now let ua take that into

consideration. It ia 40* C. The standard temperature in 0° C.
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So we have to reduce the volume 313 c.c. at 40' C. to what

it would be at 0‘ C. By simple algebraic calculation' we
find it to be 273 c.c. What all this means is this. A quan-

tity ol CO» which at 40" C. and at a pressure equal to hall

the atmosphere, has a volume ol 626 ex., will have a volume

of 273 c.c. at the standard pressure and standard tempera-

ture. In this way all gases can be reduced to the standard

pressure and temperature. And as everyone ol them obeys

the same rules ol expansion under different pressures and

at different temperatures, when they are reduced to the same

standard ol pressure and temperature, they become compar-

able in volume. A gas when reduced to the slundard tem-

perature and pressure is said to be at normal temperature

and pressure or at N. T. P.

As the same quantity of nny gas whatsoever, nt N. T. P.

will always have the same volume, the same volunc ol any

gas at N. T. P., will indicate the some quantity. If the

volume is doubled at N. T. P., the quantity muit be

doubled. II the volume at N. T. P. is halved, the quantity

must also bo halved. Thus we find that the volume ol any

gas at N. T. P. increases or decreases according os its quantity

increases or decronses. l ienee the volume of n gas nt N.

T. P. is a measure ol its quantity. Thus il wc have 100 cc.

ol CO. at N. T. P. and 200 cx. of O. at N. T. P., we

I Wo have MM above that lor ovary <!•*>•• ol variation al»ov. or below

«ro degree ol temporalura aeoordmg lo t>a centigr.de saala the volume ol i:-.

varies by on. In 27* porta, procure being ooneLnt. II we lake V lo bo llio

volarno ol ge. at aero degree r.nt.B..J. lor .very degree ol v.rl.llon lo tem-

perature II will vary by
,
Now In th. oui ol tbe prM.nt ..ample, tbe go.

•land, at 40. C. and w. have to lind III volume at 0»C. Now w. bare aop|vw-

•d V lo b. If .alum, ol 0- C. E.idonlly ol 40" C. it. volume will be V + 40 x
jjy

Now .. w know il, volum. »« 40- C to b. Jl* w. eon e.Uul.t. tbe

value ol V which will give tbo volumo ol tbe gaa at l>“ C.

We hovo V + «• «•

27J V 4- 40V 273 * 21* c.*.

JU V = 273 x *|Je.c.

V = 27* te.

that moan, the pr.i.rt gaa will bare a volum. ol 27* e.e. a« 0® C.
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con conclude that the quantity of Oj ia double the quantity

of CO*. In this way by measuring the volume of a gas we
can measure its quantity, the method being called the volumetric

estimation of gas.

We shall now give a brief account of the practical way
in which the percentages of CO* and Oi in the expired air

arc estimated according to the volumetric method.

The apparatus which plays the most important part in

the volumetric estimation of gases in called the gas burette.

In Fig. XIX, B illustrates such a burette. It consists of a

glass tube graduated to 100 c.c. in [ c-c. and is act on a wooden
foot. If necessary both the ends of the burette arc provided
with taps for conveniently establishing or cutting off its connec-
tion with the outside. The burette shown in the present illus-

tration is fitted with the upper tap only. There is another
glass tube called cither the pressure tub: or the levelling tube.

L represents this levelling tube in Fig. XIX. This is also set

on a wooden loot The lower ends of both these tubes ore
connected with euch other by means of two pieces of a

rubber tube which ure in their turn joined in the middle hy
a short length ol a glasH tube as shown in the illustration.

At the Lime ol the experiment, the lop of the burette is

opened and the two tubes arc filled with water and their

levels ndjusted as illustrated in Fig XIX, The burette and
the rubber tube arc completely filled with water. The level-

ling tube is filled with water up to the dotted line. Our
readers must have Been that the level of water in B and
L must be the some, because both of them are exposed to

the same atmospheric pressure, the upper ends of both

being open.

The stock of the expired air which is to be examined
for finding out percentages ol CO* and O., is generally held
in a rubber bag or some other convenient vessel. That source
is now connected with the upper end of the burette. The
levelling tube is lowered, so that the water level in it rises

in relation to itaolf, but sinks in relation to the burette. The
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result is that the water level in the burette also sinks and

the place of this water is taken by the air from the rubber

bag. Only as much air is admitted into the burette as would

keep the water level exactly at 0 c.c. when the tap of the

burette is turned off.
(
Vide Fig. XX ).

Our readers will see that the quantity ol the expired air

that we admitted into the burette now measures 100 cc.,

that is, lias a volume of 100 cc. We cannot, however, under*

stand the real value of this volume, unless we know the pres-

sure and temperature at which the expired air in the burette

stands. Because this very quantity of the expired air may
measure more than 100 c.c. or even less than ICO cc. ac-

cording ae its preosure or temperature will vary. Let us,

therefore, try to note its present pressure nnd temperature

and also try to see whut volume this quantity of air will

have at N. T. P.

Let u« first know the pressure. The water in L is under

the atmospheric pressure. The level of this water and tho

lovel of water in li is the same. Hence we conclude that

water in li is also under the inmc pressure as water in L.

Now let us understand exactly the presaure that is exerted

on the water in L.

We have already seen that the [water in L is under the

atmospheric pressure. In order, however, to know tho exact

value of this pressure, we have to take into account one point

which wc have not taken notice of up to now. The atmos-

pheric pressure changes according to the altitude of a place

nnd the weather conditions. 760 mm.- ol mercury is the value

of the atmospheric pressure at the sca-level and under particu-

lar weather conditions only- As we rise higher this value of

the atmospheric pressure will fall.' Again at a given altitude

fair weather will have a value different from o cloudy atmos-

phere. The instrument which records the exact pressure in

1 Beoiuoo the column of air that irmn6% abort the higher ehorur

titan the columa of air ctandlng above the sea-lovol. Hanca lu weight will be
••nolle r, :U»> its .pressure.
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terms ol mercury lor all theae conditions is called the barometer

Now suppose that the barometer indicates only 605 mm. as
the atmospheric pressure at the time of our measuring the

volume ol the expired air in the burrcttc. We, then, conclude
that the water in L is under pressure equal to 605 mm. Hg.

and as the water in B is also under an equal pressure, the

water in B is also under pressure equal to 605 mm. Hg.

Can we Bay that this pressure, 605 mm. Hg., exerted on
the water in B iB all due to the pressure of the expired

air confined in the burette } We would have been justified

in saying so, had there been nothing else present in the

burette except the confined air. But scientists Imvo found that

aqueous vapour is invariably present in gases when they

ore confined over water in a burette. Our air is confined

over water. Hence vapour must be present in the air that

is held in the burette. Now thin aqueous vapour exerts its

own pressure along with the air. Hence the prensurc exerted

on the water in li is due nut only to the air but nlso to the

vapour present.

So if wc wont to know the pressure of the expired air

alone, we have to deduct the vapour pressure from the total

pressure exerted on the water in H. We know tho total pres-

sure on the water in B to be 605 mm. Hg. or equal to the

barometric pressure. So il we can determine the vapour pres-

sure. and deduct it from the barometric pressure, wc cun nt

once know the correct air pressure.

In order to determine the vapour pressure, we liuve to

know the tcmperalurc» of the air wc are examining, because
this pressure varies as temperature. Let us suppose our air

to be ut 32‘ C. Now ready made tables arc available that

record the vapour pressure at different temperatures in terms
of mercury. From these tables we can find that the vapour
pressure at 32» C. is 35 mm- Hg.

1 Wc have already nnfrH
in tbe firot port of tbla nolo «K»t tho atmoapberk

pressure U equal to 760 mtlllmttor* of irercury. The«e mllllmalart are Indicated on
lbs barometer.

2 How to dolerreina tbio tewperatufe will be seen protently.
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Deducting this vapour pressure of 35 mm. Hg. from the

barometric pressure of 60) mm. Hg.. we get 570 mm. Hg. as the

pressure that ig exerted by the expired air alone on the

water in B. That is to say the real pressure of the air

under examination is 570 mm. Hg. and not 605 min. Hg.

Pressure thus corrected is said to be corrected for vapour.

The correction may be called oapour correction .

Thus wc find that the quantity of air admitted into the

burette measures 100 c.c, at 570 mm. Hg. and at 32* C. Now
il wc want to find the volume of this quantity at N. T. P.

wc have to further correct this volume of 100 c.c, to both pres-

sure and temperature. Wc have already applied the vapour

correction. Wc also know how to correct n volume for

pressure and reduce it to the normal pressure of «60 mm. Hg.

The present volume is |00 c.c. at 570 mm. Hg. Therefore

the volume nt 760 mm. Hg. would be 75 c.c,

Again the temperature of the volume of the expired air

that we Imvo confined over water in the burette has to be

taken into account. This is determined by finding the tem-

perature of water in the levelling tube by means of a ther-

mometer. Now suppose this temperature to be 32' C. Wc
nt once nee that the volume of the expired air wc are ex-

amining has again to bo corrected to temperature before wc
con know its volume at N. T. P. This correction too wc

know how to do. Calculating accordingly wc get 671 c.c. to

be the volume ol our sample at N. T. P. 10J c,c. is its

volume ut the barometric prensure ol 605 mm. Hg. and at

32* C. of temperature.

Having corrected' the volume to N. T. P„ we now
proceed to examine what percentage of it is made of CO».

For this purpose a p/pcite is necessary. Fig. XXI illustrates

what is called a simple absorption pipette. It consists of o glnss

tube with convenient bents and two bulbs blown in it at suit-

able places. It is mounted on a wooden stand. This pipette

I Thete correction! need not be worked out. Only the barometric premier*

and temperature may be noted down in order to understand the oxect value oi

100 c c. of the expired air taken up for tbe examination.
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i9 filled with a strong solution of caustic potash as shown in

Fig XXI. Both the ends /V and Y are open. The tube ending

in X has a very fine bore.

Now the end X is connected with the burette by means

of a capillary tube as shown in Fig. XXII. Then the tap of

the burette is opened and the levelling tube is raised, till

at last tl»e water level in the burette reaches the graduation

100 C.C. While the levelling tube is being raised, the burette

begins to be filled with water and the air from it is driven

into the pipette. By the time the water level reaches the

graduation 100 c.c. the whole volume of the confined air is

driven into the pipette. When this is done the tap of the

burette is closed. The air pushed into the pipette partly fills

the bulb b displacing a quantity ol the potash solution which

linds its way into the bulb b.,

Now the strong potash solution comes in direct contact

with CO» ol the expired air. It also comes in contact with

the nitrogen and oxygen ol the air, but for these two gases

it has no affinity. Hence they arc left out. whereas COi is

nh»orbcd and becomes fixed. With n view to promote this

absorption the pipette is gently shaken in its own place. In

ahoul five minutes carbon dioxide becomes fully ubeorbed.

Hence after live minutes the shaking business is stopped

Then the tap ol the burette is opened and the levelling

tubo is lowered. The wnter level in the buretta begins to sink

and draws into the burette air from b< of the pipette. The
water level in the burette is allowed to Bink till the potash

solution reaches the end X of the pipette, because then we
can be sure that the whole quantity ol air is returned to

the burette and none is left in the pipette. Water levels

both in the burette and the levelling tube arc allowed to

settle themselves till they are brought in the same line. For

comparing the water levels, the two tubeB may be brought

together as shown in Fig, XXV.

It will be seen that the water level in the burette is

not now at the graduation 0 c.c., but is slightly above it.
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Why? Because the quantity ol CO; which was absorbed by
the potash solution is absent and hence the volume ol the air

has become reduced by that much quantity. II the water

level stands at j c-c • we can conic to the conclusion that

5 ex. ol CO.' were present in 109 c.c- ol air and that they

were absorbed by the potash solution.

This result, however, is not looked upon as final. The

air is again driven into the pipette and the whole experi-

ment repeated. It is possible that aome C0» muy have

been left unabsorbed in the first experiment. II the second

experiment gives the same result as the lirst, the result ol

the lirst experiment is confirmed. Rut i( the second experi-

ment shows n larger quantity ol C0< absorbed, any 5*2 c-c.,

then the experiment has to be repeated till the results ol

the last two experiments arc the same. In our experiment

let us say that the lirst reoult is confirmed by the second

and that only 5 c.c. ol CO* wore present in 100 ex. ol the

exhaled air.

The result arrived at in the last paragraph would be

correct, il at the time ol reading olf the volume lor CO>,

the atmospheric pressure and temperature have remained

the same as those when wc measured the volume ol the

air taken up lor examination to be 100 c.c. II the atmos-

pheric pressure or temperature has changed, the value ol

5 c.c ol CO* under the changed circumstances will have

to be determined. Our original atmospheric pressure was

605 mm. Hr. and temperature 32* C. Suppose now that the

atmospheric pressure has become 6095 and the temperature

34' C. Then volume ol CO, which measured 5 ex. at this

pressure and temperature will huve to be corrected’ before

it can be compared with the volume ol the original

stock ol air. Now the original stock measured 100 c.c. at

605 mm. Hg. ol atmospheric pressure and at 32' C. ol

temperature or it measured 671 at N. T. P. So the present

volume ol CO», namely 5 cx„ will have to be corrected

I In I lie Inproveil appAfttoi uaed lor gAt oatimation. arrangement* are made

lor autontttic correction to preoaure And temperature.
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either to the pressure 605 at 32‘ C. or to N. T. P. Let us

correct it to N. T. P. We get 4-2 as the volume. Now
this is to be compared with 67- 1 c-c which is the volume
ol the original stock ol air at N. T- P. Then we get

6*2 as the percentage ol COt present in the sample of the

expired air. This percentage is by volume.

It is needless to point out that we would have got this

very percentage, il we had corrected the volume of COi to

605 mm. Mg. at 32' C. Because then, the corrected volume
of CO* would have been compared with 100 cc. and not

with 67-1 c.c.

Again if ot the time of reading off the volume lor CO«,
the barometric pressure and temperature would have been
the same as at the time of determining the volume of the

air taken for examination, no correction would hove been
necessary for the volume of COi, for finding its percentage
in the expired air. For both the volumes, being at the

some pressure and temperature, would have been compar-
able. Then the percentage by volume would have been 5.

It must hove been clear to our readers that every time

wc wish to compare the volumes of gases, we liave to

reduce them to the same pressure and temperature, because
the some volume ot different pressures or temperatures will

show different quantities.

Having determined by the volumetric method the per-

centage of CO. we now proceed to ascertain the percen-
tage of 0». The same type of experiment is to be repeated.
The stock of air left with us after the elimination of CO* is

held in the burette. By adjustments of the levelling tube this

stock is to be driven into the pipette and after shaking it

for. absorption, the remaining air is to be returned to the
burette and its volume to be rood off as previously. It will

be found to be much smaller than the stock left after the
absorption of CO.. Let us suppose the volume left to be
80 c.c. It means that we have lost 20 cc of air because
of the absorption of CO. and O.. Suppose now that in the
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last experiment wc lo3t 5 per cent, by way of CO». Then
it is clear that wc lost 15 c.c. of 0« in this experiment

Let us again suppose that at the time of taking the reading

of the present experiment, the atmospheric pressure and tem-

perature have remained the same as previously. Then the

conclusion would be that we had 15 per cent, by volume ol O.

in the expired air. Ol course we must repeat this Oj experi-

ment and check the results obtained as in the case of COi.

Again if there are any changes of pressure or tempera-

ture the results must be corrected as shown in the CO» ex-

periment, and then the percentage determined.

Our readers must note that in conducting this experiment

with Oi, we have to use a different type of pipette and

also a different kind of absorbent The strong solution ol

caustic potash that we used in the ense of CO', has no

affinity for O' and did not absorb it when wc conducted

the first experiment. So we must change this absorbent and
substitute one that will absorb 0« only, and leave out nitro-

gen. Such an ubsorbent is the potassium pyrogullutc solution.

Now in the use of this solution there is one difficulty. The
ordinary air contains a lot of oxygen or O. and as soon

as thin solution comes in contact with the air it begins to

absorb Oi. The capacity ol this potassium pyrogallatc solu-

tion for the absorption of O* in. however, limited. So it is

just possible for the quantity of the absorbent, we may tuke

for on experiment, to have readied the limit ol its ubsorbing

capacity very soon, and thus become useless. In order to

avoid this difficulty, scientists use what they call the double

absorption pipette under such circumstances. Such a pipette is

shown in Fig. XXIII. It has four bulbs instead of two. b\ is

filled with potassium pyrogallnte solution, b> is empty, b> is

filled with water and b< is empty. The stock of water in b>

cuts off the connection of the solution with the outer air through

tli c end Y. The end A' is kept closed except when the pipette

is connected with the burette. Fig. XXIV illustrates the position

of the liquids, when the stock of air from the burette is driven

into the pipette.
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A change in the pipette and the absorbent is the only

change required to be done in conducting experiments on CO«
and 0« for determining their volumes in a given quantity of air

The air returned to the burette after the absorption of Oi,

consists mainly' of nitrogen* If we suppose that the atmos-

pheric pressure and temperulure have remained constant

through out our experimentation, we can conclude that the

103 c.c- of expired air that we examined, contained 5 c.c- of

CO-. 15 cc. of Oi and 80 c-c. of N. To put it in the form

of percentage we might say that the expired air tested, con-

tained 5 per cent, of CO«, 15 percent, of O. and 80 per cent,

of N, these percentages being according to the volume.

Our readers will remember that the whole stock of the

expired air was held in a rubber bog. We took out only

100 c.c. from it and examined the percentage of CO- and 0»

that it contained. If the volume of the whole stock in measur-

ed* and this percentage applied, wc can know the total volume

of CO* und Oi contained in one expiration. Thus if the total

volume of expiration is 800 c.c. which is possible if the ex-

piration is a little deeper than the normal, the total volumes

ol CO* and O. would be 40 c.c. nnd 120 c*c. respectively.

Now just as we examined the expired air volumeirically

for COt and 0». we can examine the air we inspire nnd

compare the volumes of CO» and Oi present in both the

types of air. Wc can then at once see how much 0> has

been absorbed into our system and COi eliminated from it in

a single breath.

In the volumetric experimental work that we shall pub-

lish in the next issue, we have determined the percentage ol

CO i eliminated nnd O. absorbed in the different types of

Pranayama, because when the percentage is determined it is

applicable to all volumes. Thus if the total volume of the ex-

pired air is 500 c.c., and the percentage in it ol CO. is 5,

1 Wc cay .iiiijijfl beccufec expired air it likely to contain tome organic metier

Tbii it neglected in our present calculation!.

2 The iattrunenU generally tuod to mature the volume of expired air uro

called tpirvmttM.
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we can conclude that the total volume of CO) eliminated is

25 c.c. But if the expired air ia 800 cc. the total volume of

CO' would be 40 c.c. Thus we see that once the percent-

age ia fixed, we can examine different volumes with its help-

Again for comparison percentages afford ready-made figures.

Up to now we have measured gases according to their

volumes, nnd we have found that all gases will have the same
volume under the name pressure and temperature conditions.

Thus at N. T. P. or under any other condition, equal quantities

of CO), 0» or N. or any other gas, will have the same volume.

But our readers may nsk ua whether the same volume ol

different gases ut the same pressure and temperature will

have the same weight. We have been told in the first purt

ol this note that different gases huve got dilferent weights.

Thus oxygen is heavier than hydrogen and so on. Does it

mean that I c.c. of oxygen at N. T. P. ia heavier than I c.c.

of hydrogen at N. T. P. ? Yes, it does, because the num-

ber of molecules conlnined in I c.c. of any gas is the same,

provided the gases are at the same pressure and temperature

nnd the molecules ol oxygen nrc heavier than the molecules

of hydrogen. Thus we sec that although all gases will have

the same volume at the some pressure and temperature, the

same volume of different gases will have different weights.

Scientists have prepared tables in which are given the

respective weights of I c-c. at N. T. P. of different gases-

Thus I c.c. at N. T. P. ol O. weighs 1*43 milligrammes; of COi,

I -97 milligrammes; of N, 1-23 milligrammes nnd so on.

We hove already studied methods by which we con find

the volume at N. T. P. of a particular quantity of a given gas-

Thus we found in the first experiment that the quantity of CO

.

measured 5 c.c at 32’ C. of temperature and 605 mm. Hg. of

atmospheric pressure. From this measure we could at once

calculate that its volume at N. T. P. would be 4-2 c.c. Now
from the tables we find that I c c- of CO« at N. T. P- weigli3

1*97 milligrammes. Hence we can see that 5 c.c. of CO* at

605 mm. Hg. of atmospheric pressure and at 32' C. temperature
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weigh 8*3 milligrammes. Similarly we can find the weights of

other gases and find out the proportion of these gases by weight.

Generally in the discussions on the proportion of different

gases in the inspired and expired air, percentages are mention*

cd in volumes and not in weights. In our tnblcs giving the

results of our experiments, we have followed the general prac-

tice and given percentages in volumes.

THE GRAVIMETRIC METHOD

In the last few paragraphs we have found that the weight

of a given quantity of a gas can be found, by first determin-

ing the volume of that quantity at N. T. P.' and then by

calculating the weight from the ready-made tables. There is,

however, a direct method by which the weight of a quantity of

gas can be determined- This is called the gravimetric method.

Let us see how we can determine the weight of CO* in a

given quantity of the expired air, according to the gravimetric

method. The chemical fad that CO* is absorbed by a solution

of caustic potash, ns wo saw in our study of the volumetric

method, is taken advantage of by sciential# in the gravimetric

method also. The stock of expired uir containing the quantity

of CO* which is to be weighed, is passed through a strong

solution of caustic potash. Now while the air is passing

through this solution, caustic potash combines with CO* and
allows the remaining constituents to pass over- The ubaorbed
CO i which thus becomes fixed naturally adds to the weight

ol the potash solution. This solution is weighed before and
alter absorption and the difference is noted down. This dif-

ference denotes the weight of CO. contained in the quantity

of air passed through the potash solution.

In the volumetric determination ol CO*, we used pipettes

for the purpose ol absorption. These pipettes are too heavy
and clumsy to be weighed in the sensitive balance 1 which is

necessary for detecting small differences in weight- Hence in

I The balance of average »en»itiYen«w ut*<l in ordinary Inborotorle* for

gravimetric work* u «l>k to weigh one-tenth pert of a milligramme, that U. —
of a gramme.
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the gravimetric method light bulbs ol gloss called the potash

bulbs are used to hold the caustic potash solution. In Fig- XXVI
and XXVII, C and B illustrate these bulbs. To one end ol

these bulbs arc fitted small tubes filled with calcium chloride.

During the experiment the bubbles of air pass from one bulb

to another. This air is likely to carry moisture with it and

thus reduce the weight of the solution in one bulb and increase

the weight ol it in the other. Calcium chloride tubes lilted to

the end of each bulb hold up this moisture. So when the

potash solution is weighed originally and alter absorption, it

is weighed with the bulb in which it is held along with the cal-

cium chloride tube attached to it.

Just as it is desirable that the moisture from one bulb in

not transferred to another,' so it io necessary that the moisture,

if any, from the expired air in removed before this air comes

in contact with potash solution. Otherwise that moisture will in-

crease the weight ol the solution and spoil the calculation of

COi. Hence the stock of air in first passed through sulphuric

acid which is held in a tower. In Fig. XXVI, A represents such

a tower. The apparatus is arranged on shown in I ig XXVI.

The tower of sulphuric acid it connected with the potash bulb

B by means of a rubber lube, this bulb B being connected

with the bulb C in its turn in a similar fashion. The current

of the expired air passes through A, R and C. In order to

complete the apparatus, however, it in necessary to connect the

bulb C with one more tube D which is filled with both soda

lime and calcium chloride. We know that the ordinary air

contains moisture and also a quantity ol COi, although very

small. It is desirable to sec that the moisture and CO* of

the ordinary air do not affect the bulb C. The tube D
serves this purpose. Soda lime arrests the traces of CO* and

calcium -.hloridc absorbs moisture.

It has already been stated that the stock of expired oir

which is to be examined for determining the quantity of COi is

held in a vessel. This vessel is now connected with A

•

It is

then pressed .so that the expired air passes through A, 3, C
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and D and escapes from the free end of D. Or an aspirator' is

used at the free end of D which sucks up the stock of the

expired air. When a measured quantity of the expired air

is aspirated, the vessel that held the expired air is disconnected.

Our readers will see, however, that although the necessary mea-

sure of the expired air has been removed from the vessel, the

whole of that measure has not passed through the potash solu-

tion. A small quantity must have been left in the tower A,
which must contain some CO». In order, therefore, to get this

CO» absorbed into the solution, some quantity of ordinary air

is sucked up. But here one difficulty arises. The very small

amount of COi contained in the ordinary air may get mixed

up with the CO» of the expired air which we are experiment-

ing upon. So with a view to eliminate this CO<, a tube similar

to D filled with soda lime is attached also to this end before

the ordinary air is aspirated. ( Vide Fig. XXVII ) This cur-

rent of ordinary air in passing through A nweeps off the little

COi from A into the bulbs.

As stated above, the bulbs B and C are weighed alter

absorption. They were already weighed before absorption

The difference between these two types of weights ia noted

down to show the weight of CO..

Wc have used two potash bulbs instead of one. The
bulb C is only a guard bulb. Its purposo is to ahow wheth-

er the bulb B has fully absorbed the whole quantity of

CO« or some of it has been allowed to escape. This can

be known by comparing the weights of C taken before und

after absorption. If there is no difference in the weights of C,

it means it has received no CO., the whole of it being absorb-

ed in B- But if the bulb C shows un increase we cannot be

sure that CO. has not escaped from both the bulbs. In such

a cose it is necessary to repeat the experiment with three

bulbs instead of two and make sure that the last bulb shows

no increase, assuring us that the whole quantity of CO. is

I Aiptralor i. on apparatus which, become ol Ike negative pfeaauie created

in il. ancU up gateau, mailer Iron veuel. :hal n»y be cor.nedCtl with it.
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absorbed in ihe remaining bulbs. Then the total increase in

the weights of all the bulbs indicates the weight of COi.

When the weight of a particular quantity of COi is deter-

mined gravimetrically, we can know the volume of the same at

N- T. P. by using the tables to which we have already re-

ferred* Suppose the wc ight of a quantity of CO* is found to

be 80 milligrammes. Then we can find its volume at N. T. P.

to be 40 5 c.c. Now if the expired air containing this quantity

of CO. measures 664 c*c. at N. T. P .
we can know the per-

centage of CO. in it to be 609*

In the experimental work that we have published in tho

present issue, the percentages of CO* arc given in volume, al-

though the quantities of CO. were determined gravimetrically.

This has been done with a view to enable our readers to com-

pare these percentages with those that will be published in the

subsequent issues both for CO* and 0* and that have been

determined by the volumetric method directly*

We have not discussed here tho gravimetric determination

of Oi, because wc do not intend publishing any experiments of

this nature in the immediate future.



N. 1).— Instruction In Yaglc culture higher as icell as lauier

will he given gratis at the Asrama to everyone that earnestly serifs it.
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The Director of the KaivalyadhZma Is eoer ctilling to help thoie who are

in earnest about their spiritual advancement, as he confidently

feels that this help will In a Way help his cause.
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KAPALABHATI

THE NAME i—

The word Kapalabhati is a compound consialing ol

two members: Knpala and Bhati. In Sanskrit* Kapalo
means the skull, and Bhati is derived from a Sar.akrita

root meaning to shine. Hence Kapalabhati means an
exercise that makes tho skull shining. Kapalabhati is

one ol the six cleansing processes, known in Hatha Yoga
as Shat Kriyas,' and is intended to clear the natal

passages contained In Ihe skull, nlong with the remaining

parts ol the respiratory system. As the exercise neces-

sarily cleanses a part
7

ol the skull, the name Kapalabhati

is appropriately given to it.

In Yoga Sostra' three different varieties of Kapffla-

bhati have been mentioned. All those varieties ore

characterized in common by their capacity to cleanse

the nasal passages contained in tho skull. Here, how-
ever, we arc going to notice the most popular variety

of the lot. As will he seen from its technique, this

variety in n type of breathing* exercise.

1 Thu following veree Irom tMku.pri<Bptk« enumerate! the • t deansing pro-

eoMoi
i •iif*Wh«'Tvt itlfiixriif nit** nut I

evrawftamft 15 wrffl 11 H. p. it 22

Ort ol tneee .1.,
(
VoL II, pp. 170-177 ) , nfl* < Vet I. pp. I0I-KM). and iftfA

( Vol. I. pp. 25-26 ) have already baan treated la thlt |oarnal.

2 Wa ara studying 'ho physiology ol KnpSlabhllt In our laboratory. Tho re-

tMrdi work la yet lar loo incomplete to anabla us to mak* a dalinlta statement.
But tba little work that haa already boon dona In tbla connection, hoi lad ua to

think that tba exercise la capable ol claanainc not only the roaplratory ay.tem bat

alao tha dillarant parts ol human nnatomy connected with tba akull. We have
alao rontons to ballava that Kapalabhati U capable ol cleansing oven the oaplIUtios

ol the remotcat parta ol tha human body.

J Vida OKtra^-SanfhUi. I J5.

4 Tha other two rarietiea are pcriormcJ with the help ol water and cotuti-

luta what wa may call the Yoglc nasal douchea. We shall make pruning reference

to their technique In tho neat Uiue. In this connection it it to be naiad that the
technique ol the variety dlscuieod In the present article at described here ia dif-

laront Irom the technique et It la given by the outhor ol Gheraoda-SamhiH. Id

writing this article, we have lollowed the author ol Hatha.I’radrpikB.
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THE TECHNIQUE

Although Kapalabhati is not' a Pranayama in the

strictly technical sense ol the word, it is surely a

breathing exercise and us such all that is said about

the place, the seat, the time etc., in our article on Pra-

nayama in the last volume 1
appliec as much to this ex-

ercise as to Pranayama proper. So the student should

select his place, arrange his seat and lix his time ac-

cording to the general instructions given in that article.

The next question to be considered is about the posture

appropriate to this exercise. A student of physical cul-

lure can assume any sitting posture that is convenient

to him. We do not think that Kapilabhati can be

advantageously practised in Btanding. As will be seen

liter on, this breathing exercise requires a very free

movement of the abdominal muscles. Now the front

abdominal muscles arc not fully relaxed while one is

standing, and as such ennnot be freely manipulated.

But while one in sitting these abdominal muscles can

undergo complete relaxation and their movement can

be thoroughly controlled in this position- Hence even a

physical culturist will do well to practise Kapalabhati

in n sitting posture-

The question of a opiritual culturist stands on a

different footing. He is very strongly recommended tho

Lotus Pose* ( qwsn ) for the practice of Kapalabhati-

The reason is this: Kapalabhati to be of any spiritual

advantage, has to be practised vigorously and across a

good length of time. A vigorous practice of Kapala-

bhati, even for a few minutes, makes almost every

1 Reodar* wiahing la pnditi KaplLbkl'i according to tho technique glvoa

bore, era oarnetlly requeetod lo Mtidy carefully our 1 Noie on Roaplration
1

liven In

Ibe third velum*. TUIa will rouble them no* only to graap intelligently the dif-

ferent point* ol the present technique, but will help them to eliminate ell potlible

error* from their practice of the eaerclae.

2 We will diicuw thi* point later on in thie very article.

3 Pp. 271-271

4 For the technique ol thi* peme *eo Y. M.. Vol. It. pp. 227-22$.
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lissue in the human body vibrate. These vibrations be-

come more and more violent il the exercise ia pushed

further with the original vigour, till at last it becomes

very difficult to control the pose that one may have

assumed. Now out of the meditative
1

poses thut wc

have recommended to students of spiritual culture, Pad-

masnna is the only sitting pose that can keep the limbs

of the student in their proper place under such circum-

stances. The principal question is ol the lower extrem-

ities. The foot-lock which forms part of the Pndmn-

sann technique is so arranged that no amount of vio.

lence done to the legs can unlock it. In other medi-

tative poses, the legs arc loose, and the violent jerks

which the body begins to receive through vigorous

Kapnlabhali, soon throw them out of order. As it ia

essential that the pose once assumed is maintained intact

throughout the exercise, f'ndmasana is the only medita-

tive pose available for the practice of KapHlabhati.

This traditional and rational teaching ol Kupalubhati

being practised in Padmasona only, is supported by tho

author of Hafha-Pradipika. We must admit that Svstmh-

rnma S'uri does not say in so many words that Padmfi.

sana is obligatory for the practice ol Knprilobhoti
;

but

we can know what he menns from what ho says in con-

nection with Blinstrika. Whereas in the case of other

Kumbhakns, Svatmarnmn docs not mention any parti-

cular pose, in his technique of the Bhastrikn Kumbhakn

lie makes a special mention ol Padmosano". This means

that according to him the Bhastrikn Kumbhaka mini be

practised in the Lotus Pose -
8 Now the exercise of

1 Slddhe. SvnMlitiA *ntl Sssntu *re the other meditative peace recommended to a

student of spiritual culture. For tbs physiology of these meditative poew read our

Article on the subject in VoL III. pp. 243-250.

2 HIs description of the technique ol Bhostriktl opem tt follows •

fmpf; TOIfrt ... M S9.
I
Having satisfactorily taken the Lotus Poae...

|

3 TU« vory conclusion has been drawn by Svfltmflrltm'i commentator Brelim*-

nuid.. TK. Uttar TOTEHJT^iJ’igEt'inTnf' '(WS=nTT I I
Th « ""•••*

•ItKrlbe. the Lotu. Po.e before giving the technique ol Ihe Bh.»lrS ( llic •»-« u
Butirikl ) Kambbalco, became ihal po.e i. obligator? lor lltot type ol Kumbhab*.

1
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Kapalabhati is so akin to Bhastriko, tliat wc can safely

say that Bhaatrika
1

is equal to Kapalabhati plug a

Kumbhaka of the Ujjayi type. That being the case we
can logically conclude that the Asann which is obliga-

tory for Bhaatrika is also obligatory for Kapalabhati.*

It is to be remembered in this connection that the

Lotus Pose to be assumed for Kapalabhati mainly con-

sists of the foot-lock.' The position of the hands may,
as usual, be either on the knees forming Jn aua-Mudri, 1

or
they may be arranged 1

in front of the abdomen as requir-

ed in I’udmasana. Regarding the two Bnndhas, namely,

Jnlandhnra and Mula,' which ordinarily form part of

Pndmaanna, the following instructions may be attended to.

In breathing exercises Jnlandhara-Bandha has to be
practised during the period of Kumbhaka.’ KnpBlabhati is

1 Our «.. lor. will belter undaraland thl. .tat.monl whoa they will have
'•ad our ifliolo which ili.ciiMo. tho technique oi Hhut rill In Iho not iMU «,

2 For the guiJance ol tho practical etudenta at Yoga wo may martian Uri
•h*t •»«" tor apifitual purpoiae KapJUebhllti may bo practised in »ome other modi-
•••!*• po*«. provided it M nnt lion. >o rigorously nor lor to ion* tim* no to intluca

uinUnt |arka Thom nr• many people who llnd It very dil/leult. li not altogether
linpoiilbiti to have tho loot-lock folded. Thaaa need not lora*i> lha practice oi

KapBUbhOti aiiaply bec.ute they cniinot carry out lh* pan oi Ita teehnlqe. Thay
auiy Mini any comfortable aitiin* poiiura !or chii •er<Ue.

> What wa ) will U dear whan w. raail S*(H»trlm«‘. daaciiption ol I'ad-

mOyana whan It la taken lor BhutrUdti llalinlka there ol tha loot-lack nnd nothin* rl.i.

*$bstR ipt vtnrt i

n H.P.IMS
t The Lotuf Pom la oacurad whan the (aet with their cUan talai upturned ore arrant-
ed on tha thigh

* Vida Y. M.. Vol. Ill, pp. 272-27).

» Vida Y. M . Vol. II. p. 226.

6 Vida Y. M. Vol. II. p. 725.

7 Thera la only ona exception to thii general tula. Tliat exception ii to ho
found In tha technique ol the MOrohha Kumbh.ka

( Kumbhaka for rendering the
mind pninvo ). Tb*« Kumbhikn (feminine of Kumbhaka ), requirea the expulsion
ol breath to bo dono with o Chin-Lock.

Cf. ^*.*4'^ *iim( **i art>rt *mj i

It H< p - II 66-

|
In the KumbhikK called Morddiaii.T (the at .MurchhR ), one should expire

alowly whlU the Chin-Lock la very firmly aeeurad after tho completion ol
intpiratioo.,..

J
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indeed a breathing exercise: but consisting as it does ol

;

incessant respiration exclusively, it does not include Kunv
bhnka. Hence the practice ol Jalandlmra is not needed

in the I-otus Pose when it is taken lor Kapalabhati.

The other, nnmely, Mula-Bandha is to be treated

in a dillcrcnt way. Students ol Yoga peculiarly suscep-

tible to the vibrations set up by Kapalabhati, Inoolun-

larily lorm this Bandha, as the vibrations become more

and more violent. The whole pelvic region is atilontall

•

cally contracted resulting in the vigorous contraction ol

the anal sphincters. Hence it is desirable that in the

initial stage ol the practice, the intentional lormntion ol

Mulo-Bandlm ia avoided. II it is lound that the Knpiila-

blmti vibrations do not automatically secure this Bandha,

even when a Yogic student is well established in this

exercise, Mula-Bandha may be voluntarily introduced

in llie lechniquo ol this Kriya.

What has been anid nbout the erect spine in the

case ol Ujjayi equally applies to KapSlabhdti.

Having dealt with the Asana accessary lor Kopiilo-

bhSti, we now proceed to discuss the technique ol the

cxcrcioo proper.

Broadly speaking KnphlabhSti is a breathing exer-

cise ol the abdominal ' or diaphragmatic type in which

sudden expulsions ol breath follow one another in quick

succession nnd which is characterised by the absence ol

any pause in the movement ol breath so long as the

exercise continues. So this exercise consists ol Rcchaka

and Puraka only, Kurnbhaka being done away with en-

tirely. Again between Rcchaka and Puraka, Rechaka is

the principal part ol the practice, Puraka, being only

supplementary. In the case ol Kapalabhati there is one

more feature which deserves to be borne in mind. In

other breathing exercises in Yoga, one Puraka. one

I For information on this point road our ’Note on Respiration \ Vol 111, p. 2#.
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Kumbhaka and one Rcchaka complete one round. But

in Kapnlabhati one round consists ol as many expulsions

of brealli as one likes or is capable of performing.

Thus one may have several hundred expulsions in a

single round of Kopalabhati.

Let us now come to details and let us start with

Rcchaka which constitutes the main feature of the exer-

cise.

RECIIAKAs-

As in UjjSyT so in any other breathing exercise,

whether Eastern or Western, Rechaka and Piiraka are

invariably advised to be very deep. In fact Rcchaka is

expected to be so complete that no additional c.c. of air

could be further extracted from the lungs. So ulso Puraka

is expected to he so complete that no additional c.c, of

air could be further introduced into the lungs. Kapaln-

bhati, however, stands on a different level. It is the

only' exercise which docs not require very deep expira-

tion or very deep inspiration- Then what is the volume

of air that is to be expelled from the lungs in an ex-

piratory attempt in Kopalabhati > In every Rcchaka in

KupSlabhati only as much air is to be exhaled as can

be driven out of the lungs by n sudden and vigorous in-

ward stroke of the Iron! abdominal muscles. Naturally

this amount of air will be difleronl for different indivi-

duals. Wc have conducted experiments in our laboratory

to measure these amounts for different subjects and also

to compare these with the respective amounts of their

normally exhaled air. On the strength of this evidence'

we can say that in Kapalabhoti the exhalation should

be a little deeper than in ordinary breathing. For ex-

ample, il the volume of the normally expired air in the

1 Alao ihct pari oi Bhaairik* which correcpondr to KcpKlabhStl. Il U to be

notad. ho»avar, that Bhaatiikl in a Kurablvika door require daepeat poi.ible Re-

chaka and Puraka.

2 Wc hopa Ip publish ihii evidence on tom (utula occasion.
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case ol an individual, is 480 c.c, lie is expected to exhale

about 600 c-c. in an expulsion in Kapalabhati.'

The essence ol Rcchaka, however, does not con-

sist in regulating the volume ol the expired air, but it

lies in a definite arrangement ol the different anato-

mical parts especially those that are directly involved

in breathing. It has already been stated above that

Kapalabhati is an exercise in abdominal breathing.

Hence in this exercise exhalation is effected more by
the movements of the front abdominal muscles nnd the

diaphragm than by the movements of muscles acting on

and between tho ribs. In fact the muoclea that act on

nnd between the ribs ore kept contracted ns long as a

particular round ol Kapal&bhSti lasts, whatever the

number of expulsions that ro to form that round. In

other types of breathing exercises in Yoga, these mus-

cles remain contracted only in Purnka and Kumbhaka.

As soon us Rcclmka begins they are relaxed, the rein,

xation being complete when Rechnkn is the deepest.

But in Kapalabhati, owing to its peculiar character, the

muscles ncting on and between the ribs, once contracted,

remain in the same condition, keeping the ribs raised

even during expulsions of breath. The only muscles

that freely move throughout the exercise, undergoing

alternate contraction and relaxation, nrc the diaphragm

and the front abdominal muscles. This Bhould not be

interpreted to mean, that the ribs do not sink a( all

during exhalation in Kapalabhati. As a matter of fact

it is impossible to exhale without a little lowering of

the ribs. But the falling ol the ribs is so little in n

well conducted exercise ol Kapalabhati that it is almost

negligible. This can be verified by the external appear-

ance of the thorax. It neither rises nor lolls appreciably

I We Unow ihNt iWe lastfcematiciil veluei of tho e.pired oir ere of litlle

help to » practical etudenl of Yo*a. In evetydey prectice the following rule ol

thumb will be eufflcienl. I.et the ubdominel Uroke be complete end let tke breoth

flow out cetily. When llii. ie dono the volume of the e.plrod elr will tnhe core

of kteelL
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throughout a round of Kapalabhati. [For the position of

the thorax and the abdomen compare Figs. XXIV' and

XXVIII].

The exercise of Kapalabhati. as stated above, is a

play of the abdominal muscles and the diaphragm.

These must be thoroughly supple and capable of under-

going sudden and vigorous contractions. In the Rechaka

of Kapalabhati, the front abdominal muscles are suddenly

and vigorously contracted giving an inward push to the

abdominal viscera which in their turn move upward

pushing up the relaxing diaphragm that recedes into the

thorax -expelling a volume of air from the lungs- As the

retracting lungs arc not allowed to contract the thorax,

expiration in Knpalnbhati is not os deep ns in Ujjgyi.

The speed with which the diaphragm and the abdominal

muscles can be manipulated will depend upon one’s

practice. It is not desirable, Irowever, to develop speed

at the cost of thoroughness.

Up to now we have discussed the work to be

dono with the abdomen and the thorax in Kapalabhati.

We now proceed to see how the respiratory passage

outside the thorax is to be worked.

In Ujjayi we ore required to close the glottis

purtiully. In tho present exercise this is to be avoided.

The reuson is clear. The volume of air exhaled in a

itinglc Rechaka of Kapalabhati is so suddenly expelled,

that a purtially closed glottis would afford serious ob-

struction to the passage of the air and would render

the expiration incomplete. There ia one tradition ,

1 how-

ever, which would wish very slight narrowing ol the

glottis even in Kapalabhati. But the extent to which

this is to be done is so small that the expelled air is

not likely to be held bock to any appreciable extent.

I Tki. « lU tn<ii(ion (diced by the oulUor ot Hslk-PrstM*.
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Abdoman and Thorax at the End of Pftrnko in Kipalabhili.

(Sin* View I



Fig. XXIX

ALilunwn nod Thorax »t lira End of llcalinkn in Ka|iAlabliati.

(Side View)
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When the expelled air is allowed to escape freely

through the glottis, it has a smooth though rapid passage

to the end of the nostrils, li permitted to do their

work automatically, the nostrils will open out voluntari-

ly to facilitate the flow of the expired air. So the stu-

dent of Yoga should not try to manage cither his nos-

trils or his faciul muscles at this stage. Very often

people are in the habit of having all sorts of ugly

contortions of their face when they arc practising Kopala-

bhati. This is far from being desirable- The oir should

be permitted to have a very smooth escape which it

would surely have if allowed to go its own way.

It is to be remembered, however, that the rapid

expulsion of n volume of air will surely cause some

friction at the lower end of the nostrils. But this does

not matter. As our rcoders know this part of the inter-

nal nose is covered with thick skin and nny friction

there is not likely to lend to nny untoward results-

What is to be cuutiously uvoided is the friction of the

air with any of the delicate parts of the mucous mem-

brane that lines the interior of the nasal passages.

PURAKA;

—

In order to get a clear grasp of the process of

Purnkn in Kapalabl.ati, it is desirable for our readers

to refresh their memory regarding a few lads about

normal respiration. Normally the process of inhalation

is active whereas the process of exhalation is passive.

In normal inspiration the thorax io to be opened out

lor increasing its internal capacity, so that its lowered

internal pressure might draw in oir Irom outside. Thus

the muscles that act on and between the rih«, so also

the diaphragm, arc put into action and contracted, rais-

ing the former and lowering the letter. But normal ex-

piration is only a passive process. The muscle* refer-

red to just now arc relaxed. Consequently the ribs sink

down ,of themselves and the diaphragm is drawn up by
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tlic retracting lunga that voluntarily shrink owing to their

clastic recoil. It is only on the side o f the anterior ab-

dominal muscles that things arc a little different. These

muscles are nc4ive in normal expiration and passive in

normal inspiration, because during expiration they contract

and during inspiration they aland relaxed. Thus their

role in respiration iB just the opposite of the one played

by the thoracic muscles.

Now let us return to the process of Purnkn in

Kapalabhati.

As noted above the exercise of Kapalnbhati is a

play of the abdominal muscles. The muscles of the tho-

rax are kept contracted throughout the exercise whether

it is inhalation that is being practised or exhalation.

The thoracic muscles arc relaxed only when the exercise

is over. It is only the front abdominal muscles that

keep on moving to and fro. according ns they arc con-

tracted for exhalation or relaxed for inhalation. We
shall presently consider the case of the diaphragm.

Thus Kapolnbholi being markedly nn exercise in

abdominal breathing, one has to pay attention only to his

abdominal muscles. At the end of Rechnko these muscles

stand contracted. So in Puraka one has simply to

withdraw his control of these muscles and they will re-

lax of themselves. Relaxation ol muscles is a passive

act. So when the abdominal muscles are let go at the

end of Rcchoka, they will voluntarily relax.

Up to now wc have left out of consideration one
important muscle, the diaphragm. Up to a particular

extent the manipulation of this muscle is entirely under

the control of our will. But this muscle docs not re-

quire the exercise of our will for its ordinary move-
ments, just as the other respiratory muscles go on doing

their ordinary work, without any attention on our part-

While we are deeply absorbed in some work, these
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respiratory muscles arc functioning even without enter-

ing into our consciousness.

Now at the end ol Rcchaka the diaphragm stands

relaxed, but ready for another contraction. The stimulus

from the inspiratory centre brings about this contrac-

tion and the descent of the diaphragm is allowed by

the relaxing abdominal muscles. The lowering of the

diaphragm increases the vertical diameter of the thorax,

the internal pulmonary capacity is increased, and the

internal pressure being lowered, the external air moves

in, till the uir expelled in Rcchaka is replaced, raising

the intra-pulmonic pressure to one atmosphere.

Thus it will be clear that in Puraka no wilful con-

traction ol muscles is Iiccca9ary. One has simply to

relax his abdominal muscles and Puraka is performed.

That is why wc have r.aid that Piiraka in KapSlabhHti

is a passive ad.

Thera is a aharp contrast between the Rcchaka

process and the Puraka process in Kophlabhuti. The

former is sudden and vigorous, the latter smooth and

quiet. In fuel Puraku in KapSlabhuti is there only to

provide air for tho next expulsion which alone forms

the real pnrt ol the exercise.

The volume of air inhaled in a single Puraka

must be lor all practical purposes equal to the volume

of air exhaled in the previous expulsion. The student ol

KapSlabhuti has. however, to remember that the time

taken lor one Puraka is not the same as the time

taken for one Rechaka. If wc suppose that one Rcchaka

and one Puraka taken together require half a second,

it may be roughly stated, that Rechaka would occupy

only one-fourth of this total time. Puraka occupying the

remaining three-fourths. In Puraka the whole respiratory

passage is kept fully open, there being no narrowing of

it either at the glottis or any other part- Hence air

Y. W. 23 171
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slides smoothly into the lungs, we might say almoil'

as smoothly as in normal inspiration.

Rechaka and Puraka are performed in a quick

succession, no time being allowed to go by in between
any two acts till a round is completed. Puraka follows

Rechaka and Rechaka follows Puraka without a break.

All the while the noisy and sudden Recliaka is so much
in evidence that the smooth and quiet Puraka iiinks into

nothingness. So in practice, Kapulabhati appears to be

an exercise of successive and sudden expulsions only.

Each expulsion is preceded by a relaxation of kite ab-

domen and is accompanied by n sudden nnd vigorous

inward stroke of it. The incessant blowing at the nose

accompanied by the alternate rise and fall of the ab-
domen, give the exercise an appearance of the bellows
of a village smith. In fact that is the simile given by

the author of Halha-PraJiplh$ to illustrate the action of

Kapulabhati.'

A SINGLE ROUND IN KAPALA8HATI i-

Up to this time we have considered the technique

of on individual exhalation and on individual inhalation

in Kopdlabhati. Now we wish to discuss the mensurc of

1 Tha ii'lnimam lima taken up by en ordinary inspiration ii nearly u .reoed
aei d half. whereat inipirtlion in KoplUbhBti, at an averaBe~tpoed ol 120 ..pul-
ilont per minuie, require! only (AlfMlpAtAa ol locood. A B"in the volume ol or
Inhaled in KopAUbhiti i. tightly largo, than that Inhaled in ordinary inspiration.
Hence we (ind thjt the volume ol air pnaiina through the rciplratory pooiaiie

8 *",u«"» f8r of •• «»' largor in KeplUbhllti than In ordinary
Impllatiun. Haoce inhalation in Kapalabhltl cannot bo »• air.ooth at normal InheU-
I.on. Still a.peritnoa will tbow that Pdraka K.pll.bh*tl |, .month anou-h. and
II.ar. . no rough-trio about It. corretponding to ono evidenced in Rechaka.

2 Svltnarflmi Sllri miy»—
HWsrfHeKnj trfafr i

H h. p. ii jy

| Hurried c.hal.tione and inhoUtiona altar tb. fa.hion ol on iren-emitli'e bellow..
comtitvtQ the famota tufeiot of K»p9l«bkltl .. )

It i. intcre.tin E .o not, bore that KapfllabhUti play, toch . prominent part in
th. Bbottrl or Bhn.tr,ku K-mbbahn. that Kumbb.ko get, the vary name ol beUewi.
Bli»tl.a or Bhotlnhfl meant hoi lone in Saukritl.
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a single round of Kapalabhdti und aUo to 3ce how that

round should begin and end.

In determining the measure of a round, we have to

determine the number of expulsions that go to form one

round and the speed with which these expulsions are per-

formed. The quealion ol speed we shall take up later on.

Mere we shall say something about the number of expul-

sions. In this connection we can follow the golden rule

laid down by an old Sahskrita proverb' according to

which a humble beginning is always Iree Irom danger.

The number ol expulsions which wc prescribe to our

patients' and even to students ol physical or spiritual
1

culture in eleven to begin with. Generally three rounds
ore given at each sitting, two sittings being advised per

day, one in the morning and the other in the evening.

In normal cases eleven expulsions are added to each

round every week, till at last each round consists ol one

hundred nnd twenty-ono cxpuloions.

Every round should begin with an exhalation und
should end with an inhalation. In between any two
successive rounds normal respiration should be allowed

to intervene. It will be found that this respiration is

unusually alow and smooth.' This period nllords the

rest nccossary for the respiratory system in general and
tho abdominal muscles in particular. The length ol this

period should be settled according to one's own conve-

nience. Generally speaking hall a minute to one minute

should be sufficient for prepuring one for the next round.

The dose of Kapalabhati prescribed in the last two para-

1 wrw: iww(i i

2 Whether KaplUblftti cut be prescribed to a particular patient and whether
a crania in »hi» raeaeure it indicated by tie condition ol hit health are quettione
which cannot be detailed here. The dlecuasion offered In tilt article U from the
point of view of on aveiuge man of health.

5 Although KapClabhAti it not o PrnnnyAmic evorciie, It ia of conaiderabta
•j>iritual value.

4 A detailed explanation of ilia drcumtUnce will be offered in a phytlologi-
cal examination of this cccrclo* In uome future iteue of tlit Journal. A gereml ex-
planation will be found in ihi* very article under Gticral Wait.
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graphs U perfectly general. It b intended for un aver-

age man ol health and is sufficiently strong for bring-

ing about the physiological results expected of thin exer-

cise. Those who feel themselves above the average, may
have a larger measure of Kapilabba ti in their daily

practice. For the purposes of physical culture, we might

recommend double the average dose as the maximum
This doubling may be secured cither by doubling the

expulsions in each round, keeping the number of rounds
constant

;
or by doubling the number of rounds, keeping

the number of expulsions in each round constant. Need-
less to say that the latter course will put less strain

on the system than the former. The need of a spiritual

culturiat is greater. He may have, for his maximum
dose, three rounds of three minutes each, at a aitting.

It is absolutely necessary, however, that in reaching this maxi-

mum no undue strain 1 1 put upon the system. To be spiritu-

ally useful, the practice should set up the vibrations to

which we have made reference in discussing the pro-

priety of the Lotus Pose in this excrciso.' These vibra.

tions are set up only niter prolonged rounds. Hence n

spiritual culturiat should distribute his total measure of

the Kapaiabhhti excrciso in ns small n number ol rounds
as possible. Even in doing this the question of undue
strain should never he lost sight of.

CONCENTRATION

The question of concentration is of supreme importance
to a student of spiritual culture in his practice of Kapala-
bhati. With every expulsion of breath, he is delivering
inward strokes upon the abdominal viscera. He is to

think that theBc strokes are being delivered against a
centre in the lower abdomen in which spiritual energy'

1 V.J- P. 16).

2 According to Ycglc t.iehing. K-M-UIU! which r.p, ,piri, 0.| e„e,.v j,
eo.UJ up U .h. ,hJomen. Th. conc.nlr.lion being bribed U caleul.l.d
to -.k. up thl. KuMd.lin,. h.v« purpoe.Iy avoided ,n, nwcfem an.tomlcnl

"Tk dll''
Bea““ ^ <Bnn0' V^ntU ', *nr •peculaltvg theory In connection
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is otored up. This concentration, if maintained throughout

the exercise, will enable a student to make some centre

of his nervous system spiritually active.' Even during the

period of rest that iB taken in between two successive

rounds, the spiritual cultural should entertain no other

thought except the working up of the desired centre
,

1

The question of a physical culturist is comparatively

simple. He should concentrate upon the expulsions, all

the while realizing that he is eliminating very large quan-

tities' of carbon dioxide and absorbing into his system simi-

larly' large quantities of oxygen. This is rendering his

blood richer in quality nnd consequently he in rebuilding

the tissues all over hits body. These thoughts should accom-

pany not only his expulsions but also his period of rest.

GENERAL HINTS i-

As an exercise of very great oxygen value, Kapaln-

blind has no parallel. Its nerve culture vnluc is also

very great. Its effects upon the circulatory and diges-

tive systems arc of considerable physiological importance.

1 We Jo nol wllh lo l»Uc fa'aa hope*. So wo laquail ovary student of

spiritual eulluro lo retneadior constantly lha lollouing lao*. Tlo ability «o awaken

norv* centres ol spiritual value. varlea vary widely vtth dlifarent InihviduaU.

One perton may gal * reaponre from one of thoea central with lose than el*

montha' active work. wharass another person may (all lo gal ll aven altar all

yeses' labour. So whan one wanla lo embark on a voyage tlial leait la tba land

lla l la bayond all darkness, one should conaldo; hlmtcll lo be lha lean q -.III ltd

ol lha apirilual aipiraria and bo prepared lor the arduous lark balora him. This

will avoid Irarjnsnl disappointments and early clamouring far results, provided at-

way* ibal lha naplrunl haa undying lallh In the Immorlnl teaching ol Bbrgorllnn

S'rlkrl.hpa thst no .plriiual aspirant ever cornea to grlal.

2 This activity ia avparlancad Ural In lha lorm ol fArabWng and then in the

lorn ol <sr«*a light glowing st lha porlicuUr centre.

i The concentration described in this paragraph ia only ana ol lha dillerent

concentrations avallabla lor KapllabhBli in apirilual culture. W« cannot notice lha

other concentration* In thla article lor want ol apnea. The subject will ba lakan

In lha ayatam lor traalmanl on aoiue future occoaion.

4 The even quantities of carbon dioxide eliminsted and oxygen ahaorbad In

KapAlabhlli will ba published In some fuluta iniue Much experimental work Inn

already been done in ihio coanodion in our laboratory. Egparimante on lha ollml*

nation ol carbon dioxide in Ujiiyol will bo found In lha Scientific Section ol this

number.

5 Generally dlgblly Urger ihan ttase ol carbon dioxide eliminated.
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The massage ol the abdominal viscera which the ex-

ercise effects is obvious. The massage of other ana-

tomical purta though not so clear to an untrained eye,

a not of lesser consequence. Even this bare' state-

ment of the physiological importance of this exercise

should be sufficient to prove that the exercise deserves

n definite place in the daily physical culture programme

of every man that cares for his health.

All the physiological advantages enumerated in the

last paragraph accrue also to a atudent of spiritual

culture. But lie practises Kapalnbhati for these advan-

tages only up to n particular stage' of development.

Afterwards Kophlabhdti is practised by him for nerve

culture and especially for uwakening particular nerve

centres ol opiritunl significance.

There is. however, another way in which n spiri-

tual culturist takes advantage of Kapalnblihti lor his

higher development. He uses Kapalnbhati for enabling

him to practise his PranayHma more efficiently. Wc
shall now state briefly how this is done. The exercise

ol Kapalnbhati lends to the elimination of carbon di-

oxide from the system on a very large scale. The
absorption ol oxygen into the system is also abnormal-

ly large. This extraordinarily heavy exchange of gases

in the lungs brought about by Kapalabhoti, soon lends

to get the blood noturated with oxygen. The result is

that the chemical stimulus to the respiratory centre 1

becomes weak and that centre becomes quiet.

1 A detailed examination ol the physiology ol Knpalabklti will appear .Kuril*

in ill* Journal. Our rcaJora will llnd ion* Interesting inlottnation in lliii connec-
tion In Vol. 1(1, pp. 4W7. What 1* uld ih*r« ol BhsiirikS equally applies lo

KtpIkbMil.

2 A. euted In the beginning ol th« anicla Kapfllabhlti 1* one ol iho .1.

Cteaming proceotoe adrned in Yofia lor ••outing what jo technically called

•'udiitii, that is, the phyeiologkal balance necennry lor ipirltuel development. Nlrfl-

'uddhi literally me.na tbe purification ol nervet, Title attainment oI NftdVuddhi
indicatei the etaje where KapflUabBti ceaiei to be practiaed lor phy.lologic*l od-
vantogei by a ipiritual cultural.

3 For inlonntien on thie point read our ’Note an Rnepirntion \ Vol III. pp. 240444.
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It is a common experience ol the students o{ Pra-

nnyama, that their attempts to control the lungs are

seriously interfered with by the respiratory centre. A
strong stimulus coming from this centre, makes hasty ins-

piration or expiration obligatory. If, however, the

respiratory centre could be so quieted as to send out

feeble impulses, if at all, the interference of this centre

with our Prunayamic exercises would be the least, and

we could manage the measure of our Puraka, Kutn-

bhaka and Rechuka as we pleased- This quieting of

the respiratory centre is brought about by Kapalabh'ab

in the manner explained in the last paragraph. That is

why students ol Pr'riniiyamn are able to perform their

Prauayamic exercises more efficiently, il they arc pre-

fixed by a lew rounds of Kapnlabhnti- That is also why
Yogic tradition requires a student ol Yoga to practise

Kapnlabhnti before starling with Prannynma proper,' in

his daily course of exercises

We cannot close this orticle without discussing the

question of speed with which the exercise is to be gone

through.

As n cautious measure one can start at the rate ol

one expulsion per second. This may be developed into

two expulsions per second in due course ol time. One
hundred and twenty expulsions per minute should be

considered to be a fairly good speed lor an average

man ol hculth. Those that feel themselves to be above

the average may develop two hundred expulsions |>cr

minute. To exceed this limit would be physically im-

possible, because then the expirations begin to be so

shallow that the exercise would lose all its cllicacy. A
tolerably good speed is essential lor Kapalabhnti to be

spiritually useful.

I || i* lo bo >«0Miab«r*il Ihoi Mudmta of spiritual culture preetitu PrtQlylm
for the culture of their nerves. Tkla it done by (be manipulation ol particular

"mode*# e«paelally tha diaphragm Therefore theue ttudenla want to be free to

manege ^hoir diaphragm at they pleate. Thb they are able to do when inter-

ference from tUe respiratory centre it fortfe/y eliminated
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The vigour of expulsions is a thing to be constant-

ly attended to. Any attempt to develop speed at the

cost of vigour is in the wrong direction.

The degree of vigour and speed, the measure of a

single round, the number of rounds to be done at one
sitting and the total amount of exercise to be done in a
day. ore things which should be cautiously and judicially

determined. Kapalabhati is a vigorous exercise and there*

fore less innocent than Ujjayf. Hence the necessity of

being very careful in getting the right sort of dose. We
shall close this article by repeating here whnt we have

said in our article on Ujjayi.

The whole treatment accorded to the subject here, Is from

the point ot view oj an average man of health. People not

suffering from any serious trouble either of the heart or of

the lungs, can also follow these Instructions with suitable

changes. But any one suffering from a pulmonary or car-

diac disorder, Is strictly Warned against taking lo these prac-

tices on his own responsibility. He must consulI an expert.
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Editorial Notes

Mav (he Maker of all make this journal a success. Bless-

ed is the name of the Lord. May He bless the worker® of the

Arframa with a happy and prosperous career as servants of the

world which is only the Lord Himself objectified. May He,
that has created us in Mis infinite wisdom, lead us to the light

that is beyond all darkness.

IT is alter two years and a half that a fresh number of

Yo&a-MlmAusA is being issued to our readers. Although the

journal has been irregular in its publication from its very

birth, there was never such a long break in its career up to

now. We deeply regret tlre.se extreme irregularities of our

editorial work, but Immhly crave to be forgiven by the gen-

erous public and sincerely request them not to discontinue

their patronage to our journal.

* + <*

Our warmest thanks arc due to the present subscribers of

Yoga-Mtmdfisd. Inspite of more than two years’ suspension of

ts publication, these subscribers have shown utmost patience

and in their inquiries about the issue of the present number
they have not said anything that cannot be called polite.

Y. M. 2« 179
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The following few paragraphs are written with a view to

keep our readers acquainted with the developments of the

Urania. It is not an attempt to defend ourselves against the

charge of editorial irregularity. Wc frankly plead guilty to

tliat charge.

* *

Publication of Yoga-Mbn&itsd journal is, indeed, a very

important activity of the /Urania. But there are other activities

which arc, perhaps, more important than this
;
and have to be

given prior attention, if the cause for which the Kaivafya-

illuimn stands is to prosper as a whole. In the beginning of

1931, it became vividly clear to us that the progress of the

Aiframa would come to a standstill, if wc did not immediately

enter upon some new activities in addition to the work that was

then being turned out by the Kaivalyadlidinu. The following

were the new activities that claimed our immediate attention

:

(
i) Opening of a branch of the Urania, in Bombay.

(
ii

)

Publi-

cation of popular handbooks of Yoga.
(
III

)

Adaptation of

Yogic exercises to the needs of educational institutions. ( iv )

Creation of an exclusive Spiritual Centre. We are' happy to

see that we could, by the grace of the Lord, start all these

activities during the last two years, and make them at least

a humble success.

* *

Thb circulation of Yoga-Mlmdiisil throughout the length

and breadth of India had, even before 1931, attracted the at-

tention of many educated Indians to Yogic Physical Culture and
Yogic Therapy. Rut going over to the Adrama at

1 Lonavla for

cultural and therapeutical work was possible only for a lucky

few, because such a thing required the absence of the intend-

ing physical culturist or patient from his home and from his

pest of duty for a considerably long time, besides incurring

the heavy expenses of travelling, at times across hundreds of

miles ! It was, therefore, clear that Yogic Physical Culture-and
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Yogic Therapy
,

if they were to command a wider popularity,

must be introduced into the big cities of India by establishing

branches of the ASrama there. Bombay happened to be so near

and so many citizens of Bombay had taken genuine interest in

the affairs of tire Arframa, that it was decided to open the first

branch in this premier city of India. Immediately work was

undertaken in that direction and in January, 1932, the Bombay
Branch was established, with its headquarters at Borivli, one

of the most beautiful and healthy suburbs ot Bombay, and a

Health Centre at Santa Cruz, another suburb nearer the city.

The KaivalyadhAnia Health Centre at Santa Cruz proved

to be very attractive. A summary of the Medical Officer's

report on the working of that Centre, will be found in the

Miscellaneous Section. People of different castes and creeds

took advantage of the facilities offered by this Centre and

vastly improved their health. Attendance at Santa Cruz was,

however, being found inconvenient hy the public coming from

Bombay proper. Hence the Health Centre was shifted to the

heart of the city last March, and is now working opposite the

Charni Road Railway Station in a building ideally situated for

this work. The successful working of our Health Centre in

Bombay has clearly demonstrated the need of such a centre

in every city of our Motherland. Visitors from different parts

of our country were so much impressed with the efficacy of

Yogic exercises as they arc systematized and scientifically ad-

ministered to patients and physical culturists by the Arframa,

that we have been already asked by responsible people to put

in schemes for running similar centres in two other important

cities. We feel sure that in the iulncss of time, the Kaivalya-

(iiithna will have to manage a network of such centres spread-

ing over the whole of India.

«

Even before starting the Bombay Branch, there were

pcaistent demands from all over India for popular handbooks
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of Yoga. Yoga-Mltndiisd, no doubt, makes an excellent text-

book in Yogic exercises. In fact it is very largely used as

such by thousands. But its price is beyond the reach of many.

Again there is so much of theory discussed in the pages of

this journal and the practical lessons are so widely scattered

over its different issues, that the reader has to turn over sever-

al numbers for getting practical information on a particular

subject. Hence the want of popular and cheap handbooks
devoted to the practical treatment of the different types of

Yogic exercises, such na Asanas, PrApAyAma, Shat KriyAs, etc.,

was very keenly felt. The same want began to be felt much
more keenly when hundreds of educated people began to take

lessons in Yogic culture iu Die city of Bombay. We, there-

fore, instituted the Popular Yoga Scries and brought out two
lundbooks, one of Prilndydma and the other of Asanas.

Others arc to follow in due course of time.

Here wc wish to draw our readers’ attention to what we
have said about the Popular Yoga Series in the preface to the

handbook of Pr»p&yAma. "The Popular Yoga Series is no
substitute of Yoga-MimAhsA. Whoever wishes to understand
Yoga from the modern point of view and cares to learn

thoroughly and intelligently the anatomy and physiology of

diflercnt Yogic exercises, must study Yoga-MImfthsA." On
the contrary it may ho pointed out that readers of Yoga-
Mlmdi'tsd need not study these handbooks. Most of the matter

appearing therein is to be merely a reprint of the articles in

the Yoga-Mlmdixsd journal. Some chapters contained in the

Popular Yoga Series thus far published, are, indeed, written

afresh and present a new angle oj vision to the students of

Yogic culture. Wc are, therefore, including in this and the

next number of this journal all such new things as have ap-
peared in the Popular Yoga Series. Nay, wc hereby assure our
readers once for all that everything concerning Yoga that will

be published from the Kaivalyadhdma will ever find its place
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in Yoga-MittiAitsd and that the readers of this journal will

never he required to incur double expenses, first for Yoga-

MiniAhsa and then for the other publications.

•>

The establishment of A^rania branches in the cities, and

the publication of popular handbooks of Yoga will, no doubt,

very largely facilitate the spread of Yogic culture. Rut the in-

fluence of even these activities is bound to be limited. If Yogic

culture is to permeate through the life of every household,

and that is the ideal set by the members of the KaivalyadhAma

before themselves, it must be introduced in the educational

institution* of the land. Endeavours of the Arfrnma in this

direction have also borne some fruit. Early in 1932, the

Government of the United Provinces called us to Lucknow,

and with a view to introduce Yogic exercises in their educa-

tional institutions, got a few teachers trained in Yogic Physical

Culture. In this connection a Isttcr containing the remarks of

the Director of Public Instruction, U. P., which is printed in

the Miscellaneous Section, will be found interesting. We feel

confident that this laudable example of the U. P. Government

will be followed by other provincial governments in due course

of time, and in less than two decades, Yogic exercises will

form a part of the physical instruction given to each school-

going boy and girl in India.

In order to introduce these exercises in the educational

institutions, we had to adapt them to mass movement. This

lus been very successfully done and a handbook written on

the subject with the approval of the U. P. Government, will

soon be in the hands of the general public.

* <* <*

The three activities referred to above concern themselves

with the lower or physical side of Yoga. As must have beep

dear by this time to the readers of the Yoga-MimAAsd journal,

the interest of the KaivalyadhAma is centred round the higher
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or spiritual side of Yoga on a far larger scale than round the

physical side. All the Sftdhakas that have joined the Airama,

forming an integral part thereof, have come together for their

spiritual uplift, although the service of humanity through the

physical side of Yoga has all along been an important con-

sideration with them. Our physical and curative activities,

however, liave developed to such an extent that the whole

atmosphere of the Aframa, both at Lonavla and in Bombay, is

unduly influenced by the physical side of Yoga, rendering

higher spiritual work seriously difficult. Hence an exclusive

Spiritual Centre for the use of the advanced Sfidliakas of the

Adrama, lias long since become a sore need of the Kaivaha-

dkAma. We are greatly pleased to mention here that the

Afnma lias already secured a sacred and beautiful site for its

Spiritual Centre. But more of this in the next number.

As stated in one of the foregoing notes the Alrama has

nol only started these four important activities during the last

two years, but has also achieved some degree of success in

them. Hence we could now find time for the resumption of

the editorial work and with the deepest pleasure we arc pre-

senting this third number of Volume IV to our readers. May
we not hope to he forgiven all our faults and be getting the

same patronage at the hands of our readers that has been

accorded to us up to now ?

In this number we have included everything new that

lias appeared in the handbook of Asanas, Fresh information

appearing in the handbook of I'nUuiyiUtia will be supplied to

our readers in the next number which will contain, besides

this, valuable original articles shedding new light on the sub-

ject of Prlii,'tyftma.

« «

May the Lord that enabled us to found the Aframa, give

us strength enough to carry on its work ! May He ever widen

the circle of our sympathizers and thus allow us to serve Him
and His children to the best of our ability

I
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HUMAN BODY

INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking the human body consists of two cen-

tral parts called the trunk and the head. Attached to the

trunk at its upper corners are the arms and at its tCWer cor-

ners arc the legs. The arms are termed the upper extremities

and the legs are known as the lower extremities. Bones are

the hardest parts of the human body, and form the framework

of the physical structure. (Vide Fig. XXX). This frame-

work of hones supports the softer parts of the body such as

muscles which are attached to them. It also oilers effective

protection to some other parts of the human organism. For

instance, some of the bones are arranged in such a way that

they give wonderful protection to flic brain, the .spinal cord,

the heart and (he lungs. The, brain is held securely in the

bony case of the skull, and the spinal cord is safely lodged ill

the hollow of the backbone. Similarly the heart and the

lungs are located within the cage of the ribs. A very import-

ant group of organs such as the stomach, the intestines, the

liver, the spleen, the panel eas, and the kidneys, is situated in-

side the belly. These organs are ably protected there by

means of very strong muscles that go to form the walls ol the

belly and arc attached to the bones at the two ends. Thus

we find that the bony framework of the human body protects

directly or indirectly all the organs of vital importance and
also supports human flesh in the form of muscles in which il

is clothed. These muscles, however, would have given a very

uneven surface to the human body (vide Fig. XXXI), had

it not been for the fat which fills up the depressions in the

muscles and gives a rounded appearance to the different

parts. What little roughness would still be persisting, is

smoothed down by the skin forming the outermost coat of

the Jiuman body.
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TBB CELL

In the foregoing paragraph we have referred to several

parts of the human hody. Thus there are references to hones,

to the muscles, to the brain, to the liver, to the spleen and

also to the skin. Now when a man dies, all these parts of his

body al^rdie. But in the case of living persons we often find

that all these parts are not necessarily alive. Some of them

may be attacked by disease and decay while the remaining

body is sound and healthy. The above circumstance clearly

shows that the different parts of the human body have no

doubt a life which they share with the body as a whole, but

they have also their individual life which must end with the

whole hody, but which may end even when the other parts of

the body arc living. Take, foi instance, the case of a man
who gets a serious burn in which not only his skin, but even

some inner parts of his fingers are involved. What has be-

come to the skin and the fleshy parts of his lingers ? They
are dead ! They must be removed by a surgeon, so that fresh

skin and flesh may take their place. During treatment wc
can clearly observe that living flesh and skin arc slowly grow-

ing and taking the place of the dead parts that were previous-

ly scraped off.

Now Uic question arises as to what is the smallest unit in

the human body which while sharing the life of the body as

a whole, has its own independent life also ? The answer to

this question is the cell according to the science of biology.

This science looks upon the human body as a republic of cells.

Just as 111 a republic every person while sharing the life of the

whole republic, leads his own individual life, so in the human
body every cell while partaking of the life of the whole body,

lias also its own individual life. The cell is the ultimate

organic unit of the human body. In fact it is with the cells

that the body is constructed. It is the cells that undergo wear
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and tear when the human body is working. It is the cells

lhat are repaired when the human body is resting. It is the

cells that receive nourishment when the human body is being

treated with food and drink. It is the cells that arc crying lor

oxygen while the human body is gasping for breath.

Naturally it is the cells that must he studied, ifpuc wants

to understand tire structure and functions of the human body.

These cells arc extremely minute tilings and arc densely

packed in every part of the human body. They differ, how-

ever, very widely in size. Thus within the space of a cubic

millimeter we can hold several millions of them, if they arc of

the smallest variety
;

but within the same space we cannot

hold more than a thousand, il they happen to be of the biggest

size. It is calculated that we carry more than 5,000,000 of

these cells in a tiny drop of blood, that is only as big ns one

cubic millimeter.

What is the stuff of which the cells arc made ? They arc

made of a substance that is known as protoplasm. It resem-

bles the white of an egg and is considered by the biologist lo

be the physical basis of all life, biologists have come to the

conclusion that there is no life apart from protoplasm. It is

because of thin protoplasm that the cell can become an

independent organic unit so much so that it can live, it can

take nourishment, it can grow and it can even reproduce

its own kind.

The process of cell reproduction is very interesting. Each

cell has a highly specialized central part called the nucleus.

This nucleus is as it were the wry soul of the cell. So when
fhe process of reproduction starts, the nucleus first divides

itself into two. The two parts begin to work independently

and develop themselves into two full-fledged cells. When the

development is completed, they separate themselves into two

cells either of winch can in its turn become a mother and
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reproduce two cell* from itself. This process of cell-multipli-

cation can best be observed in a rapidly healing wound where

a large number of these cells is reproduced every day.

Although all cells are uniformly made of protoplasm, they

mutually differ in form according to the form of the organs to

which they belong. For instance, muscle-cells are spindle-

shaped, but gland-cells are cubical in form.

Several cells combine to form what arc called Hams in

anatomy. Broadly speaking, in some of the tissues of the

human body the original cells arc changed into fibres. Thus

the fibres of the nerves and of the skeletal muscles arc only

modifications of the cells. Every (issue has got not only its

distinctive form but also its specialized function to perform.

Organs all over the body arc made of these tissues, every one

of which is characterized by the functional activity of the

organ to which it belongs. .The activity of the muscles is

characterized by their contraction, so every muscular tissue

will he found to contract when stimulated to action. If a

tissue belongs to a gland, it will be found to secrete juices

when active. Similarly a nervous tissue will be found capable

of transmitting impulses.

Thus we have seen that the ultimate organic units of the

human body are cells. These cells combine themselves into

tissues each of which has its characteristic form and function

according to the form and function of the organ to which it

belongs. But what is it that enables the cells to live and

function ? As these cells work, they must undergo wear and
tear. What is it that enables them to repair themselves ? The
answer to this question is nourishment. Every one of these

cells is constantly being supplied with nourishment in the

form of oxygen, water, proteins, fats, sugars and salts. This

nourishment is derived from the air we breathe, the liquids

we drink, and the solids we eat. Out of this nourishment
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cells arc able to manufacture protoplasm which enables them
lo live and function and even to multiply.

We shall now proceed first to study the arrangements

made in the human body for carrying its nourishment to every

cell and then to see how the nourishing dements are prepared

out of the food and drink that \vc lake by the mouth, and the

air we take’ in by the nose. But even before we cfiTthis, we
shall tike a short notice of the bones and muscles that go to

form the bulk of the human body.

llUNEs

There are about two hundred bones in a human adult. As

stated in the introduction of this article they form the frame-

work ol the human body and support the softer part thereof.

Fig. XXX illustrates the human skeleton. This illustration will

make it clear that not only our trunk, legs and arms, but even

our toes and fingers have these, hard bones running through

them. Bones arc joined together by means of joints most of

which allow them movements within particular limits. These

movements are brought about by muscles which connect the

two bones joined together. In order that the movements of

the joints may be smooth not only soft pads of cartilages arc

inserted between the joining bones, but also a sort of lubrica-

tion is made available there in the form of secretions.

The most wonderful structure containing a series of joints

is the backbone or the vertebral column. This column origin-

ally consists of 32 separate pieces ol bones, each piece being

called a vertebra. In Fig. XXXII these vertebra.* can be

distinctly seen. It will be discovered that they arc only 26

because several of them have become fused together as they do

in Uie case of an adult. The first seven vertebra* arc situated

in the neck and hence arc called cervical, from cervix : the

neck. The twelve that follow arc located in the region of the

back and arc therefore named dorsal. The next five are called
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lumbar because they support the loins. Below these is the

sacrum, originally consisting of live bones but afterwards of

one continuous piece, the separate parts being united. The
last piece is the coccyx.

These vertebra are arranged one on the top of the other,

so that aa-cry one of them fits in with the one immediately
above it and also with the one immediately below it, through
partially movable joints. Between these vertebras soft bony
substances are placed to serve as cushions. They are called
cartilages, and allow free movements to the vertebra. Strong
fibrous bands called ligaments bind together these 26 separate

pieces of the vertebral column. Each vertebra has a hollow
ring inside it. The column is so arranged as to keep these

rings one above the other, forming a canal for the spinal
cord to lie in. It is, therefore, called the spinal canal. In
Fig. XXXII this canal is indicated by C.

Very strong muscles surround tins vertebral column and
enable it to move in almost all directions. Thus it can bend
backwards and forwards, to the right and to the left, so also
it can have considerable right and left twists. 31 pairs of
spinal nerves exit through the spaces left between every two
adjoining vertebras and spread themselves to the different
parts of the body.

THE MUBOUIiAH SYSTEM

The muscular system consists of muscles about five hun-
dred in number. They constitute what is popularly known as
flesh. They not only cover the skeleton, but also occupy the
deeper parts of the human body. The skeletal muscles are
made up of small, elongated thread-like structures called
muscular fibres. The muscular coats of the stomach, the
intestines etc., arc made up of cells. When a muscle is work-
mg these fibres ami cells contract and consequently bcQome
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shorter. The result is that the whole muscle is contracted

and becomes shorter. When a muscle composed of fibres. is

at work, it not only becomes shorter but also thicker in the

middle. This thickening of the muscle in the middle can
best be felt and seen in the ease of our biceps. This muscle

crosses our upper arms in the front and its work is responsible

tor bending our forearm in the elbow. If we grasp our right

arm with the left hand while the right elbow is straight and

then if we bend the right forearm in the elbow, we find a

muscle bulging out under our hand. This muscle, is the

biceps and its bulging out is due to its thickening in the

middle because of its activity.

All the movements of our body are brought about by
muscles that cover the skeleton. We can bring about any one
of these movements at our will, simply because the muscles
connected with these movements arc under the control of our
will. Hence these muscles arc' called voluntary. There are

other muscles, however, which we cannot contract at our will.

Their work is being done independent of our will-power.

Such muscles are called iiwolnnlary. The best examples of in-

voluntary muscles are the stomach, the intestines and the heart.

The walls of arteries arc also made of •involuntary muscles.

We shall understand the working of the involuntary

muscles when we come to the study of the different systems

to which they belong. At present, we shall hike into consid-

eration a few voluntary muscles of importance.

The tliaphratfm is perhaps the most important voluntary

muscle in the human body. Being strongly built it divides

the thorax from the abdomen, serving as a partition between

the two. The diaphragm is a dome-shaped muscle, the con-

vex surface of it being turned towards the chest. It moves
up and down several times a minute. When it descends the

vertical capacity of the chest is increased, which leads to the
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act of inspiration. On the side of the abdomen this descent

of the diaphragm exerts a gentle pressure upon the abdominal

viscera and gives them a sort of massage, which helps them
considerably in maintaining their health.

The diaphragm is not, however, the only muscle that

brings atout respiration. There are others situated between

the ribs. These muscles are called intercostal, They help the

ribs to move up and down.

On the side of the belly there arc a number of strong

muscles which hold together the abdominal viscera. We
might here take notice ol only two of them, the two straight

muscles that vertically cross the front wall of the abdomen.

They are called abdominal recti. On the upper side they are

attached to the ribs and on the lower side to the pubic bone.

When they contract they give a lorward bend to the body.

During respiration they m«vc in co-operation with the

diaphragm, and just like it massage the different organs held

in the abdominal cavity and promote their health.

Having studied a few facts about the bones and muscles

which form the bulk of the human hotly, we come to the

nourishment of the cells of which the whole body is made.

THU CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

The duty of carrying the nutrient material to every cell

in the human body is assigned to a fluid called the blood.

This is something witli which every one of 11s is familiar. It

consists of a liquid called the liquor sanguinis or plasma and

minute solid particles called corpuscles. The corpuscles are ol

two varieties : red and white. Red corpuscles are smaller in

size but far too numerous than the white ones. The average

size of a red corpuscle may be about of an inch in di-

amctcr. Hence a cubic inch of the blood will contain millions

and millions of these corpuscles.
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The total quantity ol the blood in a healthy adult human
body has been estimated to be equal to onc-thirtccnth of its

total weight According to .this proportion a man weighing
156 pounds will have 12 pounds of the blood in him.

This quantity of the blood is constantly being circulated

throughout the body and is being brought to every cell there-

in. When coining to the cell, the blood brings oxygen, pro-

teins, fats, sugars, and salts to them which they pick up for

their nutrition. While going away from the cell, the blood

ia loaded with carbon dioxide, urea etc., whicli the cells throw

into it as waste products. These waste products are ultimate-

ly eliminated front the system through the lungs, the skin and

the kidneys to which they arc brought by the blood in its

ceaseless How. In this way the necessary purity of the blood

is constantly preserved. The cells arc perpetually depriving

tlic blood of the nutrient material it carries with it. Hence the

blood has constantly to borcowtTm material from the lungs and
the digestive system, and thus to satisfy the needs of the cells.

The work of carrying oxygen to the cells (alls upon the

red corpuscles of the blood. They contain a solid substance

called luvnioglobhi which has a great friendship for the oxygen

gas. This hicmoglobin picks up oxygen from the lungs and

brings it to the cells.

We have to note here the following characteristics of

haemoglobin. When this substance combines with oxygen it

becomes scarlet red in appearance, but when deprived of

oxygen it becomes purple in colour. Further if hemoglobin

combines with carbon dioxide, its colour becomes entirely

dark. These characteristics of luemoglobin will help us to

understand the difference between the colour of tire blood

coming to the cells and the colour of the blood going away

from them. Let us see how. When the blood is flowing to

the cells, the hemoglobin in its red corpuscles is combined
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with oxygen, and has a bright red appearance which it lends

to the whole quantity of the blood to which it belongs. But

when tlie blorxl is flowing away from the cells, the hemoglobin

of the red corpuscles becomes deprived of its oxygen. Not

only that but it becomes combined with the carbonic acid gas

which the cells pass into the blood. Now the hemoglobin of

the blood thus combined with carbon dioxide becomes dark

in colour and lends a darkish appearance to the whole blood.

Up to now we have studied the nature of the blood and

also the work it lias to do in the human body. We shall now

proceed to sec what apparatus has been set up to keep the

blood going on its ceaseless round.

This apparatus consists of the heart, the arteries, the

capillaries and the veins. The heart is the central pumping
station from which the fluid of the blood circulates in the body.

A big tube starts from the heart which divides and subdivides

itself several times till at last its branches reach every organ

in the human body. This big tube is called the aorta, .uul its

branches leading to the different organs have their individual

names, the aorta and its ramifications being called arteries.

These arteries after reaching the respective organs become
distributed into countless minute tubes tile smallest of them
having a diameter hardly bigger than ^ of an inch. These
liaii -like tubes are called capillaries These capillaries pene-

trate every organ so thoroughly that every cell of the organ is

surrounded by them in every part of the human organism.

1 his network of capillaries after penetrating every organ
through and through, reunites to form bigger and bigger
tubes, till at last two very big tubes are formed which complet-
ing the round of tubes open into the heart. The tubes which
join the capillaries with the heart arc called veins.

We shall now try to sec something more of this appara-
tus which goes by the name of the circulatory system. The
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heart is a pear-shaped hollow organ whose walls arc made ujj

of an involuntary muscle. It is placed in the chest between the

two lungs. (Vide Fig. XXXI II). The cavity of the heart is

divided by a septuin into two parts, the right and the left, the

place of the septum being indicated by a groove which crosses

the outer surface of the heart muscle. (Vide Fig. XXXIV).

Again each of these two parts, the right and the left is further

divided into two chambers, the upper and the lotfer. The

upper chambers arc called atria or auricles and the lower

chambers arc called ventricles. Thus there arc four chambers:

the right auricle, the right ventricle, the left auricle, and the

left ventricle. Between each auricle and the corresponding

ventricle there is a valve which allows the blood to pass from

the auricle to the ventricle, but due* not allow any blood to

pass Ittick from the ventricle to the auricle. Tubes in the form

of arteries and veins stand connected with the heart.

We have already seen that the heart is an involuntary

muscle. It contract* and relaxes something like 70 times a

minute in a healthy individual. Its contraction is called systole

while its relaxation is known as diastole. Systole is the time of

action for the heart whereas liiastoU is the time of rest. It is

to be noted that the heart docs not contract as a whole at

once, hut the contraction takes place ill parts, first in the two

auricles and immediately thereafter in the two ventricles.

Both auricles and ventricles relax after their respective periods

of contraction when the whole heart is at rest. It is observed

that diastole of Uie heart lasts a little longer than its systole.

Hence they say that the heart sleeps for thirteen hours and

works for eleven hours every day. The sleeping heart pass-

ively receives the blood from the body and the waking heart

actively propels it into the body.

Let us now follow the current of the blood that is kept

going round by the circulatory system. Two big veins, the
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superior vena cava and the inferior vena cava
(
Fig. XXXIV),

pour the blood into the right auricle of the heart. The supe-

rior vena cava drains those parts of die body that arc situated

above the level of the heart, whereas the other vein drains the

other parts. During this time the right auricle is in diastole.

When full this auricle contracts and squeezes its contents into

the right Ventricle which receives them passively, itself being

in a relaxed condition. Now it is the turn of the right ventri-

cle to contract and to force out the blood it contains into the

pulmonary artery for being taken to the lungs. The blood

received from the two cav* is full of carhon dioxide which is

to be eliminated. Hence the heart sends this blood to the

lungs. There that gas is got rid of and fresh oxygen is picked

up. When this is done the blood becomes charged with

oxygen. It gets also its colour changed from purple to red

scarlet. Now this oxygenated blood is to he distributed to

the different cells in the body.' For this purpose it is brought

from the lungs to the heart by the pulmonary vein. The

blood is first poured into the left auricle when it is in diastole.

Thereafter that auricle contracts and forces the blood into the

left ventricle. The left ventricle then contracts and pushes

out the blood into the aorta and its various branching arteries.

The left ventricle contracts with such a vigour that the

blood forced out into the aorta is sent throughout its ramifica-

tions with a jerky motion. It is this jerk that constitutes the

pulse which medical men feel in the patient's wnst. An idea

of the vigour with which the left ventricle works can also be

bad by the feeling of the hearl beat in the chest. This beat

is the result of the left ventricle dashing itself against the

chest wall while undergoing its forceful contraction.

During each contraction the heart propels about four

ounces of the blood into the arteries. We have seen that the

heart contracts 70 times in a minute. Thus we find that every
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minute the heart pushes into the arteries as much as 280

ounces ot the blood or in other words as much quantity of it

as is sufficient to fill half a tin of kerosine oil

!

From the arteries the blood passes into the capillaries

and from the capillaries into the veins. Ultimately the two

cav» gather the blood Irom all the veins and pour jt into the

right auricle.

The blood pushed into the arteries feels the propelling

force of the heart every time. This force is the strongest just

near the heart, but it becomes weaker and weaker as the blood

gets further away. In the capillaries the propelling force be-

comes so weak that the blood loses the jerky motion which it

has in the arteries. Hence the blood flow in the capillaries is

smooth. In the veins the propelling force continues to weak-

en increasingly till it is entirely lost when the blood returns

near the heart. In fact the heart has to suck up the blood

from the veins that unite with it.

As stated above the blood squeezed out of the heart flows

through the blood-vessels, namely, the arteries, the capillaries

and the veins. The arteries and the veins arc made up of the

same types of tissues. In some parts the clastic tissue pre-

dominates, in others, the contractile. But the arteries arc far

stronger in their structure than the veins. Hence when

empty, veins will collapse, whereas arteries will maintain their

tubular form. Even the weakest veins, however, do not allow

the blood flowing through them lo exchange its contents with

anything outside their walls. It is only in Ihe capillaries that

this exchange takes place, because the walls of the capillaries

are extremely thin. Thus the blood while going through the

capillaries of the lungs exchanges its carbon dioxide with the

oxygen of the air in the air-cells
;
and while passing through

the capillaries of the other parts of the human body, it ex-

changes its nutrient material including oxygen with the waste
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products of the cells, these waste products consisting of the

carbonic acid gas, etc.

THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

In our study of the circulatory system we have seen that

the blood when flowing through the capillaries of the lungs ex-

changes its carbonic acid gas with the oxygen of the air that is

contained in the air-cells of the lungs. This exchange of gases

becomes possible only because quantities of fresh air arc being

constantly brought to the pulmonary area. We shall now
proceed to see how these fresh quantities of air are made avail-

able for the gaseous exchange in the lungs.

If we take an elastic rubber ball having one opening and
if we press the ball, we hud that a part of the air contained in

the ball is. squeezed out. Again if we remove the pressure

from the ball, it resumes its original size and while doing so it

sucks up some air from outside. We shall now try to under-
stand why this happens. The air outside the ball like the free

air everywhere, is always under the pressure of one atmos-
phere or pressure equal to 760 mm. ot mercury.* Under nor-

mal conditions the air inside the ball also remains under an
equal pressure, because through the opening it communicator
freely with the air outside. Now when the ball ie pressed, its

internal capacity diminishes and the pressure on the air inside

the ball increases. Hence a part of that air is expelled, so
that the pressure inside the ball and the pressure outside il

becomes equal. Again when the pressure is removed from
the ball, it resumes its original size and regains its original

capacity which is bigger than its capacity in the compressed
condition. A part ol the original air remains driven out.

Hence when the ball returns to its normal size, it has in it

much loss air than it can hold. That is the air inside the ball

1 Thta U (he prciwre ol the alltxuphore at the tea-loieL Ae one rfcei higher up
thii pcenure gee* on decreeing proportionately.
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is at a lower pressure Ilian Ihc air outside. Hence some air

from the atmosphere gets into the ball and equalizes its internal

and external pressure.

Now instead of one if we take two balls and if the opening

of eacli ball were to end in a tube, the two tubes afterwards

uniting into one, and if we fill up the halls with wry elastic

pieces of sponge through which air can penetrate, these balls

will exactly illustrate the lungs. Let us see how.

There arc two lungs, the right and the left, both of

them arc made up of a spongy substance. This substance is

divided into three parts in the right lung and into two parts

in the left, each of the parts being called a lobe. ( Vide

Fig. XXXIII I. The spongy substance of each lung is held in an

air-tight bag having two coverings in close contact with each

other, so that the two coverings make one coat only. These

coverings arc called the pleura'.'

The coat of each lung has only one opening. It is in the

form of a tube called the bronchus. The lube connected with

the left lung is known as the left bronchus whereas the tube

connected with the right lung is known as the right bronchus.

The two bronchi unite to form the trachea which opens into

the throat, which throat in its turn communicates with the

nose. It is through the bronchi, the trachea, the throat and

the nose that the lungs keep communication with the outside

atmosphere.

The two lungs are held in an air-tight cage called the

chest. The sides of this cage are made up of the flexible ribs

and its bottom is made up of a very stout muscle called the

diaphragm. The ribs arc moved up and down by means of

the intcrcostals. Because of the action of the diaphragm and

the intercostals, the chest expands and contracts, several times

in a minute. Now when the chest contracts the lungs inside
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are pressed and the air contained in them is forced out, just as

.he air Irani Die elastic rubber ball referred to in the last but

one paragraph, is forced out under pressure, 't his going out

of the air from the lungs is called exhalation. Again when the

chest expands, the pressure in the lungs is lowered. Hence

they suck up some air from the atmosphere. This sucking tip

of Hie external air into the lungs is called inhalation. Both

inhalation and exhalation constitute the act of respiration

and the apparatus used in this acl is called the respiratory

system.

In the foregoing paragraph we have seen how air is drawn

into the lungs. Wr shall now see how it is brought close

to the blood circulating through the lungs for an exchange

of gases. We have referred to the bronchi which enable the

lungs to communicate with the atmosphere. These bronchi

after entering the lungs, divide and subdivide themselves

into numerous smaller and still smaller branches till their

diameter measures liardty more than j„- of an inch. Here

these fine bronchial tubes stop subdividing themselves further,

but form very tiny ait -cells roundabout them. When the air

drawn into the lungs COmes as tar as these air-cells, it finds

that the walls of the air-cells arc so thin that it can easily leak

out it it is wanted outside the air-cells. Now forming a sort

of network with the air-cells in the lungs are distributed the

blood capillaries bringing from the heart quantities of the

blood full of carbonic acid gas. This gas the blood is anxious

to get rid of and obtain oxygen instead for the nourishment

of the cells all over the body. The walls of these capillaries

also arc so thin that they can allow carbon dioxide to escape

and oxygen to come in its exchange. Even the combined

thickness of the walls of the air-cells and capillaries is not

sufficient to stop this exchange of gases. So the air from the

lungs takes up carbon dioxide from the capillaries and lends

its oxygen to the blood instead.
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Iii every inhalation we take about 500 c.c. of air into the

lungs. This contains little less than 105 c.c. ol oxygen.

All this oxygen is not, however, taken up by the blood. The
blood takes up only about 24 c.c. of it and returns nearly an

equal quantity of tho carbonic arid gas. So when the air

comes out of the lungs, it contains all the carbonic acid gas

taken from the blood and also a targe quantity of oxygen that

remains unabsorbed by the blood. The rate ot respiration in

a healthy adult is from 14 to IS per minute.

THE UIUE8TIVE SYSTEM

In our study ol cells we have seen that they require oxy

gen, proteins, fats, sugars and salts for their life and growth.

Out of these oxygen is supplied to the cells by the respiratory

system. The system which is responsible for getting the

other nutritive material ready lor them is the digestive system.

Wi shall now proceed to study the different parts of which

this system is made up and Uie way in which it feeds the cells.

The digestive system consists mainly ol n continuous tube

known as the iilhiwnlury uwal, that is the passage along

which food passes through the body. This tube is something

like 30 feet in length and starting from the mouth ends at the

anus. Only a small part of it is situated in the chest, most

of the tube being held in the abdomen. The part next to tlx

mouth is the pharynx which descends down the throat and

ends in the asophagus or the gullet. Passing behind the

trachea the msopliagus crosses the chest almost vertically, till

it pierces the diaphragm and enters the abdomen. (Vide

Fig. XXXV ). The cesophagus is something like ') inches in

length. After coming into Ihe abdomen in the form of the

cesophagus, the digestive tube becomes greatly dilated to form

the stomach. So the stomach is only a dilated part of the ali-

mentary canal. The stomach, however, is not a straight lube.
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II is curved. Kig. XXXV illustrates the inner or the lesser

curve and also the outer or the greater curve. The stomach

lies just below the diaphragm and crosses the abdomen from

left to right. It ends in the small intestine. The stomach

has two openings. The upper opening connects it with the

ifisophagiw and the lower one joins it with the small intestine.

Both these' openings arc formed of strong muscular rings which

remain closed ordinarily, but winch open when necessary.

The upper opening is called the cardiac orifice and the lower

one the pyloric orifice.

The small intestine is so named because it is small in

calibre. It is, however, 22 feet in length. This whole length

is admirably held inside the abdomen in several coils as

illustrated in Kig. XXXVI. The small intestine is divided

into three parts, these successive parts being named as the

duodenum, the jejunum and the ileum.

The ileum opens into the targe intestine or the colon by

means of a valve called the ileo-cecat valve. The colon is

called the large intestine because of its big calibre which varies

Irom 1*5 to 3 incites in diameter. The length of the colon is

only 5 feet. In the abdomen it passes in a curve round the

coils of the small intestine and gets different names for its diff-

erent parts. That part of it which is below the ileo-cecal valve

is called the cecum. To this cecum is attached externally a

small organ called the appendix. This organ when inflamed

gives rise to the disease appendicitis.

The colon ends in the rectum which is only some6 incites

in length. The last part of the colon, hence also of the diges-

tive tube, is called the anal canal. It is only an inch in length.

The rectum and the anal canal arc continuous. The opening
by which the digestive lube terminates is called the amis. It is

guarded by a strong muscular ring which opens at the time of

defecation, but otherwise remains contracted and dosed.
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The digestive tube is made of strong muscular ccots. fl

wave of contraction travels clown the tube and pushes forth thd

food contents. Such a wave is called peristalsis. It the wave

travels in the opposite direction, it takes the contents back-

wards. The backward wave is called anti-peristalsis. The

action of vomitting is brought about by anti peristalsis.

The inner surface ol the whole ol the digestive tube is

lined with the mucous membrane, the same line delicate thing

that covers the cavity of the mouth. Several glands arc situ-

ated in this tube and pour their secretion* into it for helping

the digestive process. The salivary glands arc Incited in the

mouth, the gaslnc nr peptic glands in the mucous membrane oi

the stomach and the intestinal glands in the mucous membrani

lining the intestines.

No description of the digestive apparatus can be complete

without taking into account two accessory glands, the liver and

the pancreas.

The liver is the biggest gland in the human hody. It

weighs as many as 55 ounces. It is situated oil the right side ol

the abdomen just below the diaphragm. < Vide Fig. XXXVI ).

Its left part extends a little even beyond the breastbone. The

liver plays a very important part in the digestive system. The

venous blood carrying with it nourishing material collected

from the stomach and the intestines has to pass through this

gland and be worked upon by it. If the liver does not func-

tion satisfactorily this nourishing material suffcis in quality

and leads to various disorders. The liver is responsible for an

important product called the bile. This product is generally

first stored up in a vessel called the gail-blodder (Fig. XXXVI ),

and then poured into the duodenum through the bile-duct.

The pancreas is much smaller than the liver. It weighs

only 2 to 3 ounces and is irregularly pnsmoid in shape. It is
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situated behind the stomach. This gland has a secretion which

is poured into the duodenum along with the bile and is known

as the pancreatic juice. It plays a very important part in the

digestion of food.

Tims far we have considered the digestive apparatus. Let

us now sea how this apparatus digests the food that we take

and how i’t sends the nourishing material on to the cells.

In order to understand the problems of digestion and nu-

trition, it is necessary for us to know a few chemical and phys-

ical facts. Chemically examined the different articles ol food

we take fall into four heads, namely, proteins, carbohydrates,

tats and salts. Out of these, carbohydrates contain starches

and sugars. It is possible for the constituents of an article

of food to fall under a single category, but generally foodstuffs

combine the different chemical varieties noted above. For

instance, sugar falls under carbohydrates only. Ghee is nothing

but fat. But wheat, bajri or rice is a combination of proteins,

fats and carbohydrates
;
whereas milk contains all the four

varieties mentioned above. Of course the proportion of differ-

ent varieties differs in different foodstuffs. For example, the

percentage of fat present in rice is only 0'4, but in wheat it is

17 and in buffalow’s milk 9. Another fact which needs our

attention in regard to these chemical constituents of food is

their solubility or otherwise in water. Halts and sugars arc

soluble in water whereas proteins, starches and fats are insolu-

ble. Now the membrane which covers the inner surface of the

digestive tube allows only those chemical substances to pass

through it which arc soluble in water, lienee sails and sugars

can pass through the membrane, but proteins, fats and starches

cannot. We have, however, seen that the cells of the human
body constantly stand in need of not only salts and sugars, but

also of proteins, fats and starches. Now these latter varieties

of food constituents, if they are to reach the cells, must do so,

by getting into the blood current, and they can get into the
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blood current only if they can pass through the membrane

Again they can pass through the membrane, only if they art?

rendered soluble in water. This is exactly what is done by the

process of digestion. The different glandular secretions that

arc poured into the food tuhe, act upon the constituents of the

food we take, and render them soluble in water. So we can

define digestion as the process by which the different constit-

uents of the foodstuffs arc rendered soluble in water by the

action of the glandular secretions of the alimentary canal, so

that they could get into the current of the blood and be carried

to the cells of the body for their nourishment.

Having studied the general nature of digestion, let us now

know some details of this process, As seen in the last para-

graph, out of the foodstuffs we take, sugars and salts are soluble

in water and can pass to the blood current directly. But

the starchy part of carbohydrates, so also proteins and fats

require to be made soluble before they can pass through the

mucous membrane of the food tube. I.ct us now see how this

is accomplished.

The first operation which the food we take undergoes, is

mastication. It is necessary for the foodstuff to be very finely

powdered even while it is still in the mouth. The different

juices which bring about digestion can act upon the food far

more thoroughly, if the foodstuff is reduced to minute particles.

Hence the need of thoroughly chewing our food whenever it

is taken. Further the process of digestion starts right from

the mouth. Saliva which is liberated hy the salivary glands

acts upon the starchy pail of carbohydrates of our food and

converts it into sugar thus rendering it soluble in water. Saliva

which ordinarily keeps the mouth moist, moistens the masti-

cated food and also helps us in swallowing it comfortably. As

our experience tells us, dry stuff is so difficult to he pushed

down the throat. After getting into the stomach through the

gullet, the food comes in contact with the gastric juice which
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is secreted by the gastric or peptic glands situated in the

mucous membrane of the stomach. This juice acts upon the

proteins and turns them into peptones which are soluble in

in water. From the stomach the food goes into the small

intestine. Here it meets with the pancreatic juice which is a

very powerful digestive agent. It acts on all the insoluble

constituents of our food, namely, starches, proteins, and fats.

Out of these, lats are digested almost exclusively by the pan-

creatic juice. But in the cases of proteins and starches the

work of the pancreatic juice is only supplementary. If a part

of starches escapes the action of saliva or a part of proteins

escapes the action of the gastric juice, these parts arc taken care

of by the pancreatic juice and the work of the saliva and the

gastric juice is completed by it It is to he remembered that

the bile from the Uver and the secretion of the intestinal glands

also play some part in the process of digestion. While these

different secretions arc acting* upon the food, it is travelling

down the digestive tube; and by the time the food reaches the

end of the small intestine, the process of digestion is almost

completed.

Thu# we sec that the different constituents of our food arc

digested in the alimentary canal because of the action of differ-

ent juices poured into it by various glands. These digested

constituents having been rendered soluble in water become
dissolved in it and a sort of solution is prepared. We have

already seen that the membrane covering the inner surface of

the digestive tube is so thin that it allows such a solution to

pass through it. Now just beyond this membrane there is the

blood current circulating through the capillaries. The walls

of these capillaries too are very thin and allow the foodstuff

to get right into the blood current. This passing of the

digested food into the circulatory system lor being carried to

the cells all over the body, is known as absorption . Ultimate-

ly when the cells pick up the nutritive elements from the blood
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and utilize them for their nourishment, the process is known

as assimilation or nutrilioii.

The process of digestion starts in the mouth, but the

process of absorption begins in the stomach. Whatever part

is thoroughly digested becomes dissolved in water and is ab-

sorbed by the walls of the alimentary canal. Thus the

stomach is responsible for the absorption of salts, sugars and

peptones, whereas the small intestine absorbs not only these

but also fat. Most of our nutrition is absorbed through these

two part* of thfe food tube. Absorption does take place in

the colon also, but this part of the bowel mostly extracts

watery portions from the contents that arc presented to it by

the small intestine.

Bowel contents move very slowly through the colon.

Food completes its journey of about 25 feet and reaches the

ilco-cccal valve in four hours onrl » half, hut it takes more
than mx hours to move along the 4 feet ol the colon. Owing

to this slow progress of the bowel contents in the colon, the

watery portion gets ample time for being absorbed into the

system and by the time these contents reach the last part of

the large bowel, they become semi-solid. There they lie till

they arc evacuated in defecation.

The food lube is made of involuntary muscles. Hence

their contraction which expresses itself in the form of peri-

stalsis or anti-peristalsis is not under the control of our will.

Students of Yoga can bring at least a part of these involuntary

muscles under their control. But that is only an exception

and not the rule. What is it then that ordinarily stalls peri-

stalsis and thus propels the food along the tube ? Generally it

is the chemical stimulus of the food itself. The chemical

contents of the food us it is being digested stimulate the

nerves that control the intestinal muscles and set up a wave

of peristalsis. In this connection the part played by the bile
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fis very important .
1 It greatly helps the bowel movement be-

cause of its chemical nature. Mechanical stimulus is also a

factor to be taken into account in studying the intestinal

action. It has been found that peristalsis becomes weak if a

particular amount of internal or external pressure is not ex-

erted on the food tube.

The few facts about the digestive system tliat we noted up

to now, will show that digestion is bound to sufler if the juices

necessary for this process are not available or being available

arc not of the necessary strength. This a exactly what

happens in the case of the disease called dyspepsia. Again the

peristaltic action of the food tube must be such as would push

the contents right up to its end and throw them out. If this

action is either weak or absent, constipation is the result.

Either in dyspepsia or in constipation, foodstuff delayed in the

tube begias to putrefy and dangerous toxins arc manufactured.

The process of absorption that is ever going on, puts these

toxins into circulation throughout the system and poisons the

different organs of the body. Hence health can he ensured

only if the digestive system is able not only to digest the food

but also to excrete the undigested and undigcstiblc foodstuff.

Along with the digestive scerctions, the bowels throw

into the lube other things which arc to be eliminated. So the

ordinary stool consists of not only the undigested and undi-

gestible food residue, but also some other things which the

system does not want.

THK UKINAIIY SYSTEM

In the foregoing part of this article we have seen that

the food tube acts not only as an organ of digestion but also

as an organ of excretion. There are other organs which have
an equally important excretory function. They arc the kid-

neys. Connected with the kidneys are the ureters, the bladder

I Tht hie Is alto rttpcnilblc (or rxrt allowing Ihc content* bowel* to pulrely.
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and the urethra. All lhc.se organs constitute what is callet

the urinary system.

While the body is functioning, it produces two poisonous

substances called the uric acid and urea. It is necessary foi

the human organism to get rid of these poisons. The work o)

driving out uric acid and urea i* done by the kidneys. The)

excrete a fluid called the urine in which these poisons arc held

in solution. The kidneys are situated in the hack side of the

abdomen. Each of them has a tube called the ureter passing

from it to the bladder which is a muscular bag situated in tilt

pelvis. Urine is secreted drop by drop and trickling down the

ureters is collected in the bladder. When this bag is full we

get a call for passing urine. If this call is not suppressed th»

bladder contracts and expels urine through a passage which i«

called the urethra. With urine both uric acid and urea art

excreted. Failure of the uripary system to function satis

factorily leads to the accumulation of the uric acid and urea in

the system causing different disorders therein.

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

Up to now we have seen how nutrient material is intro-

duced into the human body through the respiratory and the

digestive systems and how the material thus introduced is

taken to the different organs through the circulatory system.

We have also seen how the excretory organs such as the lungs,

the food tube and the kidneys throw out waste products. This

study is sufficient to show that there is a sort of co-ordination

amongst these systems working in the human organism. But

if we observe things more closely this co-ordination becomes

more evident. Let us watch a man that is engaged in doing

some violent muscular work. We find that his respirations

become more and more rapid and that his heart begins to beat

faster and louder. This shows that the work the man is doing

with his muscular system affects his respirator)- and circula-
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fory systems also. Why is it so ? It is because of the close

do-operation of these three systems. Violent muscular work

produces large quantities of carbon dioxide in the tissues.

These abnormally large quantities must be brought to the lungs

for being eliminated from the the body and for this the heart

must do additional work by making the blood circulation rapid.

That is why the heart beats faster and louder. Again when
the blood presents these extra large quantities of carbon dioxide

to the lungs for elimination, the lungs must put in additional

work for throwing them out through exhalation. Hence ex-

halations and consequently inhalations too become rapid.

But how is this co-operation brought about ? Is there any

ngency which stands responsible for this co-operation ? Yes,

the system which brings about this co-operation is the nervous

system. It is connected with all the different systems work-

ing the human body wbcrc.it controls their functions and
co-ordinates them. In the instance of co-operation we referred

to in the last paragraph, the abnormal quantities' of carbon
dioxide thrown into the blood by the vigorously working

muscles, require a message to be sent to two centres in the

nervous system, communicating to them the necessity of rapid

blood circulation and rapid respiration. These centres in their

turn issue orders to the organs of circulation and respiration

which in response immediately begin to do additional work.

In this way all co-ordination in the different systems is

brought about by the nervous system, its supreme ruling power
making such a thing possible. Let us therefore study this

nervous system in some detail.

The nervous system consists of two divisions, the central

or the cerebrospinal system and the autonomic system. The
latter is again divided into iwo parts : the sympathetic and the

parasympathetic. The central nervous system mainly consists
of the brain, twelve pairs of the cranial nerves, the spinal cord
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and thirty-one pairs of the spinal nerves. The sympathetic is

chiefly represented by two chains of ganglia placed one on

each side of the spinal column. The parasympathetic is found

near the brain and the sacrum.

Out of the different parts of the nervous system referred

to above, the brain and the spinal cord are collections of nerve-

cells. The brain, somewhat globular in form, is situated in the

skull and its principal part is known as the cerebrum. The

spinal cord whi,ch is elongated in shape is a prolongation of the

brain and' is held securely in the hollow of the spinal column.

As the cerebrum and the spinal cord constitute the main por.

tion of the central nervous system, it also goes by the name of

the cerebrospinal system. Cranial nerves start from the brain

and come out of the cranium. The spinal nerves start from

the spinal cord and issue out from the spinal column. All these

forty-three pairs of nerves spread themselves throughout the

body and form a closely woven network. The whole surface

of the human body is so thickly covered with nerve-endings

that not a pin could be placed thereon without touching some

one of them. That is why we arc able to delect the slightest

touch even of a very pointed instrument anywhere in our body.

Nerves arc made of fibres. They lave the appearance of a

thread. As they spread out they divide and subdivide them-

selves, till they reach all the inner and outer parts of the body

in fine fibres called nerve-endings. At its origin each nerve is

connected with a group of. nerve-cells which has a specialized

function and which is known as a nerve-centre.

Functionally these nerves may be divided into two classes:

motor or efferent and sensory or afferent. Motor nerves are

responsible for all the muscular activities of man. In their

case the impulse starts at the centre and travels along the

nerve to its further end where it sets up action in the muscle

connected with it. For instance when I wish to pick up a
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book from my table, that wish starts impulses in the brain

which travelling along the nerves excite the muscles of my
hand to do the work. The work of the sensory nerves is just

of the opposite nature. They carry impulses to the centres

from the further ends of the nerves. In the brain these im-

pulses are interpreted into sensations. Nerves responsible for

the sense o‘f sight, smell, taste, touch etc., arc all of this class.

The sympathetic nervous system mainly consists of two

rows of ganglia, that is, groups of nerve-cells, mutually con-

nected by means of cords composed of nervfe-libres. (Vide

Fig. XXXII ). Thus there arc two gangliated cords, and they

are placed one on each side of the spinal column. Branches

starling from these cords spread themselves to the different

glands and viscera situated in the thorax and the abdomen.

Life processes which arc ever going on in our body with-

out the intervention of our will? arc all under the influence of

the sympathetic nervous system. The manufacture of the bile

in the liver, the secretion of the pancreatic juice in the pancreas,

the peristaltic and anti-peristaltic actions of the intestines, the

beating of the heart, the movement of the lungs, all are carried

on by this part of the nervous system. As the sympathetic as

well as the parasympathetic systems work their way independ-
ent of our will, they arc called autonomic.

The foregoing study of the nervous system clearly shows
that all other systems working in the body arc under the

influence of this system. In fact the nervous system rules the

whole human organism. If the nerve supply of a particular

organ is cut off, the organ immediately ceases to work and will
ultimately be entirely useless. If the nerve supply of the
liand is cut oft, that hand will be immediately paralysed in
spite of its possessing well developed muscles. If the visual
centre in the brain goes out of order, the man will not be able
to see even when his eye is in tact. Therefore if all the bodily
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functions are to ho satisfactorily carried on, the nervous system

must be kept in a very efficient condition.

THE ENDOCKING GLANDS

We cannot close this description of the human body with-

out taking into consideration particular structures which in-

fluence all other structures in the human body including the

nerves. These structures arc known as endocrine or ductless

glands. These glands arc called endocrine because they have

an internal secretion as opposed to the external secretion like

the bile ot the liver or tire pancreatic juice of the pancreas.

External secretions leave tire secreting glands through ducts

such as the bile-duct or the pancreatic duct. But internal

secretions arc thrown directly into the blood current without

their leaving the glands of their origin. Hence endocrine

glands have no ducts and that is why thoy arc also called

ductless. Endocrine glands are situated in the different parts

of the body. Thus tire thyroid and the parathyroids arc situ-

ated in the neck. The pineal and the pituitary arc situated

respectively in the brain and at the base of fhc brain. The
adrenals or the suprarenal glands arc situated above the kid-

neys. The ovaries in the case of females arc situated in the

pelvis whereas the testes, the corresponding male rcprodutivc

structures, arc held hanging in the scrotum.

In the human body there arc some glandular structures

which have both an internal as well as an external secretion.

The best examples of these arc the pancreas and the testes.

The pancreatic juice winch we have already studied is the

external secretion ol the pancreas. The external secretion of

the testes is known as semen. From its origin it is conducted

through ducts to two sacks situated in the pelvis and is stored

up there before being utilized.

It has been experimentally found that the endocrine secre-

tions very powerfully affect the nervous system, and through
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it as well as otherwise maintain the physiological balance of

the human organism. If these secretions suffer in quality

pathological conditions arc rapidly established in the different

parts of the human body. We take a striking illustration of

extreme pathological conditions arising from the withdrawal

of the internal secretory activity of an endocrine organ. The
menopause which is characterized by physiological cessation

of menstruation, occurs when the ovaries cease to give their

internal secretion. This leads to irritation or depression, ver-

tigo, faintness, tachycardia, cold sensations in the hands and
feet, vicarious bleeding from various parts of the body, and
many other symptoms, which show that the whole balance is

upset. Generally speaking the disturbances arc not so uni-

venal, but arc confined to particular parts of the body. Still

these disturbances can amply prove the supreme importance
of the internal secretion of the ovaries. The thyroid secretion

provides another example. As soon as this secretion suffer*,

the cells of the most distant parts of the human body slowly
begin to undergo a change. The lull begin to grow gray, the

nails have a tendency to be brittle, fatty degeneration starts in

the arteries, the face tends to be wrinkled, weakness creep*
over the brain, in fact, many senile symptoms begin to be
apparent.

Preparations containing internal secretions arc made out
of endocrine organs of animals and arc used in the treatment
of diseases. This is what constitutes organotherapy.

Yogic Therapeutics aims at restoring the internal score-
lions to their normality by securing the health of the endocrine-
organs through Yogic practices.

CONCLUSION

From the study of the different systems working in the
human body, it is clear that their aim is to bring nutrition to
the millions of cells of which the body is composed and to
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repair the constant waste which these cells undergo because

of their ceaseless activity. This process of waste is called

catabolism. The process of repair by assimilation is called

anabolism. These two processes put together arc known as

metabolism. When anabolism is more active than catabolism

the body gets an opportunity to grow. But when catabolism

is more rapid than anabolism the body loses. In’ a growing

child the anabolic process more than makes up the waste

brought about by catabolism. Hence in the ease of such a

child there is constant development of the body. In a healthy

adult both the anabolic and catabolic processes balance them-

selves and thus enable him to keep up his body unimpaired.

In old age catabolism gets the upper hand and leads to n steady

wastage of tissues.

In our study of this article we have seen that the differ-

ent physiological systems of the human body arc mutually co-

operating with one .mother. When this co-operation is perfect,

harmonious physiological functioning is ensured. This har-

mony is known in the ordinary language as health. If any of

the systems fails to co-operate, this harmony is disturbed and

disease sets in. The aim of Yoga is to avoid disease and

ensure health by establishing and maintaining physiological

harmony in the human body.
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Folfaomg diseases
,
especially in their chronic condition

,

can be effectively treated by the Yogic methods :

/ Constipation.

2 Dyspepsia.

3 Headache.

4 Piles.

5 Heart-disease (functional).

6 Neuralgia.

7 Diabetes.

8 Hysteria.

9 Conjumfition.

to Obesity.

ix Sterility (certain types).

n Impotence.

13 Appendicitis, tk.

Therapeutical advice is given gratis at the Atrama to

patients comingfor consultation.

Arrangements have been made under the supervision of the

Atrama for patients to stay on payment of actual expenses
,

fts. 4sj. per mensem.



The Popular Section.



N. B.— Instruction in Yogic cullnre higher ns tveil as

lower, will be given grails al the Atranni In

everyone that carnally seeks it.
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PREPARING ONESELF FOR ASANAS

Yoga has a complete message for humanity. It lias a

message for the human body. It has a message for the

human mind and it has also a message for the human sow/.

Yoga-Sfistra unmistakably recognizes the interdependence

of body and mind. • It prescribes exercises both for the body

and th.e mind, so that the two might develop themselves in a

spirit of co-operation to such a balanced psycho-physiological

condition that they should cease to enslave the human soul.

Yogins are convinced that thus freed from the thraldom of

body and mind, the soul realizes its boundless existence ol

infinite bliss.

While acknowledging the interdependence of body and
mind, Yoga-Sistra bolds that the influence of the mind on the

body is far more powerful than the influence of the body on

the mind. Hence mental exercises form the bulk of the

Yogic curriculum, although physical exercises have also a

definite place in it. Asanas arc physical exercises. They
form the third item of the Yogic curriculum. Yawns

1

and

Myomas* arc mental exercises. They form the first two items.

Yamas and Niyamas arc given precedence in the curriculum,

because without their practice, Asanas will not give the desir-

ed results completely.

The preceding paragraphs have been written with a view

to present to our readers the practice of Yamas, Niyanuu and

Asanas in the right perspective from the point of view of

Yoga-Sistra. Out of the many points touched in these para-

1 wftmm'irdwinjjst’it'jftnzr *mr: 1
1> v s. 11 n

|
liioHenaiiciMiu. tiullrfnlnm, non-itenlimj. coiiin«K«. and non-toecivini!. arc the

Vainaa.
]

2 tflnddmmi*tr«n^«THfaniTHTf*r fomn i p.v. s. u 32.

[ farificalKm. cocilenta»enl. mratifiratloa, ttody and comrlelc srlf-eumjndcr lo the Lord

are the Nijnma*.
1
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graphs, wc shall now discuss at sonic length only those that

directly concern a practical student of Yogic poses.

We shall start by making a brief reference to the results

a student of Yoga expects to obtain from the practice of

Asanas. Next wc shall examine the scientific evidence that

is adduccd.to prove the interdependence of body and mind.

Then we shall try to understand the general features of Yamas

and Niyamas. When all this is done, we shall be in a position

to see whether the practice of Yamas and Niyamas would en-

hance the results expected of the Yogic poses and whether the

neglect of Yamas and Niyamas would impair their efficacy.

Asanas arc divided into two principal groups: Cultural

and Meditative. Slrsha, HarvAflga, llhujaflga, Uhanns, Salabha

etc,, arc cultural whereas Padina, Siddha, Svastika and Sama
arc meditative. Individuals who take to the practice of

Asanas are also of two types : those who seek only physiolog.

ical advantages and those who arc anxious to secure spiritual

advantages also. People of the first type may lie called pbyg.

ical culturists and those of the second type may he termed

spiritual culturufai. In trying to obtain physiological results

by the practice of the cultural poses, both spiritual culturisU

as well as physical culturists wish to maintain the nervous and
the endocrine systems in excellent health, because through

these two systems the health of the whole human organism

can be secured, as wc have seen in the ,SenU-Sdmtific Section.

A student of spiritual culture, moreover, undertakes to practise

the cultural poses with an additional object in view. Me wants
the nervous system to he so trained as would easily bear the

interaction ol the spiritual force called Kupijalinl, to awaken
which is one of his principal aims. Moreover, a student
of spiritual culture cannot be satisfied only with the cultural

poses. He must very earnestly practise the meditative poses
as well, because these Asanas reduce the metabolic activity

of his body to a minimum and thus get the mind freed from
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all physical disturbances, so that it can be left to itself and

he brought to a point, making concentration required for

Dlifirapa, DhyAna, and SamAdhi possible. To put tlic whole

thing in a nutshell, we can say that the cultural poses are

practised for training the nervous and endocrine systems,

whereas the meditative poses are undertaken to eliminate

physiological disturbances from mental activity.

Having known the results Asanas arc expected to yield,

we proceed to $tudy the interdependence of body and mind.

The old adage, “sound mind in a sound body”, unmistakably

teaches the influence the body has upon the mind. The gen-

eral experience, that strong and healthy persons arc of quiet

temperament whereas weak and unhealthy persons arc irritable

in temper, goes to prove that the body profoundly influences

the mind. Take the case of a patient lying on his sick-bed.

He can rarely maintain his optimism when his health is rapid-

ly ebbing. The same person begins to have a brighter outlook

on hie, the moment lie begins to recover. It is well known

that the drink habit can often be traced to the power of al-

cohol to free the individual from worries, never mind tempo-

rarily. The powerful influence the nervous system has upon

the mind can easily he proved by taking into consideration

the experience of constipated people. When their redum is

loaded with hard masses of fecal matter, the nervous system

is very badly aflccled and this leads to terrible depression and

very miserable brain-fag. If in this condition, these persons

clear their rectum by the use of the enema, they at once ex-

perience a spirit of exhilaration and their thinking becomes

as clear as ever. The endocrine glands also have been found

to influence the mind powerfully. In fact the most enthusi-

astic section of endocrinologists thinks that they can change

the very temperament of individuals by treating their endo-

crine glands. All these fads go conclusively to prove that

the.bocly.can powerfully influence the mind.
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The influence of the mind on flic body can also be prov-

ed on the strength of an equally convincing evidence. The

aspect of mind which most powerfully affects the body and

especially the nervous and endocrine systems is its emotional

side. In order to understand how we arc night and day

under the influence of emotions, mild or violent, we have

simply to know what emotions are and how they enter into

our very t'einR.

Love, anger, greed, infatuation, elation, hatred, jealousy,

envy, fear, disgust, distress, regret, remorse, despondency,

despair, confidence, hope, shame, pity, admiration, reverence,

devotion, gratitude arc all emotions .
1 Emotions of high inten-

sity that last only (or a short time are called passions. Thus
the emo/ion of anger when it becomes violent the affected

person flics into the passion of rage. The emotion of disgust

when intensified develops into the passion of horror. Most of

us have moods. They are emotions mid differ from passions

because of their longer duration and smaller intensity. When
a mood becomes so habitual that it becomes a characteristic of

an individual, it is called temperament. Now although a few

of us may be free from passions, every one of us has his own
temperament and moods. Thus none of us is entirely free

from emotions. Our very being is in the grip of our mind !

These emotions arc found to affect our body more or less

profoundly according to the degree of their intensity. Thus if

the emotions arc violent and sudden they may prove even’

I II win br rexcHI? urn Hu the firH *!« emoilom rrap«tl»ely rrrrmnl *IB,

'iw, «*«, jfti, m and MKK, which ire uid to be Ihe loee ol Ihe higher latrrMb of

m»n. Alter Undying the pce»er< article ton reaifcrt will nee Ihit (hey »re (lie enemtee
ol our physical health alio,

Ur Biittmtfii meMloca Ihe fim three u dratmctlr* lotcti working ngnlnit Ihe
i pari toil growth ol »n Individual in they I., | 0 drag him to holl.

Cf ftft* pt mw*wuwai I
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deadly. The famous surgeon Vcsalius dropped dead when he

discovered that the dead body he 'vas dissecting was stilf

throbbing with life-blood in the heart. He was so powerfully

overcome by sorrow. Even pleasing emotions may result in

death. The death of Sophocles and the niece of Leibnitz arc

cases in point. One of the tragedies of Sophocles was award-

ed the highest prize. This so much filled him with joy that

the emotion proved fatal. The niece of Leibnitz discovered a

large amount of gold under the heel of her dead uncle. A

terrible cinotioif of joy seized her and put an end to her life.

If the effect of joy is identical with that of sorrow, it is because

in both these eases what really takes effect is the surprise, the

overwhelming astonishment which is common to both.

When the emotions arc not so powerful, bid arc less vio-

lent, they may not lead to death, but they may so affect the

nervous system that same disease may appear as a consequence.

Prof. Naunyu states that after the bombardment of Strasburg

in the year 1 H70, many c;«es of diabetes developed in con-

sequence of the fear and anxiety brought about by it.

These disturbances of the nervous system laid to the

degeneration of the ductless glands which arc admittedly

governed by the sympathetic and the vagus. Doctors Lorand,

Sajous and many others have conclusively proved that the

soundness of different vegetative functions depends mainly on

these ductless glands; and that if their internal secretions

sutler, premature old age and even premature death may follow.

Thus emotions through the degeneration of the nervous system

and also of the ductless glands, prove to be a serious disturb-

ance to the health of the human body.

As we already know from the Scnii-Sciattijic Section, the

most important ductless glands in the body are the thyroid,

pituitary, adrenals and gonads or the sexual glands. We shall

see Jiow these several glands are affected by emotions.
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The cffeci of emotions on the adrenals is to produce

higher blood pressure which favours the development of

arteriosclerosis and other diseases of the circulatory system.

The thyroid is so much affected by mental depression that

this emotion is mentioned by scientists as one of the causes of

myxadema- This gland is one of the most powerful agencies

set up by Nature to protect the body against poisons. A
degenerated thyroid means disease and even premature old age.

So serious is the effect of continued mental depression upon

the human body.

The pituitary is also affected by emotions. Prof, Pci and

others have noted cases of acromegaly after violent emotions.

Dr. Sajous has often pointed out this gland as the central organ

upon which all stronger emotions react.

Sexual glands are also powerfully influenced by emotions.

Cases arc often noted where menstruation has suddenly appear-

ed after violent mental shocks. In the case of males mental

emotions result at times in impotence.

In the previous paragraphs we have referred to the effects

of violent emotions upon the human body. Emotions that arc

less violent, although they do not immediately show any serious

disturbances, surely have an injurious effect upon the different

systems of the human organism.

I'p to now only the adverse effects of emotions have been

discussed. This should not mean that all emotions arc injuri-

ous. There are particular emotions which exercise a healthy

influence upon the nervous system. Hope and confidence

which invariably enable a man to maintain an optimistic frame

of mind, always promote the health ot the nerves. Joy and

happiness kept within proper limits are of great help in build-

ing a healthy nervous system. Devotion to the Lord or in fact

to any principle of life that ensures mental peace, enables a

person to maintain healthy and stable nerves.
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Wc believe the evidence that we have put forth up to

now is sufficient to establish the interdependence of body and

mind. Both of them affect each other favourably as well as

adversely. But if we probe the question of this interdepend-

ence a little deeper, we find that the mind has the strength to

rise superior to all the influences of the body. To verify the

truth of this statement wc have simply to study the lives of the

heroes of different nations who had to undergo terrible physical

sufferings in order to serve their motherland. Their iron will

not only knew no bending but it ever grew stronger and

stronger as they were forced to face physical tortures. Wc
read the glorious history of religious martyrs who did not in the

least swerve from their convictions even when their bodies

were actually being burnt to ashes !

On the contrary we find the strongest bodies being para-

lysed, if the man is overcome by fear. The healthiest consti-

tutions are shattered under the baneful inllucncc of worries.

Physical giants actually totter when in a lit of rage and are not

able to effectively use their strength. We personally know two

youths turned impotent in .» moment because of an imaginary

misgiving I

This should convince us beyond any sliadow of doubt that

even when there is interdependence between body and mind,

the influence of the mind on the body is far more profound

than the influence of the body on the mind.

Reverting to the practice of Yogic poses, as we have read

from time to time in the pages of this journal, these poses arc

bodily practices calculated to bring about particular physiolog-

ical results. Now knowing as we do the profound influence of

the mind on the body, can wc think of training our body

without undertaking the training of oui mind ? Can wc ever

hope to build a healthy thyroid or powerful sexual glands by

means of SarvAflgSsana, if we allow our mind to run riot in
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the body and permit ourselves to be visited by terrific sexual

storms shattering the tissues of the endocrine structures ? Can

6irshSsana ever give us mental peace and vigour, if tve suffer

the canker of worries to eat into the very cells of our brain >

We arc sure our readers will answer these questions emphat-

ically in the negative, because we believe that they stand con

vinccd by now that physical training will never give the desir-

ed results unless and until it is backed up by mental training.

So the two trainings must go hand in hand or, to put the

matter more accurately, mental training should be given pre-

cedence to physical training.

This is exactly why Yoga-&stra has placed Yamas and
Niyainns as the first and second items of Yogic curriculum and
lias assigned Asanas the third place. Yamas and Niyamas put

together constitute ten principles of conduct which, if followed

faithfully, invariably give suprcifie mental peace to a student of

Yoga. He is freed from all violent emotions. His adamant-

ine faith in the Lord develops in him a robust optimism. He
maintains a clear conscience and can carry the sunshine of

happiness wherever he goes. In short he is able to ensure

perfect health for his mind.

It is to be frankly admitted that perfection in the practice

of Yamas and Niyamas is extremely difficult of attainment.

Not even one in a million can mnlcc even a near approach to

this perfection. But the incalculable value of Yamas and
Niyamas lies in their capacity to bestow mental health even on
those who sincerely try to make a humble beginning. Of
course the degree of health will vary according to the degree of

sincerity and the degree of success achieved. But even the

meanest success will never fail to bring its heavenly blessings

to the aspiring individual. So what is required as a prepara-
tion for Asanas is only a determined effort to practise Yamas
and Niyamas with a view to develop a healthy mind-
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We do not want our readers to carry the impression that

the practice of Asanas cannot be started unless and until one

achieves a certain degree of success in the observance of Yamas

and Niyamas. In fact the two practices may start at one and

the same time. What we want to impress upon our readers

is the utmost necessity ot putting into practice Yamas and

Niyamas, if Asanas arc to be made to yield the best results.

Here some of our readers who look to Yoga from the

point of view of physical culture only, may put forth the follow-

ing argument. If the rigorous mental hygiene of Yamas and

Niyamas is absolutely necessary for a successful practice of

Asanas even as a system of physical culture, these Asanas stand

at a tremendous disadvantage when compared with other sys-

tems of physical culture which do not require any .mental

discipline. Such an argument is unsound for the following

reasons.

(1) It has already been pointed out that the only thing

required of a student of Asanas is a determined attempt to

practise Yamas ami Niyamas, None should be alarmed at the

names of Yamas and Niyamas. Expressed in the ordinary

language their practice on. a humble scale means nothing more

than moderation in every habit of ours with a living faith 1 in

our Maker.

(2) Unluckily it is a fact that the advocates ot other

systems of physical culture do not insist upon mental culture

to go on side by side. But this does not mean that these

systems can ensure physical health in spite of mental disadvan-

tages. The interdependence of body and mind is a scientific

fact common to all individuals whether they practise Yogic or

some other system of physical culture. We are sure that the

results of other systems would be far more encouraging if they

1 TM» »he*l(l nnl he Interpreted to mean that alhelatt cinnoi tike to the pr»alce

oi YojJie po»M. We. however, certainly waul lo »ay that all olher things being rqnal, *

*«njyie lie 111 can pratHit Anna- with greater cfflcacy than in alheiil.
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also required their followers to practise mental hygiene simul-

taneously with the physical exercises.

Thus we see that the observance of Yamas and Niyamas

is the most essential preparation for the the practice of Asanas.

Some hints to the students of Yogic culture have been

given in thfi Miscellaneous Section . These hints when read in

conjunction with those given on pp. 287-92 of Vol. II re-

present the irreducible minimum of Yamas and Niyamas.

We shall close this article with a few words of advice to

the students of meditative poses.

Meditative poses are of the highest value to a student of

spiritual culture. They establish in the body such physio-

logical conditions, that the mind ceases to be disturbed by any
stimuli received from the body. In fact the body stops enter-

ing into consciousness altogether. All this becomes possible

only after a continued practice of one of theso poses for a

period of at least six months. One or even two hours must be
devotedly given to some one of the meditative poses almost
without a break. If this is done, appreciable results will follow

in six months and the mind will be left to itself without any
interference from the body.

It must be, however, borne in mind that all this physio-
logical advantage will nol help a spiritual culturist in a sub-
stantial degree in concentrating his mind, if he docs not scru-
pulously and zealously take to the observance of Yamas and
Niyamas. Meditative poses will, indeed, free the mind from
physical disturbances, but its wandering propensities will

never stop and it can never be brought to a point unless it be-
comes free from emotions mild or intense. So in the case of
spiritual culturist*, the practice of Yamas and Niyamas on the
largest possible scale is an absolute necessity. This is the one
preparation without which it is impossible for him to make
any headway in concentration.
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Wc shall now refer to two minor preparations for the

meditative poses and finish. A student of meditative posi&

should fix up for his work a place from which he can exclude

all disturbing factors. In his case the need for utmost con-

centration is extreme. Hence it is desirable that he chooses a

thoroughly ventilated room which is free from mosquitoes etc.,

and where he would be left to himself. Even the' possibility

of being disturbed comes in the way of perfect concentration.

If he could reserve a room for this work and build up a

spiritual atmosphere there, it will help him a good deal in

his work.

So far as his seat is concerned, the traditional arrange-

ment of seating is excellent. A carpet of Ku^a* grass, with a

well tanned doer-hide* spread on it, Hie hide in its turn being

covered with a daily washed piece of thick kliaddar, makes a

very comfortable seat. The pleasures of such a scat arc the

peculiar privilege of those god-intoxicatcd aspiring souls who
seek salvation through Yoga. The thrilling spiritual experi-

ences that this scat affords to the student from day to day,

make it more attractive to him than even the throne of an

emperor I

1 lu me absence ol Km'a (cut cupel, any other gran carpel win do.

2 TbMO that mar Live a oonacicnlloo* objection to ’,l>e use ol a tilde ihoold nuke .

uie ol x thici woollen doth Idded over setcrsl timet.
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A

As slated in the previous article, Asanas form the third

item of the Yogic curriculum. These Asanas can be divided

into two groups, namely, meditative and cultural. The aim of

the cultural poses is to produce physiological balance in the

different systems working in the human body, so that it can

possess the best organic vigour. They arc specially intended

to take particular care of the spinal column, and through it

and also through other parts of the body to-train the spinal

cord and the brain, so that both of them can sustain the inter-

action of the spiritual force of Kunrjalinf when the same is

awakened with advanced Yogic practices. These cultural

Asanas involve different physical movements before the final

pose is assumed, and the final arrangement of the various parts

of the body, being essentially of an out-of-the-way fashion,

renders meditation difficult, if not impossible. SlrshAsana,

SarvAfigAsana, HalAaana and others included in the Count
0/ Yogic Physical Culture (vide Vol. II, p. 280), fall under
this category. The aim of the meditative poses is to offer a

comfortable posture for PrApAytmn, PratyAhAra, DhArapA etc.,

and in co-ordination with other Yogic exercises to help the

student of Yoga in the awakening of Kuptjalinl. These
meditative poses arc such as can be maintained for hours
without much discomfort. They do not involve in their tech-

nique any out-of-the-way movements of the body, and arc in

their final stage some variety of ordinary sitting, with a few

1 This survey ot tho Held of Atonas Is by no means complete. We have mapped
™* ,hc nvM important landmarks. For exhaustive information on scene o( the
points touched In tha article we refer our readers lo the article on the 'Rationale of Yotfir
Pore*' In VoU. II ///,

Although the subject matter of the present article ar.d Iho article on the Rationale
cd Yogic Pcoe. Is the ume, the method of treating the tuWecl i« different in Iho two
articles. Hence this new article har been included here.

2 For a .cientific survey ol the mcditaUve poses refer lo our article Some Phjslo-
iogkal At peels of Uedltatlve Pores'. Vide Vol. HI. pp. 2<j-50.
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changes introduced to make the pose more useful for the pur-

poses of meditation. Up to now wc have studied four medita-

tive poses— Padma', Siddha*, Svastika* and Santa4 . In the

present article we wish to pass under rapid survey all the cul-

tural poses* so far described in this journal, and try to see

whether there is any scientific justification for claiming for

them the results that they ;u-c declared to bring aboht.

As stated in the foregoing paragraph cultural poses are

claimed to produce two results

—

(
i ) Giving best organic vigour to the whole body.

( ii

)

Training the spinal cord and the brain for the inter-

action of Kuiujalini.

Let ut. proceed to examine the first claim. As can be

seen from flic Semi-Scientific Section, all organs of the human

body arc made of tissues. If these tissues could lie kept in

perfect health, the human bud? becomes capable of showing

the best organic vigour. Now if we study the conditions

necessary for maintaining the health of the different tissues of

the human body and if we find that the cultural poses arc

capable of bringing about those conditions, wc can come to

die conclusion that these poses can claim to yield the best

organic vigour. Let us, therefore, briefly study the conditions

which ensure the health of the tissues.

According to the science of physiology, three conditions

may be considered to be of vital importance for maintaining

the health of the tissues, namely, (i) constant supply of proper

nourishment and of the internal secretions of the endocrine

I VIA Vnl. II. p. 225. 2 VIA VoJ. II. p.

J VWc Vol. Ill, p. SSI 4 Vd« Vd. Ill, p. ISO.

S In 10l» survoy »« »ic gum* lo lako Into OMMial lour additional c«r„tci,

namely, U#vAi», Nauli, Vipulu-Karapt and Yoga-Mudru. although IIkk ocrdics

cacntf be olid Atonal technically. In tact the prennl article it a tdenlific study ol

all Yojjic exercises c( physiol value that hire appasrofl In Only the

breathing exuKaca lure been exduiled.
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glands,
( ii ) effective removal of waste products, and ( Hi) healthy

functioning of the nerve connections. Now the elements of

nourishment required by the tissues consist of proteins, fats,

sugars, salts, and oxygen. They are all carried to the tissues

by the blood. The first four elements arc derived from the

food and drink a man takes
;
and their supply is dependent

not only ifpon the quantity and quality of food and drink

taken by the man, but also upon the power of digestion and
absorption of his digestive system. So we see that the digestive

and the circulatory systems must be kept in an efficient con-

dition, if the tissues are to be fed properly with proteins, fats,

sugars and salts. We have, therefore, first to examine the

efficacy of Asanas in maintaining the efficiency of these two
systems.

Taking the digestive system into consideration first, we
find that the principal organs responsible for digestion arc the

stomach, the small intestine, the pancreas and the liver. All of

them arc situated in the abdominal cavity which is supported

by the pelvis from below and by very strong muscles on all the

other sides. Nature has made ample provision for maintain-

ing the health of the digestive organs by arranging for an
automatic and gentle massage of fhese organs for all the

twenty-four hours ol the day. To understand how this mass-

age is carried out, one has to observe the abdominal move-
ments of a man in normal respiration. With every exhalation

the front abdominal muscles arc contracted and they push
all the abdominal viscera including the organs of digestion

inwards and upwards. In doing this they gently massage

these abdominal viscera. Again at the lime of inhalation the

diaphragm presses the abdominal viscera downward and for-

ward
;
and the relaxing abdominal muscles while being driven

forward by the pressing viscera, again give them a gentle

massage. In this way something like fourteen to eighteen

times every minute the digestive organs are being massaged by
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ll»c Abdominal muscles gently and automatically. This gentle

and automatic massage is the most important provision made

by Nature tor keeping the digestive organs healthy. Now it

is obvious that this automatic massage can be most effectively

given only if the abdominal muscles arc strong and elastic.

But if they arc weak, they cannot massage the abdominal

organs properly, and indigestion is the result. In people

suffering from dyspepsia, these abdominal muscles are found

fo be too rigid or too weak. Hence if perfect digestion is to

be secured, tl;c abdominal muscles must be kept strong and

elastic. Do the Yogic poses make any provision tor preserv-

ing the strength and elasticity of the abdominal muscles ? Yes,

they do. The Yogic poses not only keep the abdominal mus-

cles strong and elastic, thus ensuring an effective automatic

massage of the digestive organs, but they also make a special

provision for giving a forced and vigorous internal massage to

the abdominal organs with such a degree of efficiency as is

hardly to be met with in any other system of health culture.

If is an admitted scientific fact that muscles can maintain

tlioir strength and elasticity, if they are subjected to stretch-

ing and contracting exercises. Hhujaftgasana, ^alabhftsana

and Dhanurisuna arc fine stretching exercises for the front

abdominal muscles, and serve as contracting exercises for the

back muscles. Yoga-Mudrft, Paichimatftna and Hal&sana re-

quire vigorous contraction of the front abdominal muscles and

put the back muscles on a very’ healthy stretch. What these

six poses do for the front and back muscles of the abdomen, is

done by Ardlia Matsycndn’isana for the side abdominal muscles.

Salabhftsana very vigorously exercises the diaphragm. Thus

it will be clear that Asanas can give an efficient exercise to all

the abdominal muscles and enable them to carry out the auto-

matic massage of the viscera very effectively.

However, when we take into consideration UcJfJiyAna and

Nauli, we see the real beauty of the Yogic exercises. UcJd*-
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yjtna gives a vertical massage to the abdominal organs. One

can see with his own eyes the abdominal viscera slipping up

>nd down behind the front abdominal muscles and thus getting

themselves massaged vertically. Nauli gives a lateral massage

to the abdominal organs. The two contracted recti roll from

side to side across the whole expanse of the abdomen several

times a minute, giving all the viscera lying behind them a

massage the efficacy of which is simply surprising. No im-

partial student of the different systems of health culture can

resist the conclusion that Ucjcjiyltna and Nauli have no parallel

in any other system and that the Yogic seers have taken the

best care of the abdominal muscles.

The strength of the abdominal muscles is useful not only

in giving massage to the viscera, but it is also of a singular

importance in keeping the abdominal organs in their proper

places. These organs are either loosely hanging in the cavity

of the abdomen or arc feebly attached to its back wall. Thus
they require a very strong support from the front. Otherwise

they become displaced downwards and lead to various dis-

orders, and to dyspepsia and constipation in particular. Now
this front support is offered by the front abdominal muscles

and its strength is proportionate to the strength ol these

muscles. By keeping the front abdominal muscles strong and
clastic, Yogic poses not only give an automatic massage to the

abdominal organs, but they hold all the abdominal viscera in

their proper places and thus ensure proper digestion and ab-

sorption. When this is done, the part to be played by the

digestive system in supplying the tissues all over the body
with proteins, fats, salts and sugars is satisfactorily discharged.

The other system vitally connected with the supply of

nourishment to the tissues is the circulatory system, because
the work of carrying nutrition to the different tissues is done
by tire blood circulating through the human body. The circu-

latory system consists of the organs responsible for the circu-
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lation of the blood, namely, the heart, the arteries, the veins

and the capillaries. Let us now examine the help Yogic poses

render to this circulatory system.

The most important organ of blood circulation is the

heart, because it is the contraction and relaxation of the heart

that circulates the blood throughout the human ’body. The

heart is made of the strongest muscular stuff, but it can always

be made healthier by means of proper Yogic exercises. LVJcji-

ylna and Nauli raise 1 the diaphragm so high that they give a

very good massage from below to the perpetually working

heart. Again one of the ways of promoting the health of a

muscle is to subject it to an alternate increase and decrease of

pressure. The heart muscle is situated in the mediastinal

cavity. Hence any increase or decrease of pressure in this

cavity is shared by the heart. Now in li<J<)iyinaJ and Nauli1

the heart is alternately subjected to a decrease of pressure and

thus gets an opportunity for building a healthier muscle.

Again BhujaflgAsana, fSalabhAsana and DIunurAsana alternately

exert an increased pressure on the heart and the same thing in

done by the fust parts of SarvAAgAsnnn, Viparlla Karapi and

HalAsana. This alternate increase and decrease of pressure

brought about by the different Ananas promote the health of the

heart and thus add to the efficiency of the circulatory system.

Out of all the organs of blood circulation the veins arc

the weakest, and yet they have to collect the blood from nearly

the whole of the human body and raise it to the heart

against the force of gravity. It is this uphill task that puts a

very heavy strain on the weak structure of the veins and is

responsible for such troubles as varicose veins. It is, there-

fore, the veins that stand in greater need of external help for

1 Kir ittidylng '.he poaiUon of tlie diaphragm in Uddiyaru and Nauli, vide ft*i

Vti. III.

2 For prmiure chaoe«» »n the thcr** duilns «Ur«reul Yotftc e«etci«». vide Yoga-

Mlrniild. Yc\ IY.
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preserving their health than any other part of the circulatory

system. Yogic seers have found out a very easy way of help-

ing these veins. They have invented Sirah&sana, SarvAfiga-

sana and Viparita Karani in wliich because of the upside-

down position of the human body, the veins are enabled to

drain themselves into the heart without the least exertion on

their part. The veins are very substantially relieved from the

pressure ot the blood flowing through them. The result is

wonderful. The short relief tliat the veins get because of

these Asanas is so effective in preserving and dven recovering

the health of the veins, that patients suffering from varicose

veins can get over their trouble by practising these Asanas for

a few minutes every day. In this way the veins being helped

to better health and the heart licing rendered healthier for the

massage, the whole circulatory system satisfactorily performs

its function of carrying protein*, fats, sugars and salts to all the

tissues constituting the different parts of the human body.

The fifth element of nourishment is oxygen. Like the

other lour elements of nourishment this element is also carried

to the tissues by the circulatory system. Atul as we have seen

that the practice of Asanas keeps the circulatory system

healthy, we feel convinced that there would be no difficulty

in feeding the tissues with oxygen, once it is taken up by the

blood in the necessary quantity. Proteins, fats, sugars and
salts arc taken by the blood current from the digestive system.

Oxygen is, however, taken from the respiratory system. We
have, therefore, to see whether Asanas can keep even the

respiratory system in an efficient condition.

As has been stated in the Semi-Scientific Section, the prin-

cipal organ of respiration is the lungs. Satisfactory breathing

activity docs not, however, depend only upon the health of the

lungs. Respiratory muscles play a very important part in this

activity. They must be strong and healthy. Again the pass-

age through which the lungs draw fresh air from the atmos-
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phcre, must be clear, so that the full breathing capacity of the

lungs may be utilized in providing the system with oxygeif.

Thus wc see that three conditions should be satisfied before

the circulatory system gets the required amount of oxygen :

(i) The lungs must be healthy, (ii) The respiratory muscles

must be strong. (Hi) The respiratory passage must be clear.

Let us see whether the practice of Asanas can satisfy all these

conditions in the case of a student of Yoga,

Broadly speaking the health of the lungs depends upon

the degree of their elasticity and upon the activity of the air-

cells that go to compose them. If the lungs remain fully

clastic and no air-cell in them remains idle, the health of the

lungs can be taken to be ensured. Do the Asanas render the

lung tissue clastic and get every air-ccll to take an active part

in breathing ? Yes, they do. The two Asanas Salabha and

Mayflm have very great cfficaay in this direction. SalabhU-

s.iiu requires deep inhalation and retention of breath for a few

seconds at least under a high pulmonic pressure. This high

pressure forces air into every cell of the lungs and opens it out

for active work. A few turns in dalabhftsana taken every day

would allow uo air-ccll to remain idle even in ordinary respira-

tion, because once an air-cell is made habitually to take part

in respiration, it does not easily lapse into inactivity whether

the pressure is low or high. What is true of Salabh&sana, is

also true of Mayflrltsana, as will be clear from the technique

of the two poses given in the first volume of thin journal.

The difference between Salabhftsana and Mayflrtsana in this

regard is as follow's. In the former Kumbhaka is absolutely

necessary whereas in the latter it is optional. The option of

Kumbhaka in the practice of MayOrksana is due to the fact that

a practised student of Yoga can balance himself in Mayflrksana

even without retaining his breath. Thus we see that Salabhft-

sana and MayOrftsana are quite capable of bringing every

air-ccll into its normal activity. Again &dabh£sana is equally
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useful in keeping the lung tissue fully elastic. As every medical

man knows that an elastic tissue retains its complete elasticity

if it is fully stretched at least a few times every day. As

£alabhA$ana requires deep inspiration and retention of breath,

during the practice of this Asana, lungs are stretched out to

their fullest extent. If SalabhAsana is repeated three to seven

times daily, the exercise will be quite sufficient for keeping the

lungs fully elastic. Thus it is evident that complete elasticity

of the lung tissues and full activity of their air-cells, can be

secured by means of Asanas and that the health of the lungs

can be satisfactorily maintained by a student of Yogic poses.

Regarding the second condition— the strength of the res-

piratory muscles—deep inspiration required in£alabh&sana and

the deep expiration necessary in Ucjtjiy&na and Nauli, build

powerful respiratory muscles, thus satisfactorily fulfilling the

second condition upon which adequate supply of oxygen to the

circulatory system depends.

Next wo turn to the third condition— clearness of the

respiratory passage. This passage at times becomes obstructed

because of inflamed tonsils, adenoids, polypus, chronic nasal

catarrh and deviated septum. Can the practice of Asanas keep

these obstructions away ? Asanas can surely deal with tonsils

and in many cases even with chronic nasal catarrh. But

against the other forms of obstructions Asanas arc powerless.

SarvAfigAsana, Viparlta Karapt, MatsyAsana, JilivA-Bandha

and Siihha-MudrA* have been found very much useful in treat-

ing cases of tonsilitis. Chronic nasal catarrh also very often 2

yields to these exercises. So if we exclude the few cases of

adenoids, polypus and seriously deviated septum, wc find Asanas
are quite capable of keeping the respiratory passage clear.

I The atringeraent o! Ibe jawa anil the tonjiue at In SliiihJ.ana ( vide Vol. Ill,

(* IN). U colled S.mha-Mudri or the SjmM o/Uon.

i Natal eaurih on be fticcaafally treated by meant ol the dlHtrtnl type# of NcU
and htealbln* exeretta taailit in Yoja.
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Summing up our discussion about the three conditions

upon the fulfilment of which depends the adequate supply oP

oxygen through the respiratory system, we see that Yogic

poses do satisfy these conditions. Again, as has already been

proved, these poses ensure the health of the circulatory system

which carries this oxygen to the tissues. That means every-

thing necessary for an adequate supply of proteins,’ fats, salts,

sugars and oxygen to the tissues is done by the Asanas for a

student of Yoga.

As stated in the beginning of this article, the health of

the tissues depends upon the adequate supply not only of these

five dements of nourishment but also of the internal secretions

of the endocrine glands. We have, therefore, to examine the

efficacy of Asanas in preserving the health of these endocrine

structures. The thyroid, the pituitary, the pineal, the testes

in the ease of males and the ovaries in the case of females, may
be looked upon as the most imjmrtant of the various endocrine

glands in the human body. Deficiency of secretion of any of

these glands has been found to lead to serious consequences.

Can Asanas keep these endocrine glands healthy ? The answer

is surely in the affirmative. SarvMgAsana, Viparlta Karapl,

MutsyAsana, JihvA-Bandha and Sithha-MudrA have been

found to be excellent exercises for the thyroid. The pituitary

and the pineal glands arc best taken care of by dfrshlMOB.

For making the testes and the ovaries healthy SarvAflgAsana,

U<J<JiyAna and Nauli have been observed to have great ctficacy.

Thus it will be seen that the practice of Asanas can ensure the

health of the most important endocrine glands and they can

be made to supply the necessary secretions to the tissues.

This rapid survey of the physiological effects of Asanas

proves beyond all doubt that they amply satisfy the first

condition upon which the health of the tissues depends, name-

ly, a constant supply of proper nutrition and the internal secre-

tiogs of the endocrine glands.
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The second condition which needs be satisfied tor main-

lining the health of the tissues, is the effective removal of the

waste products. Let us nou- study what these waste products

arc and whether Asanas help the human body in effectively

throwing them out.

The following may be stated to be the waste products.

Carbon dioxide, uric acid, urea, bile, urine containing uric acid

and urea, and the fiscal matter containing bile along with un-

digested and indigestible matter from the foodstuffs. These

waste products are poisonous and if allowed to linger in the

body unnecessarily, lead to serious disorders. It is, therefore,

of utmost importance for the health of the tissues that they are

properly excreted from the human body. Out of the different

waste products, carbon dioxide is eliminated by the respiratory

system, the urine containing uric acid and urea is discharged by

the urinary system and the fit-cal matter containing bile along

with the refuse of the foodstuffs, is excreted by the digestive

system. It is, therefore, evident that the waste products can

he effectively removed from the body only if the three systems,

namely, the respiratory, the urinary and the digestive, arc able

to function quite satisfactorily. While studying the question

of nutrition, we have seen that the Yogic poses coupled with

U<Wiylna and Nauli, can keep the respiratory and the digestive

systems in the most efficient condition. We find that Asanas

can take equal care of the urinary system. As stated in the

Semi-Scientific Section, this system consists of the kidneys, the

ureters, the bladder, and the urethra. Out of these the organ

which really excretes urine is the kidneys, while others merely

afford a sort of passage for the urine to leave the body. Now
these kidneys arc situated in the abdomen and we have seen

lliat some of the Asanas are very fine abdominal exercises.

When these Asanas are supplemented by the exercises ot

Uddiylna and Nauli, the degree of their efficacy becomes re-

markably high, and they arc found to be quite competent to
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preserve the health of the kidneys. This being done the body

is enabled satisfactorily to get rid of urine along with uric acid

and urea which two substances the urine holds in solution.

In this way Asanas have been found to satisfy the second

physiological condition upon which the health of the tissues

depends, namely, the effective removal of waste products.

Now we come to the study of the third and the last con-

dition. It requires healthy functioning of nerve connections.

Let us first understand what is meant by the expression

‘healthy functioning of nerve connections’, and then we shall

try to see whether Asanas can bring it about.

The most important part of the nervous system is the

brain. Next to it is the spinal cord, and the two cords of the

sympathetic. From the brain and from the spinal cord

different nerves start and branching off several times, spread

themselves to all the parts of the human body! The network

of nerves thus prepared is so complete that there is not a

single tissue in the human body that has not got its own nerve

connection. It is mainly because of their nerve connections

that the tissues are able to perform their work. If these nerve

connections degenerate, the function of the tissues also degen-

erates and if the nerve connections are completely destroyed,

the tissues do not function at all. Thus if the nerves supply-

ing the colon degenerate, the tissues of the colon will not work

and constipation will be the result. If one of the facial nerves

is cut off, or becomes paralysed, the muscles of the cheek

supplied by that nerve, wilt not contract, but will remain per-

petually in a relaxed condition, thus allowing the muscles of

the other check to pull the face towards themselves, giving it

the typical appearance presented by the patients of facial

paralysis. Thus we see that the tissues of the human body

will remain healthy and active only if the nerves connected

with. them.are in a healthy condition. Hence the third con-

Y. M. 2-13
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dilion required for the health of Ihc tissues, is the satisfactory

functioning of their nerve connections.

Can Asanas keep the nervous mechanism of the whole

body in an efficient condition? Yes, they can. Sirshusana

and Viparita Karan? by sending a richer blood supply to the

brain, ensure its health and also the health of the cranial

nerves supplying the different organs of senses. All the Yogic

poses are excellent spinal exercises. By giving the spine for-

ward and backward bents and also the rjght and left twists,

Asanas ensure perfect elasticity for it and lead 'to the health of

the spinal cord which is held within the spinal column and
also to the health of the two cords of the sympathetic, which

lie imbedded in the muscles roundabout the spine. Urjcjiyftna

and Nauli operating through flic diaphragm arc of special

value in promoting the health of the spinal cord and also of the

sympathetic cords. As for the nerves issuing from the brain

and the spinal cord, they are Situated for the most part in Ihc

chest and the abdomen. As already noticed Asanas, along with

UifcJiyAmi and Nauli, provide excellent exercises for both these

parts of the human trunk and thus promote the health of the

nerves lying within them. &dabh.\sana, Aidha-SalabhAsana

and the first parts of SarvfiflgAsm and Viparita Karani take

care of the nerves of the lower extremities, whereas the part

played by the upper extremities, in the technique of Salable-

sana, Mayflrisana, Sarvftfig.tsana, Viparita Karapf etc., pre-

serves the health of the nerves supplying them. Thus Asanas
arc found capable of preserving the health not only of the

brain and the spinal and sympathetic cords, but also of all the

cranial and spinal nerves spreading throughout the body.

In this way our readers must have seen that all the three

physiological conditions necessary for the health of the tissues

can be thoroughly satisfied by the practice of Asanas. Con-
stant supply of proper nutrition and the internal secretions of

the endocrine glands can be made available to the tissues all
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over the human body, waste products of all sorts can be effec-

tively thrown out of the system, and all the nerve connection^

can be kept healthily functioning. All these conditions being

satisfactorily fulfilled every tissue in the body is rendered

healthy, yielding the maximum vigour to the whole organism

of which it is capable. As the different systems working in

the human body arc made of these tissues, every System dis-

charges its (unction quite efficiently, thus producing a perfect

physiological harmony which ensures health and which yields

the highest organic vigour.

In the last but one paragraph we have seen how Asanas

arc peculiarly capable of training the spinal cord and the brain.

These arc the most important parts of the nervous system, and

the spiritual force of Kup<jalint when awakened works through

them. If the brain or the spinal cord are not in a healthy con-

dition and do not possess the strength necessary for sustaining

the interaction of Kttprjalinl, student of Yoga very often has

to pass through a variety of troubles, lienee the extreme de-

sirability of educating the brain and the spinal cord in the ease

of people who want to develop themselves spiritually through

Yogic practices. That is why the training given through the

cultural poses both to the brain and the spinal cord, is of

special value to a spiritual culturist. Even individuals who
look to Yoga only for their physical health, the training of the

brain and the spinal cord has a special significance. As stated

in the Semi-Scientific Section, all the systems working in the

human body are controlled by the nervous system. And as the

brain and the spinal cord arc the most important parts of the

nervous system and as upon their health depends the health

and satisfactory functioning of the other parts of that system,

the education of the brain and the spinal cord is as much es-

sential to a student of health culture as to a spiritual culturist.

We cannot close this survey of the cultural poses before

saying a word about the skeletal muscles. Not only all the

physical activities of an individual but also his very health

depends upon these skeletal muscles. If the hands and legs
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have no muscles or have defective muscles, no physical work
frill become possible. Agaui il the muscles of the chest anil the

abdomen degenerate, nun would become a prey to various ills.

Weak abdominal and pelvic muscles in the females are often

responsible for the alarmingly large infant mortality and the

surprisingly large number of miscarriages in India. This
will clearly show the importance of the skeletal muscles. Do
Asanas educate these skeletal muscles ? The answer is both in

the affirmative and in the negative. So far as the thoracic and
abdominal muscles are concerned, Yogic poses do train them
quite satisfactorily. Hence a habitual student' of Yogic poses
will have no difficulty cither in respiration or in digestion;

and if she is a female, she can be sure of healthy pregnancy
and safe delivery. But the Yogic poses arc not calculated to

develop strong muscles for the arms or the legs. In the Yogic
poses, there is ample provision of exercises that would preserve
and promote the health of the muscles of Uio upper and lower
extremities, but so far as strength is concerned, there is no
special provision for it in Yogic Physical Culture. People
whose profession requires muscular arms and legs must look to
some other

1

system for training the muscles of these parts. It

must, however, be borne in mind that the ordinary muscular
needs of a civil life are entirely satisfied by the Yogic poses,
whatever part of the human body the muscles may belong to!

This short scientific survey of cultural poses when read
along with the scientific study of the meditative poses* drives
us irresistibly to the conclusion that the advantages claimed for
Asanas are fully justified, and that no man wishing to develop
his body, mind, and soul by taking to the practice of only
one system of exercises, can afford to overlook Yogic Asanas.

1 The dynunfc Icom which we hive given to the Yogic exercise. and which h..now berci introduced by the V. r. Government In their cdootlonil tnellWtone. I. tree
t.oc, the CorUomlns .ha i. panted oot In theee llnw. Her.* who ire Veen on

i , ?
an,, »nd '«*•. ‘"o»ld trt. thii d/mmi* lorn ol Yogic excel*,,.

aU“,l, bC” e,Ued aa,, WU1 * lo *

2 Vide Vol. HI, pp, JiS-50.



CULTURAL AND THERAPEUTICAL

ADVANTAGES OF ASANAS

siiisiiAsana oh the topsyturvy pose

Cultural Advantages :

—

All the activities of man, whether mental or physical, arc

governed from the brain. The whole nervous system which
spreads throughout the body like a network of wires, is

directly or indirectly connected with this organ. When a man
stands on his head he sends a richer supply of the arterial

blood to the brain and thus maintains the health of not only

the brain itself, but of the whole nervous system.

The organs of the sense of sight, smell, hearing and taste

depend for their efficient functioning upon the different centres

situated in the brain. SlrshAsana exercises a very beneficial

influence upon the health of these centres and preserves the

efficiency of the sense organs.

Some of (he most important endocrine glands arc situated

above the heart. When a man stands upside-down these

glands arc richly supplied with fresh blood and their health is

promoted. The pineal gland and the pituitary body get the

greatest advantage. The thyroid and the parathyroids have
also their share in this advantage; but it is not so large.

Organs of digestion arc immensely benefited because of

SirshAaana. The blood circulation through these organs passes

to the liver through the portal vein, which in its turn drains it

into the inferior vena cava. In the Topsyturvy Rose this por-

tal circulation of the venous blood is very greatly helped be-

cause of the inverted position of the body. It is a general

physiological rule that an organ which can satisfactorily drain

its venous blood gets a rich supply of fresh blood from the

artgries.
. The portal circulation of the venous blood being
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satisfactorily established, the organs of digestion get a richer

supply of the arterial blood, and arc made healthier for it.

Thus it will be seen that Sirshisana beneficially influences the

health of the nervous system, of the endocrine system, and of

the digestive system, the last including the organs of excretion.

As the general well-being of an individual depends upon the

satisfactorify functioning of the systems mentioned above, Sir

shlsana is a very great help in maintaining one’s general health

satisfactorily.

Therapeutical Advantage! :
—

Under Cultural Advantage* wc have said that SlrshAsana

favourably influences the nervous, the endocrine and the

digestive systems. Now if any of these systems go out of

order diseases arise. These diseases, under particular circum-

stances, can be treated with SirshSsana.

Neurasthenia— This is a disease developing out of the

degeneration of nerves. The symptoms which mark this disease

are lack of energy, a sense of fulness of pressure at the top of

the head, easy fatigue, dullness, failure of memory, want of

sleep, dyspepsia and constipation. All these symptoms are

due to one cause, the dcgcncratiefo of ncrvc-ccntrcs. Now as

all the nerve-ccntrcs arc directly or indirectly connected with

the brain, these systems can be treated by treating the brain

by means of fSlrshasana.

Dyspepsia & Constipation— These two diseases develop

when the organs of digestion go out of order. If the digestive

disorder is due to defective blood circulation or to the

degenerated nervous mechanism, it can be set right by means
of Sirshisana.

Congested Throat— Congestion in the throat, especially

if it is due to dyspeptic conditions can be relieved by
Sirshlisana.
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Congested Liver & Spleen—

T

he liver and the spleen

very often become congested. This congestion can be relieved

by establishing free blood circulation in these organs by means

of Sirsh&sana.

Visceroptosis

—

Due to the weakness of the abdominal

muscles and consequent presence of constipation, the abdom-

inal viscera have a tendency to droop into the pelvic region.

This disease is known as visceroptosis. The trouble can be

considerably counteracted by Sirslusana.

Hernia—This disease can be effectively checked in its

incipient stage and may be kept under fair control even after

it has established itself. When 3irsli4sana is being practised

for a cure of hernia, great care must be taken to get the

technique of the pose modified according to the needs of the

individual. For this modification expert advice is imperative.

Seminal Weakness— Du«: to Uic situation of the seminal

sacks between the bladder and the rectum, frequently noc-

turnal discharges take place in the latter part of the night,

because both the bladder and the rectum liappcn to be loaded

during these hours especially in the case ol constipated people.

These discharges can be checked by the practice of &rshAsana.

Many people suffer from the trouble of premature ejacula-

tions and also of wet dreams, because their genitals arc con-

gested with venous hlood. When this is the ease, ^frsliAaana

is found tD be of great help.

Asthma— Sirshftsana can be taken advantage of in the

cure of (articular types of asthma, especially of the nervous

and hepatic types.

DEVELOPMENTS OF ^USIlAsANA

Cultural Adrantasei:—

Developments of SairshAsana constitute an excellent exer-

cise for the deep and superficial muscles of the back as well
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as for the muscles of the abdomen. The developments may
be retraced

;
and when this folding and unfolding is repeated

several times, all the muscles of the trunk arc alternately con-

tracted and relaxed.

Therapeutical Advantage*

These developments are somewhat strenuous and should

not be taken advantage of in therapeutical work.

sarvAnoAsana OR THE PAN-PHYSICAL POSE

Cultural Advantage* i—

The principal cultural advantage of SarvAflgAsana lies in

the maintenance of a healthy thyroid. As is well-known this

gland is responsible for the general health of an individual.

Hence SarvAflgAsana is able to maintain the whole human
organism in a healthy condition by taking care of the thyroid
gland.

The difference between StrahArana and SarvAflgAsana lies

in the position of the head. In both the poses the remaining
part of the body stands vertical to the ground. Hence the

cultural advantages that accrue from dlrah&san* due to the
vertical position of the body, arc also secured in SarvAflgAsana.

The Pan-Physical Pose very beneficially influences the sex
glands both in males and females.

Therapeutical Advantage*

Symptoms of old age due to the faulty functioning of the

thyroid are counteracted by means' of SarvAflgAsana. Seminal
weakness arising from the degeneration of the testes in the
case of males and sexual disorders arising from the degenera-
tion of the ovaries in the females can be extensively controlled
by the practice of SarvAflgAsana. Dyspepsia, constipation,

hernia, visceroptosis can be treated by SarvAflgAsana as well as
by SirshAsana.
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matsyAsana or tub fish posb

Cultural & Therapeutical Advantages

This pose is lo be practised as complementary to Sar-

vAfigAsana. It greatly helps an individual to ensure the bene-

fits he would get from the practice of SarvlngAsana.

halAbana or the plough posf.

Cultural Advantage*:—

HalAsnna is one of the finest exercises for keeping the

spine clastic and the spinal nerves healthy. When we re-

member that real youth is invariably characterized by an clastic

spine and old age always renders the spine rigid, wc can at

once understand the cultural value ol this exercise. HalAsana

is also very helpful in developing strong abdominal muscles.

In developing a healthy thyroid the effect of this ASana is

inferior only to that of SarvAflgftiana.

Therapeutical Advantage* t—

HalAsana is useful in combating dyspepsia and constipa-

tion, especially when they arc due to the degeneration of the

abdominal muscles or the nervous mechanism of digestion.

The pose is available also for reducing the enlarged liver and

spleen, provided that enlargement is not excessive. In parti-

cular types of diabetes, I his Asana may be practised with ad-

vantage. Also read therapeutical advantages of Bhujafig&sana.

bhojaSgAsana OR THE COBRA POSE

Cultural Advantages

The deep muscles of the back are alternately contracted

and relaxed in working out this pose botli ways. The exer-

cised muscles gain in health and keep Uie spine elastic. Dur-
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ing their work these muscles induce a liberal blood supply by

[Promoting blood circulation which is ordinarily somewhat

slow in this part of the body.

This pose has such a good effect upon the deep muscles,

that even a single successful attempt at it, relieves an aching

back, if the pain is due to overwork.

The whole spine receives a steady pull anteriorly, every

vertebra and its ligaments having their share in the work. If

there he any slight displacement in Uiu 'spinal column, it is

adjusted to the normal condition.

All the thirty-one pairs of the spinal nerves exit through
the spaces left between every two adjoining vertebra*. The
two gangliated chains of the sympathetic also stand imbedded
in the muscles situated on the two sides of the spinal column.
This exercise, by promoting the blood circulation of these

parts, very favourably influence's these nerves and helps them
in maintaining their health and activity. BhujaftgAsana consi-

derably influences the development of the abdominal muscles.

Therapeutical Advantage*

BhujafigAsana along with 3alabhAsana or Ardha.&ilabhA-
sana and DhanurAsana may best be practised in combination
with HalAsana. This combination accentuates the results

expected of the Plough Pose.

People suffering from flatulence immediately after meals,
should emphasize BhujafigAsana

;
but those that feel flatulent

some timo after the meals, should devote more time to

SalabhAsana or Ardha-SalabhAsana. DhanurAsana may be
useful to all such people. Unlike HalAsana these three or

four Asanas lave no direct influence upon the thyroid.

( To be continued )
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SOME HINTS TO YOGIC CULTURISTS

1 Every man should try to find which food suits him
the best, irrespective of the dictates of his palate.

2 Even people who maintain more than average health,

should restrict themselves to such varieties of food as they

find agreeable. Every meal should be of a moderate quantity

which must be well masticated, so that it may become freely

mixed with the saliva and its digestion may become easier,

3 Peuplc'with weak digestion should take to low protein

diet. They should satisfy themselves with two meals per day

and preferably even with one, the place of the other meal
being taken by light refreshment.

4 Those who suffer from dyspepsia and constipation or

have some uric acid trouble, will do well to eliminate all sorts

of pulse. They should also avoid potatoes, brinjala and onions.

5 Water taken half an hour after the meal suits almost

every constitution. Those that have their digestive capacity

unimpaired may take water along with their food.

6 All alcoholic drinks arc to bo cautiously avoided.

Stimulants such as tea and coffee are never to be taken in

excess and may preferably be eliminated altogether. For a

man that cares for his health, there cannot be a more luxurious

drink than plain water.

7 Heavy smoking of whatever sort invariably shatters the

nerves, if carried on across many years. Weak nerves, per-

sistent cough, sore throat etc., always harass a heavy smoker;

and may often beset the path even of a light smoker.

8 All unnatural and illegitimate sexual acta arc sinful.

Excess committed even in natural and legitimate sexual acts

do not stand upon a different footing.

9 No sexual intercourse is healthy unless it is under-

taken as a matter of absolute physiological necessity.
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KAIVALYADHAMA
: BOMBAY BRANCH

HEALTH CENTRE

SUMMARY OP THE MEDICAL OFFICER'S REPORT

1932

In the year 1932, 561 people took advantage of the

Health Centre. Out of these 103 took advice of the Director

for improving their health whereas 458 underwent exercises at

the Health Centre. Again out of these 458, l</5 cainc as phys-

ical culturists for improving their health, and 263 took exer-

cises as patients for getting rid of some chronic disease.

Most of the physical culturists were benefdted. Out of

the patients 82'5 per cent, were found to be benefitted by
the treatment of Yogic exercises.

The following diseases were treated at the Health Centre j

Constipation, Dyspepsia, Functional Heart Disease, General
Debility, Neurasthenia, Asthma, Piles, etc.

The ages of people who attended the Health Centre in

the year under report varied from 9 to 65.

The patients and physical culturists came from different

professions. They were clerks, government officers, mer-
chants, professors, solicitors and even doctors.

As people arc admitted to the Health Centre without any
distinction of caste or creed, the record does not give any
definite information on this point. But it is clear from the
names of the people that the Health Centre was attended by
Hindus, l’arsis, Muslims, Cliristians and Jews.



DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION

ON

KAIVALYADHAMA PHYSICAL CULTURE WORK
for U. P. Government

"With a view to improving the health and physique of

school children the Education Department of the United Pro-

vinces have recently given considerable attention to physical

training. Amongst •indigenous systems one of the most re-

nowned is the Yogic system of physical culture which Swami
Kuvalayananda has perfected at his wcllknown Ashraina at
Lonavla near Poona. In order that teachers might have an
opportunity of acquiring some knowledge of the fundamentals
of the system taught by Swami Kuvalayananda the Education
Department invited him in February this year to conduct
classes for a fortnight at Luoknow. Twcnty-cight teachers
attended the classes. Swami Kuvalayananda also delivered
two public lectures, one at the Lucknow University and the
other at the Medical College, Lucknow. The Swami'* demon-
strations and lectures were much appreciated by the students
under training and aroused much interest amongst education,
ists, officers of the Public Health and Medical Departments
and the general public. The Education Department hope
that as a result of the Swanns visit to the United Provinces
selected teachers will be able in their teaching of physical

exercises to combine what is best in Western and indigenous
systems of physical training."

( Sd. ) A. H. Mackenzie,

C. I. B.

Director of Public Instruction,

10.3.1932. United Provinces.
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A TYPICAL LETTER FROM EUROPE

Harry Dikman,

Liela Ida Nr. 20,

P. O. Tulcum.

Latvla-Europc.

Tukum,

December 21, 1931

Dear Swamiji,

To

Shrimat Swami Kuvalayananda,

Director, Kaivalyndliama.

Bombay—India,

I have succeeded in rousing an interest in our country to

the Yogic philosophy. Dr. Vcstaphal lias now acknowledged
that the Yoga Asanas are the moat ideal exercises for the

spinal column. Dr. Rudsit is deeply interested in Yogic Hasti

and gives lectures to his students on this point

Myself and a friend of mine Mr. Vessel, we both can
perform Basli even without instrumental aid.

I enclose herewith some photos. In the group photo
the eldest gentleman is 70 years old, and still practising

Skirehaaana.

Awaiting good news in return, I remain,

Dear Swamiji,

Yours most obediently,

(&/.) H. Dikman.
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I alone persist : Blissful : Absolute.
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Editorial Notes

May the Maker of all make this journal a success. Bless-

ed is tliu name of the Lord. May He bless the workers of the

Airman with a happy and prosperous career as servants of the

world which is only the Lord Hiitpclf objectified. May He,

that has created us in His infinite wisdom, lead us to the light

that is beyond all darkness.

This number completes the fourth volume of our journal.

The principal theme of this volume as of the last has been

Prlnlylma, although a lengthy article on Yamas and Niyamas,

along with very valuable information on Aranas has also ap-

pealed therein. In this volume we have fully described Die

technique of two breathing exercises, namely, Kap.1labh.1ti

and BliastrikA. A large number of experiments regarding

the pressure changes in and the chemistry of PrAnlyAma have

appeared in the pages of this volume. The experiments on

pressure changes clearly indicate the effects of Prflp&yflma on

blood circulation. Experimental work in the chemistry of

PrApilyllma has loci to definite conclusions regarding the value

of Kumbhaka so far as it is undertaken to absorb 02 or to

eliminate COi. All this laboratory work published in this

and the last volumes, however, has not touched even the
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fringe of a scientific study of PrAp&y&ma, because the subject

of PrAnAyAma is very very vast especially when an attempt, at

its co-ordination with modem sciences is systematically made.

For our readers, however, we are going to give a sort of

completeness to this subject of PrApAyAma by the end of the

next volume. We wish to include in the fifth volume a com-

plete description of the technique of three other types of

PrApAyAma— Sdryabhedana, SitkAri and Sitali. These three

varieties of PrApAyAma along with UjjAyf an^l BhastrikA arc

quite sufficient either for a student of Yogic Physical Culture

or Yogic Spiritual Culture. Our article ‘UjjAyi PrApAyAma Ex-

plained' will he concluded in the next volume. The ques-

tion of O* absorption and COi elimination in PrApAyAma will

also be brought to a definite line of demarcation. In this way
Volumes III, IV and V will form a sort of unit, a unit dealing

chiefly with PrApAyftnu. Different indexes will also be given

at the end oi the fifth volume as they were given at the end
of Volume II.

It will thus be seen that Volume V will be found indispens-

able for a clear understanding of the subject of PrApAyAma,

especially by thoso of our readers who wish to understand

this branch of Yogic studies from the modern point of view.

In the volume that we are completing with this number,
an exhaustive note on the determination of COa and Oa has

appeared in the second number. The note has been written

with a view to enable even those of our readers who arc in-

nocent of any knowledge of chemistry, to follow our research

work intelligently. It is written so concisely and yet so

lucidly, that in a lew pages it discusses the most elementary
as well as some of the advanced problems of modern chemis-
try. No student of PrApAyAina ran understand the subject
from the modern point of view, unless he knows the contents
of this note.
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Our article on Human Body which appeared in the third

number is equally important. It offers a synthetic study of

human anatomy and physiology which is so indispensable tc

those who want to understand the fundamental principles

underlying Yogic Physical Culture.

Thus it will be seen that the contents of Voliync IV are

so important that every reader of Volume V will find it cs-

sential to have studied the fourth volume carefully.

* *

Although PrfttiAyAma will continue to be the principal

theme of the fifth volume, some other important exercises

will also be studied therein. We propose to describe the

technique of AdvmfmudrA, MahA-Mudrft, MaltAbandha and if

possible of one or two of the Sha| KriyAs. The exercises of

AdvintmudrA will be accorded special treatment. Students

of Yoga interested in the sublimation of sex energy or the

treatment of seminal weakness will find a fund of original in-

formation in our article on Arfvint, as the same will be based

upon a critical study of scientific facts as well as clinical and

cultural experiences. In short, we will try our best to make

Volume V as interesting and instructive as the preceding

volumes of Yoga-SHmAnsd, if not more.

YoGA-MIxeAftsA is not a money-making concern. An

average Indian has little knowledge of the remarkably expen-

sive character of laboratory experiments where the subjects

are trained students of Yoga. This circumstance at times

leads to the erroneous impression that the subscription of

Yoga-Mlm&nsA is heavy enough. Some of cut readers might

argue that they are concerned with the Semi-Scientific and the

Popular Sections of the journal and not with the Scientific

Section of it. Such an argument betrays colossal ignorance

about the nature of relation between the Scientific Section and

the Semi-Scieniific and Popular Sections of Yoga-Mbiidnsd.
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Almost everyone of our readers finds the latter two Sections

Ss uncommonly interesting and instructive ns they arc original.

This peculiar character of the two Sections is due to thcii

being based upon the Scientific Section. If we eliminate the

scientific research and its conclusions from Yoga-Mimdiud,

it will be reduced almost to a trash

!

This explanation will bring it home to our readers that

the material published in Yoga-SiItnAnsd is got together at a

very heavy cost Further this heavy cost is rendered heavier

still because of the present low rate of subletiption and the

limited number of our subscribers. VVc have no mind to in-

crease Uic rate ol subscription. So the only way to lessen the

burden of the Afouna in bringing out Yoga-MfmAi'isA is for

the present subscribers to continue their patronage and to

find as many new subscribers as they possibly can. Let us

assure our readers that we have been able to keep the journal

going simply because of the extreme sacrifice of the inmates

of the Atframa. It is, therefore, the sacred duty of all the

educated Indians who arc interested in Yoga, to subscribe to

Yoga-MUnAnsA and thus help the propagation of Yogic Cul-

ture which all of us liaveat heart and which the Yoga- Mlnuirisd
journal is doing with remarkable success.

< e

For the last few years one volume or another of the Yoga-

MtmdtaA journal used to go out ol print. This proved a great

handicap to our readers who wanted to purchase all the back
volumes for their study. But now this handicap lias been re-

moved, We have reprinted all the back volumes and our
readers can now have every one of the Yoga-MtmAiisA num-
bers serially from the very beginning.

* *
On page 264 of this number will be found a few words

addressed to our readers by the Manager of the Yoga-
MimansA Office. We want to draw our readers’ attention
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especially to the intimation card being circulated therewith.

Those of our subscribers who wish to discontinue their pat-

ronage are very earnestly requested to send us instructions to

that effect at the earliest opportunity. At any rate their

intimation should reach the Yoga-Mlnrins& Office before the

20th of January, 1934. A little negligence in this respect on

the part of such subscribers, puts us to a heavy 'loss. After

eacli subscriber the Office loses upwards of 5 annas for postage

and packing, not to speak of the damage done to the copies of

the journal because? of the double transit. Therefore, it be-

hooves every subscriber who intends discontinuing to send us

timely information about his intention.

We will feel obliged to all the subscribers who wish to

continue, if they send their subscriptions by Money Order.

This method is chenf>er for the subscribers and more convenient

for the Yoga-Mlm&usa Office.

This much for the inland subscribers. Foreign subscrib-

ers arc requested kindly to follow faithfully the instructions

given on the next page by the Manager of the Yoga-MimAhsA

Office.

Before concluding these notes we wish to offer our cordial

thanks to all the subscribers past and present, who have thus

far patronized Yoga-MiwAtisd. Needless to say that it is their

active sympathy that has enabled us to keep the journal going

up to now.

*

May the Lord that enabled us to found the Adrama, give

us strength enough to carry on its work
! May He ever widen

the circle of our sympathizers and thus allow us to serve Him

and His children to the best of our ability I
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Kindly do nol fail to get your name registered as a sub-

scriber for Vol. V, by posting, even to-day, the accompanying

card duly signed and stamped. It is hoped that you will

enter your full name and address in legible handwriting, clear-

ly stating your Post Office. Please do not lose this opportu-

nity of studying or helping the study of this ancient Yogic

Culture of the Aryans.

The first number oj Volume V will be posted in the first

week of February 1934. If you do not send definite instructions

or remittances, so as to reach the Yoga-Mtmdmd Office on or

before the 20th of January 1934, it will be taken for granted

thatyou want to continue as a subscriber and that you want us

to send you the number per V. P. P., charging you for the next

volume.

If you are an inland subscriber, the Money Order System

is cheaper for you than the V. P. System, ft will save you five

annas and will save us much trouble. Cheques will not be

accepted. If you arc a foreign subscriber, residing in British

Colonics, Possessions or Agencies, remittance in British Postal

Orders or in Sterling Currency Notes is cheaper and quicker

for you and more convenient for us than payment through

Foreign Money Order System. If you happen to be an
American subscriber, you can best send us your remittance in

Dollar Currency Notes. Above all, remittance through a Draft

is a facility, most convenient in all respects that is available to

a foreign subscriber.

All remittances should be made payable to the " Manager,
Ycga-Mimdmd Office

Maxager, YOGA-MIMANsA OFFICE,
P. 0. BORIVLI, (II. B. & C. I.)

( Bombay-India )
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Oi ABSORPTION AND C0 3 ELIMINATION

in pkAnayAma'

INTRODUCTION

In tl ic second number of this volume we studied the quest-

ion of COj elimination in PrApAjrima with the hdlp of eight

experiments described in the Scientific Section of that number.

In the present article we wish to dibeuss the question again in

the light of further experiments, and also to try to solve the

question of 0 3 absorption in PrAn&yama. The questions of 03

absorption and C0 3 elimination go hand in hand and occupy

;ui important place in the study of Pranayamic chemistry.

Hence they may be studied together with great advantage.

In the second number, five questions were raised regard

ing the problem of CO| elimination in Piiplyfltna. The last

three of theso questions were Satisfactorily answered; but the

first two were left over for future discussion. Here we shall

reproduce those very questions. We shall only include there-

in the question of Oj absorption. When this is done, the

questions would stand as follows:—

(<) Whether PrUnAyama enables a man to absorb more

Oj and to eliminate more COi than the ordinary normal breath-

ing in a particular unit of time ?

(ii) What would be the most advantageous time unit for

a round of Pr;\p.1y.1ma for Ox absorption and Coa elimination ?

(Hi) Whether a larger time unit for a Pranayamic round

leads to larger Ox absorption and C0 3 elimination ?

(iw) Has Kumbhaka a special value in Pripiyima, so far

as Oj absorption and C0 3 elimination are concerned ?

I Reader i arc requeued to preface tl>cit reding -<f U>e promt arliole and the

following e»r*crluicnl» by a careful rtudy of wlial we have Mid in Uic tecond ireniter of

thii volemc about COl dlmltutlon in Prioi)nna on p. 95 and Uifl following. Wo
c([«jal!>' drqw our reader altciUoo to the foot-ndo oo p. 95.
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(v

)

Is il desirable to omit Kumbhaka from the technique

of PrJpayUma, it only Oj absorption and CO* elimination arc

aimed at ?

As in the second number, so here, we can attempt to solve

only the last three questions satisfactorily on the strength of

direct laboratory evidence. The first two questions have still

to await further laboratory evidence for being convincingly

answered in definite terms.

Starting with the third question, we want to know whether

a larger time unit for a Pranayamic round leads to larger Oj

ahsorplion and CO* elimination. So far as COa elimination

goes, we have already answered this question in the negative.

When we examine the evidence obtainable troin the new ex-

periments described in this Section , we will find our previous

answer amply supported.

Reference to last page of this Section will show that we
have used four time units in th6c experiments. They arc 14’,

21', 28* and 35 seconds. Let us compare the results obtain-

ed from Pranayamic rounds of these different units so far as

Oa absorption and COi elimination arc concerned. Let O*
absorption be considered first

In 14' Pranayamic round the percentage of Oj absorption

is 5.74, whereas in 21* Pranayamic round it is 6.43. Thus
we see that the percentage in the longer round has increased

by .69. But we have to know whether this increase really

compensates for the additional time of 7* given to the longer

round. When we do this we find that the increase in percent-

age is not proportionate to the additional time. At the rate

of 5.74 per cent, for 14“, we must get 8.61 per cent, for 21*

but the actual percentage is only 6.43 I This will clearly show
that the longer units of Prap&yftma place us at a disadvantage

so far as the absorption of 02 is concerned. If we compare
the results of the other two units of 28" and 35", we will

discover the same truth.
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The conclusion arrived at in the List paragraph will

become more striking, if we work out the total absorption ai

Oa in 14*, according to the different percentages of absorption

obtained in different Pranayamic rounds.

Let us start with the rounds of 14* and 21 seconds.

And let us suppose that the average quantity of the exhaled

air of each subject is 2800 c.c.‘ Now in the first Pranayamic

round of 14
v

,
the subject absorbs 5.74 per cent, of this, that is,

160.72 c.c. of oxygen; whereas in the second round of 21",

lie absorbs 6.4] per cent, that is, 180.01 c.c. of that gas. This

shows that in the second round the subject absorbs 19.32 c.c. of

oxygen more than in the first round, llut.in the second round

he spends 7" more than in the first. Let us therefore see how
much oxygen the subject absorbs in 14' while lie is practising

PrApftyftma of the second unit which is to he completed in

21 seconds. It would work out at 120.02 c.c. only. That is,

in the 21" round, the subject absorbs 40.70 c.c. of oxygen

less than in the 14" round. If we work out similar figures for

28' and 35* we will find that the longer the unit of time of a

Pranayamic round, the greater is the disadvantage, so far as

the absorption of Os is concerned. The following table will at

once make the conclusion clear.

Tirao unit of a

Prannyamlo
rounit

Poroentojw of

Oi absorption

Total absorption

of Oi In a sinule

ionnd

Proportionate

absorption of Oi

In 14" In differ-

ent time unita.

14" 5.74 160.72 c.o.
^

160.72 ac.

21" 6.43 180.01 c.e. 1201)2 o.o.

28" 196.84 o.o. 08.42 0.0.

35" 7.58 212.2* o.o. 84.90 c.0.

I Properly speaking this average would luve Oeen In me telglilcnittcol oi

3500cc. in the cast oi (lie pment subject*. We have, however, purposely taken 11 lo be

I Comlnaed)
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Nor do we gain any advantage by choosing longer time

uhits for PrApAy&ma even in the case of CO* elimination.

This will be clear from the results of the experiments describ-

ed at the end of this article. These results are tabulated on

the last page of this Section. In the following table we have

tried to work out the figures of actual COj elimination, taking

2800 c.c. to be the quantity of the expired air in a Pranaya-

mic round. We have shown how much CO* can be eliminat-

ed in 14" according to the different time units employed in

Prftpftyltma in the experiments under examination. Here is

the table.

Tim* unit nf *

Pro naya in lo

round

Poroonlnwo of

COi elimination

Total elimina-

tion of 00b In

a single round

Proportionate

ollniinaUnn of

OO. In 14" In

different time
unite

14" Uti ifi Q(i 140.16 o,ft

si-

t . ,,ri

5.M 150.61 o.o. 100.13 o.o.

88 591 165.43 c.o. 82.74 c.c.

M" 6.65 169.10 c.o. 67.76 c.c.

Wc find from this tabic that one can eliminate 146.16 c.c.

of CO* in 14*, if a round of PrftnAyAma is completed in 14';

whereas one can eliminate only 67.76 c.c. in 14', if the round

is extended to 35 seconds.

Here we wish to draw the attention of our readers to the

difference in the results of the experiments published in the

second number, and the experiments published here. In those

experiments the percentage of COa elimination in 14' Prana-

yamic round was found to be 3.97, whereas in the present

20CO ex. T*e lika ii to ihow to our readers lhal longer Pranarunlc ronndi entail n Ion
in Ob absorption eve. In the cate ol people Ivning a vn.lt long capacity. It i< necdlcn
to point out lhat with larger lung capacity the lam will be (-rtala .till. It may be rooted
lint In the tewml number we hm chosen the time n.oorc ol expired air a- here.

.
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experiments it comes out to be 5.22. Thus there is a difference

of 1.25 per cent. This difference is obviously due to thfc

difference in the sets of subjects examined in these two scries

of experiments. If our readers study carefully the details

tabled in each experiment against the name of each subject,

they will find ample evidence for this difference in different

subjects. This individual difference in the percentage of CO*

elimination or Oa absorption is a physiological fact. Hence

the need of examining each subject twice and also examining

several subject* in one and the same experiment and then

finding out averages for arriving at the correct results.

The difference in the results of the two sets of experiments

to which we have drawn our readers' attention in the preced-

ing paragraph, docs not, however, vitiate our conclusion,

namely, longer rounds of PrApftyHina do not lead to larger COj

elimination. The following table prepared according to the

results arrived at in the previous series of experiments will

convince our readers.

Time unit of n
Pronayamio

round

Pflrcenlimo of .

C0» elimination

ToUl elimina-

tion of OOl In

a glngln round

Proportionate

oil mlnation of

00. In 14" In

different lime
mill*^ an

u" 3.97 111.16 ao. 111.10 0.0.

21" 4.6C 127.68 o.c. 85.12 c.o.

28" 5.2 145.6 ac. 72A o.e.

35" 5.3 148.4 ca 59 8 co.

48" 6.02 168.56 c.c. 48.16 c.c.

Thus we sec that a longer round of PrAnAyAma is a disad-

vantage so far as the absorption of Or or elimination of COa is

concerned. Hence our reply to the third question is in the
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negative and we can emphatically say that a longer time unit

fOr a Pranayamic round docs not lead to larger O? absorption

or COj elimination.

Next we have to see whether Kumbhaka has a special

value in Pritpiyama, so tar as Oa absorption and COa elimina-

tion is concerned.

In the following experiments two time units, 28° and 35',

have been employed (or PrApAyftma once with Kumbhaka and

once without Kumbhaka. It we examine (he results of these,

we can understand the Oi and CO a value of Kumbhaka. Let

us first take 28" unit. In this we have 7.03 per cent, of Oa

absorption when Prftpftyftma is done with Kumbhaka and 6.94

per cent, when Prtpftykma is done without Kumbhaka. Thus

there is an advantage of .09 per cent, in PrApftyima with

Kumbhaka. When we remember, however, that this advantage

is so trifling and obtained in '28", we can safely say that

Kumbhaka lias no special value in Oa absorption. We shall

make this position a little clearer still. If we take a subject

with 2800 c.c. lung capacity, according to the results of our

experiments, lie would be able to absorb 2.5 c.c. more of oxy-

gen because of his Kumbhaka in a PrUpftyfttm of 28 seconds.

Now according to the general physiological observations, an
average adult absorbs at least 4 c.c. of O a in one second in

his normal breathing. When we take into account this normal

absorption of Oa, we at once see how insignificant is the ad-

vantage of 2.5 c.c- for a period of 28 seconds.

The results of 35' unit are more conclusive. There the

l>ercentagc of Oa absorption is 7.54 for Prtpftyftma with

Kumbhaka; and 7'58 for Prftplyama without Kumbhaka. So
there is a disadvantage of .04 per cent, for Kumbhaka instead

of there being any gain at all. Thus it is clear that Kumbhaka
has no special value in PrApftyftma so far as Oa absorption is

concerned.
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Next we come to COa elimination value of Kumbhaka.

In the 28' round the percentage of COa elimination is 5.91

with Kumbhaka and 5.69 without Kumbhaka. That means

Kumbhaka has an advantage of .22 per cent. When we see

that this advantage comes to only 1 in 500, we at once realize

the insignificance of it. Nor arc the results of the 35' round

more favourable to Kumbhaka. There COs elimination is

6.05 c.c. with Kumbhaka and 5.95 c.c. without Kumbhaka.

It means that Kumbhaka has an advantage of .1 per cent, that

is of 1 in 1000, which is even less favourable than the last

one. Hence Kumbhaka is found to bo of no special value in

COa elimination in Prftplyitna. 1 So our answer to the fourth

question is that Kumbhaka has no special value in PrftpAyAma

so far as Oa absorption or COa elimination is concerned.

The solution of the fourth question also satisfactorily

solves the fifth question. As Kumbhaka has no special value

in absorbing oxygen and eliminating carbon dioxide, we can

safely omit Kumbhaka, if Oa absorption or COa elimination is

the only object of practising PrApAyAma.*

I Tills coeclutiun conSran Utt oik that w« MTlvcil M In Iho UOOIKJ number ol tliU

totaiiM.

1 When 001 renters »tudy the irUsle ' I'hyiloloslcil nivJ Bpirttuil Valuci o!

IVlnlyiina ' appearing inl'o W"‘»' Sat/011 at thu muiter, they will lee that the real

advantage looghi by ilurtenti of Yrgi In practicing Prigtyaini and upcdally Kiiir.hhaka

l> the culture ol nonet. II ii neither tbe abiorptfcin o< vxye.cn nor the cl'uniiujlco oi

cirbeo doxidc Till* wb)ect will be ctlwu-ned rt grcnler length la VoL V.
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GENERAL CONDUCT OF EXPERIMENTS

For the experiments published in tins number five sub-

jects were tried. They were all young adults of ages varying

from 25 to 30. Their health was normal. Not only during

the days of experimentation, hut even ordinarily these subjects

were not given to any hard physical labour. Subjects Ai, Bi,

Dj, and Ei* were regularly undergoing Yogic exercises daily.

Subject Ci was trained as a regular athlete and although he

was latterly doing Yogic exercises, his daily programme in-

cluded quite a good amount of muscle culture. We make a

special mention of this fact, because those of our readers who

are interested in the details of metabolic experiments, will

find a remarkable difference between the results of the mus-

cular and non-muscular subjects. The percentages of Or ab-

sorption and COj elimination differ in different individuals and

in the same individual under different metabolic conditions.

We tried to maintain uniformity of metabolism as best as we
could and to eliminate error wtf tried the name subject twice on

two different days lor the same experiment and struck out an

average. Again to make up for individual differences, we tried

five subjects for one and the same experiment for finding out

an average. Wherever a close comparison was necessary,

as in the eases of PripftyAma with Kumbhaka and without

Kumbhaka, we tried both the experiments with a particular

subject the same morning. Thus it will be seen that errora

due to metabolic differences have been reduced to a minimum.

Every time the expired air was collected in a rubber bag
previously exhausted of all ordinary air. Out of this a sam
pic of 100 c.c. was taken in a gas burette for analysis. This
sample was first treated with a solution of caustic potash for

determining COa elimination percentage and afterwards with
potassium pyrogallato solution for finding O* absorption per-

centage. Throughout, barometric pressures and temperatures
were noted and necessary corrections applied.

The apparatus used has been described at great length in

the Sani-Scientific Section of the second number of this volume.
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o. ABSORPTION AND CO* RUMINATION
in prA^AyAma

Experiment IX

OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT

The object of the experiment was to ascertain the average
percentage ol O; absorption and CO? elimination per normal
respiration of the five subjects under examination, with a view
to understand their average capacity in this connection.

PREPARATION OF THE 8U1UE(TN:-

Five subjects were examined in this experiment. All ol

them were young adults of ages varying from 25 to 30. There
was no special preparation except that they were made to avoid

all abnormal physical work before the experiment.

THE APPARATUS i-

The apparatus used has hem described in the Semi

Scientific Section of the second number of this volume.

Till EXPERIMENT PROPER i—

The expired air of three normal exhalations in the case of

each subject was collected in a rubber bag which was com-

pletely exhausted of ordinary air. Out ol this a sample of

100 c.c. was analyzed for finding out percentages of O? ab-

sorption and CO; elimination, as described in the introduc-

tion to these experiments. Each subject made two attempts.

The results arc tabulated on the next page.
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ABSORPTION*

OP

O*

AND

ELIMINATION*

OF

00*

IN*

VOLUME

PER

('ENT.

Total

21

«1

Total

19

49

Final

Average

4
38

Final

Average
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Experiment X

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT:—

One of tlie objects of this experiment was to determinfc

the percentages of O* absorption and CO} elimination in a

Pranayamic round of 7 Phraka and 7 Rechaka, with no

Kumbhaka between them. The other object was' to compare

those percentages with other similar percentages secured with

Pranayamic rounds of longer time units, with a view to see

whether the loogcrlime units had an advantage over these, so

far as the absorption of 0} and the elimination of CO? were

concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS AND THE APPARATUS

The subjects and the apjuralus in this experiment were

the same as in the previous experiment, the subjects being

prepared in the same fashion js before.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER :—

In the ease of each subject a Pdraka of T was followed

by a Rechaka of 7 seconds. The expired air was collected in

a rubber big as was done in the previous experiment. Out

of this a sample of 100 c.c. was analyzed for finding out per-

ccntages of 0} absorption and CO} elimination.

Each subject was examined twice. The results are tabu-

lated on the next page.
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2868

Total

2609
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Aver
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5*74
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SO. < 0| AHSOKPTION & CO* ELIMINATION IN HKANAYAMA

EXPERIMENT XI

OBJEd'S OF THE EXPERIMENT:—

One of the objects of the experiment was to determine

the percentages of O* absorption and CO2 elimination in a

Pranayamic round of 7° Puraka and 14* Rechaka, with no
Kumbhaka between them. The second object was to compare

these percentages with other similar percentages secured with

Franayamic rounds of shorter or longer time units, with a view
to sec whether the longer time units had an advantage over

the shorter urtits, s’o far as Oj absorption and COj elimination

were concerned.

PREPARATION OF T1IE SUBJECTS AND THE APPARATUS —
The same as in the last two experiments.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

In the case of each subject a Pftraka of 7" was followed

by a Ucchaka of 14 seconds. * As in the labt experiment the

expired air was collected in a rubber bag and a sample of it

measuring 100 c.c. was analyzed. Each subject made two

attempts. The results are tabulated on the next page.

UBMAUKb 1
—

The Pranayamic round ol the last experiment was of 14"

whereas the same was of 21" in the present experiment. The
percentage of CO; elimination in the last experiment was

5.22. Had this percentage increased in proportion to the

increase in the time unit, the CO; elimination percentage in

the present experiment would liave been 7.83. Actually it is

only 5.38. Hence we clearly see that a longer time unit in

Pr^iAyama is not an advantage so far as the elimination ol

CO 2 is concerned. The same can be said about the absorp-

tion of Oj. In the last experiment with 14* Pranayamic

round the percentage of Oa absorption was 5.74. Had this

percentage increased in proportion to the increase in lime

unit, wc would have had 8.61 per cent, of Oj absorptron in the

present experiment. Actually it is only 6.43.
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Experiment XII

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT !—

One of the objects of this experiment was to determine

the percentages of Oa absorption and COa elimination in a

Pranayamic round of 7* Pflraka, V Kumbhaka and 14
v

Rcchaka. The other object was to compare these percentages

with similar percentages secured with a Pranayamic round of

the same time unit, but without Kumbhaka, the period of

Kumbhaka being acfded to Rcchaka for lengthening it, with a

view to see whether Kumbhaka had a special value so far as

the absorption oi Oj or the elimination of COa was concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUBJECTS AND TJIIC APPARATUS i—

The same as before.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

Each subject had a Pranayamic round of T Pflraka, 7*

Kumbhaka and 14* Rcchaka. The expired air was collected

in a rubber bag as before. A sample measuring 100 c.c. was

analyzed. Each subject mado two attempts. The results are

tabulated on the next page.
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NO. 4 Oj ABSORPTION & CO t ELIMINATION IN PRANAyAMA

Experiment XIII

OBJECTS OF i'UE EXPERIMENT :

—

One of the objects of this experiment was to determine

the percentages of O2 absorption and COa elimination in a

Pranayamic round of T POraka and 21" Rechaka, with no

Kumbhaka between them. The other object was the same as

the second object of the last experiment.

PREPARATION OK THE SUBJECTS AND THE APPARATUS s—

The same as before.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER

This was done exactly as the last experiment with the

following change. Instead of 7“ Kumbliaka and 14* Rechaka,

the subjects had 21" Rechaka only, without any Kumbhaka at

all. Eacli subject was examined twice. The results are

tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS!

A comparison of the results of this experiment and the

last, clearly shows that Kumbhaka has no special value, so far

as O 2 absorption and COj elimination arc concerned. In the

last experiment the percentage of Oa absorption was 7.03

whereas in the present experiment it is 6.94, The last experi-

ment has, indeed, an advantage of .09 per cent, over the present

one. But the difference is so small that we cannot claim any

special advantage for Kumbhaka in the absorption of Oa.

Similar is the ease of CO2 elimination. In the last experiment

its percentage was 5.91 whereas in the present experiment it is

5.69. Tims there is an advantage of .22 percent, in the List

experiment. But this too is such a trifle that Kumbhaka

cannot be given any special value for COj elimination.

1 Kor a deLilicd dacuiilon oil there reicirki we rclor our reader* to the InUaiint-

Ui» a! Mere ciperimiuit.
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NO. 4 Ov ABSORPTION » CO, ELIMINATION IN PRANAYAMA

Experiment xiv

OBJRCTIM OK THE EXPERIMENT

One of Hie objects of this experiment was to determine tfic

percentages of O 3 absorption and CO* elimination in a Prana-

yamic round of T Puraka, 14'' Kumbhaka and 14* Rechaka.

The other object was to compare these percentages with similar

percentages secured with a Pranayamic round of the same time

unit, but without Kumbhaka, the period of Kumbhaka being

added to Rechaka for lengthening it, with a view to sec

whether Kumbhaka had a special value so far as Oj absorption

and CO* elimination were concerned.

PREPARATION OF THE SUB.! FAITH AND THE APPARATUS i—

The same as before.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER 1
—

Each subject went through a round of Pranayama consist-

ing of 7* Pflraka, 14" Kumbhaka and 14' Rechaka. The

expired air was collected, and a sample of it analyzed as before.

Two attempts were made by each subject. The results arc

tabulated on the next page.
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NO. 4 O, MISORPTION & CO, ELIMINATION IN PRANAyAMX

Experiment XV

OBJECTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

One of the objects of this experiment was to determine the

percentages of 0» absorption and CO a elimination in a Prana-

yamic round of 7" PQraka and 28' Rcchaka with no Kambbaka

between them. The second object was the same is the second

object ol the last experiment

PREPARATION OF TUB SUBJECTS AND THE APPARATUS i

—

The same ns before.

THE EXPERIMENT PROPER i—

This was done exactly as the last experiment with the

following difference. Instead of 14' Kumbhaka and 14" Re-

chaka, the subjects had 28" Rcchaka only, without uny Kum-

bhaka at all. Each subject was examined twice. The results

arc tabulated on the next page.

REMARKS i-

On comparison of the results of tins and the last experi-

ments, we find that the percentage of Oa absorption is higher

in this experiment than in the last. This, therefore, confirms

the conclusion tliat Kumbhaka has no special value in O a

absorption. Further, so far as CO a elimination is concerned,

we find that the percentage arrived at in the Iasi experiment is

higher by .1 per cent. only. This advantage is so trifling that

we can again safely say that Kumbhaka has no special value in

COa elimination also.
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bhastrikA

THE NAME:—

By this time our readers have become familiar with
the meaning of the word PrApAyAma.' They have also

seen that SvAtmArAraa Suri, the reputed author of HaIlia-

PradtpikA, recognizes eight 1 varieties of PrftriAyAma of

which BhastrikA is one. A reference has already been
made to tire meaning* of the word BhastrikA and also to

the technique* of it. In this article we slrall study this

PrApAyAma at some length.

In Sahskfita BhastrikA means hetlom. This PrApl-

yAma is called BhastrikA because it in characterized by

incessant and quick expulsions of breath in all its varie-

ties
,
5 imitating the actively hissing bellows of a village

smith. Whether in these expulsions both the nostrils

arc used as in the first tvrt> varieties, or only one nostril is

used as in tho last two varieties, is all immaterial, quick

succession of forceful expirations is the most prominent

feature of every type of BhastrikA. Hence* the name.

THE TECHNIQUE i—

Those of our readers that may have made them-

selves thoroughly familiar witli the technique of UjjAyi

l Vide Vol. HI. pp. 258-59. 2 Vide VoL 111, p. 2M.
I Vide lool-oolo 2, p. 172 ol (hit volume. A Vide p. 16S-M c< ihli rolume.

S There are 11 many u fear varieties ol tha Pr&Q&yftina. We are gzlug t » iic4 ice

all of llieen In this article.

0 8vkm&rinu 8 Ctrl tayi i—

slrm* hoi kh* otto! n n. p* uu
no* PUTtfr**! *reriter*n faor l

- ... U H.P, 1162

[ Ono rtioold exlulc SE“t" »o *l»« Inhale again, d^ng repealed!?. JuU at

* hlackiraMli work* Mi beliowa ucilrely, »o iliould ooo move ills phyilcal brealh with

ip«d and attention.
]
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and KapilabhAti, will find almost nothing new to learn

in the technique of BhastrikA, at least so far as the first

two varieties are concerned. We shall presently see

why this is 50.

First Variety 1 .—The first part of this variety is

completely identical with the exercise of KapAlabh&ti as it

is described in the second number of tins volume. The
breathing is entirely abdominal, the ribs being raised

and kept up in that condition by the continued contrac-

tion of the intercostal*. Both the ifostrils are used for

forceful and quick expulsions of breath that follow one

another in rapid succession. Inhalations are passive be-

ing brought about by the relaxation of the abdominal

muscles. In fact this part of BhaatrikA is nothing more
than the practice of KapAInbhAti.

After a number of exhalations, this number* being

determined by the strength of the individual practising

PrApAyAma, deepest possible PAraka is made as in the

ease of UjjAyi. Air is inhaled through both the nostrils

and the abdominal muscles arc kept controlled. Only
the partial closure of the glottis and the consequent fric-

tional sound produced in inspiration are to be avoided.
The glottis is to be kept fully open. The air is to be
drawn in by slowly expanding the chest. The passage of

the inspired air through the nose and throat is to be so

gentle, that no friction is caused in any part of the re-

spiratory tract. It is desirable that the process of POraka
should cover a t least eight seconds.

1 ThU n lha type of BhestriU traditionally handed down to the Director erf (be
bfMftafUiM end ditty preclUcd by the Stdhuku erf the Atom*. The author of

re*001m«nd» thl. .arlety to Ike tluden!. 0 f Yo*i. Vide Lemon
V J5-77.

2 In G*ertmifd-Si4»ll« only twenty cxputilonr of breath h.vx- |*cn adviied.
Id Uic cultural arri corahve mtk iwic In the Arfraau. we h»«e found that the

r 'S'" w,[h ”ch """r " llh accuracy.
Alw rent the GewreJ f/i«(i giren at (be end erf llus irGctc.



NO. I BHASTRIKA

Ptlraka is followed by Kumbhaka. Tlie inspired air

is retained by completely closing the glottis and by scour-

ing jAlandhara-Bandha. The closing of the nostrils with

the lingers as in UjjAyi is necessary. In fact Kumbhaka*

in Bluatrika is to be practised exactly as Kumbhaka in

IJjjAyi, the two Kumbhakas being tliorouglily identical

in every detail, including the control of thtr abdominal

muscles.

Rcchaka follows Kumbhaka. Except for the partial

opening df the glottis and the resulting soft sound of a low

pitch, Rcchaka in BhastrikA Is quite similar to Rcchaka

m UjjAyi. As ill Pflraka so in Rcchaka, BhastrikA re-

quires the glottis to he thoroughly open, so that the re-

turning air from the lungs may smoothly glide by. Wc
have already studied the technique of Rcchaka in UjjAyi.

In BhastrikA the same steps are taken to start and to

complete Rechaka. First the hold on the nostrils is re-

moved,' then JAlandhara-Bandha is unlocked, afterwards

the glottis is thrown open, and lastly by a simultaneous

contraction of the chest and abdomen the air is slowly

sent out of the recoiling lungs.

The 1’hraka and Rechaka that respectively and

immediately precede and follow Kumbhaka in BhastrikA

PrApAyAma, differ from those Pffrakas and Rcchakas

which succeed each other without the interruption of

Kumbhdka and which form the first part of this exercise

corresponding to the practice of KapAlabliAti. Inhala-

tions and exhalations that successively follow each other

are shallow, but the inhalation and exhalation that imme-

diately precedes and follows Kumbhaka are made the

deepest possible of their type.

1 Ai will be «:sl«d Uter cm Ihe rfglit land fanned Irani Uic noie is «tfuin Ic be

placed ou the right Knee.
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We shall now sum up this description of a single

round of BhastrikA which consists of two parts, the first

being exactly similar to KapMabhlti and the second

roughly similar to Ujj&yi. The student begins with quick

expulsions of breath following one another in rapid suc-

cession. When the necessary number of expulsions is

done, the last expulsion is followed by deepest possible

inhalation. After retaining his breath till he could do it

comfortably, lie exhales as deeply as possible. The end

of this deep Rechaka completes one -round of Bhastrikl

A few normal breaths for rest and the student is

again ready for another round of this PrAiiAyAnia.

Regarding the relative measures of Piiraka, Hum*
bhaka and Rechaka forming the second part of BhastrikA

I’rApAyAma, and the absolute measure of Kumbhaka
therein, what we have said in the article on Ujjiyl also

holds good here.

The author of GheratnJa-SathhllA recommends three

rounds of BhastrikA for a man to keep lumsclf fit. In

our Adrama we follow this very recommendation and find

that an average man of health can keep up his health

for practising three rounds of BhastrikA daily. 1

Second Variety1 — We shall consider this variety

in its two parts separately. Starting with the first part

which corresponds to KapAlabhftti, we notice that there is

a difference in the arrangement of the glottis during
respiration. The glottis is to be slightly contracted so

that a frictional sound is produced while breath is ex-

1 Tlil» li not ||> bo intrrpretcd lo mm llul *n average min of boltti can always
fnvd ItimKlf fit lirpt* lor pradnintf thrfj louiuh ol Mh.urrik!i every day \Vh»! our
•taWmwl mtiii n this la a wcU-bulanted Khono ol Yo«tc c«rci«* three rounds ol
Ilhailrik* lorn a suitable item Such a ich-me wa> pabtbhal In Yua.MlaiiiUi a lew

«0 and Hlob«l«od In VI. II. on p. 2K6. The scheme is being nraollMd all

over In** b; U.eral Yo*ic cuUorMi al the rrc*nii»-DdaUor. -4 tlx A-rama,
2 ThU »ailciy U leroauiendtd bj Ihc author c4 Hvka-PraditfM.
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pelled or taken in, but no substantial obstruction is offer-

ed to the passage of the air.
1 This slight contraction of

the glottis once secured is to be maintained throughout

this part of the exercise. Except for this difference, the

first part of this type of BhastnkA is completely identical

with KapAlabliSti .
2

The measure 3 of expirations in the first part of this

1 Road loot •role on p. IM nf tlil> valuing and Hie paragnptr to which II U

ippeodod.

2 In making Ihte itWoWnt, \*e hiif (otlowod 11* lot of Hatha-PrsittfilJ ami n.i

.la commentary hy RtthmAnmula. The commentator ii n( opinion Him eirir In Iho find

pail d Ihli eierClN only one noatrfl Ii to be used ai will he dewvlbtd In Iho third and

foi'lli vhUUco. Itnil nol holh. W* pcaltivcty know that there are IniliOona In SouUicta

India which conform lo Ihe de«rl|*lon« at Iho third aril lourth rortolie. ol Rhulnkt

m rolked hero and m re* ntimtndsd by BrahndiMtHb In hl» commentary. Ho llili

dost nol mean that hi* Interpretation ol Iho orlgloal text Ii corns!. Wo ihall glvr our

leaiorw In hrlel lor cur didctct.ee t4 opinion.

The origin d lot relating to inhalation and exhalation In Ihe flrtf pan ol BhaMnkl

rum M follow*

gif d*»'i 1*1 awi "»t« ?«ita <1 II’ P , II N.

Mm filwft ii ii. p, ii m.

[
Shut np your month. Moke a lorccd oxpIrMlon thniugh U* **< and then ryMekly

'

| Utii lie nnsoUr nurnher at If* word hw given an opportanMy lo Iho com.

incrvtator lo get .upport (nmi (be original lexl (or hi. wrtrllmol BhaWttek-lh. mird

ind Iho locrlb—which nlmo he rocognln-. H« MpUlna «r»HI a* unift«Wt«l <*M“I I

I through one laolo In ttw huu ]> Now Svfllnvlrhma Hfirl whenc.rr he bn lo nako a

Kterenrt lo one tvjilrll or Ur both ll*e noelrite either to tw uwd al’trnuoly. Invariably

glvNipcciftc in.irucUota to ih.l cite*. \. any .uch Inalruclleai are nln.nl bore. w*

hare lo lake H A* lo mean Wrong* Or now. 0.-1 U. Mk «r n*Mlu The

.Ir.gubr number at W*" need wrt prr>an« any dlllkultv. a* Ilrahm.n.nda hlm.rllha.

..plained IhM word olMwhcn aa Awn# (bib «r uo./^J., In comewnting upon TO
occurring tn I**ion II SJ, he write* a» fctlow. : RAW mftoiWwVlfflwl rmtlfpint

msi: mi I

So we find IhM (ho original tot (te.cribe. (he tocoml variety ol HbaKrlkli, bat the

commentator Irte* lo find In IhM lexl deacrlpUom ot Iho (bird Mid (ourth nrtdlra.

limply brcnuM he advocKm lha Utter Iwo and dooi nol lawn ihe (ormrr.

tliere an arttUoMl argument. In .upport nl ihe view ure have laker. Bui wr

abstain (rom quoting (hern here.

, Sittmtrftma 8un dom not define Ihia miatare by putting a numerical rcMricbon

upon It. He ia nl opinion that the bodily ahwigth cd an individual .hoold determine hi.

or her measure in every case. He ra>«

ih.p.ii«.

[ When (he phylical Irxme I. (aligned I the aoccod pit «*0UM Mart ). i
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variety agrees in tolo with the measure of expirations in

the corresponding part of the preceding variety. With

the last expulsion of breath the second part begins.

The second part of this variety is similar to the

second part of the first variety except in one detail.

Here the deep inhalation and exhalation which respec-

lively precedes and follows Kumbhaka are done through

one nostril only instead of through both the nostrils as

in the previous case. The nostril to be used for inhal-

ation is always the right, whereas that to be used for

exhalation is invariably the opposite one. Thus after the

last expulsion of breath completing the fust part of the

exercise, deepest possible inspiration is made through

the right nostril. Breath is retained according to the

technique given in the first variety and then it is driven

out, the expiration again being m thorough as possible.

Needless to say that in this part of the practice the right

hand* will all along be on the nose to regulate the pass-

age of air. With deepest exhalation after Kumbhaka

one round is finished. In order to be ready for the next

round, the right hand is returned to its original position

on the knee and a few normal breaths arc taken.

Under the second variety, we have described only

those features which distinguish it from the first. As all

other features arc entirely identical, for understanding

them wo refer our readers to what has been said about

them under the first variety.

Third Variety Here again it is desirable to con-

sider the variety in two parts, the first part corresponding

to Kap&labh&ti and the second corresponding to UjjJtyi.

The only difference in KapSlabhati and the first part of

I For tbe end portico c-i the hutd and u« of fingers read the teneral instruelfin

given in VoL III, oo UMT.
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the Hurd variety is that in KapSlabh&ti both the nostrils

arc used for the expulsion of breath, but in this variety

of Bhastrika only one nostril is used. Naturally the other

nostril is to be kept closed, this closing being effected

by the lingers arranged as in the case of UjjAyl. Accord-

ing lo BrahmAnanda for every odd round of Bhastrika

the right nostril is to be used and for every- even round

the other. Thus breath will be expelled after the fashion

of KapAlabhAti through the right nostril in the first, third,

fifth and every succeeding odd round of this PrAnAyAina;

whereas the expirations will be done through the left

nostril in the second, fourth, sixth and every even round

that follows.

The second part of this variety corresponds exactly

with the second part of the last variety, with only one

exception. In the second variety the deep inspirations

and expirations immediately preceding and following

Kumbhaka arc invariably done through the right and the

left nostrils respectively. But in the third variety the

deep inhalation is to be done through the right nostril

in every1 odd round and through the left nostril in every

even round, the deep exhalation being effected invariably

through the opposite nostril. Thus in the first, third,

fifth and every succeeding odd round, the right nostril

will be used for deep inhalation and the left for the deep

exhalation, of course after the intermediate Kumbhaka.

But in the second, fourth, sixth and every even round

that follows, the left nostril will be used for deep

inspiration and the opposite one for deep expiration.

In short the technique of the third variety can he

described as follows. Incessant respirations arc started

through the right nostril, keeping closed the left. When

the necessary 1 number of respirations is gone through,

1 Wliit number u nccciMT* will be ptWlUly »l«cd.
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deep inspiration is made through the same nflstril. After

retaining breath according to one’s measure, it is fully

expelled through the left nostril. This completes the first

round. The second round commences with forceful ex-

pirations as in Kapilabhftti, using for this work the same

nostril that was used for the last deep expiration, namely,

the left. After due respirations, deep inspiration is made

through that very nostril. Breath is retained and let out

thoroughly through the right nostril. This completes the

second round. Thereafter every odd round resembles

the first and every even round resembles the second.

As throughout this exercise, in the first as well as

in the second part of it, either one or both the nostrils

arc required to be kept closed, the right hand is always

kept on the nose but the left hand is allowed to be on

the knee. The fixing up of the client, the play of the

abdominal muscles and the arrangement of the glottis,

thoroughly conform to the technique of the first variety.

Regarding the number of expulsions constituting

the first part of every round and the total number of

rounds tliat an individual should perform every day,

what we have said in this connection in the first variety

also applies to this variety. 1

Fourth Variety :— In this variety the second part

is the same as in the third; but the fust part differs.

Here the first part resembles the second part with two

points of difference. In the first part, there is no Kum-
bliaka and breathing is not deep. Otherwise the two

parts arc exactly similar. Thus if a particular nostril is

used for inspiration, the opposite is used for expiration

as is always done in the second part. In simple words

the technique may be put down as follows.

I Abe r«*J the Giiuial BlmU given At the end erf <I>U utkk.
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Quick inspiration through the right nostril is im
mediately followed by quick expiration through tfic

left nostril. This chain of incessant inspirations and

expirations is prolonged till the individual feels healthily

fatigued. Tlxat constitutes the first part of the first

round. This is followed by the deepest possible inspira-

tion through the right nostril, the necessary’ retention of

breath and the final expiration through the left nostril,

which completes the second part of that round and also

the round ifoclf. Then the second round commences

with quick inspirations through the left' nostril, and

expirations through the right. In the second part, 1‘itraka

is done through the same nostril as in tlui first part, that

is, through the left, and after due Kumbhaka, Rcchnlca

is done through the right nostril.

Ah in the last variety ho in this, the first round is a

model for every succeeding odd rounds and the second

for every succeeding even rounds.

What we have said about the measures of the first

three varieties applies to this typo of BhastrikA also.

If we examine all the varieties of BlinstrikA we find

that the first part consists of a quick succession of

Kcchakas and BArakas as in KapAlabhAli and the other

part consists of deep PQralca, Kumbltaka and deep

Rechaka as in Ujjftyi. That is why we have said that

BhastrikA is equal to KapAlabhAti phis UjjAyl.

KapAlabhAti plays such a prominent part in BhastrikA

that whatever we have said 2 regarding Aaana appropriate

to KapAlabhAti applies to this exercise also. Thus a

physical culturist should practise BhastrikA while sitting

1 The i.'inc throujh which Rochsika ol the prevloui round wm
2 See the opnlns p»ra«rapfii of the technique ol lOpiljbhdti in the wcood

nambsf ol thw volane.
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and a spiritual culturist should always take the Lotus

Pose throughout the practice of this PrAiiftyAnia. While

sitting in Padmisana whether the hands are to be folded

as is required by the technique of that posture or

whether they are to rest on the knees forming what is

called Jn'Ana-MudrA, is left to the choice of the individual.

It must be noted, however, that throughout the third and

the fourth varieties and during the second part of the

first and the second varieties, the right hand has to

manage the nostrils and cannot keep 'company with the

left which invariably enjoys the privileged position of

resting either on the knee or on the heels arranged in

front of the abdomen. The two Bandhas, namely, MUla

and Jitlandhara have a place in the technique of this

PrApftyAma as they form a part of PadmAsana. As

regards the former we might at once say that instructions

given for its formation eta, in KapAlabhAti apply in loto

to the ease of BhaatiikA. We have', however, pointed

out that JAlandhara-Bandha has no place in KapAlabhAti

for obvious reasons. The case of BhaslrikA stands on a

different footing. Being a PrApAyAmi, it requires the

uso of the Chin-Lock at the time of Kumbhaka. It is

to be remembered, however, that Milla may be main-

tained throughout the succession of different rounds, but

JAlandhara is to be used at the time of Kumbhaka only,

otherwise the neck is to be kept erect.

For knowing the place, seat, time etc., suitable to

the practice of BhastrikA, we refer our readers to the

article on PrApAyAma in Vol. III.

mNUENTKATION

Concentration to be practised in BhaslrikA docs not

differ from the one recommended under KapAlabhAti

for both the types of Yogic culture, spiritual as well as

physical.
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ORNEUAI. HINTS :
-

Something has already been said under cacfi

variety of BliastrM regarding its average measure. The
following discussion is intended to make this question of

measure clearer to the readers and to suggest progressive

arrangements for their choice.

We have laid down the following equation

Ujj&yl pips KapMabhiUi is equal to BliastrikA. Docs

it mean \hat the exercise of Bhastrika can singly replace

the two exercises of UjjAyl and KaptiabMU ? Yes,

theoretically it can; but in practice it is not desirable to

do so. We shall consider the cases of physical and

spiritual culturists separately.

lu our discussion on UjjAyi, we have advised a

physical culturist to a\oid Kumbhaka at least in the

beginning. The same advice holds good even in regard

to BhastrikiV. So a beginner when lie starts with Blias-

trik.'i as n measure of physical culture, starts without

Kumbhaka and will have eleven expulsions of breath

followed by one deep inspiration and one deep expira-

tion. Of these he will have three rounds. Thus in all

there will be thirty-three expirations of KapAlabliAti type

and three deep inspirations and expirations of the UjjAyt

type, speaking roughly. These very inspirations and

expirations can again be arranged in lour rounds : three

rounds of Kap&labhAti of eleven expulsions each and one

round of UjjAyt of three breaths each. Now our experi-

ence has taught us that the three rounds of BhasIrikA

put a greater strain on the system than the three rounds

of KapAlabhAti and one round of UjjAyi put together.

This statement may not appeal to one who examines

these exercises on a smaller scale, but when they arc

compared on a larger scale the truth of it becomes at

once evident.
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Further our readers may recall what has been stated

in the last but one paragraph of the article on KapJla-

bh&ti in the second number of this volume. There we

have said that as a breathing exercise Kapalabhati is less

innocent than Ujjlyi. But if KapJiabhflti is less innocent

than Ujjftyl, BhastrikJ is much less innocent that way.

Hence' we should strongly advise a beginner first to start

with lessons in UjjAyi alone. When he is practised to it

a little and finds the same comfortable, he should add

KapJlabhJti to his programme of ttfe Yogic exercises.

He might think of practising BhastrikJ, only when he

becomes capable of taking up Kumbhaka. Here again

we would advise a cautious arrangement. The three

rounds of Kap&labhJti may give place to three rounds

of BhastrikJ to begin with. Afterwards as the practice

develops, the first part ol BhastrikJ may be broken up

into convenient group* of.sixty, forty, thirty and twenty

each, every group being followed by the second part.

Thus each round of BhastrikJ will be broken up into

2, 3, 4 and ultimately into six rounds. While laying

down the measure of KapJIabhAti, wc have recommend-

ed six rounds of it as the maximum for any physical

culturist. Now if each round of KapJlabhJti is substi-

tuted by six rounds of BhastrikJ, the total number of

BhastrikJ rounds amounts to thirty-six. Wc arc sure

this is more than sufficient for the needs of any student

of physical culture.

When the rounds of BhastrikJ in the daily scheme
ol exercises exceed nine, it is desirable that the rounds

of UjjAyi arc proportionately lessened. And when the

maximum of thirty-six rounds is attained in BhastrikJ,

UjjAyi is dropped altogether.*

I What has been Mia in this and the preceding paragraph! i» inlended to gire the
•'»«* a jer^fjl tdc. regarding Iho ndjuslment ol breathing cicrciaei. 11 U not meant
lay down any turd and fan raid It may br pointed out Mere again, that Bhaatrika

with twenty enprratiora li recommended by the author o( Okfrav^-Sa *»<(».
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The needs of a spiritual culturist are always greater

than those of a physical culturist, so far as the Yogic

exercises of spiritual value are concerned. BhastrikA is

emphatically an exercise of that nature. Hence Yogic

students of spiritual culture require a larger measure

of BhastrikA than the one that is recommended above.

In discussing the spiritual measure of KapAIabliAti,

we have advised three rounds of three minutes each.

Now when a spiritual student takes to BluutrikA, he

should progressively break up these three rounds into

six rounds each, so that the total number of BhastrikA

rounds would be eighteen at a sitting. If the student

stands in need of a larger dose of BhastrikA for the day,

he should not subdivide the eighteen rounds any more
;

but should add to these rounds or should have a larger

number of sittings in the day. In arranging for this extra

dose of BhastrikA students should never fail to consult

an expert whom they have chosen as their guide.

Out of the eight varieties of PrApAyAma, BhastrikA

has been mentioned as peculiarly capable of rousing the

spiritual force. This PrApAyAma best prepares Ihc mind

for PralyAhAra, DhArapA, etc. It is a wonderful exercise

for lifting tho individual above his flesh, and for bringing

him face to face with the serene spiritual light. Practise

BhastrikA religiously for a few months and the ecstatic

joys of a Yogin are yours. Do not allow your enthusiasm

to get the better of your reason, however, ever remem-

bering the cautions pronounced at the end of the articles

on UjjAyi 1 and KapAtabhAti .
2

I Vide VoL III, p. 275. 2 Vide VI IV. P. l»l.
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of prAxAyama'

The physiology of normal respiration was described iu the

second, third and fourth numbers of Volume III of this journal.

I11 the same volume, in numbers three and four, we studied

two meditative poses, namely, Svnstika and Sama, in addition

to two others, namely, Siddha and Padma, which were studied

in the third number of Volume II. These four Asanas are

very appropriate to PrApftyAmn. The most important general

features which are common to all Pranayamic practices were

discussed at some length in the article on PrltpAyAma in

Volume III. Separate articles on UjJAyl and Kap.MabhAti have

appeared in numbers three and four of Volume III and the

second number of Volume IV respectively. In this number an

article on BhastrikA has been published in this very Section.

In the present article we wish to evaluate PrAtiftyAma Iroin the

physiological and spiritual points of view. First we shall as-

certain its physiological value and then the spiritual.

The physiological value of an exercise depends upon its

capacity to confer health upon the person practising it. The

greater the degree of health an exercise is calculated to induce,

the more valuable it will be. But what is health ? I lealth

may be defined as the harmonious functioning of the different

systems working in the human body. The principal systems

arc the nervous, the endocrine, the respiratory, the circulatory

and the digestive. Out of these the nervous and the endo-

crine arc of supreme importance, but even they have to de-

pend upon the other systems enumerated above. We shall

I We have tried to write III!* article In ai p»P'i!»r a language an (lie tab)ec<

allowed t We have re«, houever. sacrificed roenllfic accuracy: b*il H n result nf our

Mletnrf to iriUe things aimpie many alMeiDonls have remained scientifically Incomplete.

To give one example oil cl suny, ia oar dittuwico about the cegnns ol elimination we
tu\e made nD relercnce to the ikla which it, perhaps, as Important at live other three

oegans which have been mcnli med therein. Our reader* ate, therefore, reqneited not

to expect scientific completeness In ihi* general article on Pr.lpiyinu.
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now proceed to sec how many and in what way and to whaf

degree, Prftpftyftma is able to influence these systems and

secure their efficient and harmonious working. But before we
do this we shall make a brief reference to the functions of the

different systems under discussion.

Starting with the nervous system, we may compare it to a

big power house generating electricity and the network of

wires that distributes it to the different machines in a factory.

The brain is the power house. The nerves starting from the

brain itself, the* spinal cord which is the tail of the brain and

the different individual nerves that arise from the spinal cord,

all of these represent the electric wires in the factory of the

human body. In a regular factory every piece of machinery

is set ih motion by the electric current carried across the wires

Irom the power house. Similarly, in the factory ol the human

body all physical movements depend upon the impulses

carried across the nerves frotn the brain. Let the power

house go out of older or let there be obstruction in the current

ol electr icity Mowing across the wires, the whole machinery will

come to a standstill. Similarly if the brain is deranged or the

nerves arc so degenerated as not to convey the impulses,

physical movements will stop. Thu effects of this cessation of

physical movements have a deeper meaning Ilian an ordinary

reader can imagine. Our digestion, our blood circulation and

even our respiration is controlled and carried on by the nervous

impulses brought to the organs responsible for these functions,

from the brain. In ease the nervous impulses do not start or

having started do not reach their destination, all life processes

will stop, and even the spark of life may become extinct.

Such is the supreme importance of the nervous system.

Now in the illustration of the power house taken in the

previous paragraph, granting that the power house does gen-

erate electricity, and the wires do conduct that electricity to

their terminals, if the curtent of electricity is not of sufficient
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strength, the machinery supplied by that electricity will not

move. For the necessary movement the electric current must

be of the required strength. In the machinery of the human

body this strength of the current depends upon the secretions

of what arc called the endocrine glands. The whole nervous

mechanism may be in perfect order, and yet if the endocrine

secretions arc not available in the necessary quantity and of

the necessary quality, the strength of the nerve impulse and

the nerves themselves later on will degenerate. Consequently

physical movements and the life processes will become dull

and languid. Let us take one of these glands for illustration,

say the thyroid. This is the most popularly known endocrine

gland, although the sex glands both in males and females, the

pituitary body etc., are of no less importance, Remove the

thyroid from a healthy person and his eyes begin to be pale,

his cheeks begin to sink, his muscles begin to be flabby or

lean, his hair begin to turn gray and he becomes a prey to pre-

mature old age. Restore the thyroid and the man begins to

show all the signs of youthful enthusiasm. Symptoms of old

age are gone, the fellow begins to walk erect; things brighten

and life again becomes a pleasure. Thus it will be seen that

the endocrine system stands on the same level of physiolog-

ical importance as the nervous system.

Study of human physiology clearly indicates that these

two systems of infinite importance in the human organism
have to depend upon the circulatory system for getting the

necessary blood supply and upon the respirator)- and the di-

gestive systems for getting the bicod of the necessary quality.

The circulatory system consists of the heart, the arteries, the

veins and the capillaries. It is the duty of this system to take

the blood to every tissue in the human body. The nerves and
the endocrine glands, if they are starved for want of the neces-
sary blood supply, will degenerate in their functions. The
result will be what has been stated in the last two paragraphs.
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It is, however, of no practical use to have the circulatory

system in an efficient condition, if the quality of the blood

that is being circulated through it is not rich. If the blood is

loaded with toxins, the efficiency of the circulatory system

will be of little consequence. So the quality of the blood must
be kept rich, and for this human physiology has to depend
upon the respiratory and the digestive systems.

In order that the blood may be rich in quality, it must
carry- the necessary quantity of oxygen with it and also contain

elements of nutrition for the tissues. The blood gets oxygen

from the air inhaled and the elements of nutrition from the

absorption of food-stuffs and drinks. The quantity of oxygen

the blood can carry, will mainly depend upon the efficiency

of the respiratory system. With defective respiration the ab-

sorption of oxygen into the blood will be insufficient and the

tissues supplied by the blood deficient in oxygen will be starv-

ed. So also one may use richduod-stuffs and luxuriant drinks,

but if the digestive apparatus is not in order, there will be
littlc’digestion and absorption and most of the stuff will be
wasted, with the result that the blood will contain very small

elements of nutrition. Thus we see that the respiratory and
the digestive systems must work efficiently if the blood supply

is to be constantly kept rich in quality.

A defective working of the respiratory and digestive

systems not only keeps the blood poorer in quality for want of

oxygen and nutritive elements, but it loads the blood with

waste matter which is poisonous. We shall explain this point

further. Carbon dioxide is constantly manufactured in the

body. The efficiently working circulatory system carries this

poisonous gas to the lungs and there gets rid of it. But if the

efiiciency of this system sutlers, this waste matter accumulates

in the different tissues and there produces toxic effects.

Similarly food-stuffs leave a very large wastage. It is for the

bowels to throw it out. The smaller the degree of digestion and
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absorption of food and drink, the larger is the wastage. And
if the bowels which are anatomically included in the digestive

tube, do not work efficiently, this waste matter remains lodged

the colon or even in the small intestine for several days,

giving rise to highly dangerous toxin*. These toxins get into

the current of the blood through the walls of the bowels and

poison the 'blood and the poisonous blood being circulated

throughout the body, leads to the degeneration of the whole

organism.

We liavc seen in the previous paragraph how the lungs

and the bowels act as organs of elimination. The kidneys are

also organs of the same type. Some of the waste products

which are poisonous in nature, arc driven out of the human

organism with the urine. If the kidneys do not function satis-

factorily these poisonous substances arc held back and find a

resting place especially in the different joints of the human

body. People suffering from gout have invariably defective

kidneys. Thus it is clear that the blood in order to be rich

in quality has to depend upon the respiratory and the digestive

systems and in order to be freo from toxic elements, it has to

depend upon the organs of elimination. In this way we have

studied some of the broadest features of the most important

physiological systems upon the harmonious functioning of

which, human health depends. We shall now proceed to ex-

amine how PripfyAma helps tho efficient functioning of these

systems.

Starting with the organs of elimination, we find that the

bowels and the kidneys arc situated in the abdomen and the

lungs in the chest. In normal respiration the alternate rise

and fall of the diaphragm and the alternate contraction and

relaxation of the abdominal muscles, give constant movement

and gentle massage to the bowels and the kidneys. During

PrAnAyAma in both inspiration and expiration as well as in

retention of breath, this movement and massage are greatly
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accentuated. II there be any congestion it is relieved for the

pressure exerted. The nerves and muscles which control the

functions of the bowels and the kidneys are all toned up.

Thus the bowels and the kidneys derive benefit not only

during the time that Pr4p4y4ma is being practised, but even

for the remaining part of the day. The nerves and muscles

once toned up continue to maintain that tone for 'a consider-

ably long time. The bowels and the kidneys rendered health-

ier for PrAp4y4raa carry on their functions of elimination more

effectively.

The same is the case with the lungs. As we have seen

in the article on respiration, healthy respiration depends upon

strong respiratory muscles and good elasticity of the lungs.

On the physical side Pr4p4y4ma is a culture of these muscles

and the lungs. By opening out the chest to its fullest ex-

tent several times a day and by putting the lungs on a stretch

to the utmost possible extent* these organs arc best educated

to perform their functions satisfactorily. As in the case of

bowels and kidneys so in the case of the lungs the training

given to them for a short time prepares them for an efficient

working during the remaining part of the day. Tims Prtpft-

yftma is a very valuable exercise for the organs of elimination.

Organs of digestion and absorption do not stand on a

different level so far as the effects of Pr4p4yftnw on them arc

concerned. The stomach, the pancreas and the liver which

play a very prominent part in the digestion of food and drink,

arc all exercised in Pr4pfty4ma, for the massage given to them

by the diaphragm and the abdominal muscles. In a very

large number of people who are dyspeptic and constipated,

the liver becomes habitually congested and consequently faulty

in function. For relieving this congestion Prftp4y4ma is an

excellent exercise. An unhealthy pancreas gets very good

stimulus and correction for Pranayamic exercises. In our

clinical experience we have noticed a number ol cases being
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effectively relieved of their gastric disorders, mainly as the

result of PrAnAyAma. With a perfectly functioning digestive

system, absorption also becomes perfect, and the blcod is en-

riched with the necessary nutritive elements.

A liberal supply of oxygen to the circulating blood current

is of supremp importance for the health of an individual. This

supply is effectively improved by means of PrAnAyAma. The

scope of this article docs not allow us to enter into physio-

logical details. We refer our readers to thp volumes of Yoga-

MtmAmd for evidence that conclusively proves'thc statements

that we are presently going to make.

PrtnjftyAtna performed according to the technique de-

scribed in Yoga MtmdiisA is capable of improving the oxygen

supply of the blood as no other exercise is. This is not be-

cause during the process of PrlyiyAma an individual absorbs

a larger quantity of oxygen, bu ( because of the training of the

respiratory system which helps the individual for twenty-four

hours. The impression that an individual absorbs larger quan-

tities of oxygen in PrAnAyAma is merely a superstition. We
shall explain how. Any PiApAyAma worth the name should

have every round of it to cover at least one minute. Now an

average person inhales in one minute about 7,000 c.c. of air

during normal inspiration. The same individual during PrAyA-

yftma will inhale at the most 3,700 c.c. in one minute. The

total intake of air being far smaller in PrAyAyAma the absorption

of oxygen is consequently smaller. In the Scientific Section

we have conclusively proved on the strength of experimental

evidence that the degree of absorption of oxygen does not vary

in proportion to the time for which breath is retained. For

this reason even when breath is held even for half a minute,

the increase in the absorption of oxygen over the normal ab-

sorption is not considerable. Thus it will be clear that the

idea that an individual absorbs larger quantities of oxygen
during PrAyAyAma is a myth.
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Where then is the advantage of practising PrApAyAma for

enriching the blood with oxygen ? The answer to this ques-

tion is as follows. Even when temporarily during the process

of PrAnAyima an individual absorbs smaller quantities of oxy-

gen, the Pranayamic exercises so train the respiratory apparatus

that during the remaining part of the day respiration is carried

on most efficiently and larger quantities of oxygen are absorb-

ed throughout the day, than they ordinarily would be.

In our article* on UjjAyf, we have recommended four

rounds of it in a minute. This recommendation is for people

who practise only Rechakn and IMraka. For ordinary pur-

poses of physical culture this is sufficient. It is to be noted

that when four rounds of UjjAyl are performed in a minute,

the quantity of oxygen absorbed even during the Pranayamic

process is much larger than in ordinary respiration. Again

the training of the respiratory apparatus by means of having

four rounds of UjjAyt in a minute, is sufficient for all practical

purposes of physical culture.

With the efficient functioning of the organs of digestion,

elimination and respiration, the quality of the blood remains

satisfactory. Now this blood is to be distributed to the differ-

ent tissues of the body. This is the duty of the circulatory

system and -especially of the heart. It Iras been admitted even

by the Western scientists that practices in deep breathing exer-

rise a gentle massage on the heart. We have carefully studied

the pressure changes that arc produced roundabout the heart

in PrApAyAma. And we are happy to note that the technique

of PrAnAyAma as it is given in Yoga, establishes conditions much

more favourable for this massage, than the conditions secured

in the Western type of deep breathing. For the elucidation

of this point we refer our readers to the article on the pressure

changes in PrAnAyAma .
7 Now the heart which is the principal

organ of circulation being made healthier for PrAnAyAma, the

whole circulatory system works satisfactorily.

r'vwe Vol. Ill, Koa. 3-4. 2 VldoVoL IV, number one.
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Where then is the advantage of practising PrApAyAma for

enriching the blood with oxygen ? The answer to this ques-

tion is as follows. Even when temporarily during the process

of PrAnAyAma an individual absorbs smaller quantities of oxV*-

gen, the Pranayamic exercises so train the respiratory apparatus

that during the remaining part of the day respiration is carried

on most efficiently and larger quantities of oxygen* arc absorb-

ed throughout the day, than they ordinarily would be.

In our article* on IJjjAyi, we have recommended four

rounds of it in a minute. This recommendation is for people

who practise only Recliaka and PAraka. For ordinary pur-

poses of physical culture this is sufficient. It is to be noted

that when four rounds of UjjAyl are performed in a minute,

the quantity of oxygen absorbed even during the Pranayamic

process is much larger than in ordinary respiration. Again

the training of the respiratory apparatus by means of having

four rounds of UjjAyl in a miriutc, is sufficient for all practical

purposes of physical culture.

With the efficient functioning of the organs of digestion,

elimination and respiration, the quality of the blood remains

satisfactory. Now this blood is to be distributed to the differ

ent tissues of the body. This is the duty of the circulatory

system and especially of the heart. It has been admitted even

by the Western scientists that practices in deep breathing exer-

cise a gentle massage on the heart. We have carefully studied

the pressure changes that arc produced roundabout the heart

in PrAnAyAina. And we arc happy to note tliat the technique

of PrAnAyAina as it is given in Yoga, establishes conditions much

more favourable for this massage, than the conditions secured

in the Western type of deep breathing. For the elucidation

of this point we refer our readers to the article on the pressure

changes in PrAnAyAma.* Now the heart which is the principal

organ of circulation being made healthier for PrApAyAma, the

whole circulatory system works satisfactorily.

Vkle Vet III. Nee. M. 2 Vide Vol. IV, camber oe*.
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But the matter does not end there. In BhastrikA, espcci-

ally in its part which corresponds to KapAlabhAtr, vibrations

start and spread themselves to nearly every tissue in the

human organism, the arteries, the veins and the capillaries in-

eluded. Thus the whole circulatory system is exercised and

massaged during PrflpAyAma and is prepared for efficient

functioning..

Next we come to the nervous and the endocrine systems.

The rich quality of the blood and ils satisfactory distribution

to all the nerves and glands ensure their health. During

PrApAyAma especially during BhastrikA, the circulation of the

blood becomes very rapid and the quality of the blood is also

rendered very rich. 1 This richer and more liberal blood

supply brought to the endocrine glands makes them healthier.

The same is the ease with the brain, the spinal cord, the cranial

and the spinal nerves and the sympathetic.

The advantage derived from a richer and more liberal

blood supply is not the only advantage the nervous system gets

from PrApAyftnu. The nerves are directly exercised. During

Ptiraka Hie diaphragm is contracted and lowered and the

abdominal muscles are kept controlled, that is, slightly con-

tracted. The combined achon of tire diaphragm and the

abdominal muscles pulls up the lower part of the spinal column.

If jAUndhara-Bandha is practised the upper part of the spinal

column is also pulled up. This pulling up ol the vertebral

column as a whole, gives exercise to the sympathetic and the

roots of the spinal nerves.

Limitations of this article do nol allow us even to make a

passing reference lo the exorcise of the brain by the Pranaya-
mic processes. Suffice it to say that the whole nervous system
is very finely exercised by the practice of PrApAyAma. Thus
the nervous and the endocrine systems which arc of supreme
importance in the human physiology and also the respiratory
the circulatory and the digestive system s upon which the health

1 Kvldenct o-i tbi« pant lu alicmlj bee. colloid in our Uboealoey :iul w.11 In
d»K course ol timo, sppear in iH paget cl ttts jonraal.
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of the first two systems depends, are all simultaneously exer-

cised in PrAnAyAma. Every round either of UjjAy! or Bhas-

trikA makes the organism healthier. In fact the Yogic scerk

of ancient India looked upon PrApAyftma as the one cxercis^

that cojld make every' life process supremely healthy. Some

of them were so enthusiastic in their optimism about the

physiological efficiency of PrApftyAma that they ruled out all

other exercises for securing the health of the human body.

From our own experience we can safely say that no physical

exercise can even have one hundredth of the efficacy of

PrApAyAma. In fact PrApAyAma is not only the control of the

different physiological functions but it is the control of the

very life processes that vitalise the human organism.

• • # #

The spiritual value of PrApAyAma is none the less inferior.

People fail lo understand how a physical process could lead to

spiritual development. To-day we have not got sufficient

laboratory evidence to convince those that are prejudiced

against Yoga. But we can surely offer a few remarks on this

point which will appeal to people who have an impartial but

sympathetic attitude towards Yoga. Students of endocrino-

logy are coming to the conclusion that the endocrine glands

arc capable of influencing not only the physiology but also the

psychology of an individual. The most optimistic of them

feel that they could change criminals into saints by means of

treating endocrine glands. Personally we do not-know how

far this optimism is justifiable. In fact orthodox scientists do

not accept everything that endocrinology has to say. But

even they cannot deny the fact that the endocrine glands

materially influence the psychology of a person.

Hypothetically we arc satisfied that particular nerve

centres have got influence on human psychology similar lo the

influence of the glands of internal secretion. That these cen-

tres of the human nervous system could be effectively worked

upon and made to experience extraordinary impulses and

vibrations, is a fact of every day experience for practical
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students of Yoga. It is our fond hope that a day will arise

when these impulses and vibrations could be demonstrated

objectively in the laboratory of the KaivalyadhAma and their

influence on human psychology could be scientifically estab-

lished. The day may come when it will. To-day we will

explain how the different centres arc worked upon through

the physiology of PrriuAyama, As the scope of this article

does not allow us to enter into details, we will give here merely

a broad outline of our explanation.

A reference has already been made to the pulling up ot

the spinal column m PrAi.iAylma. By means of different

Bandiias introduced in the technique of PrApAyAma. that pull

is made to exercise very considerable tension upon the spine

from the bottom to the highest point in it. This tension give;

strong peripheral stimulus io the whole nervous system.

In the first number of this volume we have discussed the

intn. thoracic and Intra-pulmonic pressure changes in Pr.’ipa

y.'una. The intra-abdominal pressures also undergo consider-

able changes in Pranaynmic exercises It can be easily proved
that all the three typos of pressures referred to just now, are

rendered extremely high during PrApAyAma practised with the

three Bandltas, MOla, Utjcjiyftnn and jAUndhara. This high
pressure gives peripheral stimulus to the different nerve
plexuses situated in the abdomen and the thorax.

Again we are hypothetically satisfied that the practice of

PrAnlyAma introduces high pressures both in the central canal

of the spinal cord and the ventricles of the brain. These
pressures centrally stimulate the whole nervous system. Owing
to these central and peripheral stimuli, the human conscious-

ness begins to be internalised and supersensuous perceptions

begin to be possible. Worlds subtler anil still subtler begin
to be opened out in proportion to the consciousness itself get-

ting more and more refined, till at last the individual con-
sciousness merges into the cosmic and the individual becomes
one with the Infinite.
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vakkAsana

or

THE TWISTED POSE
THE NAME «—

The pose is called Vakrisana because in taking it,

the spinal column is twisted. In Sanskrit) Vakra means

hvislal. Vakrisana is only a simplification of Aidha-
MatsyondrAsana and has been introduced in Yogic cul-

ture by us as ail easier exercise preparatory to that pose.

TUB TWIINIQUB i—

To begin with, the student takes his seat stretching

out his legs so as to keep them close together. Then lie

raises one of his knees, say the right, and withdraws his

fool till it rests by the side of his left knee. Next he

places his rigid hand behind his hack without much

twisting lus trunk. Thereafter the- left arm is passed

round tin right knee from outside and the left palm w

placed on the ground, In doing this Hie student pushes

the right knee as far to tlio left as possible, all the while

li ving lo twist his trunk In the. light ns best as he can.

The knee is, however, kept lirmly in its position, otter-

ing good resistance lo the opposite arm. The last part

of the technique is gone through when the student turns

his face to the right, till his chin finds itself coining

exactly ovci the right shoulder. This secures a complete

twist to the rigid for Hie spinal column. Fig. XXXVII

illustrates Hid right spinal twist.

Instead of starting with the light knee the student

can start with the left and obtain the left vertebral twist.

Fig. XXXVIII illustrates the left spinal twist.

The right and left twists put together should not

take more than three minutes as the maximum time de-

voted to them.
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UDDIYANA-BANDHA OR THE RAISING

OF THE DIAPHRAGM

UddiyAna is an exercise of the diaphragm and the ribs.

When expressed in a popular* language its technique may be

described a$ follows.

As this Bandha is practised either in sitting or in stand-

ing, the student poses himself as shown in Fig. XXXIX and

the following, respectively. In these pictures, hands arc shown

to be resting either on the knees or on the thighs. This

position of the hands enables them to be firmly pressed

against their support and thus to fix up the muscles of the

neck and the shoulder*. Having taken this posture the

student secures the deepest possible expiration by vigorously

contracting the front muscles of the abdomen. The chest

also stands contracted. While; the breath is held out, the

muscles of the neck and the shoulders arc fixed up by firmly

pressing the hands either against the knees or against the

thighs as the caso may be. Then a vigorous mock inhalation

is attempted by raising the ribs and by not allowing the air to

flow into the lungs. Simultaneously the front abdominal

muscles arc completely relaxed.

The fixing up of the neck and shoulders, the vigorous

mock inhalation preceded by the deepest possible exhalation,

and the simultaneous relaxation of the contracted front ab-

dominal muscles, these three actions complete the technique

of Uijcjiyftna. Automatically* the diaphragm will rise up and

1 Thu lUndh* ku fcwsn iab)eacd by n to a wry torja number of x-r»y and
oU<e» eipcflaienU iBinytf which have already appeared in Yoija-ttimiltUd, Home
we arc In a petition to *ire a detailed aOcollHc dtieripelon o( is technique. Unking
to the pornlur charoittr o( Ui> Srefien, however, we have skclched its technique in the
Mmplcit Urnw powINo.

2 The prenure change) In the eh ret and abdomen whfch are reepwalUc for tfai.

aotemUlc abdominal dcpr«iion
(
Ti.i»e horn deluded In this |ooinal. In pl»^8 too nomer-

onto be quoted here. Zealous sMooM of Yogic phjsioioji may icad'.the Sdtolift
SkWpui erf YOU, III A IV.

o/.
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NO. 4 ODDIvANA-RANnHA

the abdomen will undergo a pronounced depression, produc-

ing the concave appearance shown in Fig. XXXIX and the

following. A slight forward bent of the trunk will be helpful

in securing greater abdominal concavity. This position is re-

quired to be maintained throughout the exercise of Ucjdiyana.

When the student finds that he can no longer hold his

breath out comfortably, he relaxes his neck and shoulders,

lets go the ribs and slowly starts inhalation, allowing the

abdominal depression to be effaced gradually. When inhala-

tion is completed, one round of the UikJiyAna exercise is

finished.

Udc.liy.1na means rising up and Bandha means contrac-

tion of particular anatomical parts. This exercise is called

Ucjijiyftna-Bandha because the muscular contractions describ-

ed above enable the spiritual force' to rise up. Anatomically

this Bandha may be called IJiJcJiytoia because it raises the

diaphragm.

CULTUHAL 4 TIIEHAPKUTIOAL ADVANTAGES

Uddiyaua is a very fine exercise for the abdomen. Its

therapeutical value against constipation, dyspepsia, liver

troubles etc., is very great. Its spiritual worth is greater still.

CAUTION

People suffering from circulatory or serious abdominal

troubles should not take to this exercise on their own respon-

sibility.

I Thin lore* it Iccked up in the lower region oC lliu isbdicisrti. Uddlj*na m coo

it the illlloiel exercises capable ol kUintf loose Ibis lore* and ruling i< |» (ravel

upward alceig Use spine.
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NAUM OK THE ISOLATION AND ROLLING

MANIPULATION OF THE ABDOMINAL RECTI

Nadu is an abdominal exercise. Its principal feature is

the isolation and rolling manipulation of the abdominal recti.

Generally it is practised in standing, although its practice in a

squatting position is required at the time of Basti— Yogic

flushing of the colon.

The way to Nauli lies through UiJtjiyAna, jn fact Nauli

may be equated to UiJcJiyAna plus the isolation and rolling

manipulation of the recti. What it means is this. While

practising Nauli the student has to go through the whole

technique of UiJtjiyAna; and then while maintaining L'diJiyAna,

has to isolate the abdominal recti and roll them from right to

left and from left to right, clockwise and counter-clockwise.

For securing UtJiJiyAna, as we have already seen, the

student has first to fix up his neck and shoulders and then to

try mock inhalation preceded by the deepest possible ex-

piration. Simultaneously with this he has to relax completely

all the muscles that go to form the front portion of thcahdom-

inal wall. For practising Nauli the position thus secured is

to be treated as a preparatory position.

While maintaining UiJtjiyAna the student repeatedly gives

a forward and downward push to the abdominal point just

above the pubic bone. This is the point where the two recti

originate. A push at tins point brings about contraction of

these muscles while it leaves the other muscles of the front

abdominal wall in a relaxed condition. An idea of the nature

of this push can be had by imitating the straining of the con-

stipated people when going to stool. The only difference in

that straining and this push is as follows. In straining the

whole pressure is exerted downward whereas in this push it is

exerted forward as well as downward. Repeated attempts at
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SO. < NAULI

pushing out the point above the pubic bone, will isolate die

recti from the adjoining muscles, because these muscles will

be kept in a relaxed condition whereas the recti will be con-

tracted. In every case of muscular isolation, the isolated

muscle is contracted while the neighbouring muscles stand

relaxed and inactive.

Once the two recti arc isolated at the origin, the isolation

will be almost automatically completed rigid up to the points

where they are attached to the ribs above. Of course the

push must continue all along. When the process of isolation

is completed, the recti will stand side by side vertically cross-

ing the abdomen as shown in Fig. XLI. This is called

Nanli-Matlhyama or the Central Aspect of Nauli.

Very often people fail to hit the exact point against which

the pushing business is to proceed. In that case the whole

abdomen is pushed out. the, recti and other muscles as well.

Nor is there any contraction secured. This error is to be

studiously avoided. The whole attention is to be concentrat-

ed on the point just above the pubic bone. As soon as the

student sees that he has not hit the right point, the push
should be abandoned there and then, and a fresh attempt

should be made in the right direction. Patience js sure to

achieve success.

Nauli-Madhyama is only the first part of the whole exer-

cise o( Xauli. But there should be no hurry to proceed to the

next part of it, unless and until full mastery over this part is

obtained. The following tesla may be applied to sec whether

real mastery over Nauli-Madhyama has been secured.
(
i ) The

isolation must be complete. The isolation may be known to

be thorough only when thin contracted recti stand out very

prominently, projecting themselves from the remaining part

of the abdomen that comparatively sinks very deep under the

ribs.
(
ii

)
The isolation must be easy. That is there should
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oe absolutely no labour required to bring out the recti, nor to

withdraw them. Their projection and retraction must become

possible several times in the same exhalation with the greatest

facility, (fir) The isolation must be painless. Some thin

people who happen to have cultivated good muscles in their

youth, can stand the first two tests in practising Nauli-Madh-

yama
;
but because of some intestinal disorders find the prac-

tice painful. Such persons should not try Nauli at all, till

they get rid of the pain by some other means.

We particularly insist upon one’s master'rfg Nauli-Madh-

yama because upon it mainly depends the efficiency one would

get in the practice ol Nauli as a whole. Not only this, but

the success in Basti and Vajroll also directly depends upon

one's control over Nauli-Madhyama.

The next step in the practice of Nauli is to keep contract-

ed and isolated the right and tty; left rectus alternately, while

the left and right rectus along with the neighbouring muscles

stand relaxed. When the right rectus alone is contracted and

rolled off to the extreme right, it is called Dahhiita Nauli

Again when Iho left rectus alone is contracted and rolled off

to the extreme left, it is called Vdma Nauli. Kigs. XLII and
XL1II illustrate Dakshipa and Vftma Nauli respectively.*

We shall now proceed to sec how this is done. While

maintaining Nauli-Madhyama the student bends forward

evenly over his thighs. Now if he wants to practise Dakshipa

Nauli, he bends forward still further on the right-hand side,

but stands a little erect on the left side. So also he gives his

whole trunk a little lateral bend to the right. This sideward

and forward bending makes the right rectus still more contract-

ed and pushes it to the right side of the abdomen. Simultane-

I Beam of photographic requirements in all the tllutrMloni ol Nauli given liar,

Ibe figuie la shown wllh the head erect. In practice lire head ahccld hang down, ao

that the atudent can obrerve ha abdominal work and concentrate upon the contracting

motclca.
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ously the straightening of the left side allows the left rectus to

be relaxed, of course this relaxation being brought about by a
conscious-effort of the will

If the student wants to practise V4ma Nauli, after secur-

ing Nauli-Madhyanu he bends forward still further on the left

and also gives a lateral bent to his trunk on that side. Side

by side the right half of the trunk is held a little more erect,

An effort is made to relax the right rectus. These operations

will succeed in keeping the left rectus contracted and getting

it rolled ofl to flic left of the abdomen.

When the student gets full control of these three aspects

of Nauli, he becomes ready for the final operations of rolling

the recti clockwise and counter-clockwise several limes over

without a break in motion. These rolling manipulations alone

go by the name of Nauli strictly speaking.

This performance depends upon a very cordial co-opera-

lion between the two recti. The two muscles are made to

maintain a vertical wave across the abdomen that travels from

left to right and from right to left so quickly that it becomes

impossible even for an expert eye to follow its progress from

point to point. Let us see how this is done.

Starting from Nauli-Madhyama, the left rectus is rolled

off to the extreme left and the right rectus is kept relaxed.

When the left rectus reaches the extreme left, it is relaxed

there and then and simultaneously the right rectus is project-

ed on the extreme right of the abdomen. From there it is

rolled to the middle where it begins to disappear (because it is

relaxed), and its place is taken by the fully contracted left

rectus which carries on the wave of contraction to the extreme

left, thus completing one round of Nauli. Several such

rounds arc taken in one exhalation. All the manipulations of

the recti done in one exhalation constitute wliat we in our

literature call one turn.
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Similar wave of contraction can be made to travel from

left to right also.

The maximum number of turns an average man of health

can take in his daily practice of Nauli is seven. There is no

harm if a strong man takes even as many as twenty-one turns

ol the exercise every day.

Nauli is strictly to be practised with an empty stomach.

Limitations

1 People on the wrong side of forty should not attempt

this exercise unless they are advised by an expert.

2 People suspected of tuberculosis of the abdomen should

never attempt Nauli on their own responsibility.

J Sufferers from chronic appendicitis should avoid this

exercise, if it is not recommended by an expert.

4 People suffering from high blood pressure should

never take to Nauli.

5 The exercise is not available to boys and girls before

the age of puberty.

CULTURAL ADVANTAGES

Best exercise for preserving and promoting the health of

all tire abdominal viscera.

THERAPEUTICAL ADVANTAGES

( i ) An excellent remedy against dyspepsia and consti-

pation.

(H) Can correct faulty liver, spleen, pancreas and the

kidneys.

[iii) Can overcome ovarian insufficiency.

(
iv

) C30 s^P painful menstruation under particular cir-

cumstances.
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CULTURAL AND THERAPEUTICAL

ADVANTAGES OF ASANAS

SalabhAsana or the locust pose

Cultural Advantage*

^alabliftsana is a fine exercise for the pelvis and the ab-

domen.

Therapeutical Advantage*

Read what has been said in this regard under Bhujaft-

gilsana.

ARDIIA^ALADHiflANA OR THE HALF LOCUST POSE

Cultural A Therapeutical Advantage* l—

Ardha-3alabhftsana gives the same advantages as Sala-

bhlsana. In the former ca$*, one derives them only on a

humbler scale.

DHANUUASANA OK THE BOW POSE

Cultural Advantage* i—

It will be readily seen llut this posture is a combination

of the two exercises, BhujaflgAsana and ^alabhlsana. Natural-

ly it claims the advantages of both, though on a humbler

scale. The intra-abdominal pressure here is not as great as

in Salabhftsana, because, even with full inspiration, the dia-

phragm does not press upon the abdominal viscera as tightly

in this practice as in Salabh3sana. The deep muscles of the

back are exercised much better in BhujaftgSsana than in this

pose
;
because there they are mainly responsible for the back-

ward curve of the trunk, whereas in this pose their work is

largely done hy the hands and legs tugging at each other.

Again the wave of contraction and relaxation travelling up

and down the spinal column, and which forms the principal
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Teature of BhujafigAsana, is missed here. This pose lias,

however, a special advantage which cannot be liad of the two

preceding Asanas that arc combined in it. The two recti .as

well as the other muscles of the abdomen that flex the ’hip-

joints, are more fully stretched in this pose, than in the oilier

two. This is due to raising backward simultaneously both

Uic trunk and the thighs.

Thcrapautical Advantage* :

—

For therapeutical advantages read what is said in this

regard under Bhujafigftsana.

ARDIIA-MATSYEKDRlSAMA OR THE

HALF MAT8YENDRA P08K

Cultural Advantage* t—

If the spinal column is to bo maintained in the best of

health, it must be trained to, execute all the movements

through which it is capable of going. The natural movements

of the spine may be of six varieties : forward and backward

bents, side bents to the right and left, the left twist and the

right twist In practising SarvMlgAsana, HalAsana, Palchima-

tAna and Yoga-MudrA we educate the spine in forward bents.

The training of backward bents is given to the vertebral column

in MatsyAsana, BhujafigAsana, SalabhAsana and DhanurAsana.

Ardha-MatsyendrAsana in one pose gives the two side twists

with the greatest efficacy and as such has a very great cultur-

al value. This pose also secures the side bents for the spine,

although not on a large scale. Hence every scheme for the

culture of the spine must find a prominent place for Ardha-

MatsyendrAsana and must co-ordinate it with the backward

and forward movements of the spinal column.

Therapeutical Advantage*:—

As a curative measure Ardha-MatsyendrAsana can be
effectively prescribed against constipation and dyspepsia.
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Against enlarged and congested liver and spleen and inactive

kidneys, it could be practised with advantage. The best

thcrapcutipal use to which this Asana could be put, is to co-

ordinate it with other Asanas or Yogic exercises that may be

indicated in the case of a particular patient.

vakbAbaka or the twisted pose

Cultural & Therapeutical Advantages

VakrSsana is Ardha-MatsycndrAsana simplified. As such

it claims all tlre.'Sclvantages of the latter pose, although they

are available in this Asana on a moderate scale.

SIMHiSANA or the lion pose

Cultural Advantage*:—

The pose by itself lias not got much physical value, nor

has it got any spiritual value
#
also. So it need not be main-

tained for any considerable time. A maximum of three

minutes has already been prescribed in its technique. Its

great physical and therapeutical importance when practised

with the Tongue-Lock in rapid succession, has been discussed

under JihvA-Bandha.

It is to be remembered, however, that the Asana is a very

valuable exercise as a preparation for the three Bandhas:

UtMiy&na, Mflla and JAlandhara, even When by itself it is not

of much consequence either physically or spiritually. The

mere widely throwing open of the jaws and the drawing out

of the tongue make the muscles of the neck elastic, thus fa-

cilitating the formation of the Cliitt-Lock. The attempt at

Jaland hara-Bandha, the pressure on the knees exerted through

the hands, the bracing up of the spine and the throwing out of

the chest, all put together, give a sort of control over the

abdominal recti, thus preparing the student for U(J<Jiy3na.

Again lifting up the buttocks with a view to hold the spine
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crept and sit lightly on the lieels, tends to the contraction of

such pelvic muscles as facilitate the practice of Mula-Bandha.

Thus it will be seen that Sirhhftsana is a fine exercise prepara-

tory to the three Bandhas.

For Therapeutical Advantages read under Jihvft-Bandlia.

VAJRA8ANA oh the pelvic pose

Cultural & therapeutical Advantages

Vajrlsana is principally a meditative pose. Its physical

advantages are not considerable.

supta-vajhAsana Olt THE SUPINE PELVIC POSE

Cultural Advantages i—

The abdominal recti are fully stretched and the bowels
and other abdominal viscera arc considerably stimulated, the

effects on the pelvic organs being greatly pronounced.

Therapeutical Advantagri

Supta VajrAsana is a very good remedy for constipation.

PASoHIMATANA OH THE POSTERIOlt-

STRDTtlHlNQ POSE

Cultural Advantage! i—

Pafchinut&na is a fine stretching exercise. Nearly all the
posterior muscles of the body ami particularly the hamstring
muscles at the back of the knees arc relaxed and fully stretch-
ed. The pose is also of great importance in the culture of the
abdomen. The front abdominal muscles are vigorously con-
tracted which ensures better health and functioning for them.
Nerves supplying the pelvic organs and arising from the lum-
bosacral region arc toned up because of the exercise of the
lumbosacral part of the spine and the consequent richer blood
supply brought to that part.
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PaSchimatAna is known to have considerable spiritual

significance. It has been found to enable a student of spir-

itual cull'.rre to listen to An.ihata Dhvani or the subtle sound.

It is also understood to rouse the spiritual force called Kup«

<Jalini. For spiritual purposes, however, the Asana has to be

practised daily for upwards of an hour according to the needs

and the capacity of the individual practising it.

Thcrnpeutical Advantages

PadchimatAna builds a powerful abdomen and is found

to be a good remedy against constipation and dyspepsia. It

may be prescribed with advantage against seminal weakness

and also against the possibility of a recurrence of sciatica.

The measure of Padchimat&na has to be judiciously ad-

justed. When maintained for a long time, it promotes consti-

pation instead of relieving it. So if Uie Asana must be practis-

ed across a good length of time either for physical or spiritual

advantages, it should always be accompanied by U<j<)iy3nn

which can be repeated several times while P.irfchinutAna is

being maintained. I habitually constipated people should avoid

practising PaichimatAna for anything more than three min-

utes a day.

mayOjiAsana OH THB PEACOOK P08E

Cultural Advantages

Mayflrftsana partially checks the flow of the abdominal

aorta and thus diverts a liberal blood supply to the digestive

organs, rendering them more healthy. These organs arc

further toned up by the increase in the intra-abdominal pres-

sure which MayOrAsana causes in its practice.

Therapeutical Advantages

Mayflrftsana is a very good measure against ptosis of the

abdominal organs and against dyspepsia. Its usefulness, how-
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'ever, is limited, because in advanced cases of dyspepsia the

patient becomes too weak to undergo the strain whicli this

Asana necessarily involves.

SavAsana OH TUB DEAD POSE

Cultural Advantages

(i) Muscles work more efficiently because of their re-

laxation,

(ft) Venous blood circulation is promoted throughout the

body and thus fatigue is relieved.

Therapeutical Advantages :

—

(0 ^avftsana is helpful in reducing high blood pressure,

(it) It can considerably overcome neurasthenia.

yoga-mulrA oh tub symbol of yoga

Cultural Advantage* i—

Yoga-MudrA builds a powerful abdominal wall, helps the

abdominal organs to be kept in their proper places, and tones

up the nervous system in general and the lumbosacral nerves

in particular. Spiritually its prolonged practice helps to rouse

the Kutitjalinl.

Therapeutical Advantage*

The cecum and the pelvic loop are usual scats of bad
constipation. In this practice the left heel presses against

the cecum and the right against the pelvic loop. This pres-

sure when slowly, steadily and repeatedly applied, lias power
to stimulate these parts to action; and thus to reduce consti-

pation. Yoga-MudrA relieves constipation also by replacing
the displaced abdominal viscera.

Yoga-MudrJ has also been found useful in overcoming
seminal weakness.
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jihvA-bandha or Tnrc tongue-look

Cultural Advantage*

(/) Muscles of the neck arc exercised and the blood

circulation therein is improved.

(»i) Cervical nerves and ganglia are rendered healthier.

(m) Pharynx and larynx are exercised and their health

promoted.

(to) The thyroid is rendered healthier.

(r) The auditory apparatus is made more efficient.

(in') Salivary glands function more satisfactorily.

Therapeutical Advantage*

(ff Congestion in the pharynx is removed.

(If) Tonsilitis of certain types is checked.

(Hi) Deafness due to (he thickening of the drum of the ear

is relieved.

,V. It .— The Cultural and Therapeutical Advantages men-

tioned above, can best be obtained from JihvA-Bandha when

it is made to alternate with SiihhAsana.

VIPA1UTA KARANl OR TIIIO INVERTED ACTION

Cultural A Therapeutical Advantages x—

In Ilmha-Yoga the Inverted Action is looked upon as the

most important practice capable of developing supreme vital-

ity. It is said to be so wonderfully effective that it would

rcjuvinate an old body in six months. We do not propose any

examination of these claims here. One thing is certain. The

practice combines, though on a humbler scale, all the advan-

tages of ShshAsana and SarvAngAsana, and as such must have

great influence upon the vital forces in the body. All the

cautions, however, that arc given to the students of SarvahgA-

sana, arc also to be given to the students of this practice.



NOTES ON CHRONIC CONSTIPATION

ITS CAUSES AND CUBE

{By if. y. ParandtAor, H. 8 .. n. «.)

Chronic constipation is a scourge brought on by the so

called modern civilization. No doubt the excessive amount ol

nervous strain and the hurry-scurry of modem life play an

important part in upsetting the regular smooth working of the

human organism
;
but still a certain amount of this upsetting

can be attributed to a faulty mode of living.

When once the regular working of the system is derang-

ed, a number of symptoms begin to appear, first of which is

irregularity in the movement of bowels resulting in cither con-

stipation or diarrheas. It nervous strain and wrong way of

living continue for n long time, constipation or diarrheas be-

comes a chronic complaint
;
and then follow a host of other

disorders such as dyspepsia, insomnia and so on.

It is very difficult to give an exact definition of constipa-

tion. Certain people having only one motion regularly in a

week, may hr. quite healthy, so also others whose bowels move

twice or thrice every day. There arc still others occupying

various grades in between these two extremes but all these

may be considered quite healthy so long as they do not have

any complaints. For practical purposes one can be said to be

constipated if one’s bowels do not open at least once in forty-

eight hours and if one is thereby suffering from some sort of

bodily discomfort such as loss of appetite, headache, lack of

concentration, etc.

There are another sort of people who also can be said to

be constipated, but to whom the above definition is not quite

applicable. They go to privy twice or thrice, open their

bowels, but still complain tliat they are not satisfied with the

motions. After each motion they feel that some fajeal residue
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has still remained. This feeling gives them a sort of uneasi-

ness. Such a complaint is mostly due to the inability of the

colon to, evacuate its contents completely owing to the weak-

ness of its musculature.

Below I have tried to give in a summary form the causes

of constipation and its cure. In doing this I have discussed

the question of diet. It should, however, be noted that it is

quite impossible to set a fixed diet which will suit each and

every person. Individual variations as regards taste, habits,

digestive power* etc., have to he taken into consideration in

forming one's dietary. Nevertheless the main principles men-

tioned bclot^hould not be overlooked.

Cauaci of Constipation

1. Dietary faults.

(i) Taking less food than is required or taking more

food than is required.

(if) Taking unsuitable fowl, that is, food which upsets

digestion.

(iii) Eating too often.

(it«) Taking food devoid of roughage. (By roughage I

mean substances like vegetable ccllulofc, bran,

cocoanut etc., which are not completely digested

and hence form a large amount of undigestible

residue in flic bowels).

(v) Excess of rice in diet— especially of polished rice.

(fi) Excess of spices, chillies or such other condiments.

(fii) Excess of ghee, butter and oils.

(piii) Eating concentrated food-stuffs very often such as:

Halva, Khava or Mava, Basundi, etc.

()x) Excess of water or any other liquid in the meals,

(.v) Insufficient intake of water.
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(xf) Not taking lemons or such otlicr fruits containing

organic acids.

(xii) Deficiency of mineral salts that arc available in

fruits and vegetables and in well and spring waters.

(.Wii) Deficiency of vitamins in diet.

2. Sedentary life— not taking any exercise.

3. Neglect to respond immediately to nature's call for easing

oneself.

4. Failure to form a regular habit of visiting the privy once

or twice daily.

5. Addiction to tea, coffee and cold drinks.

6. Tobacco— eating or smoking in excess.

7. Constant use of drastic purgative drugs.

8. Faulty posture.

To Cura Constipation

1. Correct all dietary faults.

(f), (fi) Take a sufficient quantity of food suiting your

palate and stomach.

[HI) Eat nothing in between the two or three regular

meals.

(M<«— A most doci not neoowurily moan a diib of oookod

wrrtil". A meat may oonniat purely of milk or of milk

and fruit*. It ii always odviublo to hove n variety in iho

different mesU.)

(to) Take green leafy vegetables, a bit of cocoanut, and

bread prepared without removing the bran from

the flour. A small dish of raw diet may also be

tried. 1

I Tatlne ol rouftbaga or indicceUHe mallei U no( ad i liable fui pernni whose

coluo maienlalure is vtcy wenV »ml lor Ibow who line any ulcsralioo, irritation or

pain in the to»ei*
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(v) Reduce the amount of rice— especially all rice that

is thoroughly polished.

(»i) Avoid spices and chillies as much as possible.

They may be taken in moderate amount, but cer-

tainly not to such an extent as to irritate the

stomach and the bowels.

(l'ji) Take ghee and oils moderately, butter may be

preferred to ghee.

(viil) Taka sweetmeats only occasionally. Although a

certain amount of sugar in the dietary helps to

promote the intestinal peristalsis, still excess of

cane sugar is often harmful. Some persons may

find it advantageous altogether to stop taking cane

sugar. Honey and even some sweet fruits will be

found more beneficial than cane sugar.

(m), (#) Take a glass of water on rising in the morning

and also enough water in between the meals. Not

more than a glass of water (or any other liquid)

should be taken with each meal. Some people

may find it agreeable not to drink any water during

meals, but to take it after half to one hour.

(a/) Take lemons, tamarind, red mangoes (Koltam-jr

Amsul) and other fresh fruits containing organic

acids which help to relieve constipation.

(a/i) Pure well or spring water is not available in cities

and hence if constipation persists in spite of other

measures to cure it, it may be taken for grant-

ed tliat certain mineral salts are wanting in tho

drinking water. Under such circumstances medi-

cinal salts may be taken in small amounts only

to supply the deficiency and not to cause any pur-

gative action.
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(xiii) Take sufficient amount of vitamins. These will be

taken if the following are included in the diet in

suitable proportion-

fa) Butter and green vegetables. {Vit. /!).

fa) Bran— whole meal bread, peas, etc. (Vit. li).

(c) Lemons, onions, tomatoes, germinated seeds,

milk and buttermilk, and other fresh fruits.

{Vil. C ).

fa) Dried cocoauuts. {Vil. DM

(e) Nuts and vegetable oils such^as sesame oil,

peanut oil, olive oil, cocoiuiut oil, etc. (Vit. E).

2. Take exercise regularly. Abdominal exercises are prefer-

able and Yogic exercises will be found to bo very efficacious.

Breathing exercises help a good deal to move the bowels and

the exercises of UddiyAna ancf Nanli give a good massage to

the bowels and help to improve their lone. Strengthening

the abdominal muscles and toning up the bowels is an abso-

lutely essential measure for obtaining permanent relief from

constipation.

3. Attend to nature's call immediately.

4.

' Form a regular habit of visiting the privy once or twice

daily. Give lull time tor the bowels to act. Do not hurry.

Do not strain.

5. 6. Avoid tea, coffee, cold drinks and smoking or eating

tobacco.

7. Do not take purgatives very often. An occasional mild
laxative once or twice in a month may tic taken

;
but it may not

be necessary if the above measures are strictly followed. Very
1 San* nyi \nlUa-voUIrayt uSir are ^Tow.ltont retiree ol V,t7.

min D. and or* ma, obtain . iuSeunl amour,: ol it lr lathing ( n the ran. mamlno rad
eroaioj, foe at lent ten to fittMn minott*.
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chronic and obstinate cases of constipation may require the

use of a drug or an enema, only in the beginning of their

treatment. The best drugs arc senna or sonamukhi, cascarj

and alaoes which should be taken in moderate doses only and,

the dose gradually reduced and finally given up as soon as a

regular habit is established with the help of exercises and other

hygienic measures. If recourse is taken to a daily enema, it

should be taken in the morning, the amount of water should

be gradually reduced and then finally given up after the

establishment of a regular habit. Constipated people of the

second variety mentioned above, will derive more benefit from

the daily use cd ?.I enema.

(•ViV'— When inking u d*ily ennma Ihn wutor should bo absolutely

pi"in without nny irritating drugs in it. und its temporatura should I*

modnrutoly tepid.)

8. Always maintain an erect posture so as not to compress

the digestive organs.

9. Follow all other rules of hygiene.

The following additional measures may be found bene-

ficial in some cases.

(a) The juice of half a lemon and a pinch of common
salt to be added to the morning glass of watet.

(b) Two tea-spoonfuls of sesame or olive oil lo be taken

just before each meal.

(c) A table-spoonful of liquid paraffin to be taken at bed-

time.

(d) An occasional fast once a week or fortnight will also

be found beneficial. Sufficient amount of water

should be taken during the fasting period.
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Following diseases, especially in their chronic condition,

can he effectively treated by the Yogic methods :

/ Constipation,

a Dyspepsia.

3 Headache

,

4 Piles.

5 Heart-disease ffui.-fionalJ.

6 Neuralgia,

7 Diabetes.

8 Hysteria.

9 Consumption.

io Obesity.

:i Sterility (certain types).

ia Impotence,

ij appendicitis, &c>

Therapeutical advice it given gratis at the Alrasna to

patients comingfor consultation.

Arrangements have been made under the supervision of the

Airama for patients to stay on payment of actual expenses,

Rs. 4sf per mensem.
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